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FINDINGS

The Albert Van Luit Complex "reflects the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the 
nation, State or community” for its association with Albert Van Luit and Company, the first 
wallpaper manufacturer in California, and for the company’s advances in wallpaper 
manufacturing that were possible in part by the daylight factory they were created in. Albert 
Van Luit and Company is significant for establishing new silk screening processes for 
wallpaper manufacturing and for adopting a new distribution system that worked directly 
with retailers rather than interior designers.

The Albert Van Luit Complex contains two buildings that "embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period, 
style or method of construction.” The 1950 factory is an example of a daylight factory 
building that through its sawtooth roofing allowed natural light to illuminate the large 
manufacturing space. The 1965 showroom is also significant for its design in the Mid
Century Modern style.

The Albert Van Luit Complex showroom is "a notable work of a master builder, designer, 
or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age” as the work of Edward A. 
Killingsworth, master Mid-Century Modern architect.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures or 
sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community is 
reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important events 
in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age.

SUMMARY

The subject property includes two buildings that were part of the manufacturing and sale of 
wallpaper for Van Luit and Company, the first wallpaper manufacturing company in California. 
Founded in Hollywood in 1935, the company outgrew its first location and then a second location 
in Glendale. The company purchased the property in Atwater Village near the Los Angele River 
and hired James Raymond Wyatt, Jr. to design the factory in 1950. Master architect Edward Abel 
Killingsworth, FAIA with Jules Brady designed the showroom and offices in 1965. The Van Luit 
Company is significant for revolutionizing the wallpaper manufacturing industry by developing a 
method of printing what traditionally had been hand-screened scenic wallpaper.

The oldest building on the site is the factory designed by James Raymond Wyatt, Jr. that is located 
towards the south of the site behind a property not associated with the complex. The rectangular 
shaped factory building is constructed of poured concrete. It has a distinctive sawtooth roof with 
large industrial steel sash windows in each of the north facing vertical teeth of the roof. The factory 
is entered through several doors as well as some standard wooden doors. The northeast entrance
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includes a porch. Several square groupings of steel fixed and transom style industrial windows 
punctuate the rear and east elevations. Some office space has been created in the north portion 
of the interior, but most of the space is open. A mezzanine is set above part of the interior. The 
factory building has several additions that are in-keeping with the original design of the structure 
and were added during its use as a factory.

This type of factory is considered a "daylight factory” which utilizes steel reinforced concrete to 
create a strong, fireproof structural system with concrete slab floors. The design allows for large 
unobstructed interior spaces perfect for manufacturing and assembling, with walls strong enough 
to support large expanses of windows that fill the interior with natural light. The natural light was 
essential to Van Luit’s production process which required that each color be reviewed layer by 
layer before approving a mass printing of wallpaper. Van Luit was renowned for having the ability 
to create the best colors and timeless designs. While other companies’ sample books were in 
style for two years, Van Luit’s patterns were popular for twelve years or more. Van Luit himself 
would review the colors and dedicated himself to his work. He lived in a house that shared a 
property line with the complex and could easily walk to work every day. The factory was expanded 
in the 1960s and 1970s during Van Luit’s continued use and the additions do not detract or 
significantly alter the character-defining features of the factory building (sawtooth roof, bands of 
windows, high ceilings, open floor plan).

The second building on the site, built in 1965, was designed by Edward Abel Killingsworth with 
Jules Brady in the Mid-Century Modern style and served as the showroom and offices. 
Killingsworth is a well-known and successful master architect who designed many commercial 
and residential buildings in Southern California, including four houses in the Case Study program. 
He applied his talents to create clean elegant lines and a sense of openness for the Van Luit 
showroom and offices. He also developed the landscape plan for the property. The showroom 
building is symmetrically U-shaped and has a tall flat roofed narrow plank open porch above the 
front door. The tall paneled double door entry is flanked by torch-like porch light fixtures. A central 
courtyard is set between the two wings and is surrounded by a colonnade with narrow support 
columns. Fenestration is made up of fixed or sliding aluminum windows, some of which are floor 
to ceiling. Individual offices are housed in both levels of the wings, with the front portion being a 
tall open foyer with a tile floor and a staircase leading down to the basement level.

Landscaping includes various mature oak, ficus, and palm trees around the showroom building 
and along the east side of the property. The remnants of a bridle path are located to the south of 
the showroom building. The west fa?ade of the factory building is covered with vines.

Van Luit and Company remained at the property until the mid-1970s. It was then used for other 
manufacturing purposes including a frame manufacturer. Today, the factory is used as storage 
space and the showroom and office building is used as office space.

DISCUSSION

The Albert Van Luit Complex meets three of the criteria for designation under the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance.

The Albert Van Luit Complex "reflects the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, 
State or community” for its association with Albert Van Luit and Company, the first wallpaper 
manufacturer in California, and for the company’s advances in wallpaper manufacturing. The 
daylight factory constructed in 1950 on the site allowed for great expanses of windows which
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illuminated the interior of the factory. Under the natural light, Van Luit would meticulously review 
the drying colors of his silk screened wallpapers and determine how to tweak the color to get his 
desired effect. This attention to detail paid off and Van Luit and Company became a very 
successful manufacturer of wallpaper. The quality in color and design was attributed to "The Van 
Luit Touch” and the company became an industry leader distributing all over the world. In 1962, 
the interior design industry presented Van Luit with the Justin P. Allman award, the industry’s 
highest honor. In addition to inventing fabulous designs and adopting modern silk-screening 
process with drying ovens, Van Luit and Company spearheaded a new way to distribute. Rather 
than going through interior designers to promote their product, Van Luit went to retailers directly. 
This lead to high sales and increased profits. These contributions to wallpaper manufacturing 
technology, attention to detail, and distribution have had a lasting impact on the industry to this 
day and reflects the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation.

The Albert Van Luit Complex contains two buildings that "embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period, style 
or method of construction.” The 1950 factory is an example of a daylight factory building that 
through its sawtooth roofing, concrete construction, and wide bands of windows allowed natural 
light to illuminate the large manufacturing space. The factory retains these character-defining 
features and is a good example of the building type. Additions to the factory were made during its 
use by Van Luit and Company and retain association with its use for manufacturing.

The 1965 showroom is also significant for its design in the Mid-Century Modern style. Though in 
need of maintenance, the building is virtually unaltered since its construction. The overhang at 
the front entrance was added in 1967 also by Killingsworth, Brady, and Associates. The U-shaped 
showroom retains character-defining features such as tall floor to ceiling windows, flat roof, 
continuity and seamlessness between interior and exterior spaces, a central courtyard, brick and 
stucco walls, and high ceilings. The decorative double entry doors and light sconces may have 
been influenced by Van Luit’s wallpaper designs. Van Luit’s wallpaper would have appeared on 
many of the interior walls of display for potential clients. Original wallpaper was discovered in the 
basement offices. The showroom is a good example of Mid-Century Modern style applied to a 
commercial building.

Lastly, the Albert Van Luit Complex showroom is "a notable work of a master builder, designer, 
or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age” as the work of Edward A. 
Killingsworth, prominent Mid-Century modern architect. Killingsworth, Brady, and Associates 
designed the showroom and landscape for Van Luit, integrating high ceilings and lots of natural 
light to the interiors to show off the wallpaper designs. Killingsworth is known for his participation 
in the Arts & Architecture Case Study House program (1945-1966). His firm Killingsworth, Brady, 
& Associates designed Case Study Houses #23, #25, and #26 and Case Study Apartments #2. 
Killingsworth designed many residential and commercial buildings in Southern California, 
including the University Religious Center on the USC campus in 1965 (HCM #1055). The 
Religious Center was built the same year as the Van Luit showroom. The similarities of the two 
buildings is clear in Killingsworth’s application of geometric volumes, wide expanses of windows, 
double-high ceilings, and slatted overhangs on both.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) FINDINGS

State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 "consists of actions taken 
by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the maintenance,
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restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves 
procedures for protection of the environment.”

State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 "consists of projects 
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, conservation 
or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.”

The designation of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in accordance 
with Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code ("LAAC”) will ensure 
that future construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in accordance with 
Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is to prevent significant impacts 
to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set forth in the LAAC. 
Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic significance and 
integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations and new 
construction and the demolition of an irreplaceable historic site/open space. The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC and provide 
standards concerning the historically appropriate construction activities which will ensure the 
continued preservation of the subject property.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment 
through the imposition of regulations designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural 
Monuments.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction 
of historic buildings and sites in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

Categorical Exemption ENV-2015-4256-CE was prepared on January 20, 2016.

BACKGROUND

On December 3, 2015 the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the property under 
consideration. On January 14, 2016, a subcommittee of the Commission consisting of 
Commissioners Barron and Irvine visited the property, accompanied by a staff member from the 
Office of Historic Resources.
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SUMMARY

The subject property includes two buildings that were part of the manufacturing and sale of 
wallpaper for Van Luit and Company, the first wallpaper manufacturing company in California. 
Founded in Hollywood in 1935, the company outgrew its first location and then a second 
location in Glendale. The company purchased the property in Atwater Village near the Los 
Angele River and hired James Raymond Wyatt, Jr. to design the factory in 1950. Master 
architect Edward Abel Killingsworth, FAIA with Jules Brady designed the showroom and offices 
in 1965. The Van Luit Company is significant for revolutionizing the wallpaper manufacturing 
industry by developing a method of printing what traditionally had been hand-screened scenic 
wallpaper.

The oldest building on the site is the factory designed by James Raymond Wyatt, Jr. that is 
located towards the south of the site behind a property not associated with the complex. The 
rectangular shaped factory building is constructed of poured concrete. It has a distinctive 
sawtooth roof with large industrial steel sash windows in each of the north facing vertical teeth 
of the roof. The factory is entered through several doors as well as some standard wooden 
doors. The northeast entrance includes a porch. Several square groupings of steel fixed and 
transom style industrial windows punctuate the rear and east elevations. Some office space has 
been created in the north portion of the interior, but most of the space is open. A mezzanine is 
set above part of the interior. The factory building has several additions that are in-keeping with 
the original design of the structure and were added during its use as a factory.

This type of factory is considered a "daylight factory” which utilizes steel reinforced concrete to 
create a strong, fireproof structural system with concrete slab floors. The design allows for large 
unobstructed interior spaces perfect for manufacturing and assembling, with walls strong 
enough to support large expanses of windows that fill the interior with natural light.

The second building on the site, built in 1965, was designed by Edward Abel Killingsworth with 
Jules Brady in the International Style and served as the showroom and offices. Killingsworth is 
a well-known and successful master architect who designed many commercial and residential 
buildings in Southern California, including four houses in the Case Study program. He applied 
his talents to create clean elegant lines and a sense of openness for the Van Luit showroom 
and offices. He also developed the landscape plan for the property. The showroom building is 
symmetrically U-shaped and has a tall flat roofed narrow plank open porch above the front door. 
The tall paneled double door entry is flanked by torch-like porch light fixtures. A central 
courtyard is set between the two wings and is surrounded by a colonnade with narrow support 
columns. Fenestration is made up of fixed or sliding aluminum windows, some of which are floor 
to ceiling. Individual offices are housed in both levels of the wings, with the front portion being a 
tall open foyer with a tile floor and a staircase leading down to the basement level.

Landscaping includes various mature oak, ficus, and palm trees around the showroom building 
and along the east side of the property. The remnants of a bridal path are located to the south of 
the showroom building. The west fa?ade of the factory building is covered with vines.

Van Luit and Company remained at the property until the mid-1970s. It was then used for other 
manufacturing purposes including a frame manufacturer. Today the factory is used as storage 
space and the showroom and offices building as office space.
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CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures 
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community 
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important 
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age.

FINDINGS

Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that 
the application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further 
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument.



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission ® 113HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

1. PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION

Proposed Monument Name: Albert Van Luit Complex Former name of property

Street Address: 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive Council District: 13Zip: 90039

Range of Addresses on Property: 4000-4012 E. Chevy Chase Drive Community Name:

Block: N/ATract: 5673 & Watts Subdivision Lot: 56-60 & Ptn 2Assessor Parcel Number: 5594-015-019/5594-016-015

Site/

Open Space
Proposed Monument 
Property Type:

Natural
Feature

Building c Structure C" Object c c

2. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY & CONDITION

• Factual C EstimatedYear Built: 1950 Threatened?: Private Development

Architect/Designer: J. W Wyatt (fac.). Killingsworth-Brady (SR) Contractor: Owner (factory) & Myers Bros, (showroom)

Original Use: Wallpaper factory & showroom/offices Present Use:

If "No," 

where?:
Is the Proposed Monument on its Original Site?: * Yes c No Unknown

3. STYLE & MATERIALS

Architectural Style: Industrial (Factory) International Style (Showroom) Stories: 1 Plan Shape: Rectangular & C-Shaped

SECONDARYPRIMARYFEATURE

Type: Concrete, masonry unitType: Concrete, poured/precast (Factory)
CONSTRUCTION

Cladding Material: Stucco, textured Cladding Material:

Type: Type:

ROOF
Material: Material:

Type:Type:

WINDOWS
Material: Material:

Style: Style:

ENTRY
Material: Material:

4. HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT CRITERIA

The proposed monument exemplifies the following Cultural Heritage Ordinance Criteria (Section 22.171.7):

/ Reflects the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, state or community

□ Is identified with historic personage(s) or with important events in the main currents of national, state, or local history

Embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, inherently valuable for study of 

a period, style or method of construction/

/ A notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age

1 UPDATED MARCH 2014
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Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission IlLJ!HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

5. ALTERATION SUMMARY

List date and write a brief description of work done for major alterations. This section may also be completed on a 

separate document. Be sure to include copies of building permits in the nomination packet (see Section 9. SUBMITTAL).

1. Additions to factory building in 1953,1954,1956,1957,1960 and 1972.Various years

2. Construction of interior rooms for offices within factory building.1962

3. Illuminated roof sign added to factory (since removed but possibly stored on site).1963

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

6. EXISTING HISTORIC RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION (If known)

□ Listed in the National Register of Historic Places

□ Listed in the California Register of Historical Resources

□ Formally determined eligible for the National and/or California Registers

C' Contributing feature 

C Non-contributing feature
□ Located in a Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ)

Determined eligible for national, state, or local landmark 

status by a historic resources survey(s)□ Survey Name(s):

Other historical or cultural resource designation(s):

7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS

This section allows you to discuss at length the significance of the proposed monument and why it should be nominated 
as a Historic-Cultural Monument. Type your responses on a separate document and attach sheets to the back of this 
form.

Proposed Monument Description - Describe the proposed monument's physical characteristics and 

relationship to its surrounding environment. Identify and describe any character-defining elements, 

structures, interior spaces, or landscape features.

A.

Statement of Significance - Address the proposed monument's historic, cultural, and/or architectural 

significance by discussing how it satisfies the HCM criteria selected in Section 4 (on the previous page). 

You must support your argument with substantial evidence and analysis.

B.

2 UPDATED MARCH 2014
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Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission illHISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

8. CONTACT INFORMATION

Applicant

Company:Name: Atwater Village Always

Street Address: 4007 Verdant Street City: Los Angeles State: CA

Phone Number: Email: atwatervillagealways@gmail.comZip: 90039 213-447-6456

C' No • UnknownProperty Owner Is the owner in support of the nomination? Yes

Company:Name: 4000 Chevy Case, LLC c/o Linda Duttenhaver

6671 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 1575 City: HollywoodStreet Address: State:

Email:Zip: Phone Number: 323-463-5611

Nomination Preparer/Applicant's Representative

Charles J. Fisher Company:Name:

City: Highland ParkStreet Address: 140 S. Avenue 57 State:

Zip: Phone Number: Email:323-256-3593

9. RELEASE

Please read each statement and check the corresponding boxes to indicate that you agree with the statement. 

Then, electronically or physically sign the bottom portion. Either the applicant or the preparer may sign.

I acknowledge that all documents submitted will become public records under the California Public Records Act, 

and understand that the documents will be made available upon request to members of the public for inspection 

and copying.
0

I acknowledge that all photographs and images submitted as part of this application will become the property of 

the City of Los Angeles, and understand that permission is granted for use of the photographs and images by the 

City without any expectation of compensation.
0

0 I acknowledge that I have the right to submit or have obtained the appropriate permission to submit all 

information contained in this application.

Charles J. Fisher 10-6-2015
Signature:Name: Date:

3 UPDATED MARCH 2014
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10. SUBMITTAL

When you have completed preparing your nomination, compile all materials in the order specified below. Although the entire 

packet must not exceed 100 pages, you may send additional material on a CD or flash drive.

APPLICATION CHECKLIST

/ / Copies of Building Permits for Major Alterations 

(include first construction permit)

/ Contemporary Photos 

/ Historical Photos 
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Albert Van Luit Complex 
Architectural Description

The two buildings on the site are of different architectural style, being a two-story 
daylight factory and a two-story International Style showroom and office building.

The rectangular shaped factory building is constructed of poured concrete exterior 
walls and a distinctive sawtooth roof with large industrial steel sash windows in 
each of the North facing vertical teeth of the roof.

The factory has several additions that are in keeping with the original design of the 
structure. Entrance is through several roll-up doors as well as some standard 
wooden doors. The entrance on the Northeast corner is within a porch with four 
rectangular louver style columns above a brick pier. Various rows open to the 
North (front) and several square groupings of steel fixed and transom style 
industrial windows punctuate the rear and East elevations.

Some office space has been created in the North portion of the interior, but most of 
the space is open concrete floor. A mezzanine is set above part of the interior. 
Structural steel struts and cross supports are located below the roof level 
throughout the interior space. The building is set back from the street behind a 
parcel that has not historically been a part of the property.

The showroom building is symmetrically U-shaped and has a tall flat roofed 
narrow plank open porch above the front door at roof level that extends out from 
the building and is supported by four thin square columns attached to the ends of 
four 2” x 6” beams, which covers one wide flight of concrete steps leading to the 
tall paneled double door entry, which is flanked by identical torch like porch light 
fixtures. A smaller porte-cochere style porch with a similar roof and a solid wall 
on the South end is on the South side of the building, over a walkway to a side 
entrance.

The flat roofed building faces to the West, toward the main driveway for the 
property. Two bays with HVAC equipment are sunk alongside the South wall of 
the building. A central courtyard is set between the two wings that form the rear 
part of the building. A colonnade, supported by narrow square pillars surrounds 
the courtyard. The aluminum windows are fixed or sliding, some of which are 
floor to ceiling covering both levels of the open main floorplan. Individual offices



are housed in both levels of the wings, with the front portion being a tall open 
foyer with a tile floor and a staircase leading down to the basement level.

Landscaping includes various mature oak, fichus and palm trees around the 
showroom building and along the East side of the property. The remnants of a 
bridal path are located to the South of the showroom building. The West facade of 
the factory building is covered with vines.



Albert Van Luit Complex 
4000-10 E. Chevy Chase Drive 

Significance Statement

The two main buildings of the wallpaper manufacturing complex were built in 
1950 (factory) and 1965 (showroom). The former was designed by the architect 
James Raymond Wyatt, Jr and the latter was designed by Edward Abel 
Killingsworth and Jules Brady (Killingsworth-Brady and Associates).

The property was the location of the Albert Van Luit and Company, that was the 
first wallpaper manufacturing concern in California, established a shop in a garage 
on Hollywood Boulevard in 1935 after Van Luit came to California from his native 
Ohio. Three years later he revolutionized the industry by developing a method of 
printing hand-screened scenic wallpaper. The company quickly outgrew the 
Hollywood location and moved the factory to Glendale. By 1950, the company 
had outgrown that site and had bought the factory property adjacent to Griffith 
Park. The initial construction was completed the following year and several 
additions were added to the factory over the next two decades.

The showroom building was constructed on an adjacent site where two small 
houses had previously stood. The architect, Edward A. Killingsworth, was well 
known for his work in the Case Study House program.

A more detailed account of Van Luit’s contributions to the wallpaper industry 
along with the architects of the two buildings is found in a recent report from 
Historic Resources Group that has been attached as a part of this application.

The report also discusses the architecture of the two buildings:

It states that the daylight factory type buildings have been identified by the Office 
of Historic Resources as a significant property type in the Citywide Survey draft 
context statements for industrial development. Furthermore, "Daylight Factory” 
design, which utilized steel reinforced concrete to create strong, fireproof structural 
systems that supported concrete slab floors. The design featured large unobstructed 
floor spaces and exposed concrete exterior frames that could be filled with large 
windows to admit light and air.

National Register criteria states that “in the last quarter of the 19th Century, the 
influence of engineering upon architecture resulted in a new approach to traditional 
and historic materiality. Roebling's American bridges and those in France by 
Eiffel, were not only truly elegant in style but they employed the use of iron and 
steel to solve structural problems. As the century ended, the use of concrete would



take on a new form and was being used by being reinforced with steel. By the 
beginning of the 20th Century, reinforced concrete was being used in European 
residential commercial structures.

American architect Albert Kahn played a significant role in expanding the 
applications for reinforced concrete after 1903. Some have argued that Kahn was 
more of an engineer than an architect, but it is this disciplinary marriage that 
produced the reinforced concrete frame that Kahn employed to allow broad, clear 
spaces for the operation of production lines in American automobile factories. This 
form reached a high point in Kahn's Building #10 done for the Packard Motor Car 
Company on East Grand Boulevard in Detroit. There the reinforced concrete frame 
held the loads so that the perimeter walls of the factory could be filled with glass to 
allow natural light to penetrate into the interior workspaces, thus giving birth to the 
Daylight Factory."

This building type was particularly suited to manufacturing because of its open 
floor space, with fewer and less obtrusive support columns allowed for the 
reconfiguration of assembly lines. The windows are a key element for allowing 
natural light to come into the building, thus saving energy as well as the product, in 
this case, wallpaper, to be seen in a more natural way.

The design allows the building to be more readily converted to other uses, such as 
artists space. In the case of the Van Luit factory, the majority of the windows face 
North, allowing natural light to bathe the interior without the heat and contrast of 
direct Sunlight.

The showroom building utilizes the International Style in massing, while bringing 
in a few classical elements, such as the paneled front door and the large ornate 
porch lights, a nod to Van Luit’s traditional designs in wallpaper. The integration 
of the interior and exterior space, particularly in the courtyard area, is found in the 
International style. Besides the building itself, Killingsworth designed the 
building’s landscape elements in order to create a more unified whole. The open 
floorplan of the public areas of the building were designed to allow a more natural 
way to view the various wallpaper designs and allowed for the easy 
reconfiguration of displays.

The business remained active for a time after Albert Van Luit’s death in 1970, 
including one last addition to the factory in 1972. After the Van Luit Company 
left, the property was used for a time as a picture frame factory. A later outfit was 
Greef Fabrics, Inc., a company that had partnered with Van Luit and produced high 
end fabrics and wallpaper products. The factory building is presently being used 
as a warehouse for movie props by Scenic Expressions. There was a neon sign



added to the building in 1963, but it has been removed and may be stored inside 
the building.

The showroom building is presently being used as office space. Demolition 
permits were issued for both buildings in 2014, but have been put on hold because 
the environmental review for a proposed project has yet to be performed.

The Albert Van Luit Complex qualifies as a local Historic Cultural Monument as 
architectural type specimens for the daylight factory style and the International 
Style for a commercial building. They are also important for the association with 
Albert Van Luit and his innovations in the wallpaper industry after World War II, 
as well as the showroom being a significant work by the master architect Edward 
A. Killingsworth.
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City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning%s ni’

10/5/2015
PARCEL PROFILE REPORT

PROPERTY ADDRESSES
4000 E CHEVY CHASE DR

Address/Legal Information
PIN Number
Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 
Thomas Brothers Grid

159B205 295 
2,569.2 (sq ft)
PAGE 564 - GRID C6 
PAGE 564 - GRID C7 
5594015019 
TR 5673 
M B 61-58

ZIP CODES
90039

Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
Tract
Map Reference 
Block

RECENT ACTIVITY
CPC-2014-4062-GPA-VZC-SPR 
VTT-73173-SL None

Lot 60
CASE NUMBERS Arb (Lot Cut Reference) 

Map Sheet
None

CPC-2014-4062-G P A-ZC- H D-ZAD- 159B205
SPR Jurisdictional Information
CPC-2008-3125-CA 
CPC-2007-3036-RIO 
CPC-1989-177-I PRO 
CPC-1986-826-GPC 
ORD-183145 
ORD-183144 
ORD-172316 
ORD-165351-SA30 
ZA-11454
ENV-2014-4063-EAF
ENV-2007-3037-ND
OB-13348
OB-12069
AFF-31988
AFF-13348
AFF-12069

Community Plan Area 
Area Planning Commission 
Neighborhood Council 
Council District 
Census Tract #
LADBS District Office

Northeast Los Angeles 
East Los Angeles 
Atwater Village 
CD 13 - Mitch O'Farrell 
1881.00
Los Angeles Metro

Planning and Zoning Information
Special Notes 
Zoning
Zoning Information (Zl)
General Plan Land Use 
General Plan Footnote(s)
Hillside Area (Zoning Code)
Baseline Hillside Ordinance 
Baseline Mansionization Ordinance 
Specific Plan Area 
Special Land Use / Zoning 
Design Review Board 
Historic Preservation Review 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 
Other Historic Designations 
Other Historic Survey Information 
Mills Act Contract
POD - Pedestrian Oriented Districts 
CDO - Community Design Overlay 
NSO - Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 
Streetscape 
Sign District
Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area
CRA - Community Redevelopment Agency
Central City Parking
Downtown Parking
Building Line
500 Ft School Zone

None
R1-1-RIO
ZI-2358 River Improvement Overlay District 
Low Residential
Yes
No
No
Yes
None
None
No
No
None
None
None
None
None
None
No
No
No
None
None
No
No
None
No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org | cityplanning.lacity.org



500 Ft Park Zone Active: North Atwater Park
Assessor Information
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
APN Area (Co. Public Works)* 
Use Code
Assessed Land Val.
Assessed Improvement Val. 
Last Owner Change 
Last Sale Amount 
Tax Rate Area 
Deed Ref No. (City Clerk)

5594015019 
0.452 (ac)
1700 - Office Building 
$355,963 
$331,828 
06/10/14
$9
13
599539
3786608
295020
2259854
107051
107050

Building 1 
Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 2 
Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 3 
Building 4 
Building 5

1965
D8C
0
0
0
6,412.0 (sq ft)

1944
DX
0
0
0
4,800.0 (sq ft)
No data for building 3 
No data for building 4 
No data for building 5

Additional Information
Airport Hazard 
Coastal Zone 
Farmland
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 
Fire District No. 1 
Flood Zone 
Watercourse
Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties 
Methane Hazard Site 
High Wind Velocity Areas
Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- No 
13372)

None
None
Area Not Mapped
No
No
None
No
No
None
No

Oil Wells None
Seismic Hazards
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km) 
Nearest Fault (Name)
Region
Fault Type
Slip Rate (mm/year)
Slip Geometry

Within Fault Zone 
Hollywood Fault
Transverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin
B
1.00000000
Left Lateral - Reverse - Oblique

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org | cityplanning.lacity.org



Slip Type
Down Dip Width (km)
Rupture Top 
Rupture Bottom 
Dip Angle (degrees)
Maximum Magnitude 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone 
Landslide 
Liquefaction
Preliminary Fault Rupture Study Area 
Tsunami Inundation Zone

Poorly Constrained
14.00000000 
0.00000000
13.00000000
70.00000000 
6.40000000
No
No
Yes
No
No

Economic Development Areas
Business Improvement District 
Promise Zone 
Renewal Community 
Revitalization Zone 
State Enterprise Zone 
Targeted Neighborhood Initiative

None
No
No
None
None
None

Public Safety
Police Information 

Bureau
Division / Station 

Reporting District

Central
Northeast
1102

Fire Information 
Division 

Batallion
District / Fire Station 

Red Flag Restricted Parking

1

2

50
No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org | cityplanning.lacity.org



CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.

CPC-2014-4062-G P A-ZC-H D-ZAD-S P RCase Number:
Required Action(s): GPA-GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT 

HD-HEIGHT DISTRICT 
SPR-SITE PLAN REVIEW 
ZAD-ZA DETERMINATION (PER LAMC 12.27)
ZC-ZONE CHANGE
PURSUANT TO SECTION 12.32 AND 11.5.6, A GPA FROM LOW AND MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL TO LOW MEDIUM II RESIDENTIAL 
AND VZC FROM R1-1-RIO, OS-1XL-RIO, A1-1-RIO AND A2-1-RIO TO RD2-1-RIO, AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 16.05, SPR 
REVIEW AND APPROVAL FOR A 60 UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 17.01, A VTT MAP FOR A 60 
UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION.

Project Descriptions(s):

Case Number: CPC-2008-3125-CA
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

CA-CODE AMENDMENT 
Data Not Available
CPC-2007-3036-RIOCase Number:

Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

RIO-RIVER IMPROVEMENT OVERLAY DISTRICT
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ORDINANCE THAT FACILITATES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE LA-RIO BOUNDARIES TO 
ENHANCE THE WATERSHED, URBAN DESIGN AND MOBILITY OF THE AREA. THESE BOUNDARIES ARE ADJACENT TO, NOT 
INSIDE, THE LOS ANGELES RIVER ON LAND ALREADY ZONED FOR DEVELOPMENT.
CPC-1989-177-I PROCase Number:

Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

IPRO-INTERIM PLAN REVISION ORDINANCE 
Data Not Available
CPC-1986-826-GPCCase Number:

Required Action(s): GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)
Project Descriptions(s): GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY - ZONE CHANGES - HEIGHT DISTRICT CHANGES AND PLAN AMENDMENTS -

VARIOUS LOCATIONS
Case Number: ENV-2014-4063-EAF
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): PURSUANT TO SECTION 12.32 AND 11.5.6, A GPA FROM LOW AND MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL TO LOW MEDIUM II RESIDENTIAL

AND VZC FROM R1-1-RIO, OS-1XL-RIO, A1-1-RIO AND A2-1-RIO TO RD2-1-RIO, AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 16.05, SPR 
REVIEW AND APPROVAL FOR A 60 UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 17.01, A VTT MAP FOR A 60 
UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION.

EAF-ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Case Number: ENV-2007-3037-ND
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ORDINANCE THAT FACILITATES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE LA-RIO BOUNDARIES TO 
ENHANCE THE WATERSHED, URBAN DESIGN AND MOBILITY OF THE AREA. THESE BOUNDARIES ARE ADJACENT TO, NOT 
INSIDE, THE LOS ANGELES RIVER ON LAND ALREADY ZONED FOR DEVELOPMENT.

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ORD-183145
ORD-183144

ORD-172316
ORD-165351-SA30
ZA-11454
OB-13348
OB-12069
AFF-31988
AFF-13348
AFF-12069

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning%s ni’

10/5/2015
PARCEL PROFILE REPORT

PROPERTY ADDRESSES
None

Address/Legal Information
PIN Number
Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 
Thomas Brothers Grid 
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
Tract
Map Reference 
Block

159B205 304 
66,868.1 (sq ft)
PAGE 564 - GRID C7 
5594016015
WATTS' SUBDIVISION OF A PART OF THE RANCHO SAN RAFAEL 
M R 5-200/201

ZIP CODES
None

RECENT ACTIVITY
CPC-2014-4062-GPA-VZC-SPR 
VTT-73173-SL

None
Lot FR 2
Arb (Lot Cut Reference) 
Map Sheet

7
CASE NUMBERS
CPC-24098

159B205
Jurisdictional Information

CPC-2014-4062-G P A-ZC- H D-ZAD- Community Plan Area 
Area Planning Commission 
Neighborhood Council 
Council District 
Census Tract #
LADBS District Office

Northeast Los Angeles 
East Los Angeles 
Atwater Village 
CD 13 - Mitch O'Farrell 
1881.00
Los Angeles Metro

SPR
CPC-2008-3125-CA 
CPC-2007-3036-RIO 
CPC-2006-48-ICO 
CPC-1990-596-GPC 
CPC-1990-153-CUZ 
CPC-1989-22490 
CPC-1989-177-I PRO 
ORD-183145 
ORD-183144 
ORD-174665-SA2 04 
ORD-172316 
ORD-169462-SA190 
ORD-143644 
ZAI-2966 
ZA-1990-781-ZV 
ZA-17011 
ZA-15553 
ZA-11454
ENV-2014-4063-EAF
ENV-2007-3037-ND
OB-73348

Planning and Zoning Information
Special Notes 
Zoning
Zoning Information (Zl)

None
A1-1-RIO
ZI-16
ZI-2358 River Improvement Overlay District 
ZI-2438 Equine Keeping in the City of Los Angeles 
ZI-2427 Freeway Adjacent Advisory Notice for Sensitive Uses 
Minimum ResidentialGeneral Plan Land Use 

General Plan Footnote(s)
Hillside Area (Zoning Code)
Baseline Hillside Ordinance 
Baseline Mansionization Ordinance 
Specific Plan Area 
Special Land Use / Zoning 
Design Review Board 
Historic Preservation Review 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 
Other Historic Designations 
Other Historic Survey Information 
Mills Act Contract
POD - Pedestrian Oriented Districts 
CDO - Community Design Overlay 
NSO - Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 
Streetscape 
Sign District
Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area
CRA - Community Redevelopment Agency
Central City Parking
Downtown Parking

Yes
No
No
No
None
None
No
No
None
None
None
None
None
None
No
No
No
None
None
No
No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org | cityplanning.lacity.org



Building Line 
500 Ft School Zone 
500 Ft Park Zone

None
No
Active: North Atwater Park

Assessor Information
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
APN Area (Co. Public Works)* 
Use Code
Assessed Land Val.
Assessed Improvement Val. 
Last Owner Change 
Last Sale Amount 
Tax Rate Area 
Deed Ref No. (City Clerk)

5594016015 
2.190 (ac)
3200 - Heavy Manufacturing
$1,725,530
$1,387,663
06/10/14
$9
13
923
2259854
107051
107050

Building 1 
Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 2 
Building 3 
Building 4 
Building 5

1950
C55A
0
0
0
57,921.0 (sq ft)
No data for building 2 
No data for building 3 
No data for building 4 
No data for building 5

Additional Information
Airport Hazard 
Coastal Zone 
Farmland
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 
Fire District No. 1 
Flood Zone 
Watercourse
Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties 
Methane Hazard Site 
High Wind Velocity Areas
Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- No 
13372)

None
None
Area Not Mapped
No
No
None
No
No
None
No

Oil Wells None
Seismic Hazards
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km) 
Nearest Fault (Name)
Region
Fault Type
Slip Rate (mm/year)
Slip Geometry 
Slip Type
Down Dip Width (km)
Rupture Top 
Rupture Bottom 
Dip Angle (degrees)
Maximum Magnitude

Within Fault Zone 
Hollywood Fault
Transverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin
B
1.00000000
Left Lateral - Reverse - Oblique 
Poorly Constrained
14.00000000 
0.00000000
13.00000000
70.00000000 
6.40000000

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone
Landslide
Liquefaction
Preliminary Fault Rupture Study Area 
Tsunami Inundation Zone

No
No
Yes
No
No

Economic Development Areas
Business Improvement District 
Promise Zone 
Renewal Community 
Revitalization Zone 
State Enterprise Zone 
Targeted Neighborhood Initiative

None
No
No
None
None
None

Public Safety
Police Information 

Bureau
Division / Station 

Reporting District

Central
Northeast
1102

Fire Information 
Division 

Batallion
District / Fire Station 

Red Flag Restricted Parking

1

2

50
No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.

CPC-2014-4062-G P A-ZC-H D-ZAD-S P RCase Number:
Required Action(s): GPA-GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT 

HD-HEIGHT DISTRICT 
SPR-SITE PLAN REVIEW 
ZAD-ZA DETERMINATION (PER LAMC 12.27)
ZC-ZONE CHANGE
PURSUANT TO SECTION 12.32 AND 11.5.6, A GPA FROM LOW AND MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL TO LOW MEDIUM II RESIDENTIAL 
AND VZC FROM R1-1-RIO, OS-1XL-RIO, A1-1-RIO AND A2-1-RIO TO RD2-1-RIO, AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 16.05, SPR 
REVIEW AND APPROVAL FOR A 60 UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 17.01, A VTT MAP FOR A 60 
UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION.

Project Descriptions(s):

Case Number: CPC-2008-3125-CA
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

CA-CODE AMENDMENT 
Data Not Available
CPC-2007-3036-RIOCase Number:

Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

RIO-RIVER IMPROVEMENT OVERLAY DISTRICT
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ORDINANCE THAT FACILITATES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE LA-RIO BOUNDARIES TO 
ENHANCE THE WATERSHED, URBAN DESIGN AND MOBILITY OF THE AREA. THESE BOUNDARIES ARE ADJACENT TO, NOT 
INSIDE, THE LOS ANGELES RIVER ON LAND ALREADY ZONED FOR DEVELOPMENT.
CPC-2006-48-ICOCase Number:

Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): AN INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE REQUIRING A PROJECT PERMIT IN ORDER TO ISSUE A BUILDING PERMIT FOR

PROPERTIES ALONG THE LOS ANGELES RIVER, IN THREE SECTIONS WITH WIDTHS OF 300 FEET, 500 FEET AND 1,000 
FEET.

ICO-INTERIM CONTROL ORDINANCE

CPC-1990-596-GPCCase Number:
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)
AB283 PROG PROP PLAN AMEND, ZC & HD CHANGES THROUGHOUT THE CITY IN ORDER TO IMPLEMENT THE NEWLY 
CREATED OPEN SPACE (OS)

Case Number: CPC-1990-153-CUZ
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

CUZ-ALL OTHER CONDITIONAL USE CASES 
Data Not Available

Case Number: CPC-1989-22490
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

Data Not Available

CPC-1989-177-I PROCase Number:
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

IPRO-INTERIM PLAN REVISION ORDINANCE 
Data Not Available

Case Number: ZA-1990-781-ZV
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): TO AUTHORIZE A 1,474 SQ. FT. ADDITION FOR OFFICE AND STORAGE USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN EXISTING LEGALLY

NONCONFORMING CONTRACTORS EQUIPMENT AND STORAGE YARD INTHE A2 ZONE IN THE A2-1 ZONE.

ZV-ZONE VARIANCE

Case Number: ENV-2014-4063-EAF
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): PURSUANT TO SECTION 12.32 AND 11.5.6, A GPA FROM LOW AND MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL TO LOW MEDIUM II RESIDENTIAL

AND VZC FROM R1-1-RIO, OS-1XL-RIO, A1-1-RIO AND A2-1-RIO TO RD2-1-RIO, AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 16.05, SPR 
REVIEW AND APPROVAL FOR A 60 UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 17.01, A VTT MAP FOR A 60 
UNIT SMALL LOT SUBDIVISION.

EAF-ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Case Number: ENV-2007-3037-ND
Required Action(s): 
Project Descriptions(s):

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ORDINANCE THAT FACILITATES DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE LA-RIO BOUNDARIES TO 
ENHANCE THE WATERSHED, URBAN DESIGN AND MOBILITY OF THE AREA. THESE BOUNDARIES ARE ADJACENT TO, NOT 
INSIDE, THE LOS ANGELES RIVER ON LAND ALREADY ZONED FOR DEVELOPMENT.

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
CPC-24098 
ORD-183145 
ORD-183144 
ORD-174665-SA2 04

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org 
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org | cityplanning.lacity.org



ORD-172316 
ORD-169462-SA190 
ORD-143644 
ZAI-2966 
ZA-17011 
ZA-15553 
ZA-11454 
OB-73348

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Edward A. Killingsworth, Architect 
(1917-2004)

By Charles J. Fisher

The son of an oil worker, Edward Abel Killingsworth was born in Taft, California 
on November 4, 1917 to Walter Martin Killingsworth and Gertrude (Hutton) 
Killingsworth, the first of two sons. As the oil fields in Taft became fully 
developed, Edward’s father relocated the family first to Yorba Linda and then to 
Long Beach in in 1921, as the Signal Hill oil fields began to be developed. While 
attending Wilson High School in Long Beach, he took an interest in art, but 
decided architecture would be a more lucrative vocation.

Killingsworth went on to attend the University of Southern California and received 
his Bachelor's degree at the University of Southern California School of 
Architecture in 1940, as well as a medal from the American Institute of Architects 
for having the highest academic record in his class. He enlisted in the army on 
March 12, 1941, serving as an operations officer in the Army Corp of Engineers 
attached to the 654th Engineer Topographic Battalion, where he earned a Bronze 
Star for supervising the production of over 8 million photo maps in preparation for 
the allied invasion of Europe (D-Day, June 6, 1944). In 1943, he married his wife, 
Laura, with whom he had two sons, Greg and Kim.

After the war, he worked in the Long Beach architectural office of Kenneth S. 
Wing from 1946 until 1953. He then partnered with Jules Brady and Waugh 
Smith. Smith left the firm in 1962 and it was renamed Killingsworth, Brady and 
Associates. Both of these partners were classmates of Killingsworth at USC.

In 1950, Killingswoth was noticed by John Entenza, the creator of the Case Study 
House program through his Arts and Architecture Magazine. Entenza had seen a 
753 square foot house/office that Killingsworth had designed for his in-laws in Los 
Alamitos, which was his first solo project as one off the earliest post and beam 
structures in Southern California.

Killingsworth and his partners designed a total of six houses for the Case Study 
program, four of which were built. This count included the Eddie Frank House, 
Case Study House No. 25, which was built in 1962 in the Naples Section of Long 
Beach.



According to photographer Julius Shulman, No. 25 was “the most successful of all 
the Case Study Houses.” Shulman noting that “he got a lot of houses 
(commissions) from that one.” In spite of the Case Study fame, Killingsworth 
“never promoted himself”. Shulman continues: “He very seldom had his work 
published as much as it could have been. He was not a pusher. He knew his work 
was good, that it was successful with his clients and the public. To him, that was a 
good demonstration of what we call success.”

While known for the iconic houses, the Killingsworth firm did a number of 
significant civic and commercial buildings, especially in Long Beach. The firm’s 
International style office, built in 1957, is considered to be one of the most 
important of its time. The award-winning office building epitomized Modernist 
principles, integrating architecture and the natural landscape seamlessly. Another 
important project was the master plan for Cal State University, Long Beach which 
was worked over a 40-year period from 1962 until 2002. Other important 
collegiate buildings are the Religious Center at the University of Southern 
California (HCM 1055), built in 1965 and the Watt Hall of Architecture and Fine 
Arts, built in 1973, also at Killingsworth’s alma mater.

Another building utilizing the International style is the Showroom Building for the 
Albert Van Luit Wallpaper manufacturing firm, also built in 1965. This small 
symmetrical building displays many of the design traits that Killingsworth was 
known for in both domestic and institutional buildings, the most visble being the 
tall entry doors and the even taller display room at the front of the building, giving 
it a feeling of more square footage that it actually has. The front canopy, supported 
by narrow square posts, is similar in design to the canopies on the Religious Center 
and other mid-sixties Killingsworth designs. Philosophically, like many of his 
contemporaries, Killingsworth believed in open spaces and floor plans. He 
preferred high ceilings and glass walls that invited nature in.

As the years passed and the honors piled up, Killingsworth's architectural projects 
grew in size and scale, from residential buildings in Southern California to luxury 
hotels in such exotic locales as Hawaii, Guam, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia and 
Indonesia. The firm opened an office in Hawaii in 1961 for the design and 
construction of a Hilton hotel in the 50th state.

Edward Killingsworth passed away at his Long Beach home on July 6, 2004, at the 
age of 86. His memorial service was held at the Cal State Long Beach Student 
Union, which he also designed.



Sources: United States 1920, 1930 and 1940 Census; various Times articles; Edward A. Killingsworth: An 
Architect’s Life. By Jennifer M. Volland and Cara Mullio ©2013

© 2015, by Charles J. Fisher
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'What I Believe a statement of architectural 
principles by Edward R. Killingsworth
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Water is one ol our most 
inexpensive luxuries but 
is most neglected as a 
part of our architecture, 
says Edward Killingsworth
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IT HAS long been the way of the homeowner to take 
credit for his well-designed house. “I designed it 

myself,” many like to boast. To Edward R. Killings
worth, AIA, of Long Beach, this is the highest praise.

"It means that I have identified myself to such a de
gree with the owner that the final product fulfills all his 
needs and desires for living.

Architecture, according to Killingsworth, is commu
nication. Client communicates to architect, who then 
develops the ideas in terms of plan and structure, using 
drafting symbols to communicate to the builder the 
combined feeling of client and designer. There are 
many steps in the construction of a house and the own
er's belief that he designed it himself is his way of 
asserting that none of the communication lines failed.

Killingsworth, whose architectural firm is Killings
worth, Brady & Smith, believes that house design is the 
basis of all architecture. "The reputation of most de
signers is made on their residential work,” he says. Al
though the firm is doing the new Public Safety Building 
in Long Beach, as well as numerous apartments and 
office buildings, half of its work is still residential.

A good house, he says, is one whose design will still 
be good at the end of 50 or 60 years. He believes that 
many of the Contemporary houses of today are already 
outdated. When asked to act on an architectural jury for 
a new tract using only Contemporary design, he de
clined because he feels that often the familiar frame

Continued on Pago Forty -nine

• >

Killingsworth finds traditional forms like post and beam construction the 
simplest since steel remains a construction problem because of the variable 
costs in many areas and the need for workmen specially trained in its use
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Glass panels of office overlook the garden, above left; the architect likes 
to place passages along exterior glass walls. Above right, 18-inch doors of 
ceiling height are covered with patterned cloth to separate the door and wall
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In designing a house lot 
a family of six on this' 
narrow lot facing the bay- 
Killingsworth placed the 
play room and children’s 
bedrooms on first floor, 
living room on the second 
lloor, open to the view 
He likes stone when it is 
integrated into the design

r
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Wi Live oak tree is an element in the design of 
office building for which he won National AIA 
Merit Award. He says the institutional look 
is no longer necessary for office buildings
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Marvin Rand photograph*
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What 1 Believe
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Architecture in Lon* Bench, he nays, is 

now influenced by the fact that they have -
house is more at home in our Cali forma
landscape than poor Contemporary.

He likes b«*t the design in which "the 
old joins hands with the new. and they go 
together." His concern fa with the emo*

run out of land. "Wc are the first of the
J sj

cities of the metropolitan areo to be faced 
with this problem, and future planning 
recognizes the inevitability that we can 
no longer spread out We have to go up."

Even with many multistory apartment 
buildings, he thinks that ultimately Long 
Beach may have to create land in the form 
of artificial islands off the const* “You 
have to take the Buck Rogers approach 
when planning cities of the future. It is 
futile in the light of the growth of our 
cities to plan only 30 years ahead. We 
should think in terms of the year 2000,”

4
tional impact of n house, "Form, yrhen
combined with related surfaces, texture 
and color, should result in nn emotional 
building with great beauty,"

The applied ornament of the past has 
no place in architecture today, but when 
we threw that out we also discorded other 
things from the past which w« could well 
review. Today we are becoming more re
ceptive to elements that bring warmth 
and friendliness into our house design.
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nOne oi designer's aims is lo combine natural materials 
well, as in the open stairwel l above whore sic nowork ol 
wall ts a foil lor frosted glass, Right, open structure 
and line proportions are a modem .Interpretation of the 
Japanese design, low partition seta tit* kitchen apart
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ELECTED
Edward Killingsworth of 
Long Beach has been 
elected vice president for
1968 and president for
1969 of the Californio 
Council of Architects. The 
council is coordinating 
heed of 14 chapters of 
the American Institute of 
Architects in Californio,
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Modern Design Is Topic
The acceptance of modem design and its impact on me 

California life-style will be discussed at the second Design 
Forum program Wednesday in the current series of lec
tures sponsored by the Southern California Institute of 
Architecture.

Architects John Lauiner. A. Quincy Jones. Carl Mation,
Edward Killingsworth and Whitney Smith are the pa 
lists for the 8 p.m. meeting at the school. 1800 Berxe 
St.. Santa Monica.

No admission is charged for the series, "Modem Ar
chitecture Los Angeles: Beyond Ncutra and Schindler.’*
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An Artist in Architecture: <span class="hit">Edward Killingsworth</s|ittn> of Long Beach Is Known 1
Green. Terence M
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An Artist in Architecture
Edward Killingsworth 
of Long Beach 
Is Known Worldwide
RvTRRENCtfM ORPPM 
Time* Staff Wnrrr

Architecture—both a profession 
and an art—is one of several such 
occupations that leave one unde
cided which aspect is predominant. 
Perhaps a look at Long Beach's— 
and the world’s—Ed Killingsworth 
will providca clue,

Edward A, Killingsworth, a (cl* 
low of the American Institute of 
Architects, is president of an archi
tecture firm which, with name 
changes as some partners left and 
others joined him. has been head
quartered at 38331 /mg Beach B1 vd.. 
Long Beach, for 30 years.

During that lime, the firm has 
won M national, regional and local 
design awards and its work has 
become nearly a byword in Paris. 
London, Rome. Hong Kong, Singa
pore. India and Australia, as well as 
across the United States, tn 
Southern California and in Long 
Beach itself.

But Killings worth's original goal 
was painting and sculpture, not 
architecture. In high school, he 
wanted only to paint but "logic and 
realism look hold" and he concluded 
that architecture was a practical 
way to explore his drive toward art.

He continued to paint during his 
college years at USC. from which he 
was graduated with a degree in 
architecture in 1940. At that itmc, 

Plow set ARCHITECT, Page 16
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D0corativo stone engraving shown in this photo of bazaar at 
Jakarta Hilton was done on-site by local artist/craftsmen, who 
late; will decorate other areas, including eeHike projections from 
pagoda-shaped tower, Killingsworth is wearing print sport shirt.
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ARCHITECT: Known Widely for Hotels
builders, developers and others and has won a gold 
medal in international competition, Greg's office is right 
across Long Beach Boulevard from his father's.

The other paradox would be that, while the Killings* 
worth name is known around the world primarily or at 
least largely far hotels, it first made its name with 
private homes—and inix)ng Beach,

Perhaps the first mayor breakthrough came about in 
I960. One project of that year was what is called "ihe 
tiny Opdahl house" in the firm's 20th anniversary 
brochure, which added that it "has won all architectural 
awards possible for a residence and is one of the few 
single-family homes ever to win a First Honor Award in 
the National AIA Honor Awards Program." The house 
is in the Naples area of Long Beach.

At about the same time came the Cambridge office 
building, near the B:xby Hills area of Long Beach, which 
took the top Honor Award of the Southern California 
AIA Awards Program and an Honor Award at the 
national AIA Awards Jury, then went on lo win first 
prize and the Sao Paulo Medal of Honor at the Biennial 
in Sao Paulo. Brazil, in competition with architectural 
projects from 50 countries.

i960 also marked the entrance of the Killingsworth 
Tirm into the Case Study Houses program.

That was begun in 1945 by John Entenza, editor and 
publisher of Arts & Architecture magazine, and the 
name Is supposed to have come from his thought that, 
with the end of World War II in sight, "It might be a 
good idea to get down lo eases." He ran the program 
until 1962 when the magazine was sold to David 
Travers, who continued it through 1966.

Continued from First Page

he would "rather paint than cal" and his work was in 
exhibitions throughout the country. This love has since 
been redirected into building but, he remarked. "Iidocs 
say a lot about my roots as an architect.

World War 11 came along then and from 1941 through 
1945 he was a captain in the U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers in the European Theater, participating in five 
major battles and receiving the Bronze Star. It was only

after the war’s end that he 
was able to enter the ac
tive practice of architec
ture.

Talking about the firm's 
international work. Kil
lings worth told a report
er—with a faim smile that 
may have had a quality of 
wistfulncss in it —"I'm 
probably better known in 
Europe and Asia than I am 
here in Long Beach!” If he 
is right, a pair of paradoxes 
ore seen,

For one. the firm has 
been deeply involved in 
Long Beach's growth 
since it was founded as 
Killingsworth, Brady &
Smith in 1953. Waugh 
Smith retired in 1964 and 

inc nrtn continued as worm, braay & Associates
until 1982 when, on Jules Brady's retirement. It took its 
present name. Killingsworth. Strieker. Lindgren, Wil
son it Associates—usually known just as KSLW.

The firm has been the master-planning architect for 
Cal State Ixing Beach for 20 years and has controlled all 
new construction there, including the Music Center 
currently being built on the campus, Directly attributa
ble lo the Killingsworth firm are the university’s 
flowering peach tree program and iLs sculpture sympo
sium.

His was one of six firms which produced the Long 
Beach Convention and Entertainment Center complex.
Killingsworth. who personally worked for 16 years to 
make it happen, was one of two architects responsible 
for the design And the firm was one of four responsible 
for the Long Beach City Hall and Library eomplcx.

Killingsworth himself has also been involved deeply 
in Long Beach’s civic and community activities.
Additionally, his wife. Laura, has been a longtime 
Singing, dancing and acting star of the Long Beach Civic 
Light Opera and his son. Greg, operates a mulLi-media 
company. Killingsworth Productions, which produces, 
among other things, promotional presentations for

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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Fdward Killingsworth

Major ArtblltrliTook Pari
In its entirety, the program included 36 projects (or 

"eases"), at least one of which included more than one 
house. AIL but 12 were actually built. Architects 
involved also included such names as Richard Ncutra. 
Charles Eames. Eero Saarinen and A. Quincy Jones. 
Killingsworth, Brady £ Smith designed five of the 
"cases." one of which was a group of three houses in La 
Jolla and another a home in Long Beach's Naples 
district that is still being lived in.

Killings worth's Involvement with hotels and with the 
Hilton organization began in 1956, when he "did" 
(architect-esc for “designed and saw through construc
tion") the Hilton Lafayette Lanais, a 50- unit motor 
hotel adjacent to the Hilton-owned Lafayette Hotel at 
Jst Street and Atlantic Avenue m Long Beach. It was 
the precursor to the chain of Hilton Inns, the first of 
which was built in San Antonio and the second in El 
Paso.

His, and the firm’s, work in recent years has been 
"mostly hotels," he told a reporter, "with some condos 
and other projects."

Please see ARCHITECT, Page !7
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One hotel, which obviously is still the apple of his eye 
oven though ho "did" it 22 years ago. is the Kahala 
Hilton tn Honolulu. It established his use of posl-and- 
beam construction on the grand scale, possibly marking 
the revival in a major way of that building style and 
today one of his established hallmarks

"We search for class* design." he remarked. ‘"Time
less architecture—that is what our goal is."

Pointing to a blown-up photograph (it must be four 
by six feet) of the Kahala Hilton’s lobby on the wall of 
his conference room, he reminisced:

"A few weeks ago. 1 was talking to one of the top 
people in the Hilton operation arid, pointing lo that 
picture. I asked him when he thought it was taken.

“ ‘Oh.* he said, ‘six months ago?’
"Twenty-two years ago. at the time the hotel was 

Opened.' I told him, ‘The only thing that’s been charged 
is that planter in the nghl-hand comer.

The firm is currently doing a new cafe at the Motor 
Court level of the hotel and a 14-room addition. "This is 
the 22nd year we have worked on Ihis project," he said.

Another facet of his—and the firm's—approach to 
design came out when he said. T collect cultures. By 
that. I mean that I search out the great things in a 
people’s traditional art and design and encourage the 
local people to use them, so that they get the flavor of 
their own country."

His example was the Jakarta llitlon, completed about 
three years ago on a 32*acrc site. It is a 400-room hotet 
with an Indonesian bazaar, an executive club and a 
separate 40-unit apartment structure. Elements of 
traditional Indonesian art and architecture are exten
sively used.

'This decoration,” he said, indicating an area on 
another bk>wn-up wall photo, "was carved on the site 
by native artist/craftsmcn. using their traditional motifs 
and symbolism.

"And it isn't all done at once. A lot of such areas are 
left, deliberately, and the artists will stay on. on the 
hotel's payroll, to complete Lhem; it may be 10 years 
before it's alt done."

A partial list of the firm’s completed presets overseas, 
in addition to the Kahala and Jakarta Hiltons, includes:

Kahala Beach condominiums, Honolulu; Kapalua Bay 
hotel. Maui, Hawaii; AI Khobar and AJ Jubail hotels, 
Saudi Arabsa: Mauna Lani Bay hotel and terrace 
condominiums. Hawaii Island. Hawaii; reconstruction of 
the Hatokulam hotel. Honolulu: Bah Hilton, Bali. 
Indonesia; Seoul Hilton, Korea funder construction), 
and the Firestone Park condominiums, Singapore.

Other overseas projects which arc "on hold" for one or 
another reason are in Tahiti, Bangkok. Fiji. New 
Caledonia. Egypt Indonesia and Penang Malaysia-

Completed prp^cts in the continental United States 
include Elkhorn Village and the Elkborn Village Lodge. 
Sun Valley, Idaho; Seaport Village. Marina Pacifica 
Village and Spinnaker Cove condominiums. Long 
Beach; the Boca Beach Club (a companion to the Boca 
Raton hotel complex). Boca Baton. Fla.; the Vista 
International hotel. Kansas City. Mo,; the Hyatt Regen
cy Cypress Walk hotel. Disney World. Fla.; the 
Broadmoor hotel. Beaver Creek. CcHo.. and the Aspen 
hotel. Aspen. Colo.

tn addition to post-and-beam construction, another of 
the firm's hallmarks, evident even in its very early 
work, is the extensive use of glass, usually in conjunc
tion with exterior plantings, to give the feeling of 
spaciousness combined with the actuality of pn vacy.

Please irt ARCHITECT, Page £0
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"We've used glass from the very firm," he earn mail
ed leading a *141# i-lo a small conference room with a 
gloss wall lockng eel nn lie extensively plan led yard 
arauno lie firm's one-story headquarters building—its 
own design. ;W y«rn agm.

■'] remember Onr Client we were trying m sell si a 
design She 1 included * room thqc was 10 by 1ft feel. 'Oh. 
no,' She said.il wsuld be LbOMnfLnmg.'

"We were in this raom and ) said » her, ’That's the 
size of this rco«l we're In iitw; do you feel confined 
here?'

" 'Oh, no.1 she said,'[ don't feel WnFined her*1—and 
shcbuught theplansl

■We got a lot of Other architect using glass, too," he 
said. It was one of j number of innovations that hr and 
other progressive young architects brought into the 
mainstream of domestic architecture in that period.

The other principals of the present firm fall members 
of the American Institute of hrchiPccLs And all viet 
presidents) arci

—Lirry F6 Strieker, a graduate of Cat Koly San Lula 
Ohrspo whose senior thesis won the America a Institute 
of Sieel Censerurlian Design Awird.

— Ronald ID. Lir.dgren, a graduate suntma cum iaude 
OF the (JmversjLy af Illinois who also earned a Master of 
An* in Architecture at MIT.

-Robert J. Wiison. a graduate of Long Beach City 
College Who IS »l» a member of the Osnstraclian 
Specification Institute and is a Certified Cofismrciion 
SpctUicr. ind who handles the firm's personnel and 
administrative work.

All srt) designing current assignments and all hs*e 
been preset architect on various projects

"We're all very involved." Killingsworth said.Wore 
h (da factory where you just grirKUh.ngs gut."

An observer would say that their work certainly 
shows it.
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Now bank — Landmark BitnJt has occueiad its 
new, 51 -1-million, 1 li.iyijy-square-fam corpo
rals headquarters and main branch at 441 W.

i

Whittier BM„ La Habra, !t was tTasignaef by 
Architectural Team Three of Sants Ana and 
Phounlx, built by Lyle Parks Jr. Inc. of La Habra.
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Killings worth's Case Study work gave him an opportunity to explore what he called ‘the 
importance of space."

His six designs for that project had tall entrance doors—as high as 17 feet—that led into a two- 
story atrium surrounded by plate glass. They were airy and light-filled structures that invited the 
outdoors in—an outdoors that was as carefully plotted and landscaped as was the house itself.

He planted 100 trees and shrubs, including huge olive, sycamore and eucalyptus trees, on the 
acre of land surrounding his own house in Long Beach. Its innovative approach to space includes 
the use of sliding panels to form two separate sleeping areas in the bedroom he designed for his 
two sons. The bathrooms were also unusual, featuring glass walls that provided unobstructed 
views of the outdoors.

Though relatively small considering the amount of land — the house is just 3,200 square feet — it 
feels spacious with its 12-foot-high ceilings and doors.

"It is so good to be in a space where the spirit can soar, and, with all of this, it must soar with the 
sense of balance and proportion set up by the spaces we create." Killingsworth said in an essay 
for Contemporary Architects. "What better goals in life can there be? To create a condition 
where you can really see the spirit soar?"

Killingsworth also designed several civic buildings in Long Beach, including its City Hali, main 
library, the Long Beach Convention Center and the Performing Arts Center. He was the master 
planning architect for Cal State Long Beach Long Beach, w here he planted 4.000 flowering 
peach trees.

At USC, in addition to the College of Architecture, known as Watt Hall, his firm designed the 
campus Religious Center.

Kil lings worth also was responsible for the design of the Cal State Long Beach Student Union, 
where his memorial service will he held at I p.m. Friday.

He is survived by his wife of 61 years, Laura; sons Greg and Kim; five grandchildren; and three 
great-grandchildren.

Elizabeth Smith, who curated the 1989 Case Study show. "Blueprints for Modem Living," at Los 
Angeles' Museum of Contemporary Art. said Killingsworth created "simple and rigorous" houses 
in a style characterized by "an extreme gracefulness and elegance."

"That gracefulness and elegance was a constant throughout his career and characterized his 
demeanor as a person," Smith added, "He was a real gentleman, a wonderful, generous 
individual."



Edward Kilim gswoth, 86, Case Study House Architect 
Woo, Elaine
Los Angeles Times (ICurrent f ile); July 14, 2004;

Obituaries

Edward Killingsworth, 86; Case Study House 
Architect
Edward Killingsworth, one of the last Case Study House architects, whose elegant, precise 
designs for small residences and luxury hotels made him one of the leading Southern California 
modernists of his era. died of natural causes July 6 at his Long Beach home. He was 86.

Killingsworth was one of a handful of architects chosen to participate in the Case Study Houses, 
a post-World War 11 experiment in domestic architecture conceived by Arts and Architecture 
magazine editor John Entenza to promote the redefinition of the American home through 
modernist design and cost-effective materials and construction.

Entenza personally selected the architects, who included such luminaries as Richard Neutra, 
Charles and Ray Lames and Hero Saarinen. Their efforts resulted in 36 prototype homes that 
could be easily and inexpensively constructed during the postwar housing boom. About two 
dozen of the designs were carried through to completion, of which (he majority were built in 
Southern California.

Killingsworth attracted Entenzars attention in 1950 when the editor drove past a 743-square-foot 
residence-offtee in Los Alamitos that ihe young architect had built for his in-laws as his first solo 
project. It cost $5,500 and was one of the earliest post-and-beam structures in Southern 
California.

Killingsworth wound tip designing six Case Study projects. Of the four that were completed, 
Three are in La Jolla and one in the Naples area of Long Beach.

I he latter design, Case Study I louse No. 25. also known as the Eddie Frank house, built in 1962. 
"was the most successful of all the Case Study houses,” Julius Shulman, the iconic architectural 
photographer who documented the Case Study project, said Tuesday. "He got a lot of houses 
from that one."

Yet Killingsworth ‘’never promoted himself," Shulman noted, "lie very seldom had his work 
published as much as it could have been. He was not a pusher. He knew his work was good, that 
it was successful with his clients and their public. To him. that was a good demonstration of what 
we call success."



Killings worth's work on the Case Study Houses eventually brought him lo the attention of Hilton 
Hotels, which hired him to design what became Honolulu's Kahala Hilton (now the Kahala 
Mandarin Oriental). Set on a private lagoon, the main building is a IQ-stoiy structure in the shape 
of two rectangles that Peggy Cochrane, writing in the book "Contemporary Architects," called a 
work of art distinguished by its overall "elegant informality."

Soon after its 1964 opening, the Kahala Hilton became a favorite hangout of royalty and the 
Hollywood elite and boasted occupancy rates well over 90%.

ks success led Killingsworth and his firm to design several other re sort hotels in Hawaii, 
including the Halckutani Hotel, the Mauna Lani Bay Hotel and the Kapalua Bay Hotel, as well as 
the Jakarta Hilton in Indonesia and Hiltons in Seoul and Bali.

In Bali, he employed Balinese sculptors and other local craftsmen to "create a great piece of 
Balinese architecture that will incidentally be a hotel.1’ he once said, explaining the respect for 
indigenous architecture that was at ihe center of his philosophy of hotel design.

That effort to reflect local culture was a hallmark of his achievements as a hotel designer, said 
Sam Hurst, emeritus dean of the USC School of Architecture and Fine An, who worked with 
Killingsworth to design the school.



A SHOWCASE OF INTERIOR DESIGN
Los Angeles Times (1923-Current File); Mar 14, 1965; 
ProQucst Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times
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A SHOWCASE OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN

For the past few months, interior designers, 
manufacturers and stores have been contributing 
time, talent and energy to help raise money for 
the Philharmonic Fund of the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic Orchestra. Instead of making cash 
donations, these members of the home fashions 
trade were asked by the Pasadena Junior Philhar- 

CnmmiHre to create a showcase of interiormonir

design ideas which could be open to the public. 
The public’s contribution would then be the price 
of entry, which is $1.50. But each person who 
enters this "Showcase of Interior Design" will take 
home more than he gives. The showcase is actually 
a beautiful house, designed in 1929 by Architect 
Edwin Westberg and patterned after a 14th 
Century Florentine palazzo. Twenty different areas 
in this house have been refurbished and decorated 
with merchandise available in today's marketplace. 
It is amazing to see how all the ideas of the various 
designers seem to meld and are perfectly appro
priate in rooms fashioned for the contemporaries of 
Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci. The show 
has been coordinated by Mrs. Frank A. Payne 
and Mrs. David H. Stewart. The palatial home 
has been donated by Occidental College for the 
duration of the exhibition—March 21 through 
April 4. Address: 1440 Park Place, San Marino. 
Show hours: 11 to 4:30, daily; Wednesday eve
nings, 7:30 to 9:30. The public is invited. At 
the left: The library in this house of ideas is 
decorated in easy-on-the-eyes green colors. Deco
rators Don Allen and Dick Walters of Cannell 
& Chaffin selected the soft touch of artichoke- 
green velvet for a lush sofa by Martin Brattrud. 
The noise-deadening carpet is Berven's "Love 
Affair
Albert Van Luit and plaid high-back chair by 
Baker add to the symphony of greens. The extra- 
long and sweeping draperies, made of Boris Kroll 
fabric, give the room a look of quiet insulation, 
perfect for a library. An especially practical note 
is the chest-high bookstand from Cannell and 
Chaffin. It holds those extra-heavy reference books 
that usually require much brawn as well as brain.

corsage gteen. "Greco” wallpaper byin

Produced by Barbara Lenox/Photography; Georg* R. Sxanik

CONTINUED
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SHOWCASE OF INTERIOR DESIGN CONTINUED

At left: What is old, 
what is new f Everything 
in this dining room is 
appropriate, no matter 
the vintage. Dorothy 
Paul, AID, and Penni 
Paul, AID affiliate, used 
a modem wallpaper— 
yes, that's right—called 

Bella Vista,” manu
factured by C. W. 
Stockioell Co. The 
French table, chairs 
and buffet are antiques 
from, Bemique, Inc., 
the rug is contemporary, 
by Edward Fields. 
Coffered ceiling, floor 
tiles were installed when 
house was new in 1929
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At right: This is the 
room for the proud 
possessor of fine art 
and accessories. For 
one who appreciates 
the great panelled 
ceilings and inlaid 
flooring executed by 
artists of a bygone 
era. Instead of 
tampering with such 
treasures, Gerald 
Jerome, AID, used them 
as a foil for an 
important grouping. 
Spice colors of ginger, 
paprika and marigold 
are played against 
chamois-colored 
Ameritone paint
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Building Permit History 
4000-4010 E. Chevy Chase Drive 

Atwater Village

February 21, 1946: Building Permit No. 4790 to construct a 2-story 20' X 38' frame 
and stucco residence at 4010 E. Chevy Chase Drive on Lots 56 
and 57 of Tract No. 5673.
Owner: Gayle W. Wood 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $4,000.00

Building Permit No. 19174 to construct a 1-story 20' X 35' 
frame dwelling and garage at 3820 San Rafael Avenue on Lot 
14, Block 3 of Robert Marsh and Company's Mt. Washington 
Addition No. 1.
Owner: Gayle W. Wood 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $250.00

August 12, 1946:

September 11, 1950: Building Permit No. LA21259 to construct the concrete
foundation for a 2-story 37’ 4” X 39’ and 81’ 4” X 141 ’4 
factory building.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: J. R. Wyatt 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $5,000.00

November 13, 1950: Building Permit No. LA25945 to construct a 2-story 37’ 4” X
39’ and 81’ 4” X 141 ’4” concrete factory building at 4000 E. 
Chevy Chase Drive on a portion of Lot 2 of Watts Subdivision 
in the Rancho San Rafael.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: J. R. Wyatt 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $60,000.00



February 27, 1953: Building Permit No. LA54667 to add structure to building with 
(4) poured caissons.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: Oscar M. Bloch 
Contractor: Owner 
Cost: $4,000.00

September 15, 1954: Building Permit No. LA97298 to construct a 40’ X 160’ steel
frame addition with concrete caissons and tilt-up concrete walls, 
concrete floor, composition roof - Addition to existing building. 
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: David R. Edwards 
Contractor: Mac Isaac & Menke Company 
Cost: $20,000.00

March 6, 1956: Building Permit No. LA37129 to construct a 40’ X 180’ & 20’ 
X 40’ concrete tilt-up addition.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: D. R. Edwards 
Contractor: Not Selected 
Cost: $20,000.00

March 13, 1956: Building Permit No. LA37709 to construct a 6’ X 15’ interior 
hazardous materials room (paint storage room).
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: J. R. Wyatt 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Not Selected 
Cost: $500.00

September 26, 1957: Building Permit No. LA83303 to construct a 40’ X 60’ storage
addition..
Owner: Albert Van Luit 
Architect: None 
Engineer: Floyd E. Weaver 
Contractor: Mac, Issac & Denker 
Cost: $32,000.00



November 12, 1958: Building Permit No. LA15924 to construct new offices &
recreation rooms. Interior alterations..
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: Sheldon Brown 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Mac Men Corp.
Cost: $4,800.00

Building Permit No. LA50931 to add 1 40 ft. bay x 120 ft. long 
to hip roof section and 40 ft. X 60 ft. to 2story section, frame & 
stucco, 9,600.00 sq. ft.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: Henry D. Paul 
Contractor: Mac Men, Inc.
Cost: $60,000.00

January 11, 1960:

March 25, 1960: Building Permit No. LA56553 to relocate garage on same lot. 
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Mac Men, Inc.
Cost: $400.00

Building Permit No. LA60901 to erect a 30’ X 150’ tent for 
public assembly purposes on 5/19/60.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: Canvas Specialty Mfg. Co.
Cost: $200.00

May 18, 1960:

Building Permit No. LA05610 for new rooms to be constructed 
within existing building.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: Prescott & Whalley 
Engineer: George Grey 
Contractor: Not Selected 
Cost: $10,000.00

March 22, 1962:



Building Permit No. LA38322 to erect a 8’ X 50 S. F 
illuminated roof sign.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None
Engineer: Vincent Kevin Kelly
Contractor: Barker Bros. Neon.
Cost: $3,200.00

May 17, 1963:

May 23, 1965: Building Permit No. LA95872 to demolish single family 
dwelling at 4010 E. Chevy Chase Drive.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Duane Rash 
Cost: $350.00

May 26, 1965: Building Permit No. LA96040 to construct a 1-story 6,425 sq. ft. 
75’ X 53’ reinforced masonry and stucco showroom building at 
4004 E. Chevy Chase Drive.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: Killingsworth-Brady & Assoc.
Engineer: Carl Hart 
Contractor: Not Selected 
Cost: $76,000.00

August 9, 1965: Building Permit No. LA01632 to add to building now under 
construction. Change location of A. C. equipment at 4004 E. 
Chevy Chase Drive.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: Killingsworth-Brady & Assoc.
Engineer: Carl Hart 
Contractor: Myers Brothers 
Cost: $601.00

January 31, 1966: Building Permit No. LA18036 for use of land as a parking lot at 
4004 E. Chevy Chase Drive.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Not Determined 
Cost: $101.00



September 15, 1967: Building Permit No. LA53106 to install a canopy at entrance to 
retail store
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: Killingsworth-Brady & Assoc.
Engineer: Carl Hart 
Contractor:
Cost: $2,000.00

August 28, 1969: Building Permit No. LA94649 to clear lot-demolish single 
family dwelling by hand wreck at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive. 
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: Gangi Excavating Co.
Cost: $300.00

Building Permit No. LA43529 to add 40’ X 120’ first floor & 
add 80’ X 120’ second floor to manufacturing building. 
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: Ernest L. Schroeder 
Contractor: David D. Demski 
Cost: $115,200.00

January 19, 1972:

Building Permit No. LA45480 to install interior walls and add 
ceiling around paint room.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: Ernest L. Schroeder 
Contractor: Not Selected 
Cost: $2,500.00

February 17, 1972:

Building Permit No. LA45846 to revise foundation on addition. 
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: Ernest L. Schroeder 
Contractor: David D. Demski 
Cost: $7,000.00

February 24, 1972:



October 26, 1972: Building Permit No. LA60069 to legalize mezzanine floor (17’ 
X 44’) in storage section.
Owner: Albert Van Luit & Co.
Architect: None 
Engineer: Hansen & Dietrich 
Contractor: David D. Demski 
Cost: $3,500.00

January 19, 1987: Building Permit No. LA84836 to enlarge existing 3’0” 6’8” 
opening to 5’0” 6’8” in 8” thick concrete wall + pair of doors in 
picture frame factory.
Owner: Impulse Designs, Inc. /Bob Clark 
Architect: E. L. Schroeder 
Engineer: Ernest L. Schroeder 
Contractor: E. L. Schroeder Const.
Cost: $2,500.00

February 7, 1995: Building Permit No. VN72746 to tear off existing roof and 
reroof W7 class A/B com. & gravel S. D. Required on 
showroom.
Owner: Greeff Fabrills 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Page Roofing, Inc.
Cost: $4,000.00

April 9, 1996: Building Permit No. VN98749 to remove existing roofing & 
install3-ply cap bur. (150 sqs) on factory building.
Owner: Greef Florics Inc.
Architect: None 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Page Roofing Co.
Cost: $20,000.00



April 3, 2001: Building Permit No. LA11141 for structural analysis to comply 
with Division 91 of the LABC per the ordinance #169431 
“concrete tilt up” order dated 6/9/2000. EQ retrofit - full 
compliance - Division 91. Per architect-Building does not 
require any work.
Owner: Scenic Expressions LLC 
Architect: Michael Silva 
Engineer: None 
Contractor: Form Architectural 
Cost: $301.00

December 15, 2006: Building Permit No. VN10935 for partial reroof, T/O existing
roof and install 280 sqs. Of class “A” B.U.R. system (cap sheet) 
over existing sheathing.
Owner: Margaret K Blume, Tr., Margaret L. K. Blume Trust 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: West Coast Roofing Co.
Cost: $56,780.00

July 15, 2014: Building Permit No. LA34458 for demolition of and removal of 
2 story warehouse building, approximately 57,921 S. F. Clear 
lot, demo by handwreck. Notice to stop all work issued on 
September 15, 2015.
Owner: Margaret K Blume, Tr., Margaret L. K. Blume Trust 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: V. D. G. Demolition Services, Inc.
Cost: $90,000.00

September 2, 2014: Grading Permit No. LA36974 for grading for backfill of a 
basement cut 41 cubic yards fill 1,075 cubic yards import 1,034 
cubic yards.
Owner: Margaret K Blume, Tr., Margaret L. K. Blume Trust 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: V. D. G. Demolition Services, Inc.
Cost: 1,073 Cu Yds



Building Permit No. LA36975 for demolition of single story 
stucco office building with basement. Fence & sewer cap 
required. Clear lot.
Owner: Margaret K Blume, Tr., Margaret L. K. Blume Trust 
Architect: None 
Engineer: None
Contractor: V. D. G. Demolition Services, Inc.
Cost: $15,000.00

September 2, 2014:
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B; Contractor.
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ISimdemeniM Flan Cti*ckln« 

ExH4vul Fcnalt 1
354

(wT)
APPLICATION TO 

LTER, REPAIR, or DEMOLISH
AND FOR A

Certificate of Occupancy

_ ^ Fflflir flJ
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT
- Ur

BUILDING AND SAFETY 

BUILDING DIVISION
■ >- nF . ■

■cleCt' D1V
j Jjfi

*c
FliwrfJtd r

A ......^rT^.i^iCZa......^ ___Vo.„

1 t i ■■ i. .r ■ ■

Building...4&O0......CM£y.fc.£6&S£.... J?4,..~ [H«w* KH^tf pflid It rail 1 —
Sl.....!. .,$rrr{t/y??

—■— GMMHUHiMHHHIl

Approved bygallon of

['tween what cross streets?..

9E INK OB INDELIBLE PENCIL ^

1. Present use of build Lng,dfri5*S£Z?i . ....
iSWr, DwrUIng. KmMr Halcl or oLhrr

2. State how long building has been used for present occupancy . /^4S? .,.....„

3. Use of building AFTER alteration oi

$A &A&IZ. i/ffAJ.,. J*U£jT^ /.Cp.a. „.
5, Owner'* Address...

C. Ccrtinested Architect...,... ..... .....

1. Licensed En g ineer^3^&£?....j 

S. Contractor./S.Ai&.O-.
J *

9. Con tractor's Address.,,,...-??^:
I incJ'jdlr.fi all Ia*wf »mj tr.aNii*! «Ad *U pttfn»ntfti 

ltolSmifl lltoiln Or IhrMn. ___j ,

U- Stale hpw many-tmildmfiE NOW ( , Jf„Z.. -*V--AC^A.4.4. 7./^*?. &£jJsLt,.. ,....................
OTI tat And jSLve Lise pi each. j I SlGre. f^htfcliLhi, Ap*r tm*n t House, Hotel or otbp r pyrfMH*) ^

12. Size of existing building^E?.....*J*Q Number of stories high- ./. Height to highest point..l&lZ.....

13. Material Exterior Walls__.£L,7„......................................Exterior frameworl^jfyjF^jt. .4- kiJ.ff.Q. 1
LWuMl, j(ii| nr MuanryJ " (Warn. or SLrall

Deputy

t
____,Roon»,,...^,,.------ -Families..

. „....Families.-..... — Rooms,..
„...Fhonerr>,...................

*
d, Owner.

4?o.o a,„ *&e,, _p. o.............
Stale

----License No,..™__
5GteArt/s-   -... .£;£* *0.470.4.______ Phcno^f,. Iftf %

........ Phone.____

,r_
Slate ,
Lttinic No...... ..J !_____.

J

! $ !ZO, OO.Ot

5\14. Describe briefly all proposed construction and work; 
on -«rZ......... ........................................................O -

3 -^o....Z22.^^.....cz>6xdje^J&fljLS^.
a. >=- - „ A aai-rt'o n....

%

jSC*.*Tl

"!3r~
- **

i
S j.

___ 00 ^^^EW^CONS^RlJCTlON . '
* 15, Size o! Addition.Size of hoi.lZS^f .x .284...Number gf Stories when compte^p.,.../

IU. Footing: WidtJrfiW^^tDeptii In .GtWiodrf^d^Vidth of W«U..i<fejs. Size of Floor JorstS:i.. .' n....,
.Matorial of f,loor£*4&.iLISlze of Rafters,i^,..ir7!!?..Type of Koolihg

I hereby certify that to the b«*t of my knowledge imd belief [he above application correct 
and that ibis building or construction work will ^ofltply wifli all laws, and ihaMn I ho doing of 
the work authorized I hereby I will not employ any person in viola lion of the Labor Code of the 
Stale of Californio relating to Workmen's Compensation linmaplt
AFPlO. / JXJj 7l'[7i kr“^r

---- G -^nWErA^^FVst OtiLV

d)
rk %-

3

5
17. Size i>f Studs.riT'

lc
=

5 ilbiy^d, Agifil IDISTRICT
-» i eft j/tn

Checking5 Ran OCCUPANCY SURVEY 

Area of Bldg. , .

V- ........
IM 8114

A&reofC /rv&g
CiwLDtKi/^ ' /

Investigation Fee F,j 
CcrL o!
Occupancy Fee 
Bids. Permit Fee S 
Total

f

sixJ.M& .C...
c

Va)iJ4i|j«n

aL.' 1
Fee-_____

.....Sq. Ft,

Ft*c
' Ifliilc■ lji . " Kty JrfiiH*^ljnum Wo, 

Oedfi.il

I Corn frivol
~Pbib iM dpt<]()rii|alHJMf4 J

Wit fUai " cirtftiiM Voi&'1 17 f
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sst i- ^ st-fi. M0 ilirtlW i(
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H vT■
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I (arcsl It That portion of Lot 2 of Watts 
Subdivision of a part of Rancho San Rafael, 
In the city of Los Angeles, county of Los 
Angelas, state of California, as shown on 
a map reoordsd in -book $ pages 200 and 201, 
Miscellaneous Records of said county, des
cribed as follows i.

( to

fast uf Mil fsllsslng
Beginning at a point In the 

westerly prolongation of the northerly line
* 11437

of said Tract, reoorded In book 231 pages 
35 and 3^ of Maps, In the office of the 
county recorder of said-county, distant 
thereon, south 89° 51' 25" west, 10.00 feet 
from the northwest corner of said lot 1; 
said point being also In a line whioh la 
parallel with and distant westerly 175*00 
feet, measured at right angles from the 
westerly line of Edenhurat Avenue (60 feet 
in width) as shown on aaid map of Tract No. 
lUf371 thence north 0* 08* 00" west, along 
•aid parallel line, 120.00 feet, more or 
leaa, to the southeast corner of lot 59 of 
Tract No. 5&73* ** shovn on map of said 
Tract, recorded In book Si page 58 of Maps, 
in ths office of the county recorder of 
said oounty; thence south 89° 51* 25" west 
along the southerly lines of lots 59 And 60 
of said Tract No* 5&73» and the prolongation 
westerly of said southerly lines 274*00 feet 
to a point in a line whioh la parallel with 
and distant westerly 449*00 feet, measured 
at right angles from ths above mentioned 
westerly line of Edenhurat Avenuej thence 
south 0* 08’ 00" east, along said last 
mentioned parallel line 239*75 faet, more 
or less, to a point In a line whioh is par
allel with and distant northerly 430.00 
fset, measured at right angles from ths 

—' westerly prolongation of the oentor-llne of 
*' Verdant Street (60 feet In width) as shewn

of lot 1 of Tract No as shovn on map

t

on map of Tract No. 11437, above mentioned; 
thence north 890 52' 15" east, and parallel 
with said westerly prolongation of said 
center-line, 284 feet to a point in the 
westerly boundary line of said Traot No, . . 

v3l437l thence nortji 0° 08* 00" vest, along 
said vsstsrly boundary line 119*62 feet, 
more or less, to the northwest corner of 
lot 1 of Traot No. 11437 above mentioned; 
thence south 09° 5lr 25" wsst, along the 
westerly prolongation of the northerly line 
of eald lot 1, a distance of 10.00 feet to 
the point of beginning.

PAR CELL 21 Lot Sixty (60) of Traot No* 
5673* a» per map recorded in Book 6l, Page 
58 of Maps in the Office of the Oounty fle- 
0order of seld Oounty. -%■ 11



application TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY *

DEPT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETYftTV or EOS ANGELES
" |,LEGAL LOT tractOIST. MAP

Jtile
ILK,

S<Z3152=205 On
2t BLDG, addressZONE . ARruovei

3 ,ffi -Pp

4, PRESENT USE

M~2 *

USE OF BLDG! *

FIRE D1ST.

II AMD
OF BLDG. NINSIDE ^

key Sameer
Sf OWNEReoft. LOT

Albert Van Luit & Co.
r $t OWNER'S ADDRESS ^

S' A.M a

REV. COR.
LOT SIZE

X
REAR ALLEYX 7„ CERT, ARCH-

state
LICENSE
HUMBERSIPE ALLEY X.

BLDG. UNE *, UC, ENG. STATE
LICENSE
NUMBERPh. T,0___ D... Edwards.

f. CONTRACTOR
4704

AFFIDAVITS STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER

U©T

fTOJME

ffifeog ^S?CTA^'g ^SLoT^l^fa
□ STUCCO Q BRICK ^ CONCRETE flQgjpQ

HEIGHT

3NST: J3 WOOD

□ CONC. Q OTHER

EELM. MATERIAL EXT. WALLS:

Mtrn,
t

3
T

LOGO Chevy-.Chase Drive
vaudath* a Oa m ., jrjrjuni>? ju*y iEC-2955 z i) 9 3 6 A — 2 CK 30.00 ,-A "

TYPi GROUP MAX, 1 CK 63.00 •BIMH6-56 3 7 8 6 3
ea

& iDIST. T .

c. «= Q,
ISSUED

.

J&K-P. C. 430
12. VALUATION: 10 INCujOE ALL FlxUP

WMlKr °*™T£ ¥20.qoo.
II. SWE OF ADDITION

’JJt-
DWELL
UNITS

VALUATION AIPROVED K

PARKING CHECKED

"24
GUEST 7 
ROOMS

SPA

s ^sh/ La Brie fc

ROOF

a PLANS CHECKED14
CompoEXT. WALLS

FILE WITH ER1FIED
I certify that Jn do I no the work authorized hereby 

I will not employ any person |n violation of the Labor 
iij/'l . Coda of the State of California, relating to wotjtmen'a
['Vqr C<?ti*onnponsAi#hn frtst^wns*?* z'

Tsjasp .N: 'ROW *

A*!* I

W*
(ON APPROVED

151 Sew*__ _ „ _
■ Overs!m ifildg /9S&JT tfiK.SKNtD
IQS 50 TT^p)CrTW* fMM wfcan praparly WlMat*4 fa a permit to 

z.i4> »<L-a«4^fc«*» wwi, ^KriUd. IdK-r. iSSug
X S9S iNSTHUCnOHSi J7 AppUt*** to Cowiftkte WSS&S& Itm Only* /8omJ*3i

■^wa M—mi Ji(t^n-S4 9 sTaS ^ *’ "** *bn •" **k

ase
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I

Lat GO *f Tract *». 5673, In tha City of Xoa Aa&lot, u par vqp 
noordad la tote I <1, lid 56 of Kips, in tfc* ofiioo of the Court? 
taoacdor of and
3XGEPT «U odnml and ooal in KUi lands ini rifcht of my and apaoo 
ftr ooridug mma, a* tatomd in Bed moortad on Book 107, £*£• W

wan

of Dtada,

ttFCEL f U That par Hoi of lot > of Vatta Subdivision of a part of Baacbo Cm tiafaal, 
in th* City of too A&coiaa, a* ahum oa * nap rtwdad in 3aok 5 Fac« too 
and 201, HtomilinooK Roogrdo of mid County, datotiM u f»u?vai

Bo^incdnf it * point in tho Wtatorly prolongation of the rtartfcarly lino 
Of lot X of Tract BO. 111)37 aa mom on nap of mid Troct, recorded in 
£ook <31 Fkoo 35 md 56 of t'jpa, in tho ottioo of tfca County E«or3cr 
of add Cwaty, dirtart ttaroo*. .<mth £9° 51* <5* tot, U.TO fart tan 
thajkrtkmat ooumy of paid jfrklj.aiid acftit twiar aij^di-i liog ■ — — 
Shirt la parallel oito and distant Westerly 175*03 fart, naaaund at 
*i#>t mgloo fran tho Weaterly Um of Edanbarat ivamo (6o flat in 
OlrtO) aa ffaaact on aaid mp of Tract No, Ut37t tfcwto tort 0* 06* Oft* Hoot, 
aloof aaid parallel Una, 120*03 foot on or loco, to tho Southeast 
owner of lot 59 of Tract Ho, 5673, ea obown on nap of aaid Tract, vo» 
oardod in Book & fag* 58 of Kips, in the office of tho County Bcoordar 
of Hid Court/, thaw South G9° 51* 25* tot alon* tho Southerly Unco 
of iota 59 and 60 of aaid Tract fid, 5673, and tho pnlcogatina dotcrijr 
of aaid routoriy Unaa 27^.00 foet to a point in a lino std.fi is parallel 
oitli and distant totarly Ui9,Q3 feet, aaaauod at ti&% angls, fraa tho 
tbore naaUmad totarly lino of Elmhurst Aronaf thaaca South CP Ofi* X*



application TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CtRTfHCATf OF OCCUPANCY

CITY OF L« AWatS DEFT, OF tWUIKQ AND SAFETY
TMCT11LEGAL LOT

Attached
•LITOlST. MAP

See Attached159-215
APPROVED

ABJ

ZONE 2, KM, ADDRESS ^ , .4000 Chevy Chase Dr. L*a.K-2

3, BETWEEN CROSS STS.FIRE D1ST.

ttdenhurstII 60 t ^_____ Xernu ..W.*-.q£
NEW USE OF BLtMT

AND
4. PRESENT USE OF BLDG.INSIDE

SameWallpaper Mfg«KEY
5, OWNER

albert Van Luit 8c Co*
COR. LOT

CHapman 5-5106REV. MR.

iWX 264 
kragL

REANAUEY

4t OWNER'S ADDRESS

4000 Chevy Chape Dr.
CERT, ARCH, STATE

LICENSE
NUMBERISIDE ALLEY

f. L1C. ENG.BLDG. LINE STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER

9. CONTRACTORAFFIDAVITS STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER11434 Not selected

10, SIZE OF EX. BLOG.ILDG. AREA

■aTc> ■_____________________
sltRlNKLERS^a^! f*11. MATERIAL EXT. WALLS? IH WOOD 
REQ'D. . 1-1
SPECIFIED □ STUCCO

HEIGHT_______
ROOF CONSTIjg^WQOD p^STEE^ 

□ CONC. (3 OTHER

STORIESX
Q METAL Q CONC, BLOCK 

Q BRICK CONCRETE

J
-■**r

L.A.________4000 Chevy Chase Dr.

“lAWOd §
GROUP MAX, OCC, W

1 U1 1 A/C- .

B - 2 CS 1.00
8-------1-GS-----Z5Q

8-13-56 3 9 0 7 7 
3 9 0 7 6TYP!

L.A,BIST.
OFFICE

muC, 0F:0, 
ISSUED E.G.-XJQ a

It, VALUATION: - TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED

MMRJ WEMTE
VALUAT1JDWELL*

UNITS f 500 t
►APPLICATION CHECKED

' " " La Brie
1 J. SHE OF ADDITION

MEBtS&JZ aJa*
Pa:.nM- StSPSataRoom_____________BET. WALLS ____ _

PARKING
SPACES

A/C. STORIES/ 91 WEIGHT
PLANS CHECKEDGUEST

ROOMS MATERIAL
ROOF

HCORRECTSFILE WITH I j*
\ certify thit In doing the work authorized hereby

non in violation of the Libor 
refeting to

iI will mp

KT n'tof ir
Grading. fornpenutioRr Idsu

Otl APPROVED
—1m t /

Tfcii htm when yreperiy velhUted U m permit te 
de the weefc described*

INSTRUCTIONS) J* *£•*«■**■ C^eelete Numbered Item* Only.
2, Plit PJm Required w Peek ef Orl|init.

v.
• *-S—73* S**—ll-M
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w: APPLICATION TO ALTER • REPAIR - DEMOLISH
ANO POP CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

*•
* I P *

DEPT, OP BUILDING AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS ANGELES /
BLK.I, LEGAL LOT D1ST, MAPTRACT

60 159-205
2. BUILDING A 00 A ESS

' Mm Cfaaae Dri™
Edanhurat Ave*

ZONEAPPROVED

is
3. •

AND
4. PRESENT USE OF BU1L0JNG INSIDE XNEW USE OF BUILDING

__Saida_____
►n

zS

KEY

5* OWNER COR- LOT 

REV. COR.
Co t sTzT

PHONE

qfl-55106 M

r:-c»JSuaV- Cbaafl Pr»

ZONE

26
LICENSE PHONE

REAR ALLEY

SIDE ALLEY 

BLDG LINE

*. UC. ENGR. ................

yM "• WBaTer------
♦ Mac laaac & Banker

STATE LICENSE PHONE

AFFIDAVITS j-MP.O. ZONE10, CONTRACTOR S ADDRESS

3440 B. 14th St,
4 If, SUE Of EXISTING BLDG. BLDG. AREANO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USESTORIES HEIGHT

Ml2?2QQaq.ft>_____________
12, MATERIAL WOOD rj METAL R CQNC. BLOCK 

EXT, WALLS: r^STUCCO □ BRICK jp CONCRETE

US*3
rchSFTngROOF 5 WOOD n STEEL 

fl CONC. Q OTHERCONST. TUP

____ vL*A»3 4000 Chevy Chase Dr*
13, VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FJXEO 

* EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE
_____ANDJI$E_PRQPOSEO BUILDING.
14, SUE OF ADDITION

AC»* 60

DWELL,
UNITS

J,^2,000,9p--

23y10w
ION APPROVE PARKING

SPACES2 Aa.
15, NEW WORK: EXT, WALLS ROOFING GUEST

ROOMS
PPCICATION :ed

£eader_i*Aorage addition
PLAR5 CHECKED FILE WITH

C. OF 0. 
ISSUED £L

ft<fosv CO NT, 1NSP.I certify that in doing the work Authorized hereby I will nc£ 
employ my person In violation of the Labor Code of the State 
of California relating to workmen's compen$at}ff? Insurance.

iWm* Freperiy Validate

"APPRO1

■ IFF. 15553fitSIGN
INSPECTORION A**auoHU Farm

Hit Wtrit DiuriM.
Farm It to Do

i&r7

TOF WaJTTO

M___iif&ifis
AUG-13-57 46397 B - 2 CK 50 .(X

Sept-26-57 55415 B - 1 CK 37.0C

TypF c/oS.F.C. o.s.rc.
G-lV

VALIDATION CASHIER'S USE ONLY

1r Atpllctftt It Complete Numbered Item* Only. 
2. Fit! Plan Required on Pack ef OrffinaLINSTRUCTIONS!Form B-3

H-966L
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zAPPLICATION TO AtTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

>

DEPT. ff/tUILDlNGt AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS ANGELES

T. AppKunt t* CtmpUti Numbered Item* 
2, Pkt FI Aft Required *n tick if OH|inil.

Only,INSTRUCTIONS:

01 ST MAP1, LEGAL LOT SLK. . TPACL

tks±ixmzL ieksJL___ s&n
4000 Chevy Chaae Drive____ _

3, BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

__EdiniiurfltL_A3£fti_______
4, PRESENT USE OF WILDING

...Wall Papfp, MfK<...
5, OWNER

Albert Vat) Hilt Go.
4, OWNER’S ADDRESS

60
APPROVED2t BUILDING ADDRESS

m
AND

Inside xNEW USE IPING

aaaft-A-.of£ioA KEY
PHONE COR LOT

REV COR.

P 0< ZONE LOT SIZE

state license PHONE7, CERT Afci

.—Shftldon Brown
1. LlC* ENGR REAR ALLEYSTATE LICENSE PHONE

SIDE ALLEY

bldg, lineSTATE LICENSE PHONE** contractorMac Ken Oorp»
10 CONTRACTOR’S ADDRESS3440 E. l4th st.
ii. SIZE OF EXISTING" BLOG. STORIES

81 x l8l

ZONE affidavitsP- 0,

-15553NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS OH LOT AND USEHEIGHT

1 14 1 1. Light Mfg.

3 4000 Ohevy Chase Drive____________
DISTRICT OF

L* JU
■ftOfiWNfi------- SWflkttRS

RED'D.
SPECIFIED

ROOF12. material
EXT. WALLS: -g

wood n steel 

COHC. n OTHER
n wood h metal n cgng. block
□ STUCCO □ BRICK £3 CONCRETE

T3 VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALll FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

14. SIZE OF ADDITION

_ZCONST.

BLDG. AREA
$ 4800.00 /

V04|jMffol APPROVER?HEIGHT DWELL
UMTS

STORIES

isT NEW WORK! ext.walS^ ‘ 
(DESCRIBE)

91
APPLICATION CHECKED PARKING

SPACES
ROOFING

Valonola
CHECKED 1PLANS GUEST

ROOMSN*vr offioas & recreation rooms
J #-« / Sp

\ certify that In doing the work authorized hereby f will not 
employ any person In violation of the Labor Code of the Stilt, 
of California relating, to workmen's compensation JcsuranWr

mracr—iwi. wt. "
i oi J£L j&fZ

LA 15924

FILE w.CORRECTIONS YERiF

AWWTED CONT/ INSP

'W. INSPECTORAP; /i
fdSIGNED

------------

Tzcaa
VALIDATION

c/oQXmS.PJE.
fjjt

CASHIER’S USE ONLY

2 CK X0.00
1 CK 17.40

Wtrt

KOV-12-58 68 711
K0H2-58 6 8 7 9 2

B
C

This Form Whan FreperiY Validated k * Fermlt te De the WwV b
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ATH.ICATIOH TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUFANCY

Form l-J *

DEFT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETYcrrv of los amcles

1. Applicant to Compiot* Nwmfcarad Items Only,
2. Plot Plm Requirai on Vick of Original.

I TRACT ! ............ .........

“ INSTRUCTIONS:
* j

oist Map «14 USUAL - LOT i
geq atttaohed sheat
2, JRimJjlNG ADDRESS

, .43*00 flhegy: ._C.ha.ge Fri^ra__lata.Angela,a.:
3, BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

r ____ ;   ____ FLtifTrth tit* r t
4, W(ESENT USE OF BUJUHN&

TTall paper ’Printing - -
5, OWNER

BLK. ■

APPROVED LUNt / L

*±UA
FIKC DIST

’ A

Jr t -rr
jmsidc 7

tKH S.w
AND

TNEW USE OF BUILDING
B . ip

Same KEY

3
CON LOTPHONE

Chapman 5-5106 
; Fa ' /on

Lag Angalaa
Estate t

Albert Van Luit & Co*
4, CTVHER'S ADDRESS ■

4000 Chew Chase Driire
7. CERT ARCH

REV. COR.
LOT SIZE

it**ZRLICENSE PHONE
REARA^Utl

**£&*», -J
blog: lim? V

/j-sS3 «
■ i

STATE LICENSE PHONEa tJC. ENGR .

Henry D* para ‘ ■
9r CONTRACTOR -

' ‘t

Cl 6330C,E* 573B
STATE LTCENSE r*THIHE-

15ac Ken* Inc. 101701 145636
ZONEp. o.10> CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS

______ 6440 F» l4t>Lgt, Los Angeles.
JI5, SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. STORIES "

riRiif._____________________NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USEHEIGHT

25Ft* Z Homes* 1 Garajre. 1 Mane*
■------------------1----------- ^^^srmrnjmcr

86.400'Sft* Ft. 1 fc 2
WL, ^ F. j’lrw JLL^*** ,sm Vgw %k 1 WE

%Joo "Chevy Chase Driven
»

RED'D.
SPECIFIED

mm:—
Compo,

*3 WOOD n STEEL * n CONC. Q OTHER
ROOFCONST.WOOD p| METAL [3 CONC. BLOCK. 

STUCCO Q BRICK CONCRETE
|2 MATERIAL 

EXT. WALLS;
iQLDG. ARI

y^j
VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEOUIRED TO OPERATE AWP USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

14. SUE OF ADDITiWi 7

9600 Sq* Ft, /
15. new work!

(DESCRIBE)

• $ 60fOOP
/APPROVED DWELL

UNITS
VAUJATIOIHEIGHT

85 Ft,
» STORIES 
1 & 2 PARKINGAROOFINGEXT. WALLS Compo*

%&/?or qRiit ft Stco
Add 1 - 40 Ft, Hay* x 180 Ft, Hons to
Hip Hoof Section and 40 Ft x 60 Ft to 

Z Story Section*
I certify that In doing The work authorized hereby l will not 

employ ony person in violation of the Labor Code of the State 
of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

‘ BR '

<2
CKEIVG’

'¥kl

GUEST ROOMS (PLANS I
FJLE WITHNS VERIFIEDCO ; ,yA

%CONTAINS!0jPLANS1

3
I INSPECTOR •APPLICATION

& *
d

r^C/i
' VALIDATION . . ;

J-^soasi

SIGNED
C/Osanscr o.s.t*F.S.P.C.

m&r/73
■CASHIER'S USE pNLY

U7.50 I2 CK 
1 CK 175.00

DtitHW.

^ , c7 4 4 0 0N0V--9-59
JAN-11-60 015 4 2 B

" 4

„ ' ,
TM» Farm Wfita hRMtiy V*tirUt*d U a Permit
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T 1J' ' 7
1* *# rt *

-*in
i

»* O * *
Application to Alter - popalr « Dcm^iBh 

for Certificate. of<, Occupancy
¥

i

and*► .1 *i

• ^
.• .

* t
-- s, -

1. Legal Doacrlp+ion<

Lot© 58, 59, * 60 of TK 5673 and PTNS of Watt© Sub of Ro San Pafa
N 100 FT of S 430 FT of E 284 FT of that PT Lying W of TR 1143
t of Verdant St*

Also Bag on VT LN of TR 11437 H 0* 08* 00* W 430 FT FE S7T Cor SD T 
* W 284 FT,. TH N 0° 08* W 239 75^00 FT TH Ii 89 ° 52* 16" E 274 FT T 

TH Jf 89° 51* 25" E 10 FT to NTT Cor Lot 1 TR 11437 TH S 0“ 08* 00
, Altfo Bog S 89* 51* 2511 Vf 10 FT PR HW Cor %T TR 11437 TH S 89° 51*

form depth of 120 FTP 0* 08* 00"

t
■ ■-S

■ 1

%

tt

!i
T
ii*

I

’■-4f

a *.\
*-

*

*
B *t

a

T"T I js■s-■» I / % **4 *4 *
: ti f

•1. f '* " ‘ Ik ' 4
• /: •Mb W — . .

*ft ft
■

\r= Application, to Alter - Repair - rwmolioh 
.and for'Certificate,of Occupancy.

“ *. ' • I: , ’ ' '* 5 j

* i
.3Ti

>I J1
’ . ■ *,*

, . * f %

1# Legal OoBoriptioni

y
* # f

i ***
»i

4.4 i
# ■• j * i .i ■ . ■ ^ ' * i1 J .

•Loti 58, 59*, A 60 of TR, 6673 -and PITHS of%att» Sub of to Son, Rafi
jN 100 FT of S 430 FT'of E 284 FT of that PT Lying W of TR $14!
% of Verdant St, & ' \ *

Alio Bog on TT Lf^of TR 11437 H 0 08 * 00*J ?T 4£0 FT FR Sff Cpr SD 1 
\ W 284 Ff, TH n 0 08*.% 239 75/100 FT TH {N 89 6g* 16n % 274 FT 1 

:' TH H 89' 61 * 26*; E 10 FT to .W Cor Lot 1 ;TR 11437 TH S 0 0%* 00*
,, Alao Bog 8 89 61* 26* Tf 10 FT FR NW Cor L? TR 1X437 TH S 89, 511

form depth of 120 FT JTO 08 * 00" If- * *

■

i

) ‘
I

i 4

* * r
4ii v ( •

3 " i
< *■if

« *- /
j

■'<it * t i* .
‘ l .
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¥
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i
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APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH 

AND ro* CSATiriCATI Of OCCUPANCY ?

DEPT/ QF BUILDING ^>jP WETY f

*■

CITY Of LOS ANGELES
=

1* Applkwt t» HuHtNrtd Items Only,
2. Piet Nm Umifd en Ink mi Origins}.
------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------—----------------

INSTRUCTIONS: .. *■
mIOlST^f ‘ *

59-505 «*
*

I. LEGAL LOT «LK,

t
2, BUILDING ADDRESS

400Q Chevy Chase Drive
APPROVED zoiE M-

3^X,:i-
fJ, DETWEEN CROSS STREETS

D S kt
NEW USE*or luiLOSNG

SAM#
PHONE

AND
4. PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

3-car GARAGE______________ L_
5, Owner

___ Albert Van In it & Co____
4, OWNER'S^ ADDRESS

__4QQQ...Cheyy Chase Drive
7. CERT. ARCH,

KEY

f— COR. LOT
i CH 5510b

P. 0.

—Xj *. A_*—

REV. COR.
>ZONE LOT SUE -<

:irreg
STATE LICENSE it £t

STATE LICENSE PHONE2, Lie. ENGR. REAR ALLEY
i

SIDE ALLEY
9. CONTRACTOR

Mao Men, Inc______
J 0. CONTRACTOR'S AD DRESS

^440 East 14th St
It, SIZE Of EXISTING BLOG. STORIES HEIGHT

STATE LICENSE PHOHE BLDG. LINE

145636 AM 82961
P. 0. ZONE AFFIDAVITS

Ik 11434L.A. ____________
NO. OF EXISTING tUHClWLS ON LOT AtyD USE

i

&QQ..S*£, 2-dweUff.Karag^^^l ln£ID I1

»
3

w
rt*>

4QQQ Chevy
12, MATEAlAl 3 WOOD Q M

. .Ohaaa. Jalag,__. . ...__ .____
METAL QCONCTflLOCK| ROOF WOOD £] STEEL ROOFING

CONST - Q-GONC. Q OTHER 
^ .

? 1
5SPRINKLERS

XEO'O
SPECIFIED
BLDG. AREA

5EXT. WALLS: □ STUCCO Q BRICK Q CONCRETE

rVALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

13.

S 400.00
~SISSIES H06DT

s
14, SIZE OF ADDITION

None
VALUATION APPROVED DWELL.

UNITS4
:
*

15, NEW WORK; EXT. WALLS 
(Describe) ___________

Relocate garage on same lot*

ROOFING APPLICATION CHECKED

Valencia*
SPACES
PARKING

Tfer-
*00 M 5

i

PLANS CHECKS

CORRECTIONS VERIFIED FILE WITHI certify that in doing the work authorized hereby 1 will not 
employ any person in violation of .the Labor Code of the State

to workmen's compensation insurance.of California relati CONT. JNSP.PLANS APPROVE I

Signed _-SfiC1. „L/vdiOM!drT*C.____
This Form Whan Ff8perty Validated it a Permit to Do 

the Work Described. *■
few ‘approved INSPECTORAP,

ffAxTpcc" f—
Type m? c/oO.S.G.P.I.PX S.P.C.

ASZ> o o
ix mm

* * - •I ^V— \ aw* *#
> ‘F *

*55* 2 08 1*50
108 3.00

HO-ZHS 17990 •-ii
u
3

IftMHO , 17991 8i.....

GRADINO lc?«iLs!!.p3°cto&.... - P,C. No.____
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A

hatr SB, 59, It 60 of TR 5573 and PTNS of V/atts Sub of Ro San Rafael Lot 2 - Daf.
N 100 FT of 6 430 FT of E 284 FT of that FT lying W of TR 11437 fe N of W FROJ 
of L of Verdant St* ■

.' * o r
Alco Reg on W LN of TR U437 N D OB* QQ" V 430 FT FR SW Cor SO TR - TO S 89 52’ I5W
IV 284 FT, IK N d5 08* W 239 75/100 FT TH N 89^ 52* 15’' E 214 FT TH S 0 Ofi* 00” E 12QFT 
TH W 89^ 51* 25" E 10 FT to NV/ Cor Lot 1 TR 11437 TH 3*0 08* 00*’ JB_2 »* 82 FT to FOB 
Alio Beg S 89 51* 25" W 10 FT FR NW Cor LT TR 11437 TH S 39*51* 25" E 60 FT with a 
uniform depth of 120 FT N 0° 08* 0Q“ W. o
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AP?uc*?40&to gSHtmict HEW BUILDING
AHO FOR CUtrmCATl OF OCCUPANCY1 Nm M

Cl TV OF LOS AHCG-ES ----------------------------- , om. or miLomo and witv _

OimoMSr IrSSS Nmaiind |Sm 0«ty- ""
UCTJCNS; ^ WS’FUn lU^OfH •*'*!"* Orlfthuf,

TRACT "tor D1$T. WAP1.t tuc

r^^73 ^ ISYXaC
ZONEl00A«>WBS

WJOOJffiJSX CHEVY CHASE DRIVE
1 APPROVED "

-SLX&* ^P,,-^ - /
nH olst* /J* BETWEEN CROSS STREETS "J " - K “ ' 

J* PURPOSE OF BUILDING '
test public assemble

. __________. . _ . i__________ _____________________ *_______

iAND

*9* l &5/19/60 ONLY KEY
COR. LOT4. OWNER, 4 ...........................................

ALBERT VAN LUXT & CO, *
PHONE J

- f /
REV. COR.

5. OWNER'S ADDRESS " •'' P.0.
4000 CIISVY CHASE.DRIVE_____ _ LOS ANOSXJSS

LOT SIZEZONE

OSrx/fC4, CERT* ARCH, ' STATE LICENSE PHONEi

, « t M*

7. UC. ENGR. \ STATE LICENSE PHONE REAR ALLEY 

SIDE ALLEY
t

STATE LICENSE PHONE '
R4.3-83U

f, CONTRACTOR. 1 . - .

CANVAS’SPECIALTY MFG, CO, .
% CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS , , : .

7344 3ASX BANPUJX BLVD,
10, SIZE OR, NEW BLDG. STORIES HEIGHT

30;x • 15Q Tgftp, ,,

\ 4000 V. CHEW CJ1ASE DRIVE

LINE —,
: /Jj~j>

z4* iff * $ j

<r.
TEL

■ LOS P ANGELES' 22'
NO, OF eXlSTING BUliDlTieS ON LOT AND_US& Jj^

ZONE .

M9DISTRICT 0
A,ah

ROOFING SPRINKLERS
REQ'D-
SPECIRED

11, WATERAL ROOF
CONST.

n wood n metal n com;, block
□ STUCCO □ BRICK □ CONCRETE

12. VALUATION: TlTINCLUDE ALL FIXED “ '
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING. _____

□ WOOD n STEEL
□ COLIC. Q OTHERWALLS:

BLOG,, AREA
D$ 200.00

VALUAjm APPROVED DWELL.
UNITSAppnnl of rfrivtwiy location mutt be obUlmd from 

tfie Department of Public Work* before tocuHng Build- 
Ins Permit. Ajjgic^r PARKING

SPACES
ION CKED

FLANS OHECKEDt certify that In doing the work authorized hereby 1 will not 
employ any perron In violation of the Labor Code of the State 
of Californio relying to workrner

mxk

GUEST
ROOMS

n'* ipenutlon Insurance. tile wrmWRR1 QiS VERIFIED

rw*3fVL~\
NfeD V

cont.insp.FLANS APPROVED

Tbli Fom Wfion Properly
tft* Work D Merited*

DoId! It INSPECTORPUttTlON APPROVED

FCT
o.s. c/oS*PX. r.F*GROUP

Mz_
VALIDATION

A
ft'S USE ONLY

KftHr
Bay-18-

A
A

v*

Pgg-tjv-/y&
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3

F*ra 1*3APPLICATION TO AtTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH 

AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
DEFT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS ANGELES

1. Applicant t* Complete NumNnd Itams Only.
2. Plot Plan Reqtiired an Rack >f Orijlnal.INSTRUCTIONS:

ADDRESS APPROVED £LOT1. LEGAL 
OESCR.

TRACTBLK,

m£o _L5fiZ3
40C0 Chevy Chase Drive

J , BETW EEN OIOSS ST BEETS,Brunswick

2, BUILDING ADDRESS DIST. MAP

L59-205
ZONE 2

>

VerdantANO
4, PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

Manufacturing
y OWNER’S NAME

rFIRE DIST,NEW USE OF BUILDING

IIsame
iINSIDEPHONE

CH 55106Albert-Van Lult Co. KEY
y OWNERS ADDRESS ZONE COR. LOTP. 0- <

-JfQQ-Q. Chevy Chase. Dr 
Prescott & V/halley C916 HQ 38215

REV. COR.
7, CERT. ARCH. LOT SIZESTATE LICENSE PHONE

. legalInc
» L1C. E*CR.

C\j&Qn\ JL
t; WNTRACTOR \ \J .

STATE LICENSE PHONE

'"7k CLjallOi
STATE LICENSE PHONE

■■

REAR ALLEY

SIDE ALLEY
iIQ, CO NTRACTOR’S A DP RE55 BLDG. LINEZONEP.O.

i1- BLDG. AREA11 SIZE OF EXISTING ILDG.j STORIES160'xl80 NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT ANO USEHEIGHT
iI 1 15 i

DISTRICT OFFICE

3
j4000 Chevy phase Drive

12. MATERIAL □ WOOD □ METAL Q CONC. BLOCK j ROOF 
EXT. WALLS: □ STUCCO □ BRICK QJ CONCRETE

Kf WOOD n STEELrROOnNtksPM^i^^V ^ * 
CONST. □ CONC. Q OTHER] j»

vIuATlON APPRQVpt-~

APPLICATION CHECKED-

13 VALUATION; ID INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING.

AFFIDAVITS
n

$ 10,000,00 15553
2^482

14. SIZE OF ADDITION STORIES HEIGHT
Her4 8

^ VV.l'yYy
XORRECTIONS VERIFIER 1

DWELL.
UNITS

ROOFING15r NEW WORK: 
(Doerib*)

EXT. WALLS PLMNS CHECKED
t ILnew rooms to be constructed within existing bldg

1 certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I wilt ni 
employ any person in violation of the Labor Code of the Sta 
of California rjUljflg to workmen's compensation insurance^

SPACES 
* PARKING

!

PLAVS approvers GUEST
ROOMS

FILE WITHPOUnON APPROVED

Signed
Thia Farm When Property Validated it a Permit to Do 

Ike Work Described.,
CONT. 1NSP.ilSPKTOR

ax"occ; C/0I.F. O.S.
w2> ***

G.M.p

L
) Z CK 21.00BAR--5-6Z 1614 9 B*

4m-
s efev

1 CK 42.00C212 81

j
P.C. He. CHIT. SOIL CONS.GRADING
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3 f&GL

APPLICATION TO ALTCft - REPAIR * DEMOLISH AND POft CVRTfnCATl OP OCCUPANCYahsej.es DCPT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

IAjultflii lA A*Im• |W wD^piOI" nu^ooni >mv VRIft

1. PM PNj» hglwjl mm IwkjrfCrtRiii

5*> et>G&~

INSTRUCTIONS:
APPROVED1, LEGAL LOT 

OESC^J^J
ILK. TRACT ADO I Sfe=k±i

i5s
<T A

2* BUILDINGADDR Disr;

M
L*. *

JJlSZONE _8H finaaiLJjgigfl
\W. '

EEtf.K® wi1

\ ..ft S JS^JAM f
NEW USE OF lUiLDINu

same
t

4. PRESENT USE OF IUILP1NG
_____ Mfg, plant

ANO
OIST.yWH-* 1Fll

%

► V

5, OWNER'S NAME

Albert Van Lult
4, OWNER'S ADDRESS

WORE

KEY
P.O. ZONE COR. LOT

IVllOOO Chevy Chase Drive L,A 39 REV. COR. *7, CERT. ARCH. STATE LICENSE RHONE H SIZE

mm
STATE LICENSE RHONEf. Lit. ENGR,

\
. Vincent.Kevin Kelly 12ii9k 39kli917____________J. CONTRACTOR^

____________ Barker Brea, Neon_______ 176QA3_____AH fig91l|______
10, CONTRACTOR’S ADDRESS P.O. TONE ^

916 $» Glendale Ave- ■ Glftnaalfl............. ............................
11. SIZE OF EXISTING HOG. STORIES HEIGHT NO. OF BUSTING itHLOIHCS ON LOT ANO USE

hie I2 gjjJJL-Mfiiflig*_____  - - -

*REAR ALLEY ISICE ALLEY

? 5

•LOG. LINE

SLOG. AREA

M,r., .
OlSTJU^OFFlCE ^

3 1^000 Chevy Chase Drive
WOOD □ METAL □ CONCT'iLOCKj ROOF ^JWOOD Q STEEL ROOFING 

STUCCO □ IWIC X] | CONST, p CONC. Q

♦3i?QO*5Q | VACATION AFPrAeO/J

CHECKED'

£
12. MATERIAL 

EXT. WALLS:

SPRiNKU

sp&Sfie&
AFFIDAVITStl VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE * 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING, > wg L

14, SIZE OF ADDITION HEIGHT

s?8«ffO» Roof Sign
1 j. NEW WMKs (EXT. WALLS ~

SSSi

4%

PUNS CHECKED DWELL,
UNITS

ROOFING V(Otttrfe)
CORRECTIONS VERIFIES SPACES

PARKINGS*F* Ilium Hoof Sign
| certify that In doing the work authorized hereby I will 

not employ my person In violation of the Labor Code of 
the State of California relating to workmfn'j compensation 
inturNrKt, and I

Signed 
Th I* *m*T

the Wjjfc DitcriM._________________

v
APPAyROPUNS GUEST

ROOMS KV
deifreed rave RLE

;*
■>

CONT, 1NSP,
4.

INSPECTORWhew Preperif Validated I* a P te Da

1Tp!cTm i.f. &Q\ I. c/ogTpX
tL v

5

s=iai m□ftiig£ *- §81! £ :§?wS
£
5 p,c. He._____ diudin«_J>£— cirr. soil—3 » com
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APPLICATION TO ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISHAND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
3

*45 F4UH S.J

cm flF L« ANGELES DEPT. OF IVltDIMO AND SAFETY

Numbered Itcixi Only K*SUS TXAct 
3, Fin* H*- Required K Buck of Original.pnttcf
.=_ __S6T3

NEW USE

INSTRUCTIONS;
DIST. hap'I, legal Tlo'i

oeSoe | ^6

J. MESENT uSTS^ULUPIWi

Hr 1C

159-205
Of~ BuLLC’lhii

Single Fani Dwelllrk ^____Ile.Iii.9lii >
3, JDP ADM___

4010, Chevy Chase. ...
4, bETWEtNTltOSS streets

__ EdentiuredL. Avenue__
5, OWNER'S NAME

____Albert Yaniult..& flo
0, CWNERS ADDKLSi

FIRE D 1ST

INSLI>^"~HR. LOT

key rip ntv, cor.__
Ldf size ""

25X100

W l.V term.
phone

AND

p.oTSbx up
Chaae

ST ATT LI COKE ND. PRONE REAR ALLT^_^^iimR7. AUCMT

SIDE ALL
1>ATE LICE NS E ~W PRUNE ITdC n0, ENSINEiV

’STATE LICENSE NIL RHMCf" CONTRACTS*!
___Sugno..BAali.

SIZE OF [AIS 1 INS BLDG.

?T h

AFFIDAVITS

51988 
Ik 17011

686 1620
CF EXITING aBlLPINCS AN Lfl AND USE

8‘ ll-l si rift fam dwellingW vraar 1
Wood

190165£-.21
1 NDREICH TSfO(tit510. SIZE OF OtlS

__ /,0,if
11. material I?

CONSTRUCTION

1
EXT. WALLS

Wood
311. j<ift ADPRLSS

. _4fllO_ Chevy Chan4
I] VALUAIlDN. TO rtfClllfiE ALL FIXED

EQUIPMENT BEGDIAED-TO BPEPATE _ ^*
AND USE PIMPOSED SUiLDIVi__________$ J'jj ' ■ HQ JP &

VJood
'ojsfmcr office'
.LA.GAAD1XS

14, new wd'r¥! '
Lftmr*** Deaollsti sing fam dwelling

CUT, SOIL

highway deb.

sc fj& 4SS
SlI^ OF ADDITION heTErTif RLilLbjHL HOODSTDPfES

Pf/rt* Li Tt<*s^ Vi5HD* SPRIHRLERSfifl'C
SPECIFIED

VALUATION APPROVE CONS.TYPE

X TOrftr istk PLANS mCKEDBLDG, AREA

F!EE WITHDWELL.
UNITS

'suis'T , ,, spaces fttatf FR5vTdeoAPHISM/i, PAWLING PUNS APPfOVEO1 INSPECT DACUNT. LNSP, APPUUTH 'PIF.C. Ko.
TT TEE T5TT 3T c/oE.P tr* E TTPlJT

li
i
-»65 ZtU42 C *95872 X 1CK 3X10

JStatemint of dflFONSitlLrrr
ify Thar in doinj the »crfc authorized hereby I will nor omplcy ery cericn in notation of The Lobor 
0# ihr Stale of California relating fo workmen* t CemecrraJHon insurance,
"Thtj permit It on opbliCoticn for intfoctlon, the ittuonce of which is nit on operovol OF on oulhof- 

izetion of I he work specified herein Thii permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall ir be Conttrutd 
at outhorirleio OF permitting Ihe viplstfon or failure fo comply with any applicable lew. Neither l+ie City 
of Lm Angeles, nor ony board, department, officer df mptoyei! thereof make ony warronty OF jfoll be 
responsible For ihe performance f; retain of any work described herein, or Ihe condition of the property

(See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.I

I cerfl
Code

or soli upon whic
r.

Signed . DoleNome
<■' A mill

ADDRESS APPNDVEDBureau of Enginuerlng
SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILAlLA

OlllVEWAV APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION RCOUIRED

tWAPlETW
FJ»0 CLEARANCE ARR»C,ED
APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE #Como mol loo
PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
SYSTEM APPROVEDPhimbhng
APPROVED UNDER 
CASE#Planning
APPRDVED {TITLE 191
<L,A.M.C.-STDOITiro

APPROVED FOR
Trjfflt
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I
cftON F<m tNSHCrWNVl
AND FOR ClRTIFlCATt OF

/ MJI10ING
FANCY

DU B-l—Rz*. 14*t

DEPT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETYCITY OF LOS AN0tL.ES
CENSUS TRACTikitYinn-muc. 1. AhjIIcouFUs Complete NumbirfJ Items Only, 

INSTRUCTIONS. ^ ?,rt p|tll ... ^-1 „„ p,tk flf Orlglnel. ■
K3E TWct

;^Tsr-*So55673DC 1
V2* FUftWSe OF BUILDING

13 >__ Office Bldp;_.__ __ ______

altQoCchevy &z±*e <2 j\ f\ S £

iflNE

FIRE OIST.

nssid^j tit. LOT *'
KEY fj BEY. CM. \

4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS
^FertnEdenfru^Sv AND

2455106
LOT SHE

}QOb /&&

B. OWNER'S NAME

Albert Van Luit
%, OWNER'S ADDRESS-

4000 Chevy Chase Drive
P. 0- BOR ZONE

39698 90039
■«4STATE LICENSE NO. " THDNE

Ki 1 lingsitorih-Brady & Assoc, C2572 (JA77939
12 1 ' K “ STATE LICENSE NO. PHASE

STimjcEfHETIo:----- Thon^---------

REAR ALLEV 
Slot AUjEr^,‘^ 
BLOC. LIKE

7t architect or designer

B. ENGINEER
TiTciftG UA'tg.-r

», CONTRACTU*

... TJot dele.cted
IO* SIZtQfHEW

AFFIDAVITS
tt i* II

0.3 ■ 1-2 &(,<?

fs&&¥ /rp

I

storieswits ii 

leArtJs.

HEIGHT " 

: lB‘-c

So. OFEXISTtNf BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE"

U£°£j&&
-FLOOREXT. WALLS

4;ti4cco-brlrik—wood—

. 4004 Chevy chase Drive
IK VALUATION:'TO INCLUDE ALL FINED 

EflU I WENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING $

lv essm ROOF

DISTRICT OFfICE

CRj^TliNCi ~~

IT, JW ADDRESS

C*TT. SOIL

^O^OSE
f

bf BLULOINf taarfiini-'ffifiw rAT DEO.

STORIES IFLOGDlEDTYPE GPU'JP
J?

<£■ —•/ t
rRLK. AREA TOTAL PL*(t5 Al

CUST SPACES RED'D PROVIDED PARKING ?
AP

UNITS
&

SPRINKLERS 
SPECI El ED

CUNT." iksp! m*5h

^ ^ns«£t« XP-C. Ho,

Y&6X9 U

M
P-C: 4k*7V
/iM

C.P.I.P.C, I. 0.5. ■ tt

1AH «*■ » .
v~ .

“‘fi--i8Cri9 3.il 7

mm srm.flfa \

:E -* 119.60 ■

12.87 * 
203.80

2 jA'!1 tf

2 gg1

j
STATCMENT Of ROPONUBILITY

l certify that Fr» doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ arty person In vistorron of the tabor 
Code of the Stole of California relating to workmen's compensation Insurance.

"This permit is on Application for inspection, the Issuance of which is not on approval or an author. 
Iiotlon af the wort specif ltd herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed 
as authorizing Dr permitting the violation Or fa Mure fa comply wtlh any applicable low. Neither I he Clt|r 
of l-OS Angeles, nor arty board, department. Officer nr employee thereof moke any warranty or shall « 
responsible for the^rfonnance or results of any work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or salt upcnjfftfich^S&ch worfekff mif<*med." fSeo Sec. 91.0102 L.A.M.Of

ISi® OptoNameRZTSADDRESS ARPRCV£DBureau of Engineering
mmSI fAax^-

MtivEWAY APPRiwEP No new driveways to be"bu[r^7
hschway dedication required ____ _ __________ __

SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

4
COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

T APPROVED FOR ISSUE
file#Conservation
PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing

APPROVED UNDE* 
CASE#Planning

APRDVtt tTITLE 1« 
tLJur.c.-sitiCrfire

APPROVED FUN
Traffic
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APPLICATION TO A ITCH - REPAIR - DEMOLISH

AMD FOft CERTIFICATE OF occurAMCT 1
IMS Fern I'J

/ L
CITY Of L05 ANGELES DEPT. OF BUILDING AN 5 SAFETY

:-3
CEN5VS TRACT1. Applicant 1o Complete Numtdid Itoni Only 

1. Pint Plan Required
TRACT

INSTRUCTIONS: Rack of Original.cn

™t®-2051. LEGAL 
OEJCi). ^,57*58,59,60 5673

^3~i
I FRUSEST USF- OH EuVlci'ii';

<13> office
! NEW UJE OF BUILDING

; .3 1 same

FIRE DIST,J, JOB ADOS ESS
4004 Chevy Chase Drive

4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Edenhurst Ave _______

/
t JmsIINSIDE LOT

Term* KEYAND REV. COR.
PHONE' LOT SUE5. OWNER'S NAME

100 x 125AlbfiX±...Van Lult
P.C. BOA ZIP6. NEA S ADDRESS

Chevy Chase JDr.
7. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER STATE LICENSE NO. PHONE HEAR ALLEY-

(MsilS’Saa© /62690KillInsaworth-Brady & Assoc
STATE LICENSE HO. PHONE SLOE. LINEI] ENGINEER

/SE 1095Carl Hart
STATE LICENSE H0'.'"PH0HE9 "CONTRACTOR

Myers
TO. SIZE OF EXISTIKG BLDG- ' STORitS' TheKJHT

Bros,
ZA 17011 

OB 12069
NO. Of EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

54 x. 66
WATERfAL QF

2 12
ROOFEXT. WALLS

st.nd/stucco comp
FT-DDRIT. CONSTRUCTION cone

1 2, JOB AQJAESS DISTRICT OFFICE

3
4004 Chevy Chase Dr

11 YALVATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED
EQUIPMENT REQUIRES TO OPERATE 
AND LSI PROPOSED BUILDING.

LA

££/— ___

add to Building now under construction
' HIGHWAY DEO.

^a&au. - 80&g&^4»,

GRADING

z$
j*. NSW WORK:

iDfHNfael
tour, soil

/

NEW

TYRE CONS.SPRINKLES VALUATION APPROVED
/ttc /

JIS2
SPACES

CITJEO
ZONED SiuklaSLO0. A MAR. OOt.n cj

total PLANS
'S'1

ecked

Fl

INSPECT*}*

REQ'D PROVIDED piDWELL,
UNITS* ffir PARKINGOM.S

CONT. TSSPT IOK APPROVEDP.C. No.
\

O.s, ft c/0 TYPISTP.C. S.P.C. G.P.I. B.P,
±e-'± A dn3k

f
>

O

...—-MTO0 It 18 3 0 t * 1632 Z 2.282CS
- B

—............ 418 31 C • 1632 Z 2.00ICS
STATEMENT Of MSPOHSIBILITY

I certify that in doing the work. cuthorrzed hereby I will not employ any person in violotlon of |he Lobor 
Code of the Slate of Californio rerating lo workmen's eompensollon insurance.

"This permit is On Application for inspiration, the istuonee Of which is not an approval or an Author
ization of 1bc work specified herein. This permit does not authorise Or permit, nor shall il be construed 
OS authorizing or permilting the violation Or failure to comply with any applicable low. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor ony board, department, officer Or employee thereof make any worronly or shod be 
responsible for the performance or results of any work described herein, or the Condition of the properly 
or sod Upon which such work is perfor

Signed ' (0*ver CJ

(See Sea. 91,0202 L.A.M.C.)

DoteNoma
:)

address apfrokdBureau of Engineering
SEWEIQ AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

DRIVEWAY APPROVED
HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

COMPLETED
flood clearance approved

APPROVED FOR ISSUE
FILE#Conservation
PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM AYPAQVEOPlumbing
APPROVED UNDER 
CASE # __________Planning
APPROVED LTITLEltl
1L,A.M-D^?PIHFire

APPROVED FUR
Traffic
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T

APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION OF NEW BUILDING 
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

BIS S-l—R«. 3‘M

DEPT. OF BUILDING /INO SAFETYCITY OF 105 ANGELES

1, Applicant to Complete Numbered Item* Only. 
3, plot plon Required an Back at Original<r£'7><3

TUX "3, t t i IMP" o l „ 3yi j
p€ of Watts Sub o

CENSUS TRACTINSTRUCTIONS:

^8-6o &
DIST. MAP1. LEGAL

descr. pt of Ranch 
h Rafael-------a.

ZONERPOSE OF BUILDING

i 61 Use of Land Parking Lot

4004 Chevy Chase Drive
3. JOB ADDRESS

jz:
anEwfrfcprsTsms

Eaenhurst
COR. LOT

Term
AND KEY BEY. CPU.

PttSHF LOT SIZE5. OWN ED'S NAME

Van Luit
e. owners1 AowilSa

TrAsMftR-aisiy Chasd Dr1Vft

TssrP. 0. BOX

-JLqs- Ang;ftlFi.gL-3a.
LICENSE NO THONESTATE REAR ALLEY

SIDE ALLEY
state license no. phone BLOG. LINE8. ENGINEER

9. CONTRACTOR
not determined

To. SIZE OF NEW BLDG.

AFFIDAVITSPHONESTATE LICENSE NO.

STORIES I HEIGHT "BOP EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

Z.A. 17011
11. material of

CONSTRUCTION
EXT. WALLS BOOF FLOOR

12. JOB ADDRESS DISTRICT OFFICE
400^ Chevy Chase Drive L. A.

13. Valuation: to include all fixed
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING,

GRADING*4-
LOLs

ORIT, SOIL

PURPOSE Or BUILDING

(J$e

VALUATION APPROVfO HIGHWAY DEO,
op- CA^Jp PA-iZhL, L-6 J~

GROUP plans Checked .TYPE STORIES FLOOD

PUNS A

t
CONS.TOTALBLDG. AREA MAX. OCC.

^ ONSPACES"- REQ’D PROVIDED 
PARKING

ZONED BY

Spier
Ami APPROVEDDWELL.

UNITS
GUEST
ROOMS

SPRINKLERS
RU'D
SPECIFIED

CD NT. 1N5P. FILE WITH

INSPECTORP.C. No.

P.C. S.P.C. G.P.I, B.P. •F. OS- C/O
2,00

Z
a 3

fl|31-« 0 5 8 0 5 •18036 Z — 1 CS 2.00
. K

X

3
*

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY , ■■
I certify that in doing The work authorized hereby I wiJI not employ any person in violation of the Lobar 
Code of the Stote of CoNfomio relating to workmen's compensation insurance. .

"This permit it on explication for inspection, the issuance of which is not on approval or on author
isation of the work ^jecified herein. This permit does not authorize Dr permit, nor shall it bo construed 
os authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with ony applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor any board, deportment, officer or employee thereof moke ony warranty or shall be 
responsible for the performance or results of ony work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or soil ypap which such wqrfc^fp£?fc>rTTicd.'' (Sec Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

Signed Name Dote .(0,ntJ nr I

1/31/6$DaltonADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

OflIVEWAY APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

COMPLETED

FLCBD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED FOR ISSUE 
FILE #Conservation

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing
APPROVED UNDER 
EASE#Planning

APRGVE0 (TITLE 19) 
(L.A.M.C,—S700)Fire
APPROVED FOR

Traffic I
*.
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T ■

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPT. OF BUILDING * NO SAFETY

C EN 5 US"T RAOT

4,
APPLICATION TO A LTElt-ttfPAi H-DEMOLtSH

AND FOR CIRTIFICATE Qt OCCUPANCY3 I. Application h) Complete Numbered Utm Onhr
J, Plot PiOH RarjpireiJ oh Hath of Ordinal.______INSTRUCTIONS:

mSrTTKF
159-205r

m; TRACT
56-60 5673

ZONE2. Pi ENT USED BUI LOIHG HEWU5E DF BUILDING
(16> s 3-TneRetail store B-3-1

3, .JOS ADDRES5

4004 Chevy
FIRE MST.

/Chase Dr
cifi. tof 
REV. MU

I4 BETWEEN CKQS9 STREETS
Edenhurst

I RSI PC
TTerm KEYAND

J, OWREH'S AahC ....
Albert Van Luit & Co

LOT SUEPHONE'

125 x 100
p.o, no* ZIP4. .OWNER'S AbPRESS

Chevy Chase Dr
“state licenseno, phone '
0693 427-7939

REAR ALLEY

stdealle/
7. ARCHITECT os designer
Killingsworth Brady & Assoc

hl=a. lineSTATE LICENSE NO.. PHONE4. ENGINEER
/S.E 7093Carl Hart
AFFIDAVITS

AFF
cik 17011

state license no. phone'9. CONTRA07DA

10, S li£ O'F'EA 1ST INS "ALPS!

50 X 70
MtiCFfYstories NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AN3 DSL

1 retail161
11 MATERIAL OF

WNSTRUC^^
EXT. WALLS

brick
It (Mr FLOOR

conegravel
DISTRICT OFFICE3 12, 7Ci ADDRESS

4004 Chevy

13 VALUATION TD I NCLUDE AC L FIXED 
ElUl FMEN TRFfl Ulfl E D TO OPERATE 
ANO LEE PROPOSED BUILDING

Chase Dr LA
GRADING

/2,000
GRIT. soilT4. 'NETWORK?

i0^rgknepy /
HIGHWAY DEO.
/

SIZE OF AUDIT IDN STORI ES

2jz Yu' ?
NEW USE OF BUILDING HEIGHT FLOOD

z
plaSs

SVjon'aTproveTyre «JN5.SPRINKLERS
B'lO'D
SPECIFIED

GRfcJP
zmto6Ld£T5R£A ZONED BV
Bussard

'WAXOJ TOTAL

FILE WITHiOv!dwell
units

UFSf SPACES RECTO PRC VIDEO 
HUH] IK

PLAI
CIVS

SI
IT ION APPROVED INSfECTORINSP. IWP.C. No.

TJTT.'70
r? 0.5. c/oP,c.

£2
S.P,C, G-P.l. 00 /

Plan check expires six months after fee is paid. Permit expires one year after fee ii paid or six month after 
fee it paid if construction it net cammedced.

S£P*if*67 4 4 5 6 3 
4 4 5 6 4

•53106 X 
•53106 X

Z CK 6.50!>F=■
1 CK 10.00-

3
:iSTATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

j certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I wHi not empfay ony person in violation of the Labor 
Code of the Slate of California relating to workmen's Compensation insurance.

This permit is an application for inspection, the issuance of which is not on approve! or on author
ization of 1 he work sfHtcified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit* nor shall it be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply yrith any applicable faw. Neither' the Gfy 
of Las Angeles, nor any board, department, oFFicer ar employee thereof make any womanly or shall be 
responsible for the pcrfotfMnce or resufis of any work described herein, or the condition of the property 
or soil upon whichjiitfflwQrk is perfumed/' <5ce Sec. 91.0202 L.A-M-CJ

jhfet ■ «
OJhir GF ________y\

Signed DoteName
-i

■9/147W-DATt'oiTADDRESS APPRiBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAH

NOT AVAILABLE
ORIVEWAY APPROVED
HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

COMPLETED
flood clearance approved
APPROVED TOR ISSUE 
FJLEJfCfinitryOllOFl

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDP lambing

approved under 
CASE#

APPROVED ITrTLE LSI 
<L,A.M.C--5?00>

Planning

Fire
Af PSftVE* EOfi

Traffic 1m
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.

APPLICATION TO ADD-ALTER-REPAIR-ti6MOLlSH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

US

DEPT. OF BVU.CIN^f^-SATA~Y

2. Pier Plon Required on toek of Origin^-

3
V CITY OF LOS ANGELES

]NSTRU-CTIQNSs 1_. Appttcgni- Complete Numbered [fnim Oniy.
CtNSUSTiBLK. TRACT1* LEGAL 

OESCR.
LOT

56-60 5673
NEW USE OF BUILDINC

demo
2. PRESENT USE OF SLILDING

,o£ dwelling
CJT MAP

159-205(____1
ZONE3. J

Chevy Chase Dr. R-3-1
nr“EtTW'E'tN CROSS STREETS

Edenhurst
FlflE DI5T

/fce rmAMD
PHONE5. OWNER'S NAME

Albert Van Luit Co.
LOT 1TVPE)

int
'»■ LOT SIZE"6, OWNER'S ADDRESS

same
CITY

1S5X10C
-j. architect ch oesis.ner STATE LICENSE No. PKCNE

STATE LICENSE No, PRONE ALLEY3. ENGINEER
/

STATE LICENSE No. PRUNE9, CONTRACTOR

Gang! Excavating Co.
■UK. LINE

7021-247370 -..£44-3101
A03RE5S AFFIDAVITSTO. LENDER BRANCH

AFF 319£o 
OB 12065

NO, OF EXISTING BUILDINGS CN LOT AND USEStOHIES HEIGHT11, SIZE OF EXISTING ELK.

20 x 30 1 15. 1 dwp~l 1
ROOF FLOOR12, MATERIAL OF 

CONSTRUCTION 
Of EXISTING BLOC gt->

1 3. JOS ADMASS

4000 Chevy

EXT. WALLS
wd vfdcompo

'“HF
CF7ICE

3
Chase Dr.

GRACING14+ VALUATI; M TO JHCUI&E ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT .REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AMD USE PMFQSEO SUILDIME 7s 3f>0

/ W
CRH. SOIL1S, NEW WORK:

tDtflejfhwsS
sc# -/s- n zclear lot-demolish

HIGHWAY am

UrArKA T> to TLchJlc— C3
L_l

hSTCht-SIZE Of AOD1IIONNEAL USE Of BUILDING flood Cl.'STORIES

/ C*i

■JP" ,,MNSPECT10N ACTIVITY 
I CCMbO SCm I MALS-"| CONS

Type sprinklers
REQ'D
SPECIFIED

ecus.CROUP
/yes""R

TrrrtotaB-LK. AREA

OO
ZONED BYFLAKS CHECKEDMAX. OCCL

Johnsohlld

k parking" ftED'D PROY[DED 
spaces

F.LE WITHPLANS AlDW .DCLE5T
ROOMS L'lUNITS

i>»mctwi *«a;

w . a
) IT PlSl^

.-.PPL IPLIOATIDLOK APPROVEDCCNT. I MSP.PX, N6,

7 C/0B.P. ^ l,F.P.C s.p.c. G.PX
7n\ c%

PLAN CHECK EXPIRES SIX MONTHS AFTER FEE IS PAID. PERMIT EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE 15 PAID « SIX MCWTHS AFC3I' 
FEE IS PALO IF CONSTRUCTION IS NOT COMMENCED.

NK-21-0 4 5 3 4 Z E .91I6N9 X — 2 6K 2.75'.I
3_____
■--I

5-------
STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

] certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I will not employ ony person in vioiohon of the Lobar 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance,

"This perm.t is an application for inspection, the Issuance of which ii not on oppreval or an author, 
nation of the work Specified herein. This permit dees not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed 
os authorizing cr permitting the violation Or foiiuro to comply with ony Applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeics, nor any board, deportment, officer or employee thereof moke ony warranty or shall be 
responsible for ihe performance or results of any work described herein, or the Condition ef the property 
cr soil upon which such work is performed." (See See. 91.0202 L.A.M.C,)

T EDsratr or
Sorted. DateName

•nil

b-27-69
8-27-69

TOTADDRESSAPPROVED
Bureau of Engineering

SEWERS AVAILABLE B. Egan.
NOT AVAILABLE I

DRIVEWAY APPNOVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED t
completed 1

FLDDD clearance approved

APPROVED FOR ISSUE
Con-^ c rvc t irO n

z IPiumbing SYSTEM APPROVED
APPROVED UNDER 
CASE* IPlanning
APPROVED (TITLE 19) 

, (LA.M,C.-S7I)0) 1fire _Lv
approved for

Traffic
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3
v city of los angeles

ArfLICATlON TO AE>D-ALTER-REPA(R-DEM0L15H
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY Cwg^pSAI^TYDEPT. OF SUIL

tHSTRUCTIONfe I. AppUcom to CdflRte Nl^Mfd tt*rni Only, 2. Plot Plan Required on Aocfc at Orijhuh
TP5573 ,
5t of Yfetts sub of pt Rancho Jgfll 

San Rafael eisr Mw

159-205.
»M£

R5-17H2-1
FIRE DIET.

Two F&l

CENSUS TRACTt. LEGAL 
OESCR.

LOT LLR.

56-60 Ft 2

2.'"PRtSCNT USE OF BUILDING HEW USE OF BUILDING

ttffl fe Storage 

4000 Chevy Chase
4. BenVEEH CROSS STREETS

tie az
3. ADDRESS

Edenburst TermAND
5. PHfNEiH'S HANIt' PHONE LOT fWrti

int£45-5106Albert Van Luit Co
~6, 0*NEffort00H65i' -

4000 Cftevy Chase
T. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

ElfY ZIP LOT SIZE

LA irreg
STATE LICENSE No. PHONE

a. ENGINEER

._____ Ernest L, Jghroeae^
9, CONTRACTOR

_____.nta selected

LICENSE Nu. PHONE" ALLEY

Lm
*

STATE LICENSE WP: PHON

55
mt

btvto inpewsj&t B32& 7
_________________________l_sijLg&e
NO. Of EXlSTINi Etfll.SlNGS“aN Lflt ANOTjSE '

2 office fc plant

X
10. LENDEfi

15553-
ZA17011' 

obl£0t>9^ 

Pkf>313

11. STORIESgij^ls™ BLO<g0 

LENGTH WIDTH
12. IfAlEffTJLt'SF 

CSN5TTHJCTJa:i 
OF EXISTING 3LDG. F»—>

13. JOB ADDRESS

::

2
LLS PC OP not ft

cone Sc v;d
------------doe map

/
cone Sc stuccfr eouipo

3
4000 Chevy Chase LA

14, VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FB EB 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRE!) TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING

GRADING

* Mus/s# /
TSi NEW WOftKi . f*’ -

’ t®Fi5' 40x120 first floor & add 80x120 sendnd fl

CR1T. SOIL

/
HIGHWAY Old.

/
jijw use Of soiLQirro STCIAIF5 HEIGHT FLC03IN

t2812 2same

m: m
e& J Yes

TM WTJvilUGROUPTYPE CON
T

HAJ. S. | CONScomb lEN
LVM SKcr

"SBS
SPACES .

SlOC, AREA ZONED 5/

__akoiojamldFILS WITH
5 T .i:—v . t v TBa

m-IWELL,
UNITS

GUEST
ROOMS

11*none

2$W cvtk- Aii*

S.P.C.

INSPECTORCONYP.C. Ns. APPI

JZ
"TYPIST

W498
P.C. G.P.I.

s: /
0.5. c/o

215.86 -Id
flan Check Expires six Months after fee is paid, permit expires one tear atteR fee is paid or slit months afjsr
FEE IS PAID If CONSTHLtrtON IS NOT GO

mw-ll-n 6 0 2 3 1

____Ml+TZ 0 308 7 C *43529 V

w 6 CK 215.86
•O prrr—•

1 CK 332.10u

£
_ STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

doing the Work OuthOrised hflreby t will not employ ony femp in vloloticn 
f of Californio relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

This permit is an application for inspect Ian, the issuance of which Is not an approval or an author
isation of the work specified herein. This permit does not oulhorrze or permit, nor shall it ha construed 
os otilhoriiing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with ony applicable low. Neither the City 

not any board, JtpojMltnl, officer or employee thereof moke ony worronty ar shall be 
ts jOf any work described herein. Or the CCnditien of the property 
lift" tSfeo Sec. 91.0201 L.A.M.C)

I Cartify that in 
Code of I he State

of the Labor

■■ '

of Los Angel
respea Sibfo jjft/the performance 
or soil leh such wm1

Sigh" Nome Date
(Qunrr tr An-~.ll

Aooaess approved Dalton 11-12-71Bureau cf Engineering!
S-F^C, 3 78 W

SZWfRS AVAIL* RLE
MB ruxiL.oi y

DRIVEWAY APPRDVEO

HIGHWAY DEDICATION HE0UIAED
COMPLETED

FLDCD CLEARANCE APPROVED
APPROVED FOR ISSUE
FILE J ____________________
PR iVAT; SEWAGE D'lSPCSAL 
SYSTEM APPROVED

Cense rvatlOn

Plumb ing
APPROVED UNDER
CA5E —________
jjnnavcH (ti-LR LYI
[l.a.m-O-stcoi

Planning

Fire BHkAWHOVED FDR
Trafffe
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r/T

nei>r. 5^3
APPLICATION TO ADD-ALT£R-REPAtR-DEMOLISH

AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
TO

CITY OF LOS ANtELES

INSTRUCTIONS: Applicant to Camp Tote Numbered he ms Only.

56,57,58.59,

EWT USE OF building

r Marmi*a cturinic
» — —

*1000 Chevy dkase____
BOWEEW CROSS STREETS

Me„.____

Albert. Van Lull Co.

TTTM^TW
DKCfl.

ThaET CENSUS TRACT

5673 1881
isr rat-------------

159-205

R3-1

aT MEW USE OF BUI LOINS

i j Same
3, ZONE

FlftS OIST,

flclsnhurafc
. OWNER'S NAME

Term FBZMj o
s PHONE L0' iTYPEI

IIPE, UWNEJL'S ADDRESS CITY cor sut

irregI^A
STATE LICENSE Nt. PHONE7. ItR

STATE LICENSE No. PHONE ]

SE 929 3^9-10^0
ALLEYa. ENGINEER

/
ime# . ~L^ Sohpoodar

A/'-'.a v/'i'/gcr/ife/
STATE LICENSE HS. PHONE9. BLD^. LINE

AFFIDAVITS . !

ZA 11^3^ 

31968 
OB 12060 

7334B

1 0, LENDER ASSESSBRANCH

STORIES AH11. i HEIGHT LND. DFJEXI STINT BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE
3 2y '^Office & martufac

~ If l-OOfi
eompo cone flood

SIZE DP EXISTING 8L0C
*4 0 wroTH 180LENGTH

HT, WALLS
CDNSTHDCTIGN 0, 04.-4 rt
OF EXISTING BLDG. R—>-COtlC & OlUlCCO

13. JOB ADDRESS

^1000 Chevy Chase

12. MATERIAL OF ROOF

DISTRICT OFFICE

3
LA

SRauinG1 A, VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 
EQUIPMENT ITEJCIIFI RED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING ? 2500

lh: r, So I1-1£. HEW WORK; 
HDCKrilKh

Install Interior flails add Celling
HIGHWAY DEO.

z____________abound. Bfelnt room
iflW USE OF BUILDING ' HEIGHTSIZE flf AODJTJON STORIES ■ LOCO

zjSatna
IN ACTIVI1Y

___ '..cl i'Y. n-0—
MAX. OCC.

CONS.TYPE SPRINKLERS 
REfl'P 
SPECIF: EO

ye*
&

CM) GEN fXAJ, S. CONS

zdnIo by

Jacobs
file with

V
BLDG.AREA TDTAL PLAI

DWELL.
UNITS

p.c. as09

gUkT
ROOMS I

FAincrNO BHrP provided 
SPACES

PLANS API ■0
rrn Dhang^

«p APPLI MffONjAPpRdVED irilPECTORCONT. I

wp.c. S, P.C. G ,F.I. &.P.
*7

o.s. TYPIST
a cm

PLAN CHECK EXPIRES SIX MONTHS AFTER FEE IS PAID. PERMIT EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID OR SIX MOUTHS AFTER 
FEE IS PAID IF CONSTRUCTION is HOT COMMENCE!?.

*1
PEMU-7Z 0 9 0 4 g C *45480 V 6 OK 12.35D -1U

«?
UJ

—ra-iw 090^9 C *45480 V — 1 CK 19.00
I...___

\ f
STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

|i certify rhot in doing the 
Code of the State of Coilfc

yK authorised hereby I will not employ ony person in violation of the Labor 
iq relating ra workmen's compensation insurance, «.

'This permit is on/^plication for inspection, the issuance of which is nof on appravaf or on author
ization of the work sonified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit,, nor shall it be construed 
os authorizing or permitting the violet ion or failure fo comply with ony applicable law. Neither I he City 
of Los Angeles, mff any boor^rittiarlmerit, officer or employee thereof moke any warranty or shall be 
responsible farTbC pcrforteanjZcaj/rosjfiits of any work described! herein, or the condition af the property 
or soil ucxJO^fiSTich such worX is/oer/cfmed. ■ ■ tSce Sec, 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)

SignedJbj£(! Nome DotelOwier ar ftijE-nL!!

ADDRESS APPROVED 2=^11NagaiBureau cf Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

HOT AVAILABLE

DRIVEWAY APPROVED

HIG'rtWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED
GOMFLETfU

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

APPROVED FDR ISSUE
FILE*______lCoriservalian
PRIVATE SEWAGE D15P05AL 
SYSTEM APPROVEDPlumbing

ED UNDERAPPI
PIqtx ding

(A
rTt.i f-iAl,

(L.A.M.C^STflOlFiro
APPROVED fan

c
Tronic
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0*5
abd" iafCIY

3
W CITY OF LCS ANGELES

APPLICATION TO AD D-ALTE R- RE P AIR-D EMO L($ H
A NO FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY .hISg'aSEPT, flF BUrL1

INSTRUCTIONS; Applicant la Complete Numbered Ifwi O^If-
TRACT census iiutrxgojL

Sub of ?t Rancho

1, LEGAL LOT 
DEStH,

ELK.
56-60 Pt2

fl
Ft

2, PKtStNT USE 0? BUILDitJG

t 12 Mfg. & Storage
NEW USE DF GUILD ING 

l J

D-jr-M-p-------
159-20512 Same

3, JC3 ADDRESS ZONE-*
4000 Chevy Phase avi/wa-i

FIRE UST "

TwoFBZ___
LOT (TYPE

Interior.

4. between owes streets

Edgnhurst________________________
5. 0*Nf R'S name

Albert Van Lult Go.6. OWNER'S ADDRESS

jjQQD-.Che.vy .CBbae_______:CH<T££T W otsififaeiT

AND

2*15=5106.
' CITY ZIP LIFT SJZE

^ATT llCEhist
irreg

7. Ap N*. PHONE

a. ENGINEER STATE EICESSE Nn, PH&NE ALLEY

349-1040 Zfi ch ro ed er -SE9 2-9 

David D, Demfakl 133267 242 3lSl
1H315 " ” ‘" BRANCH ADDRESS

tes.nfc L STATE LICENSE ftt. PHONEcan BLDG. LINE

;,p|35rrt3ir

\

IO. L

It. S!3!i STORIES HEIGHT NO. OF EXISTING BUJLDINCS ON LOT AN& USE15.INS EL

WIDTH 100 2 2 office & Piajg
ioF f0mo m

CQH1PO

LENGTH ob
te, sjfCtnt 0.-

CONSTfltfCTIJJi _ _ ,
OF EXISTING ELK. US-b COHO & StUCCO
* "‘“f&OO

EXT, walls nrap 
oonc/wd

Pk 1315
Eaaa

iroffice

3
Chevy Chase

14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL fJJffO 
EQUIPMENT JtEfllirKD TO OpEUaTE 
AM USE PROPOSED iiUii DING

'fsr&iav
4,p.-HTm.

■:y. d : ‘ 1
$ i

IS, NEW WORK: 
< Dt-Kn'be}

C^JT. SOIL
Revise foundation

HJJ3HWAY DEB. I

NEW EJE OF BVJLDING Slif DPAPOIflfN

none
Si DPIm KEiShJ KjiSS

Same
f NSPECT15.'l"GROUP SPRINKLERSREO'G

SPECIFIED

TYPE cops.
n/d CONS*COMB GEN

SLOG. AREA MAX. oec. TOTAL PLANS CHECKED ZONED BY

Skottisvo Id
FILE WITH =

n/c
PARKING REq'D PROVIDED 
SPACES

WELL.
emits

GUEST
RJO^S

PEANS-AFFRUVED
3^

ThSpEcTorAPrftOvEDPi

TYPIST

acm
elan check expires six months after fee is paid. firniet expires gne yean after fee is paid or six months after
fl£ is PAID !F COHSTRUCflOH IS NOT CDMMEMEO-

F-C S.P.C. G e.p .F, O.S, C/0
[M t

l£|-2)t’K

:■
1032 3 *" 
1 03 2 H r

*45846
•45846

U 6 0S 25.02

1150
3—

U —ICS%......... .....

u

statement of responsibility

1 certify that in doing the work authorized hereby I wW not employ ony person In violation of the Labor 
Cade of the Stole of California relating to workmen's Compensation insurance. ■

'This permit Is an application for Inspection, the Issuance of which Is not an approval or cn (author
ization of the werk specified herein. This permit dees not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed 
OS authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to Comply 
of Los Angeles, nor ony board, deportment, officer or ^mplc 
responsible for the performance ar resells of any work 
or soil upon which such work I* periormsd,”

with Ony applicable law. Neither the City 
oyee thereof mcke any warranty cr shnll be 

Fseribed heroin, ar the condition of the properly 
Sec. 9 i.0202 L.A.M.C.)1.

/ f
Signed. Nome Datet&pnrr Qj'jwni:

ADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of Engineering
SEWERS AVAILABLE

HBT AVAILABLE :
OlttVEWAY APPROVED

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED
COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE APPROVED

AFPROVED FOR I55I/E 
FJI-E#Conservation

PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
SYSTEM APPROVER_______
APPRUYEO UliDEFl 
CASE#
APPROVED (TITLE 1YJ
(L.A.M.C.-StCO)

Plumbing

Planning
Fire

APPROVED FOR
Tra ft ic
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3 A^fUCATlDN TO AC&-ALYI*.*W*m-DIMOUS W 
________ awi> rojt~teiTrFigATc occwANcr BgTjffigBwgflgfen;<H? XhfltLCJ

I HIT RUCTIONS:

*7He*n^--------- ■

tfcz<_rir-Anngre
3AJQB ADJ!SE£& **

Applifflint fro Canjrftfi Nywhimi If mi&
'"ittfe"1 JJlWfi SU|^ tlnttftVt/s

nsTiuiLOJhS '

VFpHT&_Et_2._
KVu?? 
r t

■Ciit.UAp--------------------

O0 0 tf, Chevy Chaae
4, fcETWEEil CRSS5'STREETS

Edenhurat
flue Disr,'jterciANp

E. QWNEa-S HAUL PH&NF. LOT STYPEJ
245-5106Altart Van luit Co. lnt

C. OWNER'S ADDHE55 ' ‘ ’ ’
4000 'J. Chew Chase IA

7, ARCHITECT 0* DESIGNER '

LOT SIZEW ZIP

irreg
STATE LICENSE H<k PHONE

z
ALLEY'iTAlc tlifESSEliil FH5N£B. ENGLHEER

6 2h 286-91-1,7 /Hansen & Dietrich
a. coNnwTon ELii, LINESTATE LICENSE Ho. fimsE

AFFIDAVITS
i^pn7 vilp-whi

flffiftESS
—. TjgvLd
TO. LENDER BRANCH

z 31968
(l °SS

in ST SAILSSIZE Or EXISTING ILDtT, 
WIDTH

HHSHT I MKHFBQmK MLOJirGS SN tOTWD USE
*z*length

12. MATERIAL Gr 
CONSTRUCT [M<
Of EXISTING SLDt

EXT-WAUS

. .V.QS.CL
RKf

i s. jos SdweSs DISTRICT OAHLt

3 _a_r_Ch£ v-1/ ■ L.hatjO Dt*
14. VALliAT UH TU INCLUDE ALL FIX EB 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRES TO QPERATE 
ANDOSE PROPOSED BUILDING

GiULmrZi

„m__________________ i 3C^
IB, NEW WORK! " “ “ — r—

mezzanine floor (17x44)____
IT. SOIL

mo AY DSD.

/
NEW USE PE EUJlBLNO

name___

SIZE OE ADDITION 3,0RL FUW
l,

WEIGHT

L
TnIPRW EonItItf E CROUP sprinklfjis

rcou
SficmEo C03SCOMP MfVJ.S.IIIB 02 m /_

zones bySLPC.AHEA MHS.flCE^

“* TMSMASn&Efl- 
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yrfJSPfe.4010 E Chevy Chase Dr 00016 - 10000 - 24574Permit

Plan Check fl: BQQLA0656O Pn nied: 04/03/01 11:03 AM 
Event Code:

\ S3*&
H
O

Bldg-Alter/Rcpair
Commerciai/EQ

Back Room Plan Check

City of Los Angeles ■ Department of Building and Safely

APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT 
AND CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

to
Last Status: Ready to Issue 

Status Date: 04/03/2001
5"“*
■v
* \- I. TRACT

TR 5673

pLOQt AM UUWf
MB 61-58

^K(TLilHfHN)

I50B205 29)

J- HOOKJTAC FjTAHCLL

5594 -015-019:v 56

ii

to

09 1^11^1. ATIt»

DAS flranch Office - LA 
Bldg. Line - No/NA 
Council District - 13
Commun ity Plan Area - Northeast Los Angeles 

7jQKm|i Currently Nul Available/ j? tT- I

Census Tract - I SSI.000 
District Map - I59B205 
Fuivironmcnlatly Sensitive Ante - YES 
Entire Zone - 9___ ____

fire District - FBZ 
Lot Cut Dale ■ OJV27/1950 
Lot Sine - 25 X 100 
Lot Tjj*J In*™___

i. tnx.L'.snn s 
/I - 7.1 1571 
Z1-/I2271

LQ Retrofit - Full Compliance-Division 91

5-JEKIifL!! is IM-QKHmOP
Owwno

Scenic Expressions Lie 4000 Chevy Chase Dr LOS ANGELES CA 90039
(

N^4*m (KcMuh^ Afd^ txi i
Michael Silva - Po Box 260192 ENCINO. CA 91426 (818) 705-7768■>

MOKHtfl Oil
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS TO COMPLY WITH DIVISION 91 OF T7.T t AHC 
PER. THE ORDINANCE #169341 CONCRETE tlLT-UP'
ORDi'R DATED 6/9/2000

22 Wvuhcusc

•v■- For inforraji inn indoor mapecbqri requests onprulmf within LA C««fy<LMmmmMtMAJbB
Call toll-free (888) LA4BU1LD'3 w.At«.i<Ano.i

BLDG. PC By:/ v/ctp 

OK for CeiWerf ^Un 

Signature: ixj j[

ii Lim
O-inif LA C<***>, t*B i J t Jyfl? / *441 (LA*BCttJ3 - 5l*-JSet)DAS PC By:

Coord. Ok ULY^

Da*: 4fo/n? f

if Quev as

frr
W/0 #; 01624574EnrClshltt1* UtfOaly

LA DeportGent or building mid 5aFiitu 
LA 0/, 10 030856 04/03/01 1H3M11n.rauiKT v^ivatiqh* teeiisraaamos r..i urom

Permit Valuation: 5301

FINAL TOTAL Bldg-Alter/Repair 
Pettnii F« Subtotal Bldg-AItor/Rcp 
Energy Surcharge 
Handicapped Access 
Supp Plan Cheek 
PI in Mirntmance 
Fire Hytfranl Refi-Se-To-Piy 
E 0 trstrumcnljlion 
Supp O S. SureNaige 
Supp Surchrrgc 
Pi inning Surcharge Mist Fee 
Supp. Planning Surcharge

Sewer Cap ID:________________

PC Valuation:
143.42 Permit Issuing Fee 
15925

Ed PERMIT
pl aii ha i h?Ena nce 
El COMMERCIAL 0HE STOP SIBtCH 
SYSTEMS DEVT PEE CITY PLANNING SURCH 
MISCELLANEOUS

6159.39 ClQ, 00 
00.50 
53 40 

no. 19 
05.08 
55.00

0.00

0.0010 00
0 50 lotlll Pus:

Cfl^clti 0193.42
0193.42340

10 191 500 C 11. A | -r * A*
i SOB

Total Bondfs) Due:
ii aitaciiiitkts

Plot Plan yy,
9#



i) sniim tf ivvisitniv

IE AFFUCA DOh COMMENTS
PER INFORMATION ON PLANS PROVIDED SY ARCHITECT. THE QUODING DOTS NOT REQUIRE ANY WORK.

I* M mrt ItK i>< ki (k. Mi]u NH MtxpMWj. II kt p*ulNr >lui NMwal lnfrvmalJea[Ml Mr Men rr nturrd ffoettwakely n Ht pnnlrtL Nrwitm ilw iaforojiLee primed hmm iixidi [Ml rfqu.ml til Section ItJJ1 nf ike llutl 
Sifrty ( UWiIiNSIikof CahtWtUw-

iktOM^cTORARC|irTicL*r'i?piuam.ml Accstss
Michael

CLASS fJCTNS^
Cl2976 

B 442000

mo.'i*

(A) Silva

(C) Form Architectural
F.ncino, CA 91426 
Rncino, CA 91316

PO Box 260192,

17721 Valley Vista Blvd,

Unless i shinier paneid of time hm been cMthhthcd by on officialaction, plan ihnk approval nputi me and n luiryan utter the plan check See has been paid Una permit npni pen yean after 
the building permit fee tin been paid or 110 day! attar the fee baa been pMil will ciststnicriori hai not commenced or if work la rut pended, discontinued or ■bsihJviwei for a contaiuoua period ofl 10 
days (See DS Otttl IAMC) Claims for refund of fees paid must be fled wid™ one year Sore tin dale ofeepireiian foe permits granted by ihe Dept, of nwUdmft At Safety (Sei;. 12.1! ft 22. IJ LAMC>

17, LICENSED CONTRACTOR'S DECLARAT ION
I herebyAffirm under penally of perjury dug I an licensed under the premium of Chapter 9 (coenrtsrncing with Section 7000) of Division J of the Bunnt and helHuni Code, and my ice mr it

Coda, Sett™ fISOi the follawiry applies toin U forte and effort If domg nook on a rsudttnial feoperty. I certify dsn I hold a valid cerbficoewn at > Home liifnimni contractor pert
ema of See two 7057 related to my abdry to ale prune (strati or tdaantu imehty

LmeaneCUm P? Lie Nft: 44~,^00° Sqp:Prinr

IS. WIIHKKRS' COMFE.NSATION DfcCl-ARATJON
I hereby nflLnu. i*nkr penalty of perjury, one of ihe follmvtfig deelninUiHn 
□ 1 have and will maunLairi i etnifiaue of ewiaeni to mel FirMufe £k wofkciV ctHmT^remiion,«'provided fsr by Seelron ITUQ of lb* Labor Cock, for the peislbffliiflfc* ef eJ«£ wmIc far whirh ihis p&nsat

h ituutd

V m. iiiorrd % 5*c£»n. IlM of lha Litaw Cafe, for Ab pctfomirec off die *Mfc far «'hi£3s Hhii. ptaspa ii Mtund. My wnfaftf* Ojpfti !?fl i"! eOgnpBBK—faPB !Ua t«e ud *ri3
tonnpcnfiJiiLgn. ?R*«raPce -fotmc# u&dl peflwy number Cknicr . Policy Number-;

d»
iff I certify i iwiiu^K

• and agro^rfui ir 1
performance ofibo wark for which dm peiHiit is muedl I shoJI not employ any person ei any naannsr niito become subgcsi to d» wfiAen' compmaifiofs law* of Cslrfitjcn®, 
jftTukj^bccrinic iubjeci In the workers' cofrqronsBiiefi provisions of SecliPfl 3700 efihe Labor Code, I; ihall forthwith comply wM ihoKi prarijkicmi.

*! \ *t (j(i
B"i

Caftinetar □ Aarbonied Ayem □ t )wncrDateSign
r* <* ULVKO JOlLUl TO WCVSI WDAkiJiy CUM71 hiAnCA COVTJtACit I5LNJ AttFLl. AS® HWL 5J.iWECT AM EM7LOYTA TOC7UMWAL nStAUTni A.MJ(TVEL VThtiL7TOOWI tRTND(L£I> 

THOLF VyOOILAPS (7 tOO.ML IN ADOiTKtN TO THE COST Of COMTtNr ATtOh DAMAGES AS fROVtOED H* (N JtCtW >W OfTKg LABOR COOt I'ftUtEST, AND ATTORNT-TTS FEES

19, CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY
I hereby affiitn uiwki peimlty of perjury that there in • eonjfruetjon Irudwifl .ieenc> for the pertnmaitee of the ^rxk for tvliiEh il-ur permit n isiurd[See KMT, Ci'il Code).r*s

l.cndcr't nmr*. _ LerwteiN nddim_____
20. ASBESTOS HE MOV

f > *ANrctfiubaa of nwah ^tMtippIcsbk □ Lcncr *t»t roihc AQMD at IPA Sfi_^ Oik

21 OWAIR-BtUDIR DECLAf

1 hetebry sEl imn under pcftsSfy nf perjury dul I am ewmpt firom the CamradOFl Lkcnjrf Liw itw £bc feRowiniij ftavio (Sj(§pfe 701S 5P Buftvttii and hnfeuaMd Cade. Any citv orcuupty wNeh noqum 4 permit 
to cunsrrucl alter, improve, demolish, Of repair ary mrocHire. prior 10 iis iiasmrSE, alio require* the appfcieiinl fo#
ConirwLinrs l .jcente I *w (Chspier 9 ewwwncing widt Sec 7000 of DivisiiMi 3 of rite MuiinrsS and fttifeitiDria Code) or doi he dr she is cwri|A llimfom and die bti is far she alleged! exempnwn. Any yiolacion 
of Section “’031 5 by imy applkwit for a pemul fubjeett the applieaM to a civil penalty of km matt than five hundred dollar* (ISOOy):
□ I, aa die owner of ihe properly, or noy employees with wastes a ibeif aok coinpemaiwon will do the wqtk^ nod ihe structure a not im ended nr offered for ule (Sec 704-4. foam* 4 Profeuroni Code: The 

CflOtncmcv E.J?((SS 3jiw dioei tsoe apply ED m owner of property who bmldi sk amprot-M Ihcreon, aeid w ho does Esch weak hiffiielf or hctielf or tinrots£h h»i hrf Own p1 Cnridcd trial iruch
«TprCPt.crnotS lie iOO'S UHkblcii or offered, kifl itiic If. the Mdni n irnmcgl a acid »nhmoor year ten constant, the evttrrbaldct .ill htit ibr hrarko of pntr| dial ha er the did
nacbuUoanpnn* for the purpote of oie)

O I. ae the o»noT nf ihe property, am ewhmhrely axtenatuts midi heercuJ roemoen »centerutt dir poj«t(Stt 7004, Bntmrii A halnuntCedc: The CWKlmlictiitt Lot. Sara not apply m an 
an net of pruperty v>hp btulda rtf impntvco I hereon, an J » bit caitair u for inch prajacis with 1 cotmcurfr) lientaed punuanr to dt* L'ontnckm Liceue Law ]

. Idm lL Pro: Cade far tba fallow inu traran

it to Elc a liKncd raiement that he or aba n Ik cured put vaunt to the provtnoiu of the

□ I Hit erempt under Seo

1____f.. D Owner CJ Anthemed AgentPnm Date:Sign.
22. FINAL DECI^RATSON

I rn*h dur I have mad dm appbemm and sale dim An ifoic trifomutke u armr | (free to mgl, . -th *0 city and uuiy odtivcri and Itjae It.l Hints » tmddeot cnuitEiiet. and hereby Mtntte 
nprewmim n odder cry teemcr lymthe above wnmirmed property 6w impeenon puTOWt 
herein Aha that it (fort nor iiehorixe or pernnr any nolaban ee Euture to comply with err, ipp'ocabic law fuihemwar. that neither the City of Loa Angctci not any board, department officer, or employee 
rtwin if rruie any warranty, one thall be mponublc fu« the perfccmance or niidti or my work doeiibcd herein, nor die eondhwa of die property oor the rod upon which luvh work u perfomml I fiat her ifEcm 
under penahy of perjury, thal the proposed work mil not destroy or inireaioniblyjilrrli.'ie with my access or utility (element belonging to olhen and located on my ptojiciy, but m the event such work Aon. 
drtnoy oi uiuvasoiubly intrtfrre with such easemem a subsnrute easeineiti

eikrc Out dm prune a an ayptcaban for vwpeeooa ndhar does nor ac4it a uhehit die work specified

in factory to the holder1»> of the eatemcnt veil! be provided (Sec. 91.0106,4.3 4 LAMCt

fl-'l □ iQiaiiEf ^^Cofflyi^iiOf Q Ajsilkpr AgEnl1*nrrf DueSqpi.



COUNCU- DISTRICT 13 PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT

0QO16 - 10000 - 24574fr - 4010 E Chevy Chsise Dr Permit Application

Q Bldg-AlterRepair 
Commercial'EQ 

Hack Room Plan Check

Plan Check # B00LAG656O 

Initiating Office: METRO 

Prtnled on: Q4/03AM

City of l.tM Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

a
PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT11 10:46:52
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4000 E Chevy Chase Dr 06016- 20000-25232
Printed: 12/15/06 09:20 AM

Permit tf:

Plan Check#: X06VN21536 
Event Cede:

!

Bldg-Altcr/Repair 
Commercial 
Express Permit 
No Plan Cheek__

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safely
APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT 

AND CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
Last Status; Ready to Issue 

Status Date: 12/15/2006

TAttca, tn ■ mu m

I59B205 295
assessor fARcrxj

5594-015-019
abb

M B 61-58
i.TH*vr 
TR 5673

ftuocti i-onu
60

). 7*Bn:i.iNF(miAiii)B
Area Planning Commission - East Las Angeles 

CAIJBS Branch Office - LA 

Council District- 13

Certified Ncighborhucd Council - Atwater Village 

Community Plan Area - Northeast Las Angeles

osCui Date- o*mnm
Near Source Zone Distance - 0 

Thomas Brothers Map Grid - 564-C6 

Thomas Brothers Map Grid - 5M-C7

Census Tract - 1 SSL.00 
District Map - 15913205 
IlrivirOnmenlally Sensitive Area - VES 
Energy Zone - 9
Earthquake-Induced Liquefaction Area - Yes

M.ME(S)i Rl-| /

lEaSHMEPTS 
ZA-ZA-1I4S4 

ZA - ZA-1992-1146-R V 

OKU ORD I6535I-SA30 

ORD ■ ORD-1723! 6

M
CPC-CFC-1986-826 

CPC * CPC-I9S9-ITT-IPRO 

AFE-AEE-12069 

AFF - AFF-13348

AFF - AFF-319SS 

AFF -OB-12069 

ATE * OB-I334B

a
h
M
m 1
M]
&
to
a >. pno pebtt ow n KB. t»: jr.aM. AjeiLioaj.s

Owner?*),

Bin me, Margaret K Tr Margaret L K BlumeT 6671 Subset Blvd # 1575G 8182405955HOLLYWOOD CA 9002801
& Itnm

Appj^inl (ftfljrltynship. Ajjf«l hi CeflfifICMf)

* Slralz Permit Service
IV

(8183 735-7876tjJ
l7(
(0 ft. msesinioaumumt

PARTIAL REROOF. TAJ (E> ROOF AND INSTALL 289 SOS. OF CLASS "A" fl.L'.R 

SYSTEM (CAP SHEET) OVER (El SHEATHING.

PKProElt.tJSr:J.EMSITKG us* 
(22) Warehouse

For information and'or inspeeiion reqn«iv uriBjnsring wiitrim LA County.1.■> HUi, ,n vc a L>: COMMERCIAL
Call toll-free (888) LA4BUILD vv-wi". Am itATig^ipaEtsaJjtuyfaE^crjaa

BLDG PC By:
OK for Cashier: Blanca Morales

Outtidt LA County, eal] (213) 432-OCWOof v»srt wwwDAS PC By: 
Coord. OK- W/0#: 61625231

Jiffs To u
Fflr Cashier's lli( Ofllj

Signature: Dale:

LA Oguartnert of Bui Id ins and Safety 

VN 16 29 150777 12/15/06 lli57AM

P.UILDJ MG PERMIT COM BUILDING PLAH CHECK 
El COrtHERClAL ONE STOP SURCH 
SYSTEMS DEVT FEE CITY PLANNING SURCH 
MISCELLANEOUS

11. taqiuct v>umlitre & fte tm-flKi>iATio> Finn r« 

Permit Valuation: 156,780 PC Valuation:

lilt HTDKWft TIE HOTKt: THE C1TT Of LOS AMG£ .ES $500.50$20.00
*11.92
910.81

$32.43
931,71

$5.00

FINAL TOTAL Bldg-Alier/Repair
Permit Fee Subtotal Bldg-Alter.'Repa
Fire Hydrant Rcfusc-To-Pay
L.Q. Instrumentation
O S. Surcharge
Sys, Surcharge
Planning Surcharge
Planning Surcharge Misc Fee
F'crmir Issuing Fee
Permit Fee-Single Inspection Flag

620.37 - ___________ _ .
508.SO MAY AMEND THE PIPE HYDRANT FEE OdPtNAFCE. 

(IA MC SECTION 91 (W04 (t>) 8). THE OWNER Of HE 
PROJECT DE&CNATEO IN THtS PERMIT SHALL 6E 
OBLIGATED TO PAY TO THE DEPARTMENT A F RE 
HYDRANT FEE IN THE AMOUNT TO BE CALC OLA ED 
PURSUANT TO ANT AMENDMENT TO THE f IRE 
HYDRANT FEE ORDINANCE THIS FEE WILL BE U iED 

5 00 TO PROV IDE ADEQUATE firesafetyfacilities j no 
20-00 services FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT EXCEPTION: 

THIS PARAGRAPH NUMBER 8 SHALL NOT APPL\ TO 
ANY PERMIT FOR DEMOLITION Of A BU1LWNG 
STRUCTURE.

1.92t0 RI
32-4331.71

Total Due: Credit Card: $620.37
$620,37

OR 06UN 1 □ 3 5

Setter (.‘up ID; Tala I Tlond(;} Duc
U.ATTaCliautWTS III MIII

Li
*P0$016200002S23 2 FN.



IJ.STM.-Cmu. L-.liilQMX'*-': >■ •rikO 06016 - 20000-25232

L4.jimjCATioa coMmjna
'* Apposed Seismic Gas Shut-OfTVilm may b* lequircd " b ihe Mi dui an? hr* L> e t - Ii) n filled id capaciTy,« 

rt pauibk Dm iddmunal mfornurkiei has been captured 
tLnnisimili) arvf com!d ikX he ponied due lo space 
r«riebo<il Nevertheless, Ihe infnnnjiion primed 
eneeedi Him mipiirnd by Seti ion F9B J S gf ihe I leahli nod 
Safely Cede of ihe Suit of California

If. (. Oh-TR^TU k AH C M J r f <■■[ L AIM. I» I K M M Aitusr.ii
(C) West Coast l' ■■ ■! .■ Co

l HAS UCIhfJL'
CJ9 2#I498 32326171913)14 L Pico BTvd, Los Angdts. CA 90023

PERM IT EX FI RATION'S* I KA US: Thu pimiH tapir cm™ yt*rs aftet Iht die oflhe peouil Jim met This permil wrll also enpne if BO tondnif lion wmb | s perfof Itrtd foe a tgnl inuOul 
pel i I'd of IBD days fSee IJH 0692 I <\MC) Cliln Aintund iniiilli lied wiihin up y«r tmlbi dttelnpnliai In |Hmili paled |S« 21.12*121]
LAMC) The ptrm iiite miy be twilled 10 fti'ihtnnieiiicpr of ^mur fees if ihe Depanmem fails hr Conduct an inspecuml wuhin 60 days of receiving a reqwesi for (Inal impetus fHJ IJ96I)

IT. LICENSES CONTRACTS H'S DEt'LA Ra TlON
I hereby stlinn under penalty of pojiey Dm
my kmK iimM face and chen The feil mnig applies |g B cemndot only 1 underrun) ihe Inpiraliora of Stclipi mi o! (be Bmeni and Profcsw»l Cede reined id my 
■blny lemkt prime emtmeif n nilkeeirracii imeliing specially irndci

'kerned ddtt ihe pnyiTw.uM of Chapter 4 (tAkwsu| ash Setuee 1000) efthwe* ) el die Bsuett and Miuen Cede, and

09 |Jf, 2*I49K WFiS I < () \SI ROOFING (.'(2License Class: Compactor.

II. sir mtlULV COSmAhAltUN DECLARA TlOn
hereby affirm, mdee penally of perj^y, me ef die f ii leoinj rktta.' n-iui

i__) X hilt and wit rftHsaii ■ ecfiilieaie of tmina 1* sell insnar Ten «bheef compenmipn. m provided {pr by Switer 17*1 tf (he Labs* Code, be Ihe performance nf*e verb foe
which ihispermri u nsned

(_J) i*vr and will nininl am ivorters' com i v m.i n mi insurance, as iciyi ircd hi Sec nun 1 f OH' iUhe I jIkii Curie, fur ihe perfocmanc* uf ihe w. ■' h fm wti xh rhi. pel mn 11 issued Mi 
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Page 1 of214019-10000-02010 \ 4000 E CHEVY CHASE DR

City of Los Angeles
Department of Building 
and Safety

LA r^DBS
Current 
Version 1HE FART Jit ST Qf flUlLIUNG AHi &A/tnr

Demolition Pre-Inspection Report

Address: 4000 E CHEVY CHASE DR
Council District; 13 Permit Application: 14019-10000-02010

Work Description;
****DPI**** DEMOLTION AND REMOVAL OF 1ST AND 2D STROY WAREHOSE 
BUILDING. 43000 SF

M
O
M

:5
J

r'J Inspector/Telephone: SAKO AGH AZARIAN, (213) 482-0364
Inspection District: LA 
Inspection Date: 07/02/2014

1*r-J
mH
3*
0. Description of Work: ****DPI**+* DEMOLTION AND REMOVAL OF 1ST AND 2D 

STROY WAREHOSE BUILDING. 43000 SF ........... - ............-........
Number of Building(s) to Demo: O 
Is Address Correct? yes
Ptot Plan: OK as provided If Not Accurate, Why?
SEWER INFORMATION: Public 
SEWERCAP: Required 
PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION: Fence

N
N

tn
Lift If No, Enter Correct Address;

No. of 
Stories

Height
(Feet)

Type of 
Co nstu notion

Exterior Wall 
ConstructionBuilding Basement

htto://l0.8.35.232/nrc insnoction/viewonlv/vtew demochecklist.cfm?i>ermit idl = 14019&... 7/15/2014



Page 2 of214019-10000-02010 \ 4000 E Cl IEVY CHASE DR

ADJACENT BLDG INFO 
Nly Side;
Siy Side:
Ely Side:
Wly Side:

Comments:

7/1 S/7014s inn/v i s* wrml v/viV w H r^m nr fn*r k 11 rfm^nermit i H 1 =4 401 9#fttW/10 « 777/W in



4000 E-Chevy Chase Dr Permit Application # : 14019-10000 - 02155

Bldg-Demolition 
Commercial 

Plan Check

Plan Check#: B14LA09386 

Initiating Office: METRO 

Printed on: 07/10/14 12:47:31

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety

& PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT
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City of Los Angelesao**sf*
B:JJLDI«4 4ND SAFETY 

Cf MMiSIDHERS

KPMTViMflf
BUILDING AFID SAFET,
;Ol HorHFGUUWlTi.il 

inSAJHQflFS O.KMU

CAUFCHNW

VAN AMBAT'ELOS Ml WWINtBSCEW' u
RAtWOND S CI-FAN. C f , '

■Jt Nf.SAi Fl^PFM-: r£ FELICIA flfiANNG* 
JOCEL^Y QEAOA-RCfiENFriAA 

GCCFSGf HfOVAfHAtUJAN 
JAVIER NUNE2

EH'CCASCFT’i
VAYOS FRAF-* ?l‘5h

U£i;utMtO(rji-3

September 15, 2015

4000 Chevy Chase, LLC 
Albert Van Luit &. Co,, Inc. 
c/o Fnnes a ltd Associates, Inc.
6671 W. Sunset Boulevard, Suite 1575 
Hollywood. CA 9002 S

Blame. Margaret K TR Margaret 1 K Blurne TR and 
Duttcithaver, Linda TR finds TR 
6671 W, Sunset Boulevard. Suite 1575 
Hollywood, CA 90028

NOTICE TO STOP ALL WORK AM) MO NCR Of' INTENT TO REVOKE 
BUILDING PERM II NUMBER 14019-1001)0-02155 TO DEMOLISH \ 
WAREHOUSE ON THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 400!) E. CHEVY CHASE 
DRIVE

The Department of Building and Safety (LADBS) issued Building Hermit No. 14019
10000-02155 on July 15. 2014 to demolish a warehouse located at 4000 Fast Chevy 
Chase Drive, As part of die process for Building Hermit No, 14019-10000-0215S. 
LADBS required the applicant to obtain clearances from the Department ofCitv Planning 
(DC Pj for Planning Case Nos. C PC-2008-3 F25-CA, CPC-20070036-RIO, CPC-1489- 
177-IPRO, CPC-1986-826-0PC, ZA-11454. and Z A-1992-1146-RV to demolish the 
warehouse.

After the issuance of Building Permit No. 14019-10000-02 ] 55 for demolition, on 
October 30, 2014. the applicant filed a 60-unit small lot subdivision project which 
required a discretionary action and CEQA review with DCP, under Planning Case Nos, 
CPC-2014-4062-C,PA-ZC-11D-ZAD-SPR and ENV-2014-4063-1 AF.

On September I, 2015, DCP notified LADBS that ihe Building Permit No. 140 ] 9^ 10000
02155 should have required a CFQA clearance from DCP in accordance with the 
California Code of Regulations Section 15268(d), Ihe California ( ode of Regulations 
Seel ion 15268(d), reads as follows!

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY -AFURMATJVF ACTION EMPLO'-TRlAflBs «.»■?<]m



September l'. 2fM5 
(’Age 2 of 2

NOTICE in STOP AU WORK VM) NOTFf F Of INTf.Nl VO KEVOKt 
lU'iLHJNO PERMIT MMliCR 140ltMrM0(h(l2l55 10 HI iMU! ISH
W VR1 HOI SF I OCATTII \ * 4000 1 * < 111 VV ril \Si. i>RI\ II

'Where a project involve on approval that contains elements of both u 
ministerial act ion and a disrrefinmny action, (in project will he deemed to 
be discretionary and n ill he subject to the requirements of CEOA. "

Ihereibrc, LADBS lias determined that Building Permit No 140 IS?-10000-02155 was 
issued in error and should be revoked. The authority hi revoke permits is stipulated in 
Section 9^.0001 id'!he Los Angeles Municipal Code, which reads;

Tfvt Department simil hove the authority W revoke any permit, slight 
modification or determination whenever such action was granted in error 
nr irt violation nf other pro vis tom of (tie codr ami conditions are such that 
i In■ ctctitMl ,\holiU not I ■are been allowed. "

Hereby, you are ordered to mimuduiidy stop all demolition work approved jDursttani to 
Building Permit No. 14019-10000-02155.

You have until September 29, 2015 u> contact David Chang of my staff at 1213) 4J12- 
0092 io address this matter and provide any reasons for which work should not be 
stopped and this building permit should not be revoked; otherwise. Building Permit No. 
14019-10000-0215S will be revoked on September 29. 2015

Colin Kumabe
Metro Plait Check Division 0 bief 
Permit and engineering Bunfair I

I fa NrUidjCli, Permit and Engineering Bureau Ct tie I. LADBS
Lurry fialsu m. Inspect ion Bureau Chief I \DBS
I" odd Utrtvi. Lb iof Inspector, Inspection Bureau, I A DBS

v.



4010 E Chevy Chase Dr 14030- 10000-05420Permit#.
Primed: 09/02/14 11:57 AMPlan Cheek #: 13141.A1191K

Event Code.jV

City of Los Angeles- Department of Building and SafetyGrading 

Commercial 

Plan Cheek al Counter 

Plan Check

Issued on. 09/02/2014

APPLICATION FOR GRADING PERMIT 

AND GRADING CERTIFICATE

fast Status: Issued

Status Date: 09/02/2014
■lock LQtinI. TRACT

TR 5673

n£B f ql.k tv MAf atr *

M B 61-58

rant blip* ir i>»i
IS9H205 291

s anm-wisr amerLa
5594-015 -01956

}. fAKCELI-SfOn.'ttTlP.'l

Area Planning CunmiissiL-n - Last Lei Angcrcs 
LADBS Branch Office - LA 
Baseline Mansionizatiori Ordinjaice • Yet 
Council District -13
Certified Neighborhood Council - Atwatei Village

Ccmmuniiy Plan Area - Northeast Los Angefes 
Census Tiki -1831 00 
Distnet Map - I 590203 
Environmentally Sen nine Area - YES 
Energy Znne ■ 9 ________________ 4

Near Source Zone Distance -0 
SciimL Within 500 Tool Radius - YES 
Thomas UcuUie is Map Grid • 564-C6 
Thomas BroUicis Map Grid - 304-C7

eoarsisi: RI-

umaiMiga
Z1 - ZI-233* LA Riser Revitilizanofi Master I CPC - CPC-19*6-826-0PC

CPC - CPC-1949-177-1 PRO 
CPC - CI’C-2dD7-3036.RIO 
Cl1C-CrC-20ff8-3l2}.CA

M
BMO - Yet 
AFF-AFF-JI9S8 
AfF - OB-12069 
AFF-OB-13348

Q ZA • ZA-1992-1146-RV 
ORD-ORD-IS5351-SA30 
ORD- OREM 72316

I1-*
□
(!) ctircKi.isr ittmi

□
j.n
{■) W/O P: 43DO54 20Kor Cashier's Cm Only8. ntortnn i.r*.s il3.tl>a>t. .ort it apt i *■ m fl/wnoi

OwTlEVtH).
blume. Margaret k tr Margaret l k blume trust and6671 SUNSET BLVD # 1575. HOLLYWOOD CA ^8 - 
Tenant

C)
|-4

(n
r-j Applicprdl: (Rflaliora3.ip: ConlriclarSi 

DAVID SOTO - . -(626)4444759w
i

u/iiaiMUttE rnoeustp on
WO)Grading -Non-Hillsitie

i. aiacitimai-ocaaaii
grading far tack fill of a basement cut 4| cy fill 107} cy import 1034 cy

i. a hlJup-iiinA llat

Id AffUCATltM mmglltfl tnrOBMATIOS

BLDG. PC By.
OK for Cashier:

Erie Cabrera 
CneCibrern

DAS PC By: 
Coord. OK-

Hate OWI>2/20HSign airs re:

LA 0003 103O46945 9/2/2014 1156:45 AM

$1,535.00 

$1,372.SO 
$57.95

5173.85
5173.85 
$10.00

$144.83

ii. fRtMtami'Aiiaa
Ptnpit V-ilgaliwt:

Flail Fee Pk»W GRADING PERMIT 
GRAS IMG PLAN CHECK 
ONE STOP SURCH 
SYSTEMS DEVT FEE 
CITY PLANKING SURCH 
MISCELLANEOUS
PLANNING GEN PLAN MAINE SLTRCH

1.07} eti yd PC Vnlii.nnwi-

Toritl Bondi's) DueServer Cap ID.

maaoman

For inspection requests. Call toll-free 18SS) LA4HITLD ($24-284$). Outside LACounfy. call 
(213) 482-0000 or request inspections via wvw.ladbi.org, To speak to a Call Comer agent, call 
311. Outside LA County, call (213) 473-3231,_____________________________________ $3,458.03Sub Total: 

Permit »: 140301000005420 
Building Card 4: 2014LA36974 
Receipt 6: 0103340788D 00 001420F8** P J 4 0 3 0
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4010 E Chevy Chase Dr 14019- 10000-02682
Primed: 09/02/14 11:57 AM

Permit #:

Plait Check P. BI4LAII679

Event Code:fcii
Bldg-Demolition 
Commercial 
Plan Check at Counter 
Plan Check

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building arvd Safety

APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION TO 
DEMOLISH BUILDING OR STRUCTURE

Issued on 09/02/2014

Last Status Issued

Status Date: 09/02/2014

r.AHCLl. ID i If LM J.I
159H205 291

LAimionrAKUt-L.

5594-015*019TR 5673

BLOCK LOTl.l itu COL'hTV MAT RKt' t
M B6I-5*56

i parcel rs'roHMAiioa
Area Planning Commission - East Los Angeles 
LADBS Hianefe Office • LA 
Baseline Mansi Mi potion Oedi nance - Ves 
Council District - )3
I'eiSiEcd Neighborhood Council - Atwater Village

Community Plan Area - Non hem Los Angeles 
Census Tract - LSI 1.00 
District Map - IJ9IJ305 
Environmentally Sensitive Area - VES 
Energy Zone - 9

New Source Zone Distance - 9 
School Within 500 Foot Radius - VES 
Thnmas Brothers Map Grid * 564-C6 
Thomas Brothers Map Grid - 564-C7

UKtttd); Kl-I
a.notuNtarTS

Zl -ZI-2359 I-A River Rcvitaliraiton Master I CPC - CPC-1986-826-0PC
CPC -CPC-1949-147-1 PRO 
CPC - CPC-2007-3036-R10 
CPC - CPC-2008-313J-CA

M BMO - Ves 
AFF-AFF-3 1918 
AFF - OB-12069 
AFF-OB-13341

o ZA-ZA-L99MI46-RV 

ORD -ORD-165351-5A 30 
ORD-ORD-I723I6I-

o
S C11SfKL.ISrlTT.viS 
ScwCT Cap - Pcmul Kcqutrcd

i ;0
O
in
r-j F ar Cashier's Use Only W/O»: 4I9026K2s. rnoettm t)wnrK.TtWAHT.Arri.iCAhtiNr6KM.AH0.s 

Ownerisk
RLUME, MARGARET K TR MAROARET LK BLUME TRUST AND
6671 SUNSET BLVD • 1575, HOLLYWOOD CA 90021 -
Tenant

o

J-.105
<n

Applicant. (Relationship. Cwruador)

- VDG DEMOLITION SERVICES INC 
136 GRAND AVE 4125, WEST COVINA, CA9IT91 -{626)444-0719

I'-J
'.IT
M

T, fMSI IWCOSI 

(13) Office
FRPf05EI?.):Fr
(23) Demolition

a artful eriovorwoKK
DEMOLITION OF SINGLE STORY OFFICE BUILDING WITH BASEMENT FENCE t
SEwer cap required clear lot.

OFFICEs. <EHaiirn.s>1t4 Our

m, ATrLKATiai t EMSSsusaivHrjmAiitLi 
BLDG TC By:
OR fee Cashier:

DAS PC By. 
Coord OK:

Premia Shah 
Erie Cabrera

LA 0003 103046945 9/2/2014 11:57:23 AM
$227,50 

$0.00 
$4.20 
$4.63 

$13.90 
$13.65 
$10.00 
$11.38 
$1,00 
$0,00

DEMO PERMIT 
BUILDING PLAN CHECK 
El COMMERCIAL 
ONE STOP SURCH 
SYSTEMS DEVT FEE 
CITY PLANNING SURCH 
MISCELLANEOUS
PLANNING GEN PLAN MAINT SURCH 
CA BLOC STD COhMISSION SURCHARGE 
BUILDING PLAN CHECK

Signature. Date- 09/02/2014

H PROJECT YM.UATia>

P.tJTtnl.VAlwl'BIK
Final F« Pr-mU

SI 5.00ft PC Vnluition.

Sewer Cap ID Tola! Bonftfi) Due:

iLAnAOLHJiJl - 
Demo Pre-Inspection 
Pfoa Wn>

For inspection requests, call toll-free (911) LA4BIHLO (524-2141). Outside LA County, call 
(213) 412-0600 or request inspections via www.ladln.6ri. To speak to a Call Center agent, call 
111 Outside LA County, call (213)473-3231. Sub Total: 

Permit *: 140191000002682 
Building Card #: 2014LA3697S 
RriCriipt #: 0103340789

$286.26
It II

DDOOO2602FM** P 1 4 0 J 9



I

13. STWUCTL JULLfe
(fIBKnmKiCi ■) Lmti 10 LmIi 
(?) Flow An* (ZO ■+:«! Sqft I D SqA 

(P)Hr,ftJ(IC) -l5Fftt -ICFon 
(?)L<*f* -tifftt OfM 
(?) Shah -) Iv»a) OSuh 

(P)WkU .l}fni/«rnt 
(P)BCfct Oro^. iwo \«N. 0 iqfl 

(?)SjO(* cirnp 

(P) Typ« V.Q CoiutKihni

14fl19 - 10000 -'02682r.’fcTjJ

In th« ivcni Ifya mv by* (• f I -10> rf MlnS Hi tapotify, rt it 
fHKlifelr ll(*l feMlldMl MlfaffilfellHft hu bf l n CZplurtd 
riev'iroiucdly Hid ct-uJd mi bo ptinHd du* » iptct 

IrtHKn-tc* Nx vf rtlurlf h if* informlUun printed cncex* 

(Jul ?fw*Md by Motion IflJJ of4h HeiJ£i ir>+ Safety 

Co* of Hi* Sww (it California

DnptnnMH4<mi.i«enmu

j:., nfluaufi mouxtimm

IlLaSMmMLAEiiUtttt A ijUL*1 UMNUll
■fC] V O G DEMOLITION Sf:RVrCKS INC

apowia
136 N GRAND AV£*U\

CL^H Limit j 
7JW2I

ntQ« ■
WEST COVINA. CA 91 W| C2J f«6> 444-07^3

*uMR tXinn p*™ aap«M e»» y**t afae ib Am vt tot p**mt 
MMdtfElCMrlliH WDfiSI USCl Cl«»rt !w riM oIIhi pk| bf fdM ^

bo ew*d «> neirabdn-eniAi of pew fen rf fb'i to
brpcmofrwilbtUPIICfac UllDTlIJ

UMCl TWfVTMtH m uuprarai vrrcii® 60 dim* of [Kftniij t rnj^ti let T**J «HS I Wl I

iajjBMmamimEi mumma
I hrtsp ilfinn widn po-tMjiy af pttjwry Uur 1 fern IwirnMd iftr pftvivHJ if ChfW 9 Icimwanting wnh Seciwfl TWO) cf Dinbwi 3 rf in« Etwani-a vJ Prafruiwii Cpdi, and my

liciMt it.■ i I'j I farrt fend aff«i 7>-c fidlon-vjs ipp‘ ifs Id U contoKlon only I umAfivind #» hmu 

{iiriupi.it ai imIil-—.(roo is mraliring, specialty trade

Licmh Cbm CJI

ofStclioa TGJTcf'iiie ItLmrei and Pufmiaii.il C«k rvLm*4 w my ohilriv lyiair

75*621 V I) <7. UEMOl.mON SERVICES INCLkonpe No Contractor

I hfiitr ilfjim. under ponfeiry of pes]«#y, one of the fgllc-iMfly dtdaruoni

U 1 *d *wl! MI1MUI i cmr/itw ef etuirai is ta-lf wpurt for **wL*Ji ,«wiprtiiaiiK»i «t Iw l»y Sortwi 17W of thr Labor Co*, tor ibf pufferniMct ofin wufk loi which

U 1 hfetf mi Mil ifcfcUMtff. ■> bf SpgMft 1700 of tof Libori Co* brlhrpaHoniaanrrof *i wanfe fc» Ufen it mood My «idin

came m£ policy oumb*r ntm*?

C*r*t ICTATHCQMP ins flsd itliwiNKts ba

tV I ttoiifw tom m
Cfeh*^% rni VH tom 41 ** id™ u to*, wefcen

'the ml for wrhich Art fu'sri n .iiiwd L iluil «7 fmen a mt trmmf w ** ** btam* ■ fc wwbcif
pwiMOMt if Sttnaa fUa ti tom Into Co*, t ihrfi faa»wi* t a Mfb w* <w*a fhr Hi Ml

W*W«KJ FA ILimfi TaiECtilLE COhOCMS4nOK cnvfMfVC M IM^tVlWL AM SIWUL Sl^iECT AN EMPLOYE* TO CV4M3NAL FFNA1TIS5 AND

C1VPL ftNIS UP TO ONE HtJKMED TUmiSAND flfH.L feK5 IN APOfTlON TO Tiff COST OF COMPENSATION. DAMAGESAS ITtOYlUtD POt IN SECTION

JWe OF THE LA*Oi CODt INTEAfsT. AND aTTORNE«

u-Aanaiaa JLM^LU&iiLAfLitiaaj lkah iiazaap
of aibcnoi riiMrrfel «* inMi fi« »btf ar hfet b«ti iutmii'*d iui *• AQMP « ETA u pa pkIiwi 19127 3 of llw Hrallb and Sfefrty Co* Informas-nn w avwlable uI rrnifi, that noftflci

r404) JIOmJ J36 and ih# rwriifitHhOtt form fei wnin aomd. tc-v Lead tafe caojtruclian piKticfei ui rnfwiioil ^tuin *- ny ifp«in Ihan diiiaib piinc in pr«-J4?E building! A* Id rit# pfifHi of Ii ad pn Ml nun 

67 lb Hid 6? 17 of ihr: I Ahfei < .idr I nfu-rnaho* n tillable ol llealA Scmntfbr LA County ii |IOO| 7Jd>3J2J m lb# Sei'o orC^ifjrc .i ai [EM> JiFT-JlIlor an^-dhie* i ov.i'L~htl-<ifliJil

V^QtelKVLUU&LU-lIlMMlZLl lICLiaAIlM
I Swfr'by feJT.nn i*det f*oilE> et peijury ib.ii 'Mn xi fe odMSfaCttftfi Irtdifiy ayrrtvy fui tfw Htf+i-iultfe of IS* wifc for ¥*ieh lhn permit is isswd (S« 3097, Civil Cod#|i

LaniNr i Addbm

iLimALKcumaimn
I CHiilS thH ,1 IWr*if«d*tt^l<pM0A INCLUDING THE A BOAT! DECLARATIONS mi mm N *w rim

DM?!? Mil fed U* mi «4Wy Hid
INCLUDING THE ABOVE OifuMftOM <■ c«iact I ipp h.

lam rrfir"-£ to bvkbr.y fendhcifbt inrffe- rtpnt

MTfe w*Y MfAcpUf Itm t ptN^vn, r^.iNr Crt> of Lot ■CrbocdL

My mhI. dncr-Aci Hmfe o#r to* CM A* jip wt fcf f^pm*y e«jhy afptifdn, tom tot

tfeH+Ol ii 11 UMfppiny i* tom Mdri'il *f*r «4lh?P*nMfSft fl 0IH4HLAMC)

By iNc ming below. I ccrlify I bi ll

111 I «C«pf dll tot irclarauni ihr-c njuniSt *e Lcmned Cuncun LtetSwuiun, Wurkeit Corfun*H«Ud Dnltrgfeun. A c'brKot Rcfiiqwfel IW*fiM i Laid fLu-irJ Wue. CfefWIhKM 

AgifHy |>fclirtt-p?n. mi Fmsl Dcclin‘-rml and 

|2f ThupcnniinStitigabejuiicd wuh ifn wnwe ef ihs ItsdowWcf oflhipopniy

0 AuthuriiHHfj^pentPnadKimt HAVIPSOTO Dmi IWi'OIfZON5*^11 • Cofitjpckn
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Basement Details:
Existing basement is approx. 3,580s.f. in area by 8' in depth. (Approx. 66' x 50' area)

Basement walls shall be removed and soil shall be cut back to a 1:1 Slope as required for safety.

Concrete slab shall be removed and basement will be back filled with certified fill material.

Back filling and compaction of basement area to be performed by grading contractor.

Fill material shall conform to specifications set forth in soils report and compacted per details.

4010 Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles CA.

LOT 56 AP# 5594-015-019TRACT 5673
COUNCIL DISTRICT: 13 INSPECTION DISTRICT: BIMSM2 PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT

^ 4010 E Chevy Chase Dr Permit Application # : 14019- 10000-02682
| Bldg-Demolition 

'i Commercial 

Plan Check

Plan Check#: BI4LA11679 
Initiating Office: METRO 

Primed on: 09/02/14 11:04:42
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City of Los Angeles
Department of Building 
and Safety

;LA
Current 
Version 1putiuru

Demolition Pre-Inspection Report

Address: 4010 E CHEVY CHASE DR
Council District: 13 Permit Application: 14019-10000-02011

Work Description:
*** DPI**** DEMOLITION OF SINGLE STORY STUCCO OFFICE BUILDING 
APPROX. 2600 WITH BASEMENT.

H
■ii)
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:)

Inspertor/Tefephone: SAKO AGHAZARIAN, (213) 482-0364
Inspection District: LA 

Inspection Date: 07/02/2014
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o
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Description of Work: *** DPI**** DEMOLITION OF SINGLE STORY STUCCO 
OFFICE BUILDING APPROX. 2600 WITH BASEMENT.
Number of Building (s) to Demo: 1 
Is Address Correct? yes 
Plot Plan:
SEWER INFORMATION: Public 
SEWER CAP: Required 
PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION: Fence

■:d
-;r>
j >

If No, Enter Correct Address: 
If Not Accurate, Why?

Exterior Wall 
Construction

No. of 
Stories

Height
(Feet)

Type of 
ConsturctionBuilding Basement

[Building 1

http://10-8-35.232/pre inspection/vicwonlyMew dcmoc hec k li st, cfm?pe mi h i d I=14019&t> 7/7/2014

http://10-8-35.232/pre
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Sly Side:
Ely Side:
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Comments:
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View of Van Luit Wallpaper factory and house at 4004 E. Chevy Chace Drive that was later demolished to 
build Showroom Building, circa mid-1950s.



Albert Van Luit Complex 
Photographs
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, East facade, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, 4004 E. Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, 4000-10 Chevy Chase Drive, 2015 (Google Earth Satellite View)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom building, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, , 2015 (Google Earth Satellite View)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory porch, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, front porch, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, rear facade, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, rear facade, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, clarestory window, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, Sep. 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, West facade, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, interior, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory, clarestory window, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, Sep. 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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MAlbert Van Luit Complex, factory, roof struts, 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, Showroom, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, front porch, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, side porch, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 23, 2015 (Photograph by Charles J Fisher)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, foyer, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, foyer, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, courtyard, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, Sept. 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, foyer, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, office, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex, showroom, courtyard, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, Sept. 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Lull Complex, showroom, _ /oyer, 4004 Chevy Chase Drive, September 9, 2015 (Photograph by Atwater Village Always)
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Albert Van Luit Complex 

Photographs by Douglas Hill, 

Nov. 11,2015
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Albert Van Luit Complex, lobby of Showroom Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex, office in Showroom Building
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Albeit Van Luit Complex, lobby stairs in Showroom Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex, interior of factor)’ Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex, interior of factory Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex, rear facade of factory Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex. East facade offactory Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex, East facade of factory Building
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Albert Van Luit Complex, front steps and canopy of showroom Building
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Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

From: Jackie Sloan, Kelly Blanpied and Cheryll Roberts, on behalf of Atwater Village Always 
4007 Verdant Street, Los Angeles, CA 90039 
email: atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: January 27, 2016

Honorable Chair Richard Barron and Cultural Heritage Commissioners,

On behalf of our community organization, Atwater Village Always (“AVA”), we offer the 
attached supplemental report in support of AVA’s Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex 
as an Historic-Cultural Monument for the City of Los Angeles.

This supplemental report includes:

• Statement of Significance

• Information demonstrating that The Albert Van Luit Complex is eligible for listing as a 
Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument under Criterion 1 of the Los Angeles Cultural 
Heritage Ordinance, as structures “in which the broad cultural, political, economic, or 
social history of the nation, state, or community is reflected or exemplified

• Transcripts from interviews with Van Luit Complex community members

• Letters of support from experts, former Van Luit factory workers and designers, Van Luit 
Complex neighbors and community members

• Historic Resources Assessment, 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, by Historic 
Resources Group, Aug. 12, 2015

Sincerely,

Jackie Sloan, on behalf of Atwater Village Always

mailto:atwatervillagealways@gmail.com
mailto:shannon.ryan@lacity.org
mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org
mailto:CHC@lacity.org
mailto:christine.peters@lacity.org
mailto:amy.ablakat@lacity.org
mailto:atwatervillagealways@gmail.com
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Albert Van Luit Complex is eligible for listing as a Los Angeles Historic-Cultural 
Monument under:

• Criterion 1 of the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance, as structures “in which the 
broad cultural, political, economic, or social history of the nation, state, or community is 
reflected or exemplified,” because both the daylight factory and the showroom/office 
building are associated with:

0 the post World War II innovations developed by Albert Van Luit in the
production, distribution, marketing, design, color, and day-to-day management 
procedures in the wallpaper industry in Los Angeles, the United States and 
internationally;

0 the use of daylight integral to the success of the innovations developed by Albert 
Van Luit in the design, manufacturing and marketing of wallpaper; and

0 a safe LGBT industrial workplace from 1950-1970 and significant contributions 
to the history of LGBT commercial art (innovations in wallpaper manufacturing 
and design) by Albert Van Luit.1

• Criterion 3 of the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance, as structures which “embody 
distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, inherently valuable for 
the study of a period, style or method of construction,” because:

0 the factory embodies distinguishing characteristics, and is an architectural type 
specimen, of the “Daylight Factory” architectural style for commercial building, a 
type of building identified by the Office of Historic Resources as a significant 
property type in the Citywide Survey draft context statements for industrial 
development;” and

0 the showroom/office building embodies distinguishing characteristics, and is an 
architectural type specimen, of the Mid-Century Modern Style for commercial 
building; and

• Criterion 4 of the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance, as a structure which is “a 
notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius 
influenced his or her age,” because the showroom is a significant work by the master 
architect Edward A. Killingsworth, an architect whose individual genius influenced his 
age.

1 SurveyLA LGBT Historic Context Statement, Sept. 2014, p. 96.
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT OVERVIEW

The focus of this supplemental report is to provide additional information and support 
demonstrating that The Van Luit Complex meets Criterion 1 of the Los Angeles Cultural 
Heritage Ordinance.

To reference information demonstrating that the Van Luit Complex meets Criteria 3 and 4 of the 
Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance, please consult the following:

Historical-Cultural Nomination Application, Van Luit Complex, dated Oct. 6, 2015, 
including attachments, previously submitted by Charlie Fisher on behalf of Atwater 
Village Always.
Historic Resources Assessment, 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, by Historic 
Resources Group, Aug. 12, 2015 (attached hereto).
Over 95 letters of support, previously submitted for the Van Luit Complex “under
consideration” hearing, from:

■ experts (including architects, designers, and wallpaper manufacturers)

■ community groups (including the Los Angeles Conservancy, the Atwater Village 
Neighborhood Council, the Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee to the LA 
City Council, and the Atwater Village Chamber of Commerce)

■ Van Luit Complex employees, neighbors, equestrians and community members 
Selected letters of support from the following experts, previously submitted, are attached 
for convenience:

a. Kenneth A. Breish, PhD, USC School of Architecture, dated November 21, 2015
b. Lauren Weiss Bricker, PhD, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, 

dated November 25, 2015
c. Adrian Scott Fine, on behalf of the Los Angeles Conservancy, dated November 

25, 2015
d. Luis G. Hoyos, RA, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, dated 

November 24, 2015
e. Kelly Sutherlin McLeod, dated November 25, 2015
f. Patricia Morton, University of California, Riverside, dated November 24, 2015
g. Cara Mullio, author, Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect’s Life (Hennessey 

& Ingalls, 2013), dated November 17, 2015
h. Jennifer Volland, author, Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect’s Life 

(Hennessey & Ingalls, 2013), dated November 17, 2015

1.

2.

3.

4.
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ELIGIBILITY UNDER CRITERION 1

• The Albert Van Luit Complex should be preserved under Criterion 1 because of its 
association with post World War II innovations developed by Albert Van Luit that 
revolutionized the production, distribution, marketing, design, color, and day-to-day 
management procedures in the wallpaper industry in Los Angeles, the United States 
and internationally.

Van Luit’s Innovations in the Wallpaper Industry

Appendix A: Van Luit’s Innovations and Reputation in the Wallpaper Industry, provides a 
complete account of Van Luit’s innovations in the wallpaper industry. In summary, “Van Luit 
was the guiding genius behind the enormous success of [Albert Van Luit & Co.].”2 “He 
contributed to every aspect of the business, including promotion, distribution, production, design, 
and color.”3 His award winning formula was summed up as: “[t]asteful color and design, closely 
guarded production techniques and bomb-proof vaults [for storing hundreds of silk screen 
originals].”4

Below are Van Luit’s salient innovations:

Drying Ovens: “In 1951.. .Van Luit worked with engineer John Bruce to develop a 
revolutionary silk screening process that utilized drying ovens in place of air-drying 
which required a great deal of space and labor.”5 He also developed a “method to put 
moisture back into the paper to keep it from turning brittle.

o

’>’>6

Scenics: “Van Luit revolutionized the wallpaper industry by printing hand-screened 
scenic wallpaper in the U.S. ‘Scenics’ were 27-inch-wide panels of wallpaper that 
recreated an entire scene. He utilized advanced photographic techniques to develop 
‘miniature scenics.’ The miniaturization process enabled customers to view the entire 
scene as it would appear in their home.7

o

2 Tax Case p. 3.
Tax Case p. 3.
“The Challenge of a Blank Wall,” Los Angeles Times, May 13, 1962 (attached)(hereinafter 

referred to as LATimes-Blank Wall).
5 HRG p. 3 (internal citation omitted).
LATimes-Blank Wall.
Historic Resources Assessment, 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, by Historic 

Resources Group, Aug. 12, 2015, p. 3 (internal citations omitted)(hereinafter referred to as 
HRG).

3
4

6
7
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Distribution: Van Luit created a revolutionary distribution system. “As opposed to 
marketing high-quality wallpaper through interior designers, Van Luit conceived the 
idea of marketing his product through retail outlets [.] a distribution system which 
still exists today.

o

”8

o Wings: “For promotional purposes, Van Luit conceived of displaying wall coverings 
on specially designed multiplex ‘wings.’ This method, the best for displaying the 
product to the consumer, was later adopted by many manufacturers in the wall
covering industry.”9

o Quality Control: “Van Luit also instituted a program of quality control which
enabled [.] relatively consistent color for bolts of wallpaper produced at different 
times. Often working 7 days a week, 11 Van Luit’s “phenomenal success . . . was 
attributable almost entirely to Van Luit's guiding genius--his technical and artistic

» 10

abilities, his business sense, his flare for effective marketing, and his unceasing 
devotion to his work. 12 Burt Kallander, current production manager at Bradbury & 
Bradbury Art Wallpaper, which produces hand-made wallpaper, concludes that “[t]he 
key to producing high quality work is to remain involved in the process, much the 
way Van Luit himself did. 13

o Color/Van Luit Touch: “Van Luit's greatest contributions ... were in the areas of 
design and color. He possessed a genius for determining commercially salable design 
and color combinations. Van Luit worked with designers to achieve the desired 
effects, and had complete control over the final decisions on color. The end product of 
Van Luit's supervision was so unique as to be instantly recognizable in the industry as 
the ‘Van Luit touch.’ This unique quality is reflected in the unusual longevity of Van 
Luit designs.”14 Van Luit also had an uncanny ability to create subtle colors as part of 
his wallpaper offerings. These “putty-like” colors always became the most popular. 
Van Luit designers referred to these colors as “FOP,” which stands for “funny old 
putty,” the phrase Van Luit used to describe the color he envisioned to his team.
While the industry average for new sample books was approximately every two years,

15

8 Tax Case p. 4; HRG p. 3.
Tax Case p. 3-4.
Tax Case p. 4.
Tax Case p. 7.
Tax Case p. 13-14.
Bradbury & Bradbury Letter of Support, January 19, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 

Bradbury & Bradbury).
Tax Case p. 6.
Knight, Virginia, Interview, January 18, 2016, p. 2, 4 (hereinafter referred to as 

Knight)(attached).

9
10

12
13

14
15
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16some Van Luit sample books were commercially viable for up to twelve years, 
many are still available today.

and
17

Van Luit’s Lasting Influence on and Superior Reputation in the Wallpaper, Design and Film & 
Television Industries not only in Los Angeles, but the United States, and all over the world.

o World wide sales: “By 1953, Van Luit scenics were sold all over the world
Van Luit18including Latin America, Europe, Asia, and the United States. 

wallpapers have decorated fashionable homes and hostelries all over the globe. The 
company export[ed] to every free country of the world. 19

o The Allman Award: Van Luit won the Justin P. Allman award in 1962, an award 
recognized as “the industry’s highest honor.”20 The award recognized Van Luit as 
“an individual in the industry who has made a lasting contribution(s) to the industry 
over a significant period of time. 21

o Superior reputation in the wallpaper industry between 1950-1970: Van Luit 
“was the prestigious wallcovering to have.”22 Even as late as 1970, Van Luit was 
recognized as “the best wallpaper company at the time.”23 “Van Luit’s wallpaper was 
the ‘Cadillac’ of wallpaper. 24

o Lasting reputation in the wallpaper industry: Even today, Van Luit wallpaper still 
has a world-wide reputation.25 “Van Luit is synonymous with excellence and 
sophistication in the world of design and color. His silk screening and finished 
product rivals the finest manufacturers from Europe.”26 For a listing of publications 
and venues where Van Luit wallpaper appeared, and in many cases, still appears 
today, see Appendix A.

16 HRG p. 3 (internal citations omitted).
Available through Blue Mountain Wallcoverings, www.blmtn.com/.
HRG p. 4.
LATimes-Blank Wall.
Tax Case p. 7; HRG p. 4.
See www.wallcoverings.org/?page=AllmanAward; Wallcoverings Association Allman Award 

Criteria (attached).
Knight p. 1.
Grumbley, Jim, Letter of Support dated Jan. 18, 2016, p. 1 (hereinafter referred to as 

Grumbley).
Gaydos, Bud, Letter of Support dated January 16, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 

Gaydos).
Kirsch, Aaron, Astek Tour & Interview, January 15, 2016 p. 5 (hereinafter Kirsch).
Pinnella, Dan, Letter of Support dated January 19, 2016, p. 2 (Hereinafter referred to as 

Pinnella).

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24

25
26

http://www.blmtn.com/
http://www.wallcoverings.org/?page=AllmanAward
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o Superior reputation in the design industry: Luit’s wallpaper dominated the design 
industry, and he “was involved with the design community, and. . . every aspect of 
the design world.”27 For a listing of designers who used Van Luit wallpaper in their 
work, see Appendix A.

o Stellar Reputation In the Film and Television Industry: “Albert Van Luit's 
wallpaper dominated film and television sets in the 1950’s and’60’s.”28 This 
reputation continues, with Van Luit “wallpaper most recently seen in the films Road 
to Perdition, Almost Famous, and Django.”29 This is possible because of the 
foresight of people like Aaron Kirsh, who back in the 1980’s bought 100,000 rolls of 
Van Luit wallpaper in an effort to preserve Van Luit’s product, particularly for 
Hollywood.30 “In the television industry Van Luit wall coverings were the go-to
source. Wall treatments can be tricky on TV; too much contrast on camera will ruin a 
set design. With the contrast problem resolved coupled with a plethora of fabulous 
designs, Van Luit wallpaper has always been the best.
company created an extraordinary product conducive to television over several 
decades.

31 Albert Van Luit and his

32 33Even such shows as “I Love Lucy” featured Van Luit wallpaper.

• The Albert Van Luit Complex should be preserved under Criterion 1 because both the 
daylight factory and the showroom/office building are associated with the use of 
daylight integral to the success of the innovations developed by Albert Van Luit in the 
design, manufacturing and marketing of wallpaper.

The cornerstone of Van Luit’s wallpaper innovation and success was his use of daylight. He 
obtained this light from the large, north-facing windows in his daylight factory, and the windows 
and indoor/outdoor spaces in his showroom.

Appendix B: Color, Light & the Daylight Factory: Keys to Van Luit’s Wallpaper Innovation 
demonstrates how color, light and the daylight factory were key to Van Luit’s innovations and 
success in the wallpaper design and manufacturing process.

27 Virginia Knight, Letter of Support dated January 18, 2016, p. 3 (hereinafter referred to as 
Knight LOS).

Kirsch, Aaron, Letter of Support dated Nov. 19, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as Kirsch LOS). 
Kirsch LOS.
Kirsch p. 3.
Shaffner, John, Letter of Support dated January 19, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 

Shaffner).
Shaffner p. 2.
“I Love Lucy, LA at Last!” season 4, episode 17 (filmed Dec. 2, 1954, aired Feb 7., 1954); 

“I_Love_Lucy-AVLspringbough.pdf” attached; Kirsch LOS.

28
29
30
31

32
33
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In summary:

o Color: The colors were mixed by hand, and color match was crucial to Van Luit’s 
innovation and success.34 The “colorists were the real specialists. Color is the reason 
screen printing is a niche that will not die.”35 Van Luit was known for his ability to 
create custom colors.36 Matching color by eye is delicate and time consuming, and 
Van Luit’s quality control was “unsurpassed.”37 “[Van Luit] would meticulously 
watch what [employees] were doing,” and would join in or make adjustments as 
needed during the process. 38

o Natural light: To achieve the necessary color match, “daylight made all the 
difference,” because Van Luit’s product was ultimately used in homes, which have 
natural light. 39 “In order to maintain [color] purity, non-metameric lighting was 
essential for accurate color matching.”40 The colorists at the Van Luit factory had to 
“check their results under natural daylight conditions” as part of their “color matching 
process.”41 “Color matching is especially critical in producing custom orders [. . .].
To match a color for someone’s home, you must be able to test the match in that same 
mix of natural and artificial lighting that is present in a home. The fact that Van 
Luit’s factory had ample daylight means that designers and printers could evaluate the 
color right there on the factory floor, as they walked down the long tables. 42

The Daylight factory & north-facing windows: The Daylight factory, with its 
north-facing windows, provided the crucial element to Van Luit’s innovation and 
success. Experts in the wallcovering field agree that Van Luit most likely chose to 
build a daylight factory to provide the type of light he needed to match color.43 It was 
crucial that “Van Luit’s factory had north facing windows that provided ample 
daylight on the factory floor.
because when you are printing wallpaper, you must have good lighting.

o

44 This is an important architectural characteristic,
45 Art

34 Grumbley p.1.
Wells, William, Letter of Support dated Jan. 18, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as Wells 

LOS).
Knight. p.1.
Gaydos p. 1; see also Kirsch p. 2.
Knight. p.1.
Knight p. 1.
Wells LOS p. 2.
Wells LOS p. 3.
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.
Kirsch p. 2.
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.

35

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
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studios are also built with north facing windows, which provide soft, diffused, natural 
lighting. The Van Luit factory’s north facing windows would have provided this 
same great lighting. 46

• The Albert Van Luit Complex should be preserved under Criterion 1 because of its 
association as a safe LGBT industrial workplace from 1950-1970 and significant 
contributions to the history of LGBT commercial art (innovations in wallpaper 
manufacturing and design) by Albert Van Luit.

The Van Luit Complex provided a safe LGBT Industrial Workplace

Together, Van Luit’s daylight factory and showroom tell the story of an LGBT commercial 
wallpaper industry that achieved worldwide acclaim between 1950 and 1970. This history has 
been largely unknown, and certainly undocumented. Within the gates of the Van Luit Complex, 
LGBT individuals could safely work and socialize between 1950 and 1970.47 Although most of 
the members of the Van Luit community have died, and are unable to tell their own stories, both 
the daylight factory and the showroom are still standing, and are in excellent condition. It is 
through these buildings that this LGBT history can be preserved.

Appendix C: The Life of Albert Van Luit (1897 - 1970) includes a biography gathered from 
publications, public records, interviews with former Van Luit employees, interviews with Van 
Luit neighbors, and letters of support. This biography details Van Luit’s life, including his 
relationships with Van Luit & Co. employees and neighbors, as well as his LGBT identity.

A detailed description of the uniquely inclusive culture and environment at the Albert Van Luit 
Complex is attached as Appendix D: The Culture and Environment at the Albert Van Luit 
Complex: Van Luit at the Helm. Van Luit, who identified with the LGBT minority, was an 
inclusive leader who demonstrated no bias for ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation. He was a 
leader who embraced all types of persons, as well as, and especially, their viewpoints and 
opinions. Van Luit’s passion for harmonious aesthetics, executed with unsurpassed quality, 
which comprised the “Van Luit touch,” was the vision and will-power behind his success. 
However, were he alive today, testimonies from those who knew him and/or worked with him 
and are still living, would support the idea that he would generously credit his numerous 
innovations and achievements to be ultimately the result of his associations with individuals - 
whether employees, colleagues, or friends - who shared similar values and possessed similar 
integrity as Van Luit himself.

46 Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2; Pinnella p. 1-2. 
Knight, Virginia, Interview II, January 25, 2016.47
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The Van Luit Complex was the site of Significant Contributions to the History of LGBT 
Commercial Art by Albert Van Luit

The SurveyLA LGBT Historic Context Statement (dated Sept. 2014)48 charts the historic context 
of LGBT resources in Los Angeles. The eligibility standards outlined in SurveyLA LGBT have 
been embraced by the City of Los Angeles as the most comprehensive set of criteria for 
preserving LGBT resources. The Van Luit Complex fits within the same pattern for preserving 
commercial artists as that laid out in SurveyLA LGBT.49 Appendix E: The Van Luit Complex 
Satisfies the SurveyLA LGBT Eligibility Standards offers a complete analysis.

As outlined in the eligibility standards, “Theme 8: Queer Art” includes “significant properties 
[that] are directly associated with LGBT persons who made significant contributions to the 
history of art.”50 This includes contributions to both fine art, and commercial art. 
persons have found success in all aspects of the Los Angeles art scene from commercial to fine. 
However, they were not always able to express their sexuality or identity in their work.”52 And, 
even if some commercial artists “may have been able to lead openly gay lives, their sexual 
orientation was not necessarily an explicit theme in their work.

51 LGBT

53

Following World War II, “it was difficult, even risky, to express same-sex attraction, and the 
traditionally liberal art world was no exception. Expressions of nonconforming sexual and 
gender behavior in art prior to the 1960s were mostly restricted to the underground or the 
extremely subtle.”54 As a result, at Van Luit & Co., although “[e]verybody was gay,” LGBT 
identities had to be carefully managed.55 “Mr. Van was very closeted, and that wasn’t supposed 
to be out. And he even married, but it was a sham. But Bob and Buzz and Carol, and Lee 
Tillory . . . In the 50’s it wasn’t ok. 56

The rise of commercial art offered great opportunities for artists like Van Luit. “During the 
1920s, the rise of a modern consumer culture led to the development of whole new fields of 
commercial art. American corporations hired artists to design and produce goods that had 
previously been made at home and/or by hand, and they hired other artists to market their wares.

48 SurveyLA LGBT Historic Context Statement (dated Sept. 2014) (hereinafter referred to as 
SurveyLA LGBT).

SurveyLA LGBT p. 96.
SurveyLA LGBT p. 96.
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87.
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87.
SurveyLA LGBT p. 88.
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87.
Knight p. 3.
Knight p. 3.

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
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These new fields of fashion, interior, industrial, and graphic design, created new opportunities 
for artists to make a living, and many of those artists were LGBT persons. 57

SurveyLA LGBT includes a detailed description of Sasha Brastoff as a prime example of the type 
of prominent commercial artist worthy of preservation under the eligibility standards. Van Luit’s 
prominence, his factory & showroom, and his artistic contributions are surprisingly similar to 
those of Brastoff, and equally deserving of preservation.

“Some LGBT artists, such as Sasha Brastoff, first found employment in the entertainment 
industry as production or costume designers, and then left after World War II to form their own 
businesses when the studio system began to crumble.”58 Like Van Luit, “Brastoff was born . . . 
in Cleveland, Ohio.”59 Brastoff “trained and danced with the Cleveland Ballet as a teenager and 
attended the Western Reserve School of art.”60 And, like Van Luit, Brastoff eventually made his 
way to Los Angeles. “Near the end of World War II, Brastoff moved to Los Angeles and got a 
contract with 20th Century Fox as both a designer and entertainer.”61 Again, similar to Van Luit, 
“[b]y 1947, [Brastoff] opened his first plant, producing hand painted ceramics. He expanded to a 
factory in 1952.”62 After a fire destroyed Brastoff’s factory, “[i]n 1953, he opened a new 35,000 
square foot factory and showroom and would go on to employ over 100 people.”63

The parallels between Brastoff and Van Luit are easy to see. Van Luit was born in 1897 in 
Cleveland, and “became involved in the wall-covering business at age 14. He began in a part
time job in a retail wallpaper store in Cleveland, Ohio.”64 “After high school, Van Luit attended 
art school for a more formal education in interior design,” and “[i]n 1935, Van Luit moved to 
California and opened a sole proprietorship to manufacture wallpaper.”65 Like Brastoff, Van 
Luit opened a factory in the early 1950’s, and eventually a showroom, 66 and employed numerous 
people over the years.

“While Brastoff suffered a nervous breakdown and left as business began to dwindle, [his] 
factory would sell his designs up until it closed in 1973. In the meantime, he produced 
sculptures, jewelry, and other decorative arts for other companies and exhibits until 1985 when 
his health prevented further artistic pursuits. Brastoff passed away in 1993 from cancer, but the

57 SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
SurveyLA LGBT p. 87. 
Tax Case p. 3.
Tax Case p. 3.
HRG p. 3.

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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designs he produced at his factory are still quite popular and sought-after.”67 Van Luit worked in 
his factory until his death in 1970. Like Brastoff, Van Luit’s designs are still popular and sought 
after all over the world today and can still be seen in film and tv.68 Furthermore, Van Luit’s 
innovations in the areas of wallpaper production, marketing, design, color and distribution have 
forever influenced the wallpaper industry.

67 SurveyLA LGBTp. 87-88. 
Kirsh LOS.68
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Appendix A

Van Luit’s Innovations and Reputation in the Wallpaper Industry

Van Luit’s Innovations in the Wallpaper Industry

“In 1935, Van Luit moved to California and opened a sole proprietorship to manufacture 
wallpaper.”69 In 1940 Van Luit contributed the assets of the proprietorship to the partnership 
owned by Van Luit, Joseph Cannell, and North Baker, and the partnership was incorporated in 
1945 under the name “Albert Van Luit & Co. 70

71“Van Luit's was the guiding genius behind the enormous success of [Albert Van Luit & Co.]. 
“He contributed to every aspect of the business, including promotion, distribution, production, 
design, and color.”72 His award winning formula was summed up as: “[t]asteful color and 
design, closely guarded production techniques and bomb-proof vaults [for storing hundreds of 
silk screen originals].”73 “For promotional purposes, Van Luit conceived of displaying [Van 
Luit] wall coverings on specially designed multiplex ‘wings.’ This method, the best for 
displaying the product to the consumer, was later adopted by many manufacturers in the wall
covering industry. 74

“Van Luit revolutionized the wallpaper industry by printing hand-screened scenic wallpaper in 
the U.S. ‘Scenics’ were 27-inch-wide panels of wallpaper that recreated an entire scene. He 
utilized advanced photographic techniques to develop ‘miniature scenics.’ The miniaturization 
process enabled customers to view the entire scene as it would appear in their home. Previously, 
all scenics had been imported from Europe and printed there from thousands of wood blocks. 
Van Luit’s silk-screening brought down the cost of scenics to the level of other hand-made

69 Albert Van Luit Co. v. Commissioner, United States Tax Court, March 13, 1975, p. 3 
(hereinafter referred to as Tax Case) (attached).

Tax Case p. 2-3.
Tax Case p. 3.
Tax Case p. 3.
“The Power of a Blank Wall,” Los Angeles Times, May 13, 1962 (attached)(hereinafter 

referred to as LATimes-Blank Wall).
Tax Case p. 3-4.

70

71

72

73

74
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75 The process is complicated, and requires adjustments to color in order to curepapers.
distortions and fairly depict the full-size scene. 76

Van Luit also established new practices in wallpaper production and a revolutionary distribution 
As opposed to marketing high-quality wallpaper through interior designers, Van77system.

Luit conceived the idea of marketing his product through retail outlets. Due to Van Luit's 
experience and extensive travel, he knew many wallpaper dealers and was thus able to establish a
distribution system which still exists today. Van Luit also instituted a program of quality control
which enabled [...] relatively consistent color for bolts of wallpaper produced at different 
times. 78 These promotional and marketing innovations advanced [Van Luit’s] position in the

79wall-covering industry and were key factors in [his] high sales volume and high profit margin.

“Van Luit was instrumental in establishing new practices in wallpaper production. In 1951, the 
same year that the new factory opened, Van Luit worked with engineer John Bruce to develop a 
revolutionary silk screening process that utilized drying ovens in place of air-drying which 
required a great deal of space and labor.”80 He also developed a “method to put moisture back 
into the paper to keep it from turning brittle. 81

“The most significant production technique introduced by Van Luit involved the use of a 
photographic process which enabled any desired background to be printed on wall-covering 
material. A scene is then printed on this background. Prior to the development of this process 
only one wall in a room would be covered by wallpaper. The remaining walls were painted to 
match the color of the ‘scenic.’ The new technique substantially increased petitioner's sales 
because it permitted the consumer to have one wall of ‘scenic, and the other three walls covered 
in a complementary background paper. In addition, the complexity of the background prevented 
imitations by others in the industry, thus assuring the unique quality and market position of the 
Van Luit product. 82

“Van Luit's greatest contributions ... were in the areas of design and color. He possessed a 
genius for determining commercially salable design and color combinations. Van Luit worked 
with designers to achieve the desired effects, and had complete control over the final decisions

75 Historic Resources Assessment, 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, by Historic 
Resources Group, Aug. 12, 2015, p. 3 (internal citations omitted)(hereinafter referred to as 
HRG).

Tax Case p. 4.
HRG p. 3.
Tax Case p. 4.
Tax Case p. 4-5.
HRG p. 3 (internal citation omitted).
LATimes-Blank Wall.
Tax Case p. 5-6.

76

77

78

79

80

81

82
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on color. The end product of Van Luit's supervision was so unique as to be instantly recognizable 
in the industry as the ‘Van Luit touch.’ This unique quality is reflected in the unusual longevity 
of Van Luit designs. 83

Van Luit also had an uncanny ability to create subtle colors as part of his wallpaper offerings. 
These “putty-like” colors always became the most popular. Van Luit designers referred to these 
colors as “FOP,” which stands for “funny old putty,” the phrase Van Luit used to describe the 
color he envisioned to his team.84 While the industry average for new sample books was 
approximately every two years, some Van Luit sample books were commercially viable for up to 
twelve years.”85 Today, Van Luit wallpaper is still available through Blue Mountain 
Wallcoverings. 86

“By 1953, Van Luit scenics were sold all over the world including Latin America, Europe, Asia, 
and the United States.”87 “Van Luit's special talent in this respect made his name synonymous 
with fine quality and workmanship in the wall-covering industry. In recognition of Van Luit's 
contributions, the interior design industry presented Van Luit the Justin P. Allman award in 
1962,” an award recognized as “the industry’s highest honor.”88 Notably, the award was 
bestowed upon Van Luit himself, not his company, as “an individual in the industry who has 
made a lasting contribution(s) to the industry over a significant period of time.”89 “The award is 
designed to recognize individuals who have demonstrated the ability to be true leaders of the 
industry. The award is not designed to recognize companies. 90

“In addition to the above-described notable achievements, Van Luit was responsible for the day- 
to-day administration of the business, including sales, promotion, etc. Because of his 35 years 
experience, he was personally a significant sales factor for petitioner. He knew many people in 
the wall-covering industry and never lost touch with the interior designers who created much of 
petitioner's business. 91

“Van Luit devoted nearly all of his time to the business, often working 7 days a week. His home 
was on property adjacent to the factory and was often used for meetings and entertainment of

83 Tax Case p. 6.
Knight, Virginia, Interview, January 18, 2016, p. 2, 4 (hereinafter referred to as 

Knight)(attached).
HRG p. 3 (internal citations omitted).
See www.blmtn.com/.
HRG p. 4.
Tax Case p. 7; HRG p. 4.
See www.wallcoverings.org/?page=AllmanAward.
Wallcoverings Association Allman Award Criteria (attached).
Tax Case p. 7.

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

http://www.blmtn.com/
http://www.wallcoverings.org/?page=AllmanAward
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92industry clients and business associates. 
almost entirely to Van Luit's guiding genius--his technical and artistic abilities, his business 
sense, his flare for effective marketing, and his unceasing devotion to his work.

Van Luit’s “phenomenal success . . . was attributable

93

Van Luit’s Lasting Influence on and Superior Reputation in the Wallpaper Industry

“Van Luit wallpapers have decorated fashionable homes and hostelries all over the globe. The 
company export[ed] to every free country of the world.”94 Van Luit “was the prestigious 
wallcovering to have.”95 Even as late as 1970, Van Luit was recognized as “the best wallpaper 
company at the time.”96 And, “[w]ithout a doubt, Van Luit wallpaper was the easiest to install 
due to the quality of its materials.”97 “Van Luit’s wallpaper was the ‘Cadillac’ of wallpaper.
It was shipped directly from the factory “to high-end clients, to the best hotels in Las Vegas, to 
Europe, and . . . all over the US.

98

99

100 ccEven today, Van Luit wallpaper still has a world-wide reputation. 
with excellence and sophistication in the world of design and color. His silk screening and 
finished product rivals the finest manufacturers from Europe. 
production manager at Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpaper, concludes that “[t]he key to 
producing high quality work is to remain involved in the process, much the way Van Luit 
himself did.

Van Luit is synonymous

101 Burt Kallander, current

”102 Even today, Bradbury & Bradbury’s “customers sometimes mention Van Luit as 
an industry standard, expressing their disappointment that his products are no longer available” 
from Van Luit’s factory. 103

92 Tax Case p. 7.
Tax Case p. 13-14.
LATimes-Blank Wall.
Knight p. 1.
Grumbley, Jim, Letter of Support dated Jan. 18, 2016, p. 1 (hereinafter referred to as 

Grumbley).
Grumbley p. 1.
Gaydos, Bud, Letter of Support dated January 16, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 

Gaydos).
Gaydos p. 2.
Kirsch, Aaron, Astek Tour & Interview, January 15, 2016 p. 5 (hereinafter Kirsch). 
Pinnella, Dan, Letter of Support dated January 19, 2016, p. 2 (Hereinafter referred to as 

Pinnella).
Bradbury & Bradbury Letter of Support, January 19, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 

Bradbury & Bradbury).
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103
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Listed below are just some of the places where Van Luit wallpaper appeared, and in many cases, 
may still be found today:

• The Maynard Parker (1900-1976) photo collection at the Huntington Library, comprised 
of 112 photo shoots, black and white negatives and color transparencies of Van Luit’s 
wallpaper

• June/July 1940 Arts & Architecture magazine
• March 1958 House Beautiful magazine, p.124-129
• September 1961 (photo shoot) for House Beautiful
• May 1963 (photo shoot) for House Beautiful
• July 1964 Architectural Digest COVER, photo shoot at Cannell & Chaffin with “Niwa 

No Hana” wallpaper
• Nov. 7, 1965 L.A. Times Home Magazine
• Sept. 18, 1966 L.A. Times Home Magazine p.29
• Jan. 1967 House Beautiful (cover photo by George Szanik; table of contents with cover 

information; photo by George Szanik and comment by Van Luit designer John Leigh 
Spath; page 55 “Bangalore,” page 56 “Meadow Grange,” and page 60 “Pompeii,” set ups 
by John Leigh Spath featuring Van Luit fabric and wallcoverings).

• Pacific Design Center, Los Angeles, Van Luit Showroom, 1987-88
• Cooper-Hewitt Museum at the State University of New York, “The wall-coverings 

department contains the largest and most varied collection of wallpaper in the United 
States, with more than 10,000 examples. Pieces date from the late 17th century to the 
present and represent many countries of origin.” Contains two Van Luit sample books. 
(Scenic Miniature, Georgian Floral, 1950, screen printed. Gift of Donald D.
MacMillan).

• The Hagley Museum and Library (Wilmington, Delaware), Van Luit Catalogues located 
in their Stacks

• Off the Wall: Wonderful Wall Coverings of the Twentieth Century, Chronicle Books 
2004, by Lena Lencek and Gideon Bosker, p. 86.

• Fashion: designer Alexander McQueen’s 2010 Resort collection featured fabric based on 
Van Luit wallpaper, also worn by Drew Barrymore for the Toronto premiere of 
Barrymore’s movie “Whip-It

• L.A. Times, June 8, 1958 Preview of new trends in room decoration

104

105

”106

104 See https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/search/collection/?query=Albert+Van+Luit.
See http://www.hagley.org/library; andhttp://h92010.eos- 

intl.net/H92010/OPAC/Search/SimpleSearch.aspx?TaskCode=1689740&TitleListPageSize=25& 
SavedSearch=true.

See http://www.evadesigns.com/interior-design/wall-decor/your-walls-dressed-to-impress.

105

106

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/search/collection/?query=Albert+Van+Luit
http://www.hagley.org/library
http://h92010.eos-intl.net/H92010/OPAC/Search/SimpleSearch.aspx?TaskCode=1689740&TitleListPageSize=25&
http://h92010.eos-intl.net/H92010/OPAC/Search/SimpleSearch.aspx?TaskCode=1689740&TitleListPageSize=25&
http://www.evadesigns.com/interior-design/wall-decor/your-walls-dressed-to-impress
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• L.A. Times, Oct. 19, 1958 All-American Design
• L.A. Times, Apr. 20, 1959 Decorator Will Speak (notice of Albert Van Luit speech at 

County Museum)
• L.A. Times, Jan. 28, 1962 Challenge of a Blank Wall (Allman Award)
• L.A. Times, March 14, 1965 A Showcase of Interior Design
• L.A. Times, Apr. 21, 1968 1968 Showcase of Interior Design: Sprightly Facelift for a 

Relic...
• L.A. Times, March 14, 1965 A Showcase of Interior Design
• L.A. Times, Oct. 3, 1965 On a Grand Scale
• L.A. Times, Apr. 7, 1968 Design pacesetters: 1968 Award Winners Share Honors
• L.A. Times, Apr. 21, 1968 1968 Showcase of Interior Design: Sprightly Facelift for a 

Relic...
• L.A. Times, Apr. 25 1971 Pasadena Showcase 1971

Van Luit’s Lasting Reputation In the Design Industry

Van Luit’s wallpaper dominated the design industry. “Albert Van Luit was involved with the 
design community, and, really every aspect of the design world.
a sense of timeless design. In addition to his own preferences, he of course accommodated 
residential trends and retro looks popular with the film industry.

”107 Mr. Van himself really had

”108

In Van Luit’s day, “all of the designs were photographed in setups around the city [of Los 
Angeles], for publication, or for archival purposes. Often it was at the Robertson showroom, at 
Cannell & Chaffin, or at Knapp & Tubbs. On occasion, actual installations were photographed.
I still have today some of the old Architectural Digests and other magazines where his work was 
published. George Szanik was the premiere photographer for some time, though Maynard 
Parker gets most of the credit.”109

“Van Luit participated in all kinds of AID/ASID programs. There were design shows at places 
like the Pan Pacific, the Palladium and the County Fairgrounds. These shows were a good 
opportunity for designers to get exposure, and Van Luit was very generous with giving us wall
coverings and wallpaper scenics. Not only did he give us the paper, but he'd pay for having it

107 Virginia Knight, Letter of Support dated January 18, 2016, p. 3 (hereinafter referred to as 
Knight LOS).

Knight LOS p. 3.
Knight LOS p. 3.

108

109
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applied. Of course, if was good exposure for his work as well, especially if there was a new 
pattern he wanted to introduce. 110

So many respected designers used Van Luit wallpaper that it is impossible to list them all. Here 
are just a few of the designers and design firms, mentioned in our interviews and research about 
Van Luit, who used Van Luit wallpaper in their work:

William Norman Davies, AID (1958 Roman Holiday article), Jerry Alsobrook, FASID, 
Tom Hamilton, ASID, Don Douglas, Mary Jane Carson, Jerry Pierce, AID, Marion Paul, 
Ruth Brand, Harold Grieve , Dorothy Paul, AID, Penny Paul, Bob Brown, Jerome Gans, 
Anthony Forsythe, “Trend Interiors” (company name), Arthur Elrod, J. Shelly Thedford, 
Mary Ayer Schwyzer, AID, John S. Outcoult, architect, Louise Mahar, Fanny Rantz , 
John Leigh Spath, H. B. Caroline, Cannell & Chaffin (used Van Luit wallpaper in the 
design of the Presidential Suite at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel).

The following design show sites also exhibited Van Luit wallpaper:

Hollywood Palladium , Century City Home Show, Orange County Fairgrounds Costa 
Mesa, Palm Springs Decorators Show, and the L.A. Memorial Sports Arena. And finally, 
the following retailers utilized Van Luit wallpaper in their set ups: Knapp & Tubbs, 
Cannell & Chaffin , Bluff’s Newport, Pico Furniture, Dunbar Furniture, W. & J. Sloane, 
and Barker Brothers.

Van Luit’s Stellar Reputation In the Film and Television Industry

111“Albert Van Luit's wallpaper dominated film and television sets in the 1950’s and’60’s. 
reputation continues, “his wallpaper most recently seen in the films Road to Perdition, Almost 
Famous, and Django.
who back in the 1980’s bought a truckload of Van Luit wallpaper, in an effort to preserve Van 
Luit’s product, particularly for Hollywood.

This

112 This is possible because of the foresight of people like Aaron Kirsh,

113

“In the television industry Van Luit wall coverings were the go-to source. Wall treatments can be 
tricky on TV; too much contrast on camera will ruin a set design. With the contrast problem 
resolved coupled with a plethora of fabulous designs, Van Luit wallpaper has always been the

110 Knight LOS p. 3.
Kirsch, Aaron, Letter of Support dated Nov. 19, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as Kirsch LOS). 
Kirsch LOS.
Kirsch p. 3.

111

112

113
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55114best.
television over several decades. 
wallpaper.

Albert Van Luit and his company created an extraordinary product conducive to
Even such shows as “I Love Lucy” featured Van Luit55115

116

Ed Stephenson, Production Designer of many shows including the Golden Girls, also loved Van 
Luit wallpaper and said, “There is no other wallpaper where the values are not in such a high 
contrast, so you can use these on television. 
and college days by selling and hanging Van Luit wallpaper in Montana, went on to a successful 
career in Hollywood designing “interiors for sitcoms such a Friends, Two and a Half Men, The 
Big Bang Theory and more. 
that you could really count on that would not have too heavy a contrast, so it was very shootable. 
I would always use it on ballrooms, weddings, and grand rooms of any kind. I still dig around 
through the books from Astek, and sure enough, I’ll pick up a book and look on the back and 
realize, it’s an old Van Luit pattern! Aaron Kirsh, (of Astek Wallcoverings), knows I have a soft 
spot for Van Luit paper because hanging it on walls put me through college.

55117 Shaffner, who earned money in his high school

55118 Shaffner finds that “Van Luit patterns were the only wallpaper

55119

114 Shaffner, John, Letter of Support dated January 19, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 
Shaffner).

Shaffner p. 2.
Knight LOS p. 3; “I Love Lucy, LA at Last!” season 4, episode 17 (filmed Dec. 2, 1954, aired 

Feb 7., 1954)(attached).
Shaffner p. 1-2.
Shaffner p. 1-2.
Shaffner p. 2.

115

116

117

118

119
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Appendix B

Color, Light & the Daylight Factory:
Keys to Van Luit’s Wallpaper Innovations & Success

Color as key to Van Luit’s innovation & success

“[W]hen I was working [at the Van Luit factory in the 1950’s and 60’s], it was all one big open 
space where the colorists and printers worked together, and there was a real sense of teamwork. 
The printers were Carol and another woman, her partner. Together they moved the screen along 
opposite sides of the long tables, which took a lot of coordination. As soon as they were done 
with a run, there were people who cleaned the screens with squeegees; it was critical that the 
screens be kept very clean. Mr. Van would be there, and everyone would watch until the print 
dried and we would see how it came out. We never really knew how the design looked until it 
dried. All of the natural light in the factory was very important to this whole process, partly 
because the end use was primarily in homes, which have a combination of daylight and artificial 
light.”120

“There were skilled crews just for mixing paint. The colors were mixed by hand in the paint 
room, off a master copy of the design. The colors were probably not as exact as they would be 
today with the use of computers, but they were a really good match. Sometimes the printers had 
to wait anywhere from 15 minutes to a few hours for the paint mixers to get a good color match 
before they could start a run. Color match was crucial.”121 The “colorists were the real specialists. 
Color is the reason screen printing is a niche that will not die.”122

“600 yard long rolls of paper were run through 45 foot silk screens, one color at a time, i.e. if the 
design had 15 colors, the 600 yard roll was run through the machine 15 times for the 15 screens. 
I think the printing machine was about 50 ft long. There was a screen for each color. For 
example, the brown screen might have a branch, part of a bird and part of a house. The green 
screen might have grass, leaves, etc. When the design had many colors, a big run (i.e. 10 of 600 
yards), could take weeks.”123

120 Virginia Knight, Letter of Support dated January 18, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 
Knight LOS).

Grumbley, Jim, Letter of Support dated Jan. 18, 2016, p. 1 (hereinafter referred to as 
Grumbley).

Wells, William, Letter of Support dated Jan. 18, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as Wells

121

122

LOS).
123 Grumbley p. 2.
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Van Luit “had very good quality control. There was an inspection team, who would inspect for 
quality of printing as the paper went through. If, for example, there was a smudge, they would 
cut out that section. Foremen would also watch for quality as we were printing.
Control was unsurpassed.

”124 «Quality
”125

A similar hand-made wallpaper making process is still practiced today, at Bradbury & Bradbury 
Art Wallpapers, founded in 1979. 126

Natural Light as key to Van Luit’s innovation & success

The cornerstone of Van Luit’s wallpaper success was his use of daylight in his design, 
manufacturing and marketing process. He obtained this light from the large north-facing 
windows in his daylight factory, and the windows and indoor/outdoor spaces in his showroom.

Van Luit “could do custom, any colors you want,” explains Virginia Knight, who collaborated 
with the color team at the Van Luit factory from the early 1950’s.127 “[Y]ou could change the 
depth, the value of the color, by which colors went first. [Van Luit] would meticulously watch 
what we [employees] were doing, or sometimes he and I would be doing it together, to see how 
strong of a color that wanted to be, or if it wanted to be kind of translucent, or if it wanted to be 
very opaque. So, [Van Luit] was involved. And daylight made all the difference. Because 
fluorescent light, which was what we all had then in factories . . ., is not daylight. And [Van 
Luit’s] wallcoverings were used in residential mostly, sometimes commercial. So, daylight 
totally creates what you’re going to have in a home. Whereas if it was solid, fake light, 
incandescent [light], it doesn’t have the same effect at all. So, [Van Luit] was very innovative. 
And the things that he produced showed that. And that’s why they were known everywhere. 128

“In order to maintain [color] purity, non-metameric lighting was essential for accurate color 
matching.”129 The colorists at the Van Luit factory had to “check their results under natural 
daylight conditions” as part of their “ color matching process. 130

Today, the wall covering industry has the luxury of new technologies to assist in the process of 
color matching. GTI Graphic Technology, Inc. is one such company that provides information, 
as well as products and services for color matching assessment. They define Color Temperature

124 Grumbley p. 3.
Gaydos, Bud, Letter of Support dated January 16, 2016, p. 1 (hereinafter referred to as 

Gaydos); see also Kirsch p. 2.
Grumbley p. 3.
Knight. p.1.
Knight p. 1.
Wells LOS p. 2.
Wells LOS p. 3.

125

126

127

128

129

130
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131[a] rating of a light sources color output. 
temperature is “North Sky Daylight,” which is described as: “A bluish colored light source 
originally used for grading cotton and other evaluation applications. [...] It is derived from the 
light coming in a north facing window in the northern hemisphere at noon at various times 
throughout the year.

One of the common names associated with coloras

132

Daylight Factory - offering crucial natural light

Experts in the wallcovering field agree that Van Luit most likely chose to build a daylight factory 
to provide the type of light he needed to match color. Kirsch, of Astek, explained that, even 
today, a designer will sometimes step outside to color match, and to see the effect of natural 
lighting on color.133 The older technique used by Van Luit was all done by eye, so having 
daylight on the factory floor would be critical. 134

According to Burt Kallander, production manager at Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers, it 
was significant that “Van Luit’s factory had north facing windows that provided ample daylight 
on the factory floor.”135 “This is an important architectural characteristic, because when you are 
printing wallpaper, you must have good lighting.”136 Kallander notes that “[a]rt studios are also 
built with north facing windows, which provide soft, diffused, natural lighting. The Van Luit 
factory’s north facing windows would have provided this same great lighting. 137

Bradbury & Bradbury uses a wallpaper manufacturing process today that is similar to Van 
Luit’s. “Like Van Luit, we at Bradbury & Bradbury mix our color by eye, and we print our 
wallpaper on long tables. As the paper moves down the table during the process, it is important 
to look back and be able to detect if there are any problems with the color. Good lighting is 
critical to being able to spot a problem immediately. 138

Kallander explains further that because “[t]he final application of wallpaper is most often in 
homes ... we must be attuned to and be prepared for a mix of natural light and artificial light. As

131 Explanation of Various Light Sources and Their Use in Visual Color Matching Applications. 
GTI Graphic Technology, Inc. retrieved from http://www.gtilite.com/gti-pdf/Various-Light- 
Sources.PDF, January 22, 2016 (hereinafter referred to as GTI).

GTI.
Kirsch, Aaron, Astek Tour & Interview, January 15, 2016 p. 2 (hereinafter Kirsch).
Kirsch p. 2.
Bradbury & Bradbury Letter of Support, January 19, 2016, p. 2 (hereinafter referred to as 

Bradbury & Bradbury).
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.
Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

http://www.gtilite.com/gti-pdf/Various-Light-Sources.PDF
http://www.gtilite.com/gti-pdf/Various-Light-Sources.PDF
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part of the development process, when you are evaluating and critiquing a design, you may want 
to adjust the colors depending on how they look in the daylight, versus how they look in artificial 
light. Color matching is especially critical in producing custom orders, which I understand Van 
Luit’s factory also offered. To match a color for someone’s home, you must be able to test the 
match in that same mix of natural and artificial lighting that is present in a home. The fact that 
Van Luit’s factory had ample daylight means that designers and printers could evaluate the color 
right there on the factory floor, as they walked down the long tables. 139

Other experts in the wallpaper manufacturing industry agree with Bradbury & Bradbury. For 
example, Daniel Pinnella, of Nu-Camouflage wallpaper and manufacturing, echoed the 
importance of proper lighting, especially when making wallpaper by hand. “I had to have really 
good lighting for my process. I used 15-foot loft-style skylights in my studio to achieve the type 
of lighting I needed. Natural light would have also been crucial to Van Luit to achieve such a 
high standard in his era. It’s really important to have a good color matching by eye. In 
manufacturing wallpaper, you have different lot runs, and you can’t mix up the lots, because 
there is a different color mixture in each lot. And, it is difficult to install paper from 2 different 
lots next to each other. To get the best color match, Van Luit’s factory needed daylight.”140

139 Bradbury & Bradbury p. 2.
Pinnella, Dan, Letter of Support dated January 19, 2016, p. 1-2.140
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Appendix C

The Life of Albert Van Luit (1897 - 1970)

Information from Publications and Public Records:

The most comprehensive biography published about Albert Van Luit appears in a 1962 Los 
Angeles Times article written in honor of Van Luit having won the Justin P. Allman Award, for 
his achievement in advancing the wallpaper industry. 141

Public records provide additional information about Van Luit, including that he was born in Ohio 
on August 2, 1897, that he was the second of three sons born to John Van Luit and Jennie Windt 
Van Luit, and that he died in May of 1970.142 Van Luit “came to Los Angeles from Ohio in the 
1930s and opened his first wallpaper factory in a garage on Hollywood Boulevard. Van Luit 
became involved in the wall covering business at age 14 when he began a part-time job in a retail 
wallpaper store in Cleveland, Ohio. After high school, Van Luit attended art school for a more 
formal education in interior design. 
designing and manufacturing wallpaper.

143 In 1935, Van Luit moved to California and began
144

As early as 1940, 43-year-old Van Luit lived with his mother Jennie, and 28-year-old William 
Stark, in a “rented house at 3940 Edenhurst Avenue.
from the current site of the Van Luit Complex, in what is now called Atwater Village.

145 This rented home is located .9 miles

By 1944, census data reveals that “Van Luit and his [eventual] wife Birdie lived on a residential 
parcel adjacent to the factory parcel at 4410 Edenhurst Avenue.”146 At the age of 52, Van Luit 
married Birdie Walker Hamilton on December, 27, 1949 by the Justice of the Peace in LA 
County.147 By 1951, Van Luit built and opened his daylight factory, The Albert Van Luit Co., at

141 “The Challenge of a Blank Wall,” Los Angeles Times, May 13, 1962 (attached).
United States Census, 1920, database with images, FamilySearch 

(https://famiysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1MD18-QN8: accessed 19 January 2016); Albert Van Luit 
Obituary, Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1970.

Historic Resources Assessment, 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, by Historic 
Resources Group, August 12, 2015, p. 2-3 (hereinafter referred to as HRG)(internal citations 
omitted).

HRG p. 3.
HRG p. 4 (internal citations omitted).
HRG p. 4.
Van Luit, Albert, marriage license (attached).

142

143

144
145
146
147

https://famiysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1MD18-QN8
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1484000 Chevy Chase Drive.
“was often used for meetings and entertainment of industry clients and business associates.

Because “[h]is home was on property adjacent to the factory,” it
149

Information from Oral Histories, including Van Luit’s LGBT Identity:

The richness of Van Luit’s life, including his LGBT identity, is not found in public records and 
publications. During Van Luit’s lifetime, it was not safe to make one’s LGBT identity known 
publically. “Following World War II, driven in part by nostalgia and in part by paranoia, the 
general need for America to return to ‘normal’ resulted in a very conservative political and social 
climate. Popular media promoted the ideal nuclear family, seen in television shows such as 
Leave it to Beaver and Father Knows Best. Officials were on the lookout for communists and
‘sex perverts.’ In this era that so valued ‘sameness,’ it was difficult, even risky, to express same- 
sex attraction...' 150 To uncover this vital information, our community members have contacted 
and interviewed neighbors, former Van Luit employees, and members of the wallpaper, design 
and film and television industries. Van Luit’s extraordinary life emerged from these oral 
histories.

151Van Luit built his factory in his own back yard, and “used to walk to work from his house. 
Neighbors shared fond memories of watching Van Luit “stride from the factory thru the back 
gate of his stable to go home for lunch or to return home after a day at the factory. 152

“Van Luit may have been attracted to the area for its equestrian history because in 1944, he built 
stables at his home. According to Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, a 20-foot bridal [sic] path ran 
along the western boundaries of Edenhurst Avenue’s residential parcels. 
avid horseman, and enjoyed riding horses in his neighborhood with friends, including Ralph Van 
Hoorebeke, a prominent designer in the film and television industry.

153 Van Luit was an

154

148 HRGp. 6-7.
Albert Van Luit Co. v. Commissioner, United States Tax Court, March 13, 1975, p. 7 

(hereinafter referred to as Tax Case) (attached).
SurveyLA LGBT Historic Context Statement, September 2014, p. 87 (hereinafter referred to as 

SurveyLA LGBT).
Haley, Yvonne P., Letter of Support, dated Nov. 15, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as 

Haley) (attached).
Costas, Pete, Letter of Support, dated Nov. 11, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as Costas 

LOS)(attached).
HRG p. 4.
Murree, Jan, Interview & Photo, January 15 & 19, 2016, p. 1, 4 (hereinafter referred to as 

Murree)(attached).

149

150

151

152

153
154
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By as early as 1955, and certainly by1960, Van Luit was estranged from his wife Birdie; she did 
not live in the 4410 Edenhurst home.155 Van Luit identified as gay, and/or bisexual.156 From as 
early as 1955, and continuing until his death in 1970, Van Luit was in a relationship with Art 
Mendez (1922 - 2005), a dancer in the entertainment industry, who also taught ballroom 
dancing.157 Ms. Murree was also one of Mendez’s dance partners in local dance competitions. 158

159Van Luit and Mendez entertained regularly in the 4410 Edenhurst home. 
invited his colleagues and employees to his home. 
the house in the 60’s.

Van Luit also 
[Van Luit] used to have lots of parties in160

161

Van Luit created an entertainment space in his back yard, complete with a pool, pool house, gas 
lights, a fountain system and a huge Bonsai tree beside the pool.162 Van Luit’s lover, Art 
Mendez, “had done all the designs of the ponds and landscaping, including outside walls, garage, 
plantings and trees.”163 Van Luit’s next door neighbor, Chio Watson, “was friends with Van 
Luit. She used to sing while her husband played piano at Van Luit’s parties. Van Luit would 
bring guests to the parties in vans, and all the neighbors were part of it. They all had ponds and 
Bhuddas [sic] in their backyards. The statues were passed from yard to yard.”164 Toni and Joe 
Gothard lived on Edenhurst, across the street from Van Luit, and owned a restaurant on Melrose, 
where “[f]amous musicians and politicians ate . . . even the president of the United States. . . Joe 
was a tennis teacher and taught Van Luit tennis. Toni and Joe provided the food for many of 
Van Luit’s parties. They were part of the clique of neighbors who enjoyed the Van Luit 
parties. 165

Van Luit was an important figure in his neighborhood. He was generous with his neighbors, 
who describe him as “a most gracious, interesting & talented individual. 
gave his neighbor Jan Murree “carte blanche” to stop by his home, swim in his pool, and stop by

166 For example, he

155 Knight, Virginia, Interview, January 18, 2016, p. 3, 5 (hereinafter referred to as 
Knight)(attached); Murree p. 1.

Murree, p. 1-4; Knight, p. 3, 5.
Knight p. 1, 5; Murree p. 1, 3. Mendez’s dance credits include dancing in Lena Horne’s 

troupe, and dancing in the 1953 film Lili. Murree p. 4.
Murree p. 2.
Murree p. 3.
Knight, p. 2, 3; Tax Case p. 7.

Haley.
Haley.
Haley.
Haley; “I have the piano from the restaurant in my home now, with the original cigarette 

burns on the keys.” Haley.
Haley.
Costas LOS.

156
157

158
159
160
161
162
163
164

165
166
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the factory whenever she wanted to.167 Ms. Murree recalls that until Van Luit’s death, she 
enjoyed visiting him, and using his pool in the summer.168 Van Luit also owned and rented out 
several of the homes adjacent to the factory and along the bridle path, including the one that Ms. 
Murree rented in 1964, and another one that Ms. Murree and Mr. Costas rented a few years 
later.169 Van Luit offered free wallpaper to his neighbors to decorate their homes, including Ms. 
Murree and Mr. Costas.170 Van Luit also sold wallpaper to his employees “really cheap. 17155

Van Luit lived in his Edenhurst home until his death in 1970, at which time Mendez lived in the 
home. 172

167 Murree p. 1 .
Murree, Jan, Letter of Support, dated Nov. 17, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as Murree LOS). 
Murree LOS; and Costas LOS.
Murree LOS; Costas LOS.
Grumbley, Jim, Letter of Support dated Jan. 18, 2016, p. 3 (hereinafter referred to as 

Grumbley).
Murree p. 4.

168
169
170
171

172
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Appendix D

The Culture and Environment at the Albert Van Luit Complex: Van Luit at the Helm

Albert Van Luit, who identified with the LGBT minority, was an inclusive leader who 
demonstrated no bias for ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation. He was a leader who 
embraced all types of persons, as well as, and especially, their viewpoints and opinions. 
Van Luit’s passion for harmonious aesthetics, executed with unsurpassed quality, which 
comprised the “Van Luit touch,” was the vision and will-power behind his success. 
However, were he alive today, testimonies from those who knew him and/or worked with 
him and are still living, would support the idea that he would generously credit his 
numerous innovations and achievements to be ultimately the result of his associations 
with individuals - whether employees, colleagues, or friends - who shared similar values 
and possessed similar integrity as Van Luit himself.

With the construction of Albert Van Luit’s daylight factory, enabling him to move design and 
manufacturing virtually in the backyard of his home in Atwater Village, Van Luit unleashed his 
dreams. Already well-known for his scenics and the innovative process that made them an 
affordable reality during his days in a garage on Hollywood Boulevard,173 he now had the space 
and light to make real his expanded visions. Talent filled the factory in the form of colorizers, 
designers, printers, shippers, silk-screen makers and silk-screen washers, including the attendant 
administrators, managers and supervisors. Each individual made their entrance into the factory 
through the same door in order to clock in their time at the factory.174 With Albert Van Luit at the 
helm, he led his team in the production of wallpaper and scenics that consistently surpassed the 
market’s expectations in versatility, design, and quality.

Over the years, Van Luit’s team grew, just like his factory grew and expanded as demand for his 
products grew. In the first years following the end of World War II, Van Luit’s factory was a 
safe haven for the sexual minority, who were experiencing increased hostility. 
like a Big Daddy to all the employees; he was like a father figure, but not authoritarian. He was 
like the father some of us wish we had, especially for the immigrants and disenfranchised.

175 ccMr. Van was

”176

173 LA Times - Blank Wall.
Caresia, Hector, Interview, January 20, 2016 (hereinafter referred to as Caresia). 
SurveyLA LGBTp. 87
Knight, Virginia, Interview II, January 25, 2016 (hereinafter referred to as Knight II).

174

175

176
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Among a lesbian silk-screen printer, a Cuban American colorist,177 and gay or bisexual 
designers,178 were immigrants coming from Austria (supervisor Paul Tamas179), Cuba 
(machinists,180 colorists, Manuel Romero and Oscar Caballero181), Egypt (colorist Sa’ad182), 
Argentina (printers Hector Caresia and Daniel Torres183) and Mexico. Hence, over the years there 
was any number of a combination of men or women, gay or straight, who were either Egyptian, 
Cuban, Cuban American, American, Argentine, Chicano, or Mexican. This is the diversity we 
know of via testimonies; it is certainly possible there was more diversity than we have 
discovered and documented.

As evidenced in The life of Albert Van Luit (Appendix C), Van Luit established a harmonious co
existence with his neighbors. The testimonies below show that Van Luit similarly established a 
certain harmony within his daylight factory; an environment that imbued a sense of pride in their 
work at the factory; an environment that facilitated a cohesive and creatively stimulating 
environment where color specialists, printers and designers collaborated on the factory floor 
under the watchful eye of Van Luit. He generously facilitated the creative process between them, 
encouraging experimentation with various techniques, sometimes making suggestions.
Observing color choices he would say, “well, that’s a possibility” [...] and then begin to offer a 
suggestion "I kind of want to do.” and then leave everyone “hanging on his words.”184 Van 
Luit genuinely cared about his work force, whom he relied upon to similarly care about their 
roles in the factory. For example, “[Van Luit] treated everybody equally; there were no grunt 
jobs”185 working on the factory floor, as one might assume a silk-screen washer might be. Silk- 
screen washers were charged with the care, maintenance and security of Van Luit’s “crown 
jewels,”186 hence this position Van Luit could only entrust to individuals who understood their 
value. “The silk-screen washers were gifted and talented - they had to do it just right because the 
screens were very fragile.”187

Bud Gaydos (male, straight, Caucasian, formerly employed in the shipping department, early 
‘70s), also recalls his co-workers and remembers “we were like a big team, working together,

177 Knight II.
Knight LOS.
Wells LOS.
Wells LOS.
Caresia, p. 4 

Knight II; Wells LOS. 
Caresia p. 6.
Knight LOS p. 2. 
Knight II.
LA Times - Blank Wall. 
Knight II.
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188striving to do our best. I guess we proud of our product. 
Caucasian, former printer 1970-72) recalls:

Jim Grumbly, (male, straight,

Van Luit employees were as diverse as the community was in 1970. It was the first time I 
was exposed to gay people, and John Leigh Spath was unquestionably gay. I recall he 
was one of the big wigs, a designer, who would roam around the factory from time to 
time to see how things were going. It was my impression that gay folks dominated the 
design field, but I was aware that a gay man also worked in the shipping department. In 
time, by being around gay people, it just wasn’t a big deal anymore, and I realized they 
weren’t all just designer types. 189

Jim’s experience demonstrates what research tells us today, i.e., that increased exposure to the 
LGBT community reduces homophobia. Likewise for persons who identify with the sexual 
minority, who commonly experience internalized homophobia. Virginia Knight (female, lesbian, 
Caucasian, former designer and decorator from 1955 - ‘60s) discusses painful memories that 
were eased by finding her “home”190 at the Van Luit factory:

I was homophobic, I was. I hated myself and would call others queer because I had to 
believe, ‘I’m not one of them.’ One day when I was attending Hollywood High School, a 
bunch of guys from the Hollywood Legion called me a queer - I’ll never forget how 
awful that felt - they saw me, they knew. And so did my brother. He made me see a 
psychiatrist because he was afraid of what would happen if our parents ever found out; he 
said, “It would kill them!” When I told the psychiatrist these things he said, “Well now, 
I’d like to talk to your brother! But, we have 50 minutes left. Let’s talk about your 
career.” When I told him my desire to be an interior decorator, he told me, “You’ll be 
accepted there.” I was so lucky! Of all the psychiatrists I could have seen, I had the good 
fortune to meet him. And he was right, too. When I found myself at Albert Van Luit & 
Company I felt comfortable, easy; it was quite a relief. 191

Will Wells (male, straight, Caucasian, former R&D on a prototype rotary screen press 1978-80) 
knew of John Leigh Spath, (mentioned above), but did not interact with him. However, his good 
friend George Bellinger, a colorist, associated with him:
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Knight II. 
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Even though he was about 30 years older than me, George was a good friend; he lived in 
Pasadena and told funny stories about his family. He was a friendly guy who lived in 
Pasadena and had visited John Spath at his home near the Los Feliz Bridge a few times. 192

Jim Grumbly and Will Wells, both Caucasian, recall being supervised by Latino men Arturo 
Mendez and Alfredo Burnal.193 Will describes Alfredo as “[...] a very earnest and standup guy 
[.] he had some excellent advice about how to survive working times when one's body really 
did not think that it was a good idea. 
remembers, “he had been an officer in the Austrian ("not German," he was careful to remind 
you) artillery in the second world war. He tried teaching me a few words in Magyar, but gave up 
when we both realized that my [palate] would never be able to make those sounds.

”194 Of his Austrian supervisor, Paul Tamas, Will

”195

Will describes his experience with the Cuban machinists:

A handful of Cuban guys worked on the day shift. I'm not sure they spoke much English. 
They kept to themselves pretty much and were a little hard to talk to. But they were really 
smart. They made the machines go. If a flatbed press were to break down, they'd have it 
up and running within the hour. They drank a serious brand of coffee: Cafe Bustelo. They 
would bring this to work in a silver Thermos, brewed to espresso strength and cut about 
half and half with cane sugar, so that it was more like drinking hot syrup than the 
American coffee of the time. They were gracious enough to share from time to time in 
tiny Styrofoam cups. I loved it. 196

Will recalls his friend, an Egyptian colorist, Sa’ad:

Sa’ad was closer to my age—30-something and married. I think he was uneasy with 
American culture, but he would invite me over to his apartment to show me his artwork, 
which was very impressive. He was a painter and his love in life was to create replicas of 
classical, romantic paintings. He exhaustively researched the techniques of the Masters 
and was able to create almost perfect copies.

Hector Caresia (male, straight, Argentine, former printer 1969-73) speaks proudly of his time at 
the daylight factory, especially the work he did with his friend and printing partner, Daniel
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Torres, and states “I always felt that safety precautions were being taken. We took breaks 
throughout the night, so as not to make mistakes in our printing process. 
remembers surviving an earthquake in the factory:

”197 Hector also

On the day of the 1971 [San Fernando] earthquake I was sleeping during my break. My 
shift on graveyard started at 11 pm and finished at 7:30 am. At 6 am I was taking my last 
break, resting on some boxes, when a jolt woke me up, and then there was a rumble that 
lasted 15-20 seconds. The other workers were shouting, and running out the front door. 
Everything was shaking. The huge roofs in the factory were shaking and really moving, 
as if their flaps were going to open. The electricity went out, as the transformers on the 
lot shook. I will never forget that morning at the Albert Van Luit factory almost 45 years 
ago. But, everything was fine after the earthquake. The cement didn’t crack, nothing 
broke, the building did not fall down, there was no damage, and no one was hurt. Which 
makes me think that if this big, beautiful daylight factory building could withstand that 
earthquake, it was built to last. I agree the Albert Van Luit Complex should be preserved 
as a monument to the workers and the innovation of Albert Van Luit. 198

Will speaks of the “lifers,” those “who were loyal to, honored by working for, and believed in 
the company Albert Van Luit created.”199 Here he describes another friend at the factory:

Then there was Eddie, another long-timer, who worked as a screen washer. He always 
used affectionate, Spanish terms when talking with us, as if we were family. I was 
horrified when he collapsed on the job and died a couple of weeks later [after leaving 
Van Luit & Co]. I don’t know if it had to do with the screen wash, but in those days we 
routinely used acetone and benzene. We usually had fresh air coming in through the open 
steel sash windows, but some of the specialized spaces could be quite noxious. 200

Virginia Knight experienced the heady days when Van Luit was at the height of his career. She 
remembers Van Luit being honored with the Justin P. Allman award,201 but more importantly to 
her, she remembers the home she found with him and among their colleagues and collaborators 
at the factory; and she remembers he gave her - “a borderline professional” - a chance.202 Hector 
Caresia remembers starting as a printer’s assistant and being promoted to printer, and his friend
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Alfredo Bernal starting out as a printer and being promoted to supervisor, who a decade later was 
one of Will Well’s supervisors.203 Jim Grumbley remembers encountering a gay person for the 
first time when he started at the Van Luit factory, and later realizing it wasn’t such a big deal.
He also credits his experience at the factory for helping him get started on a career path.205 Bud 
Gaydos only worked a couple of years at the factory, like Will and Jim. But, Bud was a bit of an 
activist, participating in “sit-ins” at Griffith Park, and so it makes sense he participated in efforts 
to unionize at the Van Luit factory in the early 70’s.206 Will Wells’ experience at the factory 
encompasses a period eight years after the death of Van Luit. He witnessed “unsafe and shady 
practices”207 by management and bemoaned the cruel way that Van Luit's loyal and life-long 
employees were treated when the factory closed:

204

One day the management locked the doors and closed the company, without notifying its 
employees. Many of them had been life-long employees, or “lifers,” and believed in the 
company. Some employees - with families to feed - came to work every day from as far 
away as Compton and Inglewood. It was sad news for the families and a sad ending for 
the Albert Van Luit factory, but it wasn’t surprising. 208

Without Van Luit at the helm, the factory appears to have fallen into demise. The decade 
following Van Luit’s death heralded a rise in environmental consciousness and unions 
attempting to improve working conditions and provide benefits to employees, both costly to the 
bottom line of any business endeavor. In this century, and in this decade it’s not hard to imagine 
that if a person like Van Luit had remained at the helm after his death, he or she would have 
negotiated the coming changes with the same conscientiousness he exhibited during his decades 
at the helm.
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Appendix E

The Van Luit Complex Satisfies the SurveyLA LGBT Eligibility Standards

The Van Luit Complex should be preserved as an LGBT historic resource in Los Angeles, 
pursuant to the standards outlined in the SurveyLA LGBT Historic Context Statement dated 
September 2014:

Theme 8: Queer Art

Property Type: Commercial

Property Type Description: Van Luit Complex, consisting of a two-story Post-War daylight 
factory (JR Wyatt, 1950) and a two-story Mid-Century Modern Style office-showroom 
(Killingsworth-Brady, 1965), located at 4000-10 E. Chevy Chase Blvd., LA, CA 90039, used for 
the production of Van Luit’s wallpaper.

Property Type Significance: The Van Luit Complex is significant because it was directly 
associated with significant contributions to the history of art, specifically commercial art, made 
by Albert Van Luit, an LGBT commercial artist.

Geographic Location: 4000-4010 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039

Areas of Significance: Art (Commercial), Social History

Period of Significance: The factory was built in 1950, and the showroom was built in 1965, both 
of which fall within the period of significance of 1945-1980.

Eligibility Standards:

• Van Luit made important contributions to the history of commercial art, namely
wallpaper production, distribution, marketing, color and design. Van Luit also provided a 
safe workplace and community for LGBT artists, factory workers, designers and 
individuals between 1950 and 1970.

• The Van Luit Complex (factory and showroom) are directly associated with the 
productive life of Albert Van Luit, where he created community, worked and made 
innovations from 1950 until his death in 1970.
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Character-Defining/Associative Features:

• The Van Luit Complex should be preserved under Criterion 1 because it was the site 
where Albert Van Luit revolutionized the wallpaper industry and created an LGBT 
community from 1950 to 1970.

• The Van Luit Complex factory and showroom retain most of the essential character
defining features from the period Van Luit occupied the Complex (1950-1970). 209

Integrity Considerations:

• The integrity of the Van Luit Complex is based on the period of 1950-1970 during which 
Van Luit occupied the Complex and was involved in every aspect of his wallpaper 
manufacturing company. 210

• The Van Luit Complex retains the integrity of Location, Design, Feeling and Association 
from 1950-1970. “The growth of Albert Van Luit & Co. over the years resulted in 
regular expansion of the factory facilities. As a result, the factory site underwent many 
changes between 1953 and 1972. However, the changes all took place under the 
ownership of Van Luit and reflect the growth of his business. 
confirms that both the factory and the showroom have not suffered from substantial 
alterations and retain integrity of significant materials including continuous steel sash 
windows and jalousie windows. 
defining features of the [Mid-Century Modern architectural] style and reflects [Edward] 
Killingsworth’s influential design aesthetic.

??211 A recent site visit

212 The showroom also “retains significant character-

213
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Albert Van Luit Co. v. Commissioner

United States Tax Court

March 13, 1975, Filed 

Docket No. 4856-73.

Reporter
1975 Tax Ct. Memo LEXIS 315; T.C. Memo 1975-56; 34 T.C.M. (CCH) 321; T.C.M. (RIA) 750056

Van Luit (hereinafter Van Luit) formed a 
partnership for the purpose of producing wallpaper. 
Joseph Cannell and North Baker contributed $ 
2,500 each to the partnership, and Van Luit 
contributed his sole proprietorship. In 1945, the 
partnership was incorporated under the name of 
Albert Van Luit Co., Inc. The shareholders and the 
percentage of shares owned were:

ALBERT VAN LUIT CO., INC., Petitioner v. 
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Respondent

Core Terms

wallpaper, contributions, color, compensation paid, 
wall-covering, services, partnership, Salary, 
manufactured, bargain

nGo 'el
Counsel: Don M. Pearson and Daniel J. Clinton, 
Jr., for the petitioner. From the date of incorporation until March 10, 

1969, these three shareholders comprised 
petitioner's board of directors. Commencing on 
March 10, 1969, Daniel J. Clinton, Sr., served as 
the fourth member of the board of directors. Van 
Luit was not related by blood or marriage to any of 
the members of the board. Van Luit died on May 
28, 1970, at the age of 72.

Jeffrey C. Kahn, for the respondent.

Opinion by: FEATHERSTON

Opinion

MEMORANDUM FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
OPINION During the taxable years at issue until Van Luit's 

death, petitioner's officers were:

£H3Gq to Table2
FEATHERSTON, Judge: Respondent determined 
deficiencies in petitioner's Federal income taxes for 
1969 and 1970 in the amounts of $ 73,963.29 and $ 
34,028.68, respectively. The only issue for decision 
is the reasonableness of compensation paid by 
petitioner to its chief executive and major 
shareholder.

Petitioner [*3] manufactured and distributed 
wallpaper of a superior quality. Van Luit was 
responsible for petitioner's successful operation at 
every level.

Van Luit became involved in the wall-covering 
business at age 14. He began in a part-time job in a 
retail wallpaper store in Cleveland, Ohio. His 
employer sold high-quality wall coverings imported 
from France and England. After high school, Van 
Luit attended art school for a more formal 
education in interior design.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Petitioner is a corporation with its principal offices 
and place of business in Los Angeles, California. 
Petitioner keeps its books and records, and reports 
its income using the accrual [*2] method of 
accounting and a calendar year basis.

In 1940, Joseph Cannell, North Baker, and Albert In 1935, Van Luit moved to California and opened

David McFadden
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a sole proprietorship to manufacture wallpaper. As 
stated above, in 1940 he contributed the assets of 
the proprietorship to the partnership owned by Van 
Luit, Joseph Cannell, and North Baker, and the 
partnership was incorporated in 1945.

In the area of production, Van Luit was 
instrumental in bringing about significant 
developments in petitioner's techniques. Beginning 
in 1951, Van Luit worked with an engineer, John 
Bruce, to develop a revolutionary silk-screening 
process which utilized drying ovens in place of the 
older air-drying method which required a great deal 
of space and labor. The Van Luit process permitted 
the paper to move past a stationary silk screen 
whereas, previously, the screen had been moved 
along the paper. This innovation permitted, for the 
first time, mass production of silk screen wall 
coverings.

Van Luit's was the guiding genius behind the 
enormous success of petitioner's business. He 
contributed to every aspect of the business, 
including promotion, distribution, production, 
design, and color.

For promotional purposes, Van Luit conceived of 
displaying petitioner's wall coverings on specially 
designed multiplex "wings." This method, the best 
for displaying the product to the consumer, was 
later adopted by many manufacturers in the wall
covering [*4] industry.

The most significant production technique 
introduced by Van Luit involved the use of a 
photographic process which enabled any desired 
background to be printed on wall-covering 
material. A scene is then printed on this 
background. Prior to the development of this 
process only one wall in a room would be covered 
by wallpaper. The remaining walls were painted to 
match the color of the "scenic." The new technique 
substantially increased petitioner's sales because it 
permitted the consumer to have one wall of 
"scenic," and the other three walls [*6] covered in a 
complimentary background paper. In addition, the 
complexity of the background prevented imitations 
by others in the industry, thus assuring the unique 
quality and market position of the Van Luit 
product.

In the mid-1940's, Van Luit utilized advanced 
photographic techniques to develop miniatures of 
the "scenic" style wallpaper manufactured by 
petitioner. "Scenics" consist of 27-inch-wide panels 
of wallpaper which recreate an entire scene. The 
miniaturization process enabled the prospective 
customer to view the entire scene as it would 
appear in the home. The process is complicated, 
and requires adjustments to color in order to cure 
distortions and fairly depict the full-size scene.

Early in petitioner's history, Van Luit established a 
revolutionary distribution system. As opposed to 
marketing high-quality wallpaper through interior 
designers, Van Luit conceived the idea of 
marketing his product through retail outlets. Due to 
Van Luit's experience and extensive travel, he 
knew many wallpaper dealers and was thus able to 
establish a distribution system which still exists 
today. Van Luit also instituted a program of quality 
control which enabled petitioner to guarantee 
relatively consistent color for bolts of wallpaper 
produced at different times.

In 1969, Van Luit caused petitioner to commence 
studies in design and engineering with a view to 
installing a Kidder Press. The petitioner ultimately 
purchased such a press, with design and color 
production modifications caused by Van Luit's 
work. The Kidder Press enabled petitioner to vastly 
increase its volume by doubling its manufacturing 
capacity.

Van Luit's greatest contributions to petitioner were 
in the areas of design and color. He possessed a 
genius for determining commercially salable design 
and color combinations. Van Luit worked with 
designers to achieve the desired effects, and had 
complete control over the final decisions on color.

These promotional and marketing innovations 
advanced petitioner's position in the wall-covering 
industry and were key factors [*5] in petitioner's 
high sales volume and high profit margin.

David McFadden
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The end product of Van Luit's supervision was so 
unique as to be instantly recognizable in the 
industry as the "Van Luit touch." This unique 
quality is reflected in the unusual longevity of Van 
Luit designs. Most members of the industry 
produce a new book of samples on a 2-year cycle. 
While petitioner also produces new selections [*7] 
every 2 to 3 years, its sample books continue to be 
commercially viable for up to 12 years.

Van Luit received a base salary plus 30 percent of 
the net profits of petitioner. This compensation was 
a formula established by the partnership, and later 
adopted by the corporation in 1946. In the years at 
issue, the base salary he received was $ 27,500. The 
arrangement was reviewed periodically by the 
board of directors, but was never changed. The 
members of the board agreed that Van Luit was 
entitled to the compensation payable under the 
formula.

Van Luit's special talent in this respect made his 
name synonymous with fine quality and 
workmanship in the wall-covering industry. In 
recognition of Van Luit's contributions, the interior 
design industry presented Van Luit the Justin P. 
Allman award in 1962.

In addition to this compensation, Van Luit received 
$ 100 per month from petitioner for expenses. 
Petitioner did not provide him with a car or any 
other corporate amenities. Van Luit did not 
participate in any pension or profit-sharing plan.

In addition to the above-described notable 
achievements, Van Luit was responsible for the 
day-to-day administration of the business, including 
sales, promotion, etc. Because of his 35 years 
experience, he was personally a significant sales 
factor for petitioner. He knew many people in the 
wall-covering industry and never lost touch with 
the interior designers who created much of 
petitioner's business.

Petitioner deducted the compensation paid to Van 
Luit on its 1969 and 1970 Federal income tax 
returns. Respondent determined that the 
compensation paid to Van Luit was excessive by 
the amounts of $ 135,812 for 1969 and $ 69,164 for 
1970 and disallowed the deductions to that extent in 
each year.

ULTIMATE [*10] FINDING OF FACT

The compensation paid by petitioner to Van Luit in 
1969 and 1970 was reasonable within the meaning 
of section 162(a)(1). 7

Van Luit devoted nearly all of his time to the 
business, often working 7 days a week. His home 
was on property adjacent to the factory and was 
often used for meetings and entertainment of 
industry clients and business associates.

OPINION

Section 162(a)(1) permits a corporation a deduction 
in computing taxable income for reasonable 
compensation paid to its employees. The issue of 
whether the amounts paid to Van Luit constituted 
reasonable compensation is factual, and the burden 
of proving reasonableness is on petitioner, Botany 
Mills v. United States, 278 U.S. 282 (1929); 
Dielectric Materials Co., 57 T.C. 587, 591 (1972).

During the tax years at issue the salaries paid to the 
shareholder-employees were as follows:

£H3Go to Table3

[*8] Petitioner's sales, taxable income, taxes paid, 
salaries paid to Van Luit and other shareholder- 
employees, dividends distributed, and net worth for 
1960 through 1972 are as follows: Petitioner contends that the contingent 

compensation plan herein at issue was a long
standing policy, and the product of an arm's-length^^Go 'e4

£H3Go to Table5
1 / All section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
as in effect during the tax years in issue, unless otherwise noted.[*9]

David McFadden
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bargain between Van Luit and an independent 
majority of the board of directors. Moreover, the 
plan was in effect before any services were 
rendered by Van Luit. Petitioner maintains that the 
regulations, section 1.162-7(b)(2), 2/ and a
substantial body of case law support the 
reasonableness of such a compensation plan. [*11] 
See Mayson Mfg. Co. v. Commissioner, 178 F.2d 
115, 120 (C.A. 6, 1949); Lewisville Investment Co., 
56 T.C. 770, 781-783 (1971). The arm's-length 
nature of the contract, in conjunction with the 
remarkable contributions and service of Van Luit 
provide, according to petitioner, more than ample 
support for the reasonableness of the compensation. 
We agree, and hold for petitioner.

Draper & Co., 5 T.C. 822, 839-840 (1945). 
Compare Consolidated Apparel Co., 17 T.C. 1570, 
1579 (1952), reversed in part and affirmed in part 
207 F.2d 580 (C.A. 7, 1953); Dielectric Materials 
Co., supra; R. H. Oswald Co., 185 F.2d 6, 9 (C.A. 
7, 1950). The fact that the payments bore no 
relationship to Van Luit's stockholding, and that the 
compensation was bargained for when petitioner 
was not producing large profits [*13] further 
buttress the reasonableness of the compensation 
formula. See Soabar Co., 7 T.C. 89, 92 (1946). Nor 
do we think that petitioner's business or Van Luit's 
participation therein had so changed as to render 
the plan unreasonable as a measure of the value of 
his services. Cf. Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Salina, 
Inc., 61 T.C. 564, 569 (1974), on appeal (C.A. 10, 
May 16, 1974).[*12] Van Luit was compensated pursuant to the 

formula adopted by the board of directors as 
corporate policy in 1946. The board of directors 
consisted of persons unrelated to Van Luit, each of 
whom had a substantial interest in the corporation 
which was adverse to Van Luit's, and Van Luit 
owned only 50 percent of petitioner's stock. The 
compensation arrangement was the product of a 
free bargain between petitioner and Van Luit 
designed to secure "on fair and advantageous terms 
the services of the individual." Sec. 1.162-7 (b)(2), 
Income Tax Regs. See Streckfus Steamers, Inc., 19 
T.C. 1, 6 (1952); California Vegetable
Concentrates, Inc., 10 T.C. 1158, 1166 (1948);

Moreover, and perhaps more significant, the 
compensation, apart from the bargain, was 
reasonable under all the circumstances. Petitioner's 
success was due almost exclusively to the 
remarkable efforts of Van Luit, which are described 
in detail in our Findings. In light of his past and 
continuing services, and his exceptional 
contributions to petitioner, Van Luit was entitled to 
substantial compensation. Dielectric Materials Co., 
supra at 591; Mayson Mfg. Co. v. Commissioner, 
supra; Adams Tooling, Inc., 33 T.C. 65, 73 (1959), 
affd. 289 F.2d 554 (C.A. 7, 1961). Petitioner's 
phenomenal success, graphically shown in the table 
quoted in our Findings, was attributable almost 
entirely to Van Luit's guiding [*14] genius--his 
technical and artistic abilities, his business sense, 
his flare for effective marketing, and his unceasing 
devotion to his work. We think petitioner has 
shown that Van Luit's compensation was 
reasonable.

2 / Sec. 1.162-7 Compensation for personal services.

(b) The test set forth in paragraph (a) of this section and its practical 
application may be further stated and illustrated as follows:

(2) The form or method of fixing compensation is not decisive as to 
deductibility. While any form of contingent compensation invites 
scrutiny as a possible distribution of earnings of the enterprise, it 
does not follow that payments on a contingent basis are to be treated 
fundamentally on any basis different from that applying to 
compensation at a flat rate. Generally speaking, if contingent 
compensation is paid pursuant to a free bargain between the 
employer and the individual made before the services are rendered, 
not influenced by any consideration on the part of the employer other 
than that of securing on fair and advantageous terms the services of 
the individual, it should be allowed as a deduction even though in the 
actual working out of the contract it may prove to be greater than the 
amount which would ordinarily be paid.

In an attempt to refute petitioner's evidence, 
respondent introduced expert testimony on the 
subject of executive compensation. While the 
witness possessed excellent credentials, he was not 
at all familiar with the wall-covering industry nor 
with the significance of Van Luit's contributions 
and innovations. Thus, we are not convinced by his

David McFadden
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testimony that Van Luit's compensation was 
unreasonable.

We also note that respondent introduced evidence 
of compensation paid to chief executives of certain 
corporations in the industry. However, the 
corporations described as comparable by 
respondent were not nearly as financially successful 
as petitioner, were not headed by executives with 
Van Luit's talents or reputation, and were not actual 
competitors with Van Luit's unique product.

Basing our conclusion upon all the evidence of 
record, we hold that the compensation paid to Van 
Luit for 1969 and 1970 was reasonable.

To reflect the foregoing and concessions made by 
the parties,

[*15] Decision will be entered under Rule 155.

David McFadden
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Table1 (Return to related document text)
Albert Van Luit
Joseph Cannell 
North Baker

50 percent 
25 percent 
25 percent

Table1 (Return to related document text)

Table2 (Return to related document text)

Name Title

Albert Van Luit President and chief
executive officer

Joseph Cannell 
Daniel J. Clinton, Sr. 
North Baker

Vice president 
Secretary 
Treasurer

Table2 (Return to related document text)

Table3 (Return to related document text)

1969 1970

$ 195,811.72
21.900.00
19.500.00

$ 94,164.26 (until 5/28/70)
26,200.00
23,200.00

Table3 (Return to related document text)

Albert Van Luit
Joseph Cannell 
North Baker

Table4 (Return to related document text)

Compensation

Calendar Taxable Federal Paid to

Year Gross Sales Income Income Tax A. Van Luit

1960 1,886,770.57
1,862,805.20
1,949,780.56
2,193,674.74
2,566,009.47
2,799,443.61
2,963,440.76
3,064,375.31
3,584,112.13
3,901,135.41

115,670.76 
122,662.52 
125,453.25 
235,223.57 
190,505.1 6 
320,834.29 
238,110.66 
224,332.85 
341,479 .13 
372,085.96

54,338.18 
58,284. 51 

59,609.26 
114,678.73 
85,440.32 

145,515.94 
101,775.42 
99,923.90 

170,069.52 
188,644.16

70,168.15
72,201.67
73,463.91

122,529.37
106,873.84
162,161.74
128,575.96
121,643.73
175,146.60
195,811.72

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

David McFadden
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Compensation

Calendar Taxable Federal Paid to

Year Gross Sales Income Income Tax A. Van Luit

194,164.261970 3,903,439.47 452,660.49 216,046.47

Compensation

Paid to D.J.

Clinton, Sr.
229,250.00

94,576.32
124,428.02

1970 3,903,439.47

4,596,347.46
5,750,830.34

452,660.49

624,695.62
823,296.19

216,046.47 

292,217.95 
357,469.98

Table4 (Return to related document text)

1971
1972

Table5 (Return to related document text)

Compensation

to Other Company Net Worth

Calendar Shareholder- Cash (Capital Stock and

Year Employees Dividends Retained Earnings)

775.148.81
839.526.82 

905,43 7.90
1,023,845.21 
1,116,577.04 
1,397,230.62 

1,397,230. 62 
1,506,639.57 
1,643,216.14 
1,814,690.23 
2,046,119.88

1960 19,400.00
19,400.00
19.400.00
23.400.00
26.400.00 
26, 400.00 
26,400.00
26.400.00
30.900.00
41.400.00 

20,026.76

0.00
1961 0.00
1962 0.00
1963 0.00
1964 15,000.00

15,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
15.000. 00
10.000. 00

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

11970 0.00
21970 2,046,119.88 

1,859,669.66 

2,304,593.69

Table5 (Return to related document text)

0.0029,373.24

73,450.84

93,352.00

31971 0.00

1972 0.00

1 Salary for 1970 to May 28, 1970, the date of death of Albert Van Luit. 

Salary for 1970 after May 28, 1970, the date of death of Albert Van Luit.2

3 Stock redemption in 1971.

David McFadden
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To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Burt Kallander, production manager 
Bradbury & BradburyArt Wallpaper 
P.O. Box 155 
Benicia, California 94510 
burt@bradbury.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: January 19, 2016

1 am the production manager at Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers. We are the 
premier resource for those seeking to create a vintage atmosphere in their historic 
homes, We specialize in 19th and 20th century wallpapers, reproducing historic patterns 
and also reinterpreting them with alternate colorings to offer our clients as many 
choices as possible.

Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers was founded in 1979, by Bruce Bradbury with 
the mission of rediscovering and recreating the best in historic wallpaper design. An 
important goal of our company has always been to make fine hand-printed art 
wallpapers affordable to the homeowner by making our papers available directly by 
mail order. Though most of our papers are used in period residences, our work has 
included installations for major museum exhibits, and reproductions of historic patterns 
for state, federal and international historic preservation projects. Our designs have been 
seen in countless sets for movies and television, and we maintain a close relationship 
with the hospitality and entertainment industry giants.

P.O. Box 155 ■ Benicia, CA 94510 * Phone: 707.746.1900 * Fax: 707.745.9417
www.bradbury.com

mailto:burt@bradbury.com
mailto:shannon.ryan@lacity.org
mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org
mailto:CHC@lacity.org
mailto:christine.peters@lacity.org
mailto:amy.ablakat@lacity.org
mailto:atwatervillagealways@gmail.com
http://www.bradbury.com


Our lead designer, Steve Bauer, took over the company in 2005, and has begun to 
extend our range of wallpaper styles further into the 20th century, beginning with a 
collection of dazzling designs from the Art Deco period.

1 write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex, I understand that Van Luit’s factory had north facing 
windows that provided ample daylight on the factory floor. This is an important 
architectural characteristic, because when you are printing wallpaper, you must have 
good lighting. Art studios are also built with north facing windows, which provide soft, 
diffused, natural lighting. The Van Luit factory’s north facing windows would have 
provided this same great lighting.

I .ike Van Luit, we at Bradbury & Bradbury mix our color by eye, and we print our 
wallpaper on long tables. As the paper moves down the table during the process, it is 
important to look back and be able to detect if there are any problems with the color. 
Good lighting is critical to being able to spot a problem immediately.

The final application of wallpaper is most often in homes, so we must be attuned to and 
be prepared for a mix of natural light and artificial light. As part of the development 
process, when you are evaluating and critiquing a design, you may want to adjust the 
colors depending on how they look in the daylight, versus how they look in artificial 
light. Color matching is especially critical in producing custom orders, which I 
understand Van Luit’s factory also offered. To match a color for someone’s home, you 
must be able to test the match in that same mix of natural and artificial lighting that is 
present in a home. The fact that Van Luit’s factory had ample daylight means that 
designers and printers could evaluate the color right there on the factory floor, as they 
walked down the long tables.

The key to producing high quality work is to remain involved in the process, much the 
way Van Luit himself did. Since 1 began at Bradbury & Bradbury in 1985,1 never had 
the chance to meet Albert Van Luit. However, customers sometimes mention Van Luit 
as an industry standard, expressing their disappointment that his products are no longer 
available.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex, and 
hope that Van Luit’s factory will be preserved as an important part of our industry’s and 
our country’s history.

Sincerely, ^

Yura f l—
Burt Kallander, production manager 
Bradbury & Bradbury
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Date: 21 November 2015

Mr. Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Kenneth A. Breisch, Ph.D 
School of Architecture 
University of Southern California 
204 Watt Hall
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0291

Sent via email to: shannon.rvan@lacitv.org. Iambert.qiessinger@lacity.org.
cc: CHC@!acity org and atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Burton:

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.

I am an Assistant Professor in the School of Architecture at the University of Southern 
California with a Ph.D. in Art History from the University of Michigan, where I 
specialized in the history of American architecture. In 2002 I founded the Graduate 
Program in Historic Preservation at USC and currently teach graduate courses in The 
History of American Architecture, and The Modern Tradition in Southern California. I 
currently serve as President of the Society of Architectural Historians, an international 
organization devoted to the study and preservation of our historic built environment.

Based on my expertise, I am writing to support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles. The Van Luit 
Factory, which was designed by J. R. Wyatt in 1950, is an excellent example of

University of Southern California

Watt Hall 204, Los Angeles, California 90089-0291 • Tel: 2B 740 2723 • Fax: 213 740 8884 • http://arch.usc.edu

mailto:non.rvan@lacitv.org
mailto:Iambert.qiessinger@lacity.org
http://arch.usc.edu


daylight factory design, employing north-facing, saw-tooth windows to bring indirect 
natural light into the interior. Its reinforced concrete construction allows for large 
unobstructed floor spaces, which, when combined with the generous overhead lighting, 
make it an excellent candidate for adaptive reuse.

The adjacent Van Luit office-showroom was designed by award-winning architects 
Edward Killingsworth and Jules Brady in 1965, principals in one of the most important 
Southern California architectural firms of the post-war era. Reflecting the Mid-Century 
Modem architectural style that was a hall-mark of these years, itretains significant 
character-defining features that perfectly reflect the firm’s influential architectural 
aesthetic. Its U-shaped plan creates a remarkably free flow of space between the 
exterior and interior spaces of the structure.

Killingsworth was responsible for integrating landscape design into all of the firm’s 
projects. The resulting unification of exterior and structural spaces, combined with the 
crisp geometry of the steel and glass construction and flat roof, reflect the very best of 
the Southern California, Mid-Century Modem aesthetic, a style which was popularized 
by Arts and Architecture magazine and its internationally renowned Case Study house 
program, for which Killingsworth and Brady designed the widely acclaimed Frank 
House in Naples, CA. The wooden lattice screens and overhead folding-shades that 
Killingsworth and Brady incorporated into the Van Luit design are particularly elegant 
features of the firm’s contribution to this style. They are characteristic of their use of 
light and shade to create rhythmic patterns that play across the surfaces and floors of 
the structure.

For the above reasons, I strongly support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Ken Breisch, Ph D. 
Assistant Professor
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Architecture
College of Environmental Desigi

25 December 2015

Richard Barron. AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex, 4000 E. Chevy
Chase Drive

Dear Mr. Barron:

Thank you for this opportunity to express my support for the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination 
of the Albert Van Luit Complex. I am writing to you as an architectural historian, historic preservation 
consultant and professor of architecture at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, where I co
coordinator of the historic preservation program.

Based on my review of the nomination and the additional documentation prepared by Historic 
Resources Group, it is clear that the complex is of historic significance. In particular, I would like to 
address the integral relationship between business and design that is inherent in the Albert Van Luit 
Complex. As the documents make clear. Van Luit was innovative as a designer and marketer of 
wallpaper. His naturally-lit reinforced concrete and steel factory was designed to address the 
manufacturing requirements of his successful and expanding business. The showroom needed to 
perform a different function: its incorporation of landscape within the office setting captured the 
informality that epitomized the California lifestyle. In selecting Edward Killingsworth as his architect. Van 
Luit recognized the work of another innovative designer whose contemporary commercial and 
residential works captured the values Van Luit hoped to bring to his clients through his own products.

The Albert Van Luit Complex is a unique cultural resource for the City of Los Angeles. It reflects the 
City’s long history as a place of business and design innovation. For these reasons, I support the 
designation of the complex as a Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Monument.

Sincerely yours.

9

Lauren Weiss Bricker, Ph.D. 
Architectural Historian

3801 West Temple Avenue. Pomona, CA 91768 Telephone (909)869-2683 Fax (909)869-4331
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Interview Transcript of Hector Caresia, a former Van Luit Employee 
Date: January 20, 2016
Location: Home of Kelly Blanpied at 4001 Verdant Street LA, CA 90039
Present: Hector Caresia, his daughter Roxana Caresia, Carrie Sutkin, and Kelly Blanpied

[Ed: In a follow-up interview in which Mr. Caresia focused on photographs to facilitate his memory, we 
learned that his work history at the Van Luit Complex was bifurcated. Prior to his employment at Albert 
Van Luit & Company, Mr. Caresia was a busboy at Taix Restaurant on Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park. 
He began his employment at Van Luit in 1969, working the graveyard shift until 1973, when he returned 
to Taix Restaurant. Then, at some point he resumed work at the Van Luit factory. He was an employee at 
the Van Luit factory, when the factory ceased operations.]

I am 82 years old, and unhealthy. It’s hard for me to remember all the details about this period in my life, 
and I no longer remember all the names of the men I worked with. I first started at Van Luit on the 
graveyard shift in 1969; it was right after I had my only child, Roxana.

K
Kr I

£
Myself, Hector Caresia, on the Albert Van Luit factory floor, 1970

1



There is one name I am trying to remember: the name of the HR person at Van Luit. I remember he was 
an American, and his office was in between the cafeteria and the time-clock. We all had to enter the 
factory through the same door, (located at the front of the factory on the east side), so we could check in 
to work.
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory porch and employee entrance 9/23/2015
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My. friends. from the shop floor
From Left: Unknown, myself, and Alfredo Bernal, 1970
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The photo below shows colleagues I considered my mentors. Most of my colleagues were mainly Latino - 
Cubans, Cuban Americans, Argentines, Chicanos, and Mexicans. I would say each shift was split 50/50 
between Latino and White workers, although I think on the graveyard shift there may have been more 
Latinos. Colorists, Manuel Romero and Oscar Caballero were both born in Cuba, and worked with me on 
the graveyard shift.
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Me, Oscar Caballero, Manuel Romero 1970
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There was a younger, Cuban American, whose name I can’t remember, who also worked the graveyard 
shift; he’s wearing a striped shirt in the photo below. Arturo Mendez, is to my immediate left, and Alfredo 
Bernal to my right. We were all friends and got along very well at work.
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From Left: Alfredo Bernal, unknown, me, Arturo Mendez, 
and young Cuban American colorist whose name I cannot remember, 1970.
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We worked two man shifts on the silk-screen and my printing partner was Daniel Torres, an Argentine 
like myself. He was a good friend, and he may have been the one who helped me get my foot in the door 
the first time I applied for employment at Van Luit. He would come to my home and socialize with my 
family, until Torres divorced his first wife, bought a truck, and moved to Arizona to become a truck driver.

At first, our work was done manually and I worked on the manual silk-screen press. We would pass a 
squeegee over the screen by hand. It required two people, each person set up on each side of the screen. 
When we used the squeegee, we alternated strokes and made several passes to make sure the color was 
distributed evenly. Then the paper would pass through a drier, and after it was dried and inspected for 
flaws, we would apply a new screen and new color. We would repeat this process until all the design 
colors were applied. I always felt that safety precautions were being taken. We took breaks throughout the 
night, so as not to make mistakes in our printing process.

I worked at the factory until I felt I needed to change jobs. Around 1973 I returned to Taix restaurant, and 
later I decided to return to the Van Luit Factory, only this time I worked the day shift. When I returned, 
the Van Luit factory was using semi-automatic machines, each machine doing the work that used to take 
two people to do. Later, they were replaced with fully automatic machines.

I don’t remember meeting or seeing Albert Van Luit during the years I worked there. I knew that he lived 
very close to the complex. I would drive to the complex each day from my home and park next to his 
personal office [the design showroom]. I also remember there being horses at the southern end of the 
complex beyond the factory.

On the day of the 1971 [San Fernando] earthquake I was sleeping during my break. My shift on graveyard 
started at 11 pm and finished at 7:30 am. At 6 am I was taking my last break, resting on some boxes, when 
a jolt woke me up, and then there was a rumble that lasted 15-20 seconds. The other workers were 
shouting, and running out the front door. Everything was shaking. The huge roofs in the factory were 
shaking and really moving, as if their flaps were going to open. The electricity went out, as the 
transformers on the lot shook. I will never forget that morning at the Albert Van Luit factory almost 45 
years ago. But, everything was fine after the earthquake. The cement didn’t crack, nothing broke, the 
building did not fall down, there was no damage, and no one was hurt. Which makes me think that if this 
big, beautiful daylight factory building could withstand that earthquake, it was built to last. I agree the 
Albert Van Luit Complex should be preserved as a monument to the workers and the innovation of Albert 
Van Luit.

6
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Myself and my daughter Roxana, during interview

Photos
Myself, Hector Caresia, on the Albert Van Luit factory floor, 1970 (Caresia collection)
Albert Van Luit Complex, factory porch (Photographed 9/23/2015 by Charles J Fisher)
From Left: Unknown, myself, and Alfredo Bernal, 1970 (Caresia collection)
Clockwise: Me, Oscar Caballero, Manuel Romero 1970. (Caresia collection)
From Left: Alfredo Bernal, unknown, me, Arturo Mendez, and young Cuban American colorist 
whose name I cannot remember, 1970. (Caresia collection)
Myself and my daughter Roxana, during interview (Photographed 1/20/216 by Kelly Blanpied)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
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I Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
by Google

Van Luit Complex - on behalf of Hector Caresia (with historic photos)

Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

On behalf of Hector Caresia, who does not have email access, we are forwarding his letter of support for 
the Van Luit Complex below, and attaching his personal photos of working in the Van Luit Factory.

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 1:31 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Hector Caresia

203 N. Catalina Street. 
Los Angeles, CA 90004

Email: roxanacaresia@hotmail.com

Previous Address: 1406 V N. Manzanita St. LA CA 90027

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@.lacitv.org, amv.ablakat@.lacitv.org

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15, 2015

1 remember being at the site, on February 9, 1971 during an earthquake. I had never felt an Earthquake. It was early in the 
morning. My wife and daughter were on a trip to Argentina, when we felt that Earthquake. I started working at The Albert 
Van Luit factory in 1969. I never met the owner. But I heard he was very nice. My friends knew Mr. Oscar and Daniel had 
been working at the factory longer than I had. Oscar and another man, Manuel Romero, were “colorists.” Daniel was the

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=25b6f29352&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=1510d0f0e3496ed5&siml=1510d0f0e3496ed5 1/3
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printer. I was a printer’s assistant and then I became a printer, where I made $8.00 per hour in 1970. Alfredo Bernal was 
another co-worker, he was a printer, and then he became Supervisor. I have attached a photograph of me and my co-workers 
taken the 1970’s.

Gmail - Van Luit Complex - on behalf of Hector Caresia (with historic photos)

I remembered that there were lots of windows in the factory; we needed a lot of light. And there were heaters also, to dry the 
glue and paint. I moved the paint over the silk screens, and then I entered the big rolls of paper, into a dryer. The dryers were 
very noisy. My Supervisor was Mr. Mendez, a Mexican-American. There was no air conditioning, but lots of windows. We 
would eat inside the building in their cafeteria. We had two breaks, ten minutes each and one lunch of 30 minutes. At first I 
was a laborer and then I used semi-automatic machines. For all of these reasons, we support the Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely

Hector Caresia

4 attachments
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November 11, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Room 620
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 No. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Van Luit Complex

Sir:

As a member of the Atwater Community since the early 1960s, I wish to convey my 
memories and support for the Historic-Cultural Monument nomination for the above 
referenced complex.

I live at 4014 Chevy Chase, adjacent to the property in review and have enjoyed having 
such a wonderful complex abut my property. Van Luit had the buildings constructed so 
that no noise bothers the adjacent properties. With wonderful trees and plantings to buffer 
any noise from the factory, the complex blends so well with the rest of the street, you 
wouldn’t know there were any commercial buildings there. I hope this is kept that way.

I originally moved into the area and rented one of the two houses owned by “AL” Van 
Luit’s company off the bridle path running behind the property. He was a most gracious, 
interesting & talented individual. He had the factory provide me with wall coverings to 
redecorate the house. As the house was south of the parking lot, I had many occasions to 
see him stride from the factory thru the back gate of his stable to go home for lunch or to 
return home after a day at the factory.

I an most pleased that this property is up for a historic nomination, as so many times we 
lose our heritage to highrise apartments, etc.

Regards,

Pete Costas 
4014 Chevy Chase



LOS ANGELES
CONSERVANCY

523 West Sixth Street, Suite 826 
Los Angeles, CA 90014

November 25, 2015 213 623 2489 office 

213 623 3909 fax 

laconservancy.org
Submitted by email
Richard Barron, President
Cultural Heritage Commission
Attention: Shannon Ryan
Office of Historic Resources
City Hall, 200 N. Sprint Street, Room 559
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Email: shannon.ryan@lacity.org

Re: Albert Van Luit Complex, 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive

Dear President Barron and Members of the Commission:

On behalf of the Los Angeles Conservancy, I am writing in strong support of the 
nomination to designate the Albert Van Luit Complex a City of Los Angeles 
Historic-Cultural Monument. The Conservancy finds the property particularly 
significant for its associations with Albert Van Luit, who revolutionized the 
wallpaper industry, with the daylight factory property type, and with master 
architects Killingsworth, Brady & Associates.

The property at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive was developed over a period spanning 
three decades by Albert Van Luit. His Albert Van Luit & Company was the first 
wallpaper manufacturer in California and was notable for introducing numerous 
innovations to the industry including the printing of hand-screened scenic 
wallpaper, the utilization of drying ovens in place of air-drying, and the marketing 
of wallpaper through retail outlets instead of interior designers. The property 
served as the company’s factory, executive offices, and one of its local showrooms 
and reflects the industrial history of the area. By the early 1950s, the company’s 
international sales included Latin America, Europe and Asia.

The factory building on the property was designed by architect J. R. Wyatt and 
completed in 1951. It is an excellent example of the daylight factory property type 
and includes such character-defining features as a distinctive sawtooth roofline 
with continuous industrial steel sash windows and oversized bays of industrial steel 
sash windows on the building’s south elevation. Between 1965 and 1967, master 
architects Killingsworth, Brady & Associates were retained to design a showroom
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and office building for the property, which was designed in the Mid-Century Modern style and reflects the 
firm’s influential design aesthetic.

Accordingly, the Conservancy urges the Commission to vote to take the nomination under consideration 
for Historic-Cultural Monument status.

Sincerely,

Adrian Scott Fine 
Director of Advocacy



Bud Gaydos

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Bud Gaydos 
27138 Swift Street 
Menifee, CA 92584

Dear Mr. Barron, January 16, 2016

As a former Van Luit employee, I write this letter in support of the Historic Cultural 
Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. I live and work in the San Diego 
area as a Clinical Research Nurse. I was born in Indiana, and at 9 years-old moved to 
California. I attended Irving Junior High and John Marshall High school. I worked at KFC 
during my years in high school and participated in the “sit-ins” happening in Griffith Park 
at that time. Some time after high school graduation (1970) I met up with my school 
buddy, Jim Grumbley. We decided to get an apartment in Glendale and we moved in 
together. In 1971, when I realized I could earn a higher income working at Van Luit than 
I was at KFC, I got a job working in the Shipping Department and doubled my income.

It was a nice place to work. Although the factory was in operation 24/7 printing 
wallpaper, the Shipping Department only worked during business hours. There were 
three of us and we were very busy. We would fit 4 (600ft) rolls on a pallet, stack the 
pallet 3 rolls high, and then use metal strapping to secure the rolls. I had to be mindful 
not to crush the ends of the rolls. We were constantly on the move (except for breaks). If 
we weren’t loading out a shipment, we were off to the warehouse (a short distance 
away) in the stake-bed truck loading fresh rolls of paper, vinyl or foil to give to the 
printers. I would back my truck up to the loading dock, hop in my forklift, and then 
deliver fresh rolls to the printers, who were really good at what they did. Quality Control 
was unsurpassed. I recall the silk-screen makers working in the mezzanine above us. 
The colorists were very experienced (one of them whose name I don’t recall had been 
with the Van Luit company for years). I was a friend to one of the younger colorists, Ron 
Baumgartner; we coached little league together during our time at Van Luit, but we lost 
contact after we left the company.

After inspection, we moved the rolls away from the machines into storage until the 
shipment was complete and ready to load out. Everything was done with such precision.



Bud Gaydos

We just knew we had a good product. There were very few small orders to ship. Van 
Luit’s wallpaper was the “Cadillac” of wallpaper. We shipped to high-end clients, to the 
best hotels in Las Vegas, to Europe, and of course we shipped all over the US.

While there, I participated in efforts to unionize the workers (and increased my salary) 
but our intention was to unionize for employee benefits. I was young and wanted to 
travel, so after a stint in the Bay area helping my uncle with his window tinting business, 
I took off in 1973 and traveled the US with a friend.

As I look back on my time at Van Luit, I remember how we were like a big team, working 
together, striving to do our best. I guess you could say, we were proud of our product. 
(Quite the opposite of media depictions of factory work.) Likewise, I am proud of the 
teamwork I am engaged in today - evaluating treatments for Alzheimer’s disease. I 
support the Historic Cultural Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex not 
only because the workplace inspired high standards of teamwork and performance, but 
also because it was Van Luit’s superior product that inspired the workforce.

ic/L V'N
v

Bud Gaydos L.V.N., 
Clinical Research Nurse
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Van Luit Complex - on behalf of James Grumbley

Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, imcanyon1@yahoo.com 
Bcc: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>, Jackie Sloan <jackie.thechildrensranch@gmail.com>

On behalf of James Grumbley (Wallpaper Hanger & member of the National Guild of Professional Paperhangers) 
, who asked that we forward his letter of support:

Mon, Jan 18, 2016 at 9:30 AM

From: Jim <imcanyon1@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 10:05 AM 
Subject: Van Luit Complex

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
JIm Grumbley
3950 Montezuma Drive
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406

Dear Mr. Barron, January 15, 2016

I write to urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to designate the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument for the City of Los Angeles. I was born 
and raised in the Glendale area, attending Atwater Ave Elementary, Irving Jr.
High, and John Marshall High schools. For the past 42 years I have been a 
licensed contractor installing wallpaper, and a member of the National Guild of 
Professional Paperhangers. I recently retired and moved to Lake Havasu almost 3 
months ago.

My first job was washing dishes when I was 14 years old. After that, I got a job at 
a liquor store that paid me 1.35/hour. Right after graduation from John Marshall 
High in June 1970, I started working at the Van Luit factory. It was a good place to 
work; I remember experiencing a sense of prestige working there because Van
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Luit & Company was the best wallpaper company at the time. I remember that Mr. 
Van Luit's home was across the parking lot, but he had passed away shortly 
before I started working there.

Van Luit employees were as diverse as the community was in 1970. It was the 
first time I was exposed to gay people, and John Leigh Spath was unquestionably 
gay. I recall he was one of the big wigs, a designer, who would roam around the 
factory from time to time to see how things were going. It was my impression that 
gay folks dominated the design field, but I was aware that a gay man also worked 
in the shipping department. In time, by being around gay people, it just wasn’t a 
big deal anymore, and I realized they weren’t all just designer types.

I started my time at Van Luit working in the Sample Department, sending samples 
to customers all over the USA. My roommate, Bud Gaydos, worked in shipping, 
which I believe included international shipments. Working in the Sample 
Department was kind of fun, but the best part is that it paved the way into my 
future as I cultivated relationships with Van Luit’s customers. There were six of us 
from Van Luit who were enrolled in a night school program for wallpaper 
installation at West Valley Occupational Center in 1972. Our instructor was the 
famous Bill Spires, one of the most accomplished and professional men in the 
wallpaper installation trade. The retail store owners I took orders from would tell 
me to finish my course work and get my license so they could refer me to their 
customers. Of the six of us, I was the only one to go on to make a living installing 
wallpaper.

Eventually, I opted to accept a graveyard position so I could earn 50 cents more 
an hour (a significant raise in the ‘70s). I was trained to be a printer, and because 
of that training, I learned a great deal about manufacturing quality wallpaper, 
which I have to say I came to deeply appreciate as I set out on my career as a 
paperhanger. In my 42 years of hanging wallpaper, I worked with many different 
brands. Without a doubt, Van Luit wallpaper was the easiest to install due to the 
quality of its materials.

Because almost all wallpaper today is printed digitally, I value the experience I 
had in manufacturing wallpaper prior to the digital age, and I appreciate the 
opportunity to share it now. Van Luit’s factory was in operation 24 hours, with 3 
shifts. There were skilled crews just for mixing paint. The colors were mixed by 
hand in the paint room, off a master copy of the design. The colors were probably 
not as exact as they would be today with the use of computers, but they were a 
really good match. Sometimes the printers had to wait anywhere from 15 minutes 
to a few hours for the paint mixers to get a good color match before they could 
start a run. Color match was crucial. The paint crew also had to be good at 
estimating the quantity of paint, since some of the runs were huge.
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600 yard long rolls of paper were run through 4-5 foot silk screens, one color at a 
time, i.e. if the design had 15 colors, the 600 yard roll was run through the 
machine 15 times for the 15 screens. I think the printing machine was about 50 ft 
long. There was a screen for each color. For example, the brown screen might 
have a branch, part of a bird and part of a house. The green screen might have 
grass, leaves, etc. When the design had many colors, a big run (i.e. 10 of 600 
yards), could take weeks.

Each screen had a “+” mark used for aligning the design at each run and so great 
care had to be taken for exact alignment. The Foremen watched over the initial 
alignment. When you see a “+” mark on wallpaper, it indicates old, or hand 
printed wallpaper. The designer’s name, such as John Leigh Spath, may also be 
printed there in the margins next to the “+“ mark.

The screens were very precious, and when we finished with a screen another 
crew would take them away, clean them, and then store them in concrete vaults 
located on the park side of the factory, (in case of fire).

I was at the end of the 600 yard roll where it went into the dryers. I believe there 
were about 18 - 20 machines, each machine running a different pattern, unless 
there was a big order for a certain design. During my time at Van Luit jacquard 
was a very popular design.

The company had very good quality control. There was an inspection team, who 
would inspect for quality of printing as the paper went through. If, for example, 
there was a smudge, they would cut out that section. Foremen would also watch 
for quality as we were printing.

We printed on paper, vinyl and foil. It was available in single, double, and triple 
rolls. Employees could buy Van Luit wallpaper really cheap at $1/roll for paper, $2 
for vinyl, and $3 for foil. These rolls would have retailed for $30 to $50. My mom 
had the best wallpaper of anyone we knew!

It’s obvious that working for Van Luit & Company had a great impact on my life, 
and not just in terms of the career I chose, but how I practiced my profession. I am 
still passionate about good quality wallpaper, and respect those that continue to 
manufacture with silk-screens, like Bradbury & Bradbury. Their website 
(http://www.bradbury.com/studio.html) describes a similar process of printing 
wallpaper that I described above. Now that I’m retired and have ample time to 
reflect upon my life while fishing in Lake Havasu, I can’t help but wonder about the 
many others that passed through Albert Van Luit’s Complex, and whether their 
lives were as profoundly affected as mine was. I am proud to be a part of this
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history, and I hope by preserving the factory, generations to come will learn about 
Van Luit, about his passion for excellence, and how his kind of leadership in the 
commercial arts inspired folks like me. This is why I support the designation of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument for the City of Los 
Angeles.

James Grumbley,
Wallpaper Hanger and member of the National Guild of Professional 
Paperhangers
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Van Luit Complex

Yvonne Haley <ynonne@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 10:34 AM

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

Yvonne P. Haley and Dawn Haley 
4410 Edenhurst Avenue 
LA, CA 90039

From:

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument nomination for the Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15, 2015

My daughter Dawn and I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as long time residents of Atwater Village, and more specifically, as the current owner of Albert Van Luit’s home, 
which is adjacent to the Van Luit Complex. My daughter and I have lived in Van Luit’s former home for the past 31 years.

Even though our back yard borders on the Van Luit Complex, when we look out from our back yard, we can still clearly see 
the hills of Griffith Park. When they designed the factory, it was done with consideration of the people and the 
neighborhood, so we can see the hills and the sky. And it is set back from the property lines, and the stable is between our 
home and the factory and offices.

The owners have always kept the property clean and nice. My daughter and I have always felt safe. People never came in 
and out of the Van Luit Complex all night long. All activities have always stopped at dark.

Van Luit used to walk to work from his house. He used to have lots of parties in the house in the 60’s and 70’s. A man from 
the gas company came once and said he used to attend the parties, and told me about the gas lights that Van Luit had outside 
in the back yard.

In my back yard I have a huge bonsai pine with a fountain system. It borders Van Luit’s former horse stable, which is just to 
the north. Our guest house was Van Luit’s pool house. He entertained back there.

As I said, from our back yard, we can see the factory and the hills. We felt the stable should have stayed a part of our 
property. I tried to buy it, but they wouldn’t sell it to me. The bridle trail from Verdant to the factory passes in back of my 
property, and should have still gone all the way through to Chevy Chase. I tried to keep access to the trail open.

In 1983, I was driving the neighborhood looking for a home to buy and saw the for sale sign in front of 4410 Edenhurst 
Avenue. I saw this lovely Japanese woman, Chio Watson, who lived next door, and I said, “I’m going to be your neighbor.” 
She went and got ladders from her home and brought them over so we could climb over and look at the property. When I 
called about the house, they said it was in escrow. But it fell out, so I was able to buy it. Chio was friends with Van Luit.
She used to sing while her husband played piano at Van Luit’s parties. Van Luit would bring guests to the parties in vans, 
and all the neighbors were part of it. They all had ponds and Bhuddas in their back yards. The statues were passed from yard
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to yard.

Toni Gothard, and her husband Joe, lived across the street, and owned a restaurant on Melrose that had no name. Famous 
musicians and politicians ate there, even the president of the United States. I have the piano from the restaurant in my home 
now, with the original cigarette burns on the keys. Joe was a tennis teacher and taught Van Luit tennis. Toni and Joe 
provided the food for many of Van Luit’s parties. They were part of the clique of neighbors who enjoyed the Van Luit 
parties.

My daughter likes to tell the stories of how we used to go to famous houses in Los Feliz, and the owners of the homes would 
say, “Look, we have Van Luit wallpaper. That’s what makes this house so valuable.” My mom would smile and tell them, 
“Well, we live in the Van Luit Estate.”

Dawn adds, “Growing up, I didn’t feel like I lived by a wallpaper factory. There were trees that covered the buildings, and 
the street are lined with trees on both sides.”

As I said, we’ve lived here for approximately 3 decades. I always had a solid relationship with the property owners. Any 
time I had issues, such as with electrical or plumbing, they were always nice. They always invited us over for the holidays 
for cocoa, cookies, coffee and wine. For a while, they even stored paintings in the complex, and we’d go and view them. 
I’ve loved living in the Van Luit house.

I’ve even met Van Luit’s lover, who has come to visit me at my house. He had bought a home off the 210 freeway, but he 
really wanted this house, because it was Van Luit’s. He had done all the designs of the ponds and landscaping, including 
outside walls, garage, plantings and trees. He did things well.

The Van Luit Complex buildings were made so well, and have withstood the test of time, even earthquakes. They also fit 
seamlessly into the surrounding community, and are set back so respectfully from the residences and other stables, and horse 
arenas around them.

The idea of these buildings remaining in our community makes me feel safe. For all of these reasons, we feel The Van Luit 
Complex should be preserved as a historic monument for the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Yvonne P. Haley and Dawn Haley
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To: Atwater Village Always

From: Sian Winship, Architectural Historian; 

Christine Lazzaretto, Principal

Date: August 12, 2015

Per your request we have researched the parcels associated with 4000 E. Chevy Chase 
Drive in the City of Los Angeles, California for potential historic significance.1 The 
information in this memo emphasizes research focused on resources associated with the 
parcels themselves rather than adjacency issues. To this end, the memo describes the 
background, early associations at the site, Albert Van Luit & Co, architect J.W. Wyatt, the 
daylight factory property type, the evolution of the site, and its association with Edward A. 
Killingsworth, FAIA. In addition to researching the parcels, a limited site visit was 
conducted. Access to the property is restricted; therefore, the information available is 
limited to what is visible from the public right of way.

BACKGROUND

The parcels located at 3990 and 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive (APN 5594-016-001, APN 
5594-015-019 and 5594-016-015) are bounded by Chevy Chase Drive to the north, 
privately-owned equestrian property to the south, residential parcels of Tract 5673 to the 
east, and Verdant Street to the west.

The parcel at 3990 E. Chevy Chase Drive (APN 5594-016-001) and the larger parcel at 
4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive (APN 5594-016-015) were originally part of the Watts 
Subdivision surveyed in April 1883 by C.H. Watts, M.E. Hodgins, E.T. Wright, and M.L. 
Wicks. Watts was a Pasadena real estate and insurance man who also operated a livery 
business in the Los Angeles area.2 Watts also owned the 125-acre ranch in South Los 
Angeles, the neighborhood which still bears his name today.

1 The historic address for these properties was simply "Chevy Chase Drive," without the "E. Chevy 
Chase" distinction. The addresses are used interchangeably in this document.

'Watts Was Called Mudtown, Formerly," Los Angeles Times, October 10, 1965, G1.2
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The smaller parcel at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive (APN 5594-015-019) was originally 
part of the nearby residential Tract 5673 subdivided in November of 1922 by Charles and 
Henriette Biebesheimer. At the time, present day Chevy Chase Avenue was known as 
Parkdale Avenue — perhaps a reference to its adjacency to nearby Griffith Park. Although 
the recent Historic-Cultural Monument application for Griffith Park shows the original 
1897 Park Survey park boundaries may have included the researched parcels, The Watts 
Subdivision map suggests this was not the case.3

EARLY ASSOCIATIONS

Building permit research indicates that the parcel associated with 3990 Chevy Chase was 
owned by C.M. Hagener, who moved a stucco and wood office building to the site from 
3257 Verdugo Road in 1946. In 1955, a new lumber shed was erected on the property. 
The permit history for this parcel appears incomplete, as no demolition permit for the 
earlier office structure is available. And although information on Haegener is scarce, 
Sanborn Maps from 1951 suggest that the site was used for welding.

4

5

Building permit research indicates that the first structure associated with the larger parcel at 
4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, was a house and garage erected for Reverend Gayle W. 
Wood in 1946.6 Rather than using the house as his own residence, it appears that Wood 
engaged in some level of post war speculative housing development as permits show him 
to also be the owner of adjacent 4010 Chevy Chase Drive and 4014 Chevy Chase Drive, 
both built in 1946. Wood was best known for his association with the Glendale 
Foursquare Church and as president of the Glendale Council of Protestant Churches. 7

ALBERT VAN LUIT & CO

After World War II, the parcels at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive became associated with 
Albert Van Luit & Co, the first wallpaper manufacturer in California. 8 Albert Van Luit 
(1897-1970) came to Los Angeles from Ohio in the 1930s and opened his first wallpaper

3 Daniel Paul, "HCM Nomination for Griffith Park," January 2008, 350.
4 Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit LA29036.

Sanborn Map, Los Angeles 1906-Jan 1951, Vol. 40, Sheet 4098.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit 1946 19174.
"Glendale Church Group Elects Rev. Torvik," Los Angeles Times, February 7, 1960, GB5. 
"Wallpaper," Los Angeles Times, October 25, 1953, J14.

5
6
7
8
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factory in a garage on Hollywood Boulevard.9 Van Luit became involved in the wall 
covering business at age 14 when he began a part-time job in a retail wallpaper store in 
Cleveland, Ohio.10 After high school, Van Luit attended art school for a more formal 
education in interior design.

3

In 1935, Van Luit moved to California and began designing and manufacturing 
wallpaper.11 In 1938, Van Luit revolutionized the wallpaper industry by printing hand- 
screened scenic wallpaper in the U.S. "Scenics" were 27-inch-wide panels of wallpaper that 
recreated an entire scene. He utilized advanced photographic techniques to develop 
"miniature scenics." The miniaturization process enabled customers to view the entire 
scene as it would appear in their home.12 Previously, all scenics had been imported from 
Europe and printed there from thousands of wood blocks. Van Luit's silk-screening 
brought down the cost of scenics to the level of other hand-made papers.

Van Luit also established new practices in wallpaper production and a revolutionary 
distribution system. Van Luit was instrumental in establishing new practices in wallpaper 
production. In 1951, the same year that the new factory opened, Van Luit worked with 
engineer John Bruce to develop a revolutionary silk screening process that utilized drying 
ovens in place of air-drying which required a great deal of space and labor.13 As opposed 
to marketing high-quality wallpaper through interior designers, Van Luit marketed them 
through retail outlets. This distribution system was key to Van Luit's high sales volume and 
high profit margin.

Van Luit was known for his industry contributions to the design and color of wallpaper. 
His ability to anticipate salable designs and color combinations became known as "The 
Van Luit Touch" and was reflected in the unusual longevity of the company's designs. 
While the industry average for new sample books was approximately every two years, 
some Van Luit sample books were commercially viable for up to twelve years. 14

Obituary 3," Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1970, A4 
Albert Van Luit Co, Inc. vs. Commissioner, March 13, 1975. 

http://www.leagle.com/decision/197535534betcm321_1299.xml/ALBERT%20VAN%20LUIT%2 
0CO.,%20INC.%20v.%20COMMISSIONER

10

Ibid.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
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4

By 1953, Van Luit scenics were sold all over the world including Latin America, Europe, 
Asia, and the United States.15 In 1962, in recognition of his contributions, the interior 
design industry presented Van Luit with the Justin P. Allman award, the industry's highest 
honor.

Van Luit and his mother Jennie were associated with the adjacent residential tract as early 
as 1940 when they rented the house at 3940 Edenhurst Avenue.16 By 1944, Van Luit 
and his wife Birdie lived on a residential parcel adjacent to the factory parcel at 4410 
Edenhurst Avenue. They remained there until 1970. Van Luit may have been attracted to 
the area for its equestrian history because in 1944, he built stables at his home. According 
to Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, a 20-foot bridal path ran along the western boundaries of 
Edenhurst Avenue's residential parcels. 17

Van Luit appears to have profited from the surge in homebuilding during the post-World 
War II period. In 1950-51, he moved operations from his location at 1649 S. Central 
Avenue in Glendale and erected a new factory at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive (1951, J.R. 
Wyatt, AIA). It would serve as the company's factory, executive offices, and one of its 
local showrooms (Beverly Hills was another location). The company also had showrooms 
in Cleveland, Chicago, and New York City. With Van Luit's death in 1970 and the 
recession of the early 1970s, the company was ultimately acquired by home furnishings 
manufacturer, Simmons Co. in 1976.18 The Van Luit brand still exists today under the 
ownership of Toronto-based Blue Mountain Wall Coverings.

J.R. WYATT, AIA (1905-1977)

For the design of his new factory, Van Luit turned to architect J.R. Wyatt, AIA. James 
Raymond Wyatt, Jr. was born in Spokane, Washington and educated at Montana State 
College. Wyatt appears in Los Angeles as early as 1925 at which time he is a draftsman in 
the office of Ira Seehorn. Although little is known about Seehorn, Wyatt's second job as a 
draftsman in 1927 was for Allan Ruoff, a home developer and builder.19 In 1928, Wyatt 
worked as a draftsman for the well-known Los Angeles-based architectural firm Parkinson

15 "Wallpaper," Los Angeles Times, October 25, 1953, J14.
U.S. Census, 1940.

Sanborn Map, Los Angeles 1906-Jan 1951, Vol. 40, Sheet 4098.
"Simmons Chief Says Soft Mattress Sales Will Firm," Los Angeles Times, January 19, 1977, D9. 
"Second Home Builder Held for Trial on Theft Charges," Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1939, A2.

16

17

18

19
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and Parkinson and was Secretary of the Los Angeles Architectural Club.20 In 1929, he 
worked for architect Marshall P. Wilkinson. During the Great Depression, Wyatt found 
work locally as a draftsman for Charles A. Hunter and Hugo Eckart.21 The 1940 Census, 
however, lists Wyatt as unemployed in 1939 and living with his mother Clara R. Wyatt, a 
seamstress for a motion picture company. He lists his occupation as "Architect for Building 
Construction."

5

In 1940, Wyatt established his own architectural practice.22 In 1946, he became a member 
of the American Institute of Architects. Little is currently known about his body of work. 
Wyatt's other known industrial design is the 1956 remodeling for the KCOP building at 
7165 Willoughby Avenue.23

In June of 1960, Wyatt suffered from ill health and a crippling disease that prevented him 
from "...getting around in the way necessary to act as Architect."24 Classified ads
appearing in the Los Angeles Times, however, indicate he did not completely retire, as he
offered "Building Plans made for any project."25 Wyatt passed away in Los Angeles in 
1977.

THE DAYLIGHT FACTORY PROPERTY TYPE

Daylight factory types have been identified by the City of Los Angeles Office of Historic 
Resources as a significant property type in the citywide historic resources survey, 
SurveyLA. As described in the SurveyLA Draft Historic Context Statement for Industrial 
Development, "prior to the widespread use of electric lighting, controlling and capitalizing 
on daylight was a necessary component of the design of manufacturing buildings. Daylight 
was brought into the building using a variety of methods, including expansive industrial 
sash windows, orientation of intensive hand work next to the exterior walls of the 
building, skylights and specialized roof forms.' 26

The character defining features of this property type include: 1-2 stories in height (often 
with mezzanine level); continuous industrial steel sash windows on two or more

20 Architect and Engineer, January, 1928, Vol. 90.
American Institute of Architects Application for Membership, September 17, 1945, 1. 
American Institute of Architects Application for Membership, September 17, 1945, 2.
City of Los Angeles, "KCOP Site Historic Resources Report," April 2008, 14.
"American Institute of Architects Application for Membership Emeritus," January 9, 1961. 
"Classified Ad 4," Los Angeles Times, December 31, 1961, CS8.
LSA Associates, Inc., "Draft Historic Context Statement Survey LA Industrial Development 

Context," July 2011, 176.
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elevations; oversized bays of industrial sash windows; sawtooth, butterfly Aiken or monitor 
rooflines; and extensive use of skylights in the absence of more dramatic rooflines.

6

SurveyLA has identified the period of significance of the daylight factory property type to 
be 1910 to 1940 — a brief but prolific period when daylight factories were part of the 
standard industrial design. This period also coincides with the greatest period of industrial 
growth in Los Angeles' history. After World War II, the widespread use of fluorescent 
lighting and the development of the "controlled conditions factory" made it the common 
factory building type.

The Albert Van Luit & Co factory building at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive is a late 
example of the daylight factory property type. The factory building includes continuous 
industrial steel sash windows in its distinctive sawtooth roofline. Oversized bays of 
industrial steel sash windows are also featured on the south elevation. Although no interior 
inspection of the building was made for purposes of this study, historic building permits 
refer to the presence of a mezzanine floor.27 Although the factory construction and 
additions post-date the established period of significance, it appears to be an excellent 
example of the type.

EVOLUTION OF THE VAN LUIT FACTORY SITE

The growth of Albert Van Luit & Co. over the years resulted in regular expansion of the 
factory facilities. As a result, the factory site underwent many changes between 1953 and 
1972. However, the changes all took place under the ownership of Van Luit and reflect 
the growth of his business.

The original one-story, 22-foot high L-shaped factory (1950-51, J.R. Wyatt) consisted of 
two concrete buildings with composition roofs. The factory was originally designed to hold 
110 occupants. The larger building, 31' x 141' was attached to a smaller 37' x 39' 
building.28 The smaller building was the site of silk screening and the larger building was 
dedicated to manufacturing/printing.29 In August of 1950, the location of the smaller 
building was moved from the south of the larger volume to the western edge of the larger 
volume. The building was placed at the northern end of the parcel with access via a

27 Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, 1972LA60069.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permits, LA21259 and LA25945. 
Sanborn Map, Los Angeles 1906-Jan 1951, Vol. 40, Sheet 4098.
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driveway off Chevy Chase Drive. The factory was ready for occupancy as of March 30, 
1951.

7
30

In 1953, a one-story 40' x 40' addition to the factory at the north-western corner, 
enclosed the L-shape into a rectangle.31 In 1954, the company erected the first of a series 
of large additions to the original building without the formal services of an architect. The 
one-story, 40' x 160' steel frame, tilt-up concrete wall addition was located on the south 
side of the factory.32 Two years later, in 1956, the factory expanded again with another 
40' x 180' and 20' x 40' concrete tilt up building.33 In 1957-58, a 2-story 40' x 60' 
addition was made.34

In 1958, the company hired an architect, Detroit-born Sheldon Brown, AIA (1935- 
unknown) to make interior alterations in the form of new offices and recreation rooms. 
Brown, who graduated with a B. Arch from the University of Southern California in 1961, 
worked on the Van Luit project prior to his graduation.

35

36

During the 1960s, the factory expansion continued with the addition of a two-story 40' x 
120' wood and stucco structure on the southwestern portion of the building.37 By March 
of that same year, it appears that property directly adjacent to the site on the south was 
purchased in anticipation of more expansion. This property contained two single-family 
residences38 and a garage structure, which was relocated on the lot.39 By August of the 
same year, another 40' x 120' and 40' x 60' one- and two-story additions, respectively, 
were made bringing the size of the factory to 33,600 square feet.

In 1962, the company embarked on some interior remodeling of rooms within the 
western portion of the existing building with Burbank-based architects Prescott & Whalley. 
Alfred Clayton Prescott, AIA (1917-1987) and Raymond Whalley, AIA (1918-2011) were

30 Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Certificate of Occupancy, LA25945 and LA 21259. 
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, LA54667.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, LA97298.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, LA37863.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Certificate of Occupancy, LA83303.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, LA15924.
American Architects Directory, 1970, American Institute of Architects, 111.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, LA50931.
These two residences may be the same structures associated with the rear of 4400 Edenhurst Avenue 

in a 1951 Sanborn Map of the area.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, LA56553.
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partners from 1948 to 1961. Prescott attended USC's night school and worked as a 
draftsman in many Los Angeles architecture firms including the office of Richard Neutra. 
Whalley also attended the USC evening program and it may have been that they met 
there as students. The firm is best known for its work in the Burbank area including the 
County Court Building (1954, Prescott & Whalley), Burbank City Hall Annex (1959, 
Prescott & Whalley), and Horace Mann Elementary School (1955, Prescott & Whalley) in 
Los Angeles.41 Whalley later went on to partner with Robert F. Weit.

8
40

In 1963, Albert Van Luit & Co. erected an 8' x 50' neon sign on the west side of the 
factory building — perhaps to take advantage of passing cars on the nearby Interstate 5 
Freeway.42

In the early 1960s, the firm purchased several adjacent residential lots along Chevy Chase 
Drive directly east of the driveway. These would eventually be combined into the smaller 
parcel (APN 5594-015-019). As historic photos by Robert C. Cleveland show, two single
family dwellings were razed for the construction of a U-shaped showroom and office 
building (1965/67, Killingsworth, Brady & Associates).43 The 13' high brick, stucco and 
wood building was oriented with its front door facing west — along the driveway entrance 
to the factory. In 1967, Killingsworth, Brady & Associates were once again hired to build a 
steel-framed entrance canopy on the western elevation of the showroom building. The 
showroom/office building was designed in the Mid-Century Modern style. The use of 
brick, ornamental lighting sconces, and front doors with decorative wooden molding were 
likely a nod to Van Luit's traditional wallpaper designs.

During the 1970s, the factory continued to expand. Two, two-story additions were 
constructed at the southern end of the building, removing a previous one-story addition in 
the process.44 As with all the factory additions, no architect appears on the building 
permits. By 1972, historic aerial photographs indicate that the two single-family residences 
and relocated garage building had been demolished.

Based on historic building permit research, alterations included a partial reroof in 2006. A 
demolition permit for a 2-story warehouse building of 57,921 square feet was issued in 
2014, but appears not to have been completed. A recent site visit confirms that both the 
factory and the showroom have not suffered from substantial alterations and retain

40 American Institute of Architects Application for Membership, October 10, 1947, 3. 
American Architects Directory, 1962, American Institute of Architects, 752.
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, 1963LA38322. 
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, 1965LA96040. 
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, Building Permit, 1972LA43529.

41
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integrity of significant materials including continuous steel sash windows and jalousie 
windows. The historic neon sign has, however, been removed.

KILLINGSWORTH, BRADY & ASSOCIATES

Edward Abel Killingsworth, FAIA (1917-2004) was born in Taft, California. In 1921, he 
and his family moved to Long Beach, California where he would live and work until his 
death. In 1935, he enrolled at the School of Architecture and Fine Arts at the University of 
Southern California and graduated in 1941. His first job was for noted Long Beach 
architect, Kenneth S. Wing, AIA (1901-1986).

9

In 1953, the architecture firm of Killingsworth, Brady & Smith was organized as a 
partnership with Jules Brady and Waugh Smith. For the first ten years of the practice, the 
firm focused on residential work, including highly acclaimed projects for the John Entenza 
Arts & Architecture Case Study House program: Case Study House #26 (1963, 
Killingsworth, Brady & Smith), Case Study House #23/Triad (1961, Killingsworth, Brady & 
Smith) in La Jolla, Case Study House #25/The Frank Residence (1962, Killingsworth,
Brady & Smith) in Long Beach, and the Case Study Apartments #2 (Killingsworth, Brady & 
Associates). 45

In their book Edward A Killingsworth: An Architectural Life, authors Cara Mullio and 
Jennifer M. Volland note that while Killingsworth has "traditionally been positioned within 
the larger story of the Case Study House (CSH) program...to attribute Killingsworth's 
trajectory solely to Entenza and the CSH program fails to recognize the panoply of forces 
that yielded a career of longevity and critical success."46 They go on to note "Killingsworth 
was among the few CSH architects to establish a national and international practice in 
large-scale projects and planning. 47

In addition to appearing on the pages of the seminal Arts & Architecture magazine, the 
firm's work was widely published in Architectural Record, Progressive Architecture, the 
American Institute of Architects Journal, House and Home, Western Architect and 
Engineer, LA Architect and the Los Angeles Times Home Magazine. It was also published 
internationally and continues to be featured in contemporary design magazines such as 
Dwell. Killingsworth was selected by noted author and architectural historian Esther 
McCoy to author one of her seminal "What I Believe" articles in the Los Angeles Times.

45 The apartments were never completed.
Jennifer M. Volland and Cara Mullio, Edward A Killingsworth: An Architectural Life (Santa 

Monica, CA: Hennessey + Ingalls, 2013), 14.
Jennifer M. Volland and Cara Mullio, Edward A Killingsworth: An Architectural Life (Santa 

Monica, CA: Hennessey + Ingalls, 2013), 15.
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The Society of Architectural Historians/Southern California Chapter has also conducted 
several tours of Killingworth office and residential buildings in recent years.

10

In addition to his architecture practice, Killingsworth taught design at the University of 
Southern California in the early 1960s. In the words of the Dean of the School of 
Architecture at USC, Sam Hurst, "I consider him to be one of the most outstanding 
architects of this region, who has distinguished himself thus far on small buildings and is 
now being awarded substantially larger commissions. 48

In 1963, two years prior to his work on the Albert Van Luit & Co. project, Killingsworth 
was honored with Fellowship in the American Institute of Architects for his achievement 
in design. By that time the firm had won thirty-two major architectural awards — including 
twenty-eight from the regional and national AIA. In addition to Killingsworth's residential 
work, his work on office buildings also achieved international recognition with the receipt 
of the first prize and the Sao Paulo Medal of Honor for the Cambridge Office Building 
(1960, Killingsworth, Brady & Smith) in Long Beach. The award was presented at the VI 
Biennial, an architectural competition held among fifty countries and heralded as the "Top- 
designed new commercial structure in the world."49 By 1981, the firm had won forty-two 
special AIA awards.50 In 2000, USC named Killingsworth "Alumnus of the Year. 51

Over the years the name of the firm evolved as partners changed. It operated as 
Killingsworth, Brady & Smith (1955-64), Killingsworth, Brady and Associates (1964-1982) 
and Killingsworth, Stricker, Lindgren, Wilson & Associates (1982-2001). One Killingsworth 
building has been listed on the National Register of Historic Places including Killingsworth 
Offices (1955, Killingsworth, Brady & Smith) at 3833 Long Beach Boulevard in 2008. The 
City of Long Beach has designated the following Killingsworth buildings as historic 
landmarks: Cambridge Building (1960, Killingsworth, Brady & Smith) at 320 E. Bixby 
Road, Killingsworth Offices (1955, Killingsworth, Brady & Smith) at 3833 Long Beach 
Boulevard and the Opdahl House (1957, Killingsworth, Brady & Smith) at 5576 Vesuvian 
Walk.

Killingsworth's design for the Albert Van Luit & Co. showroom and office employs many 
signature design elements of the Mid-Century Modern style and many of the same design 
elements Killingsworth used in the Cambridge Office Building. The U-shaped plan of the

48 Letter from Sam T. Hurst to the AIA, November 15, 1962.
Edward A. Killingsworth, FAIA Application, American Institute of Architects.
"Long Beach Architect To Be Honor Awards Juror," Anaheim Bulletin, September 5, 1981. 
U.S. Parks Service, National Register Nomination, "Killingsworth, Brady & Smith," January 9, 

2009, 14.

49
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building creates a free spatial flow between gardens and workspace. The crisp, pure 
geometry of design, the interweaving of interior and exterior space, flat roof, and the use 
of modern industrial materials including steel and glass are all hallmarks of the Mid
Century Modern style and Killingsworth as architect. Like the Cambridge Office Building, 
the Van Luit & Co. building incorporates wooden lattice screens on the face and as 
umbrella shade elements that create rhythmic shadows on perimeter screen walls. The 
double-high entrance design and strong vertical elements of jalousie windows for the Van 
Luit & Co. building strongly evoke Killingsworth's residential designs for the Case Study 
House program. As Killingsworth himself stated, ".if there is a trademark to my 
architectural oeuvre, it must be these tall doors. To me, the tall door points up to the 
importance of the fine space.

11

52

Integration of exterior and interior was fundamental to Killingsworth's design aesthetic. As 
a result, landscaping was an important component of each project, and Killingsworth 
designed all the landscaping for the firm. Building and landscape were designed as one 
unified whole and the architect was known to deliberate over the selection and placement 
of trees in his designs.

Approximately thirty-five original drawings and plans for the Albert Van Luit & Co. office 
and showroom are located in the Edward Killingsworth archive at University of California, 
Santa Barbara. Interior and exterior photographs of the building are also available as 
negatives in the Maynard Parker Collection at the Huntington Library.

CONCLUSION

Based on a preliminary historic resources evaluation of the parcels associated 4000 E. 
Chevy Chase Drive, it is HRG's professional opinion that there is evidence of historic 
significance at the site that merits further study. The factory building is an excellent 
example of the daylight factory property type identified by the City of Los Angeles in its 
study of citywide industrial development. It retains significant character-defining features of 
the type, and continues to convey its historic significance as a twentieth century industrial 
property. The site overall reflects the industrial history of the area, and was the long-term 
home of Albert Van Luit's wallpaper factory. Changes to the property over time reflect the 
growth in Van Luit's business and the demand for additional services on the site. The 
showroom building was designed in the Mid-Century Modern architectural style by master 
architect Edward A. Killingsworth, FAIA. It retains significant character-defining features of 
the style and reflects Killingsworth's influential design aesthetic.

52 Excerpted from Edward Killingsworth: Setting a Modern Standard. Sherman Oaks, CA: Society of 
Architectural Historians/Southern California Chapter, 2005.
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Building permit for factory identifying J.W. Wyatt, AIA as the architect.
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EXHIBIT B: HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SITE 17
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View of driveway to Albert Van Luit & Co. looking south from Chevy Chase Drive as 
photographed by Maynard Parker in 1964 prior to the demolition of the two single family 
residences for the showroom/office. Original factory building (1951, J.R. Wyatt) is visible 
in upper right hand corner of the photograph. Source: Maynard Parker Collection, 
Huntington Library.
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West elevation/entrance of the Albert Van Luit & Co. Mid-Century Modern style 
showroom building (1965/7, Killingsworth, Brady & Associates) photographed by 
Maynard Parker in early 1967. Note canopy has not yet been constructed. Simple 
rectilinear geometries, flat roof and jalousie windows are present. Source: Maynard Parker 
Collection, Huntington Library.
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Front fagade of the showroom/office with brick and stucco fagade, wooden window 
screens, and tile pavers. Note sawtooth roofline of factory building is visible in the upper 
right hand corner of the photo. Photo from early 1967. Source: Maynard Parker 
Collection, Huntington Library.
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Photo of the post-and-beam patio structure of the U-shaped showroom/office building 
looking eastward. Photo from early 1967. Source: Maynard Parker Collection, Huntington 
Library.
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View looking west from the open end of the patio of the U-shaped building. Floor to 
ceiling glass and extension of the tile pavers ensures integration of the interior and exterior 
spaces. Photo from early 1967. Source: Maynard Parker Collection, Huntington Library.
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Interior of the showroom/office building. Note stairway to basement space. Photo from 
early 1967. Source: Maynard Parker Collection, Huntington Library.
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View of the integration of interior and exterior spaces. Photo from early 1967. Source: 
Maynard Parker Collection, Huntington Library.
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EXHIBIT C: PLOT PLAN 24
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Plot plan from 1965 building permit for showroom/office shows relationship of existing 
factory. Also shown are two residences and garage building that were ultimately razed to 
make room for future factory expansion. Source: Los Angeles Department of Building and 
Safety.
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EXHIBIT D: HISTORIC AERIALS 25
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Historic Aerial of large parcel in 1948 showing building at 3990 Chevy Chase and empty 
large parcel prior to construction of Albert Can Luit & Co factory. Source: Historic 
Aerials.com
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Aerial view of the parcels, 1952 features original Wyatt factory building. Source: 
HistoricAerials.com.
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Aerial view of the parcels, 1964 shows growth and expansion southward. Source: 
HistoricAerials.com.
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Aerial view of the parcels, 1972 shows continued growth and expansion southward along 
with showroom/office building with canopy on the small parcel north east of the driveway. 
Source: HistoricAerials.com.
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Aerial view of the parcels, 2003 shows U-shaped showroom building. Source: 
HistoricAerials.com.
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Google Earth photo accessed August 11, 2015. Factory and office/showroom remain intact.
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EXHIBIT E: RELATED HISTORIC IMAGES 31
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Photo of the award-winning Cambridge Office Building (1960, Killingsworth, Brady and 
Smith). Source: Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect's Life, 173.
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Garden green space at Cambridge Office Building (1960, Killingsworth, Brady and Smith) 
featuring the same character defining features as the Van Luit showroom/office including 
floor to ceiling glass windows and wood lattice shade screens. Source: Edward A. 
Killingsworth: Setting a Modern Standard, 4.
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Photo of Albert Van Luit in the courtyard of the office/showroom. Date unknown. Source: 
Ancestry.com
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View of Sawtooth Daylight Factory roofline with continuous steel sash windows as visible 
from E. Chevy Chase Drive. Photographed August 9, 2015.
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The north facade of the Daylight Factory featuring all of its large steel sash windows. 
Photographed August 9, 2015.
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The south facade of the Daylight Factory featuring all of its large steel sash windows. 
Photographed August 9, 2015.
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The south elevation of the undated shed/garage located at 3990 E. Chevy Chase Drive. 
Photographed August 9, 2015.
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Albert Van Luit & Co. office showroom/office (1965/7, Killingsworth, Brady and Smith) with 
1967 steel canopy addition. Photographed August 9, 2015.
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View of northern side yard featuring floor-to-ceiling glass, steel casement windows, 
landscaped area, screening wall, and wooden lattice sun screen. Photographed August 9, 
2015.
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Luis G. Hoyos RA
Professor, Department of Architecture 
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

MEMORANDUM

Date: 24 November, 2015
Mr. Lambert Giessinger, Historic Preservation Architect
Office of Historic Resources
City of Los Angeles Planning Department

To:

Re: Albert van Luit Complex 
4000 E Chevy Chase Dr. 
Atwater Village 
Nomination by Charles Fisher

Dear Mr. Giessinger:

I am in support of the application for City of Los Angeles Cultural Historical Monument submitted on October 
2015 by Charles Fisher, for the building located at 4000 East Chevy Chase Drive, Atwater Village, the site of 
the Albert Van Luit and Company, the first wallpaper company in the state.

I support this nomination as a former member and chair of the State Historic Resources Commission, I can 
attest to efforts to establish a Modern Resources Committee which attempted to call attention to California's 
Modernist buildings of the Mid-Century period in hopes of improving their chances of study and preservation. 
In addition, I can report efforts of the National Park Service's Landmarks Committee (I am a member since 
2010) to document and preserve key buildings of the 20th Century.

Edward A. Killingsworth is a noted exponent of mid-century modernism in California. While his work is duly 
recorded in many publications dealing with his residential production. His work in the realm of industrial 
development is largely unknown, hence the case for scarcity of the resource may be made.

The building exhibits key characteristics of Killingsworth's ouvre and seems to be in good condition. It would 
seem (but must be acknowledged in the lack of a detailed analysis) the building would be a prime candidate 
for an adaptive re-use project, where the manufacturing areas could very easily be turned into offices in the 
service of today's robust market for “creative offices”. In short, I believe this building should be put to 
continued and productive use, not just for practical or economic reasons but in recognition of the work of the 
firm Killingsworth and Brady, a noted exponent of California Modernism.

Please do not hesitate to contact me at lghoyos@cpp.edu or by phone at 323 377 1953. I am happy to lend 
my voice to those who would prefer to have our architectural history documented and preserved.
Yours sincerely.

X
Prof Luis G. Hoyos

Luis G. Hoyos RA
Professor, Department of Architecture 
Cal Poly Pomona

Luis G. Hoyos RA
Building 7, Room 104-C
College of Environmental Design
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
3801 West Temple Avenue
Pomona, California 91768

(909) 869 6704 
lghoyos@cspp.edu

mailto:lghoyos@cpp.edu
mailto:lghoyos@cspp.edu
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Tour and Interview with Aaron Kirsch, founder and CEO of Astek Inc.
January 15, 2016
15924 Arminta St., Van Nuys, CA 91406

Aaron Kirsch, Jackie Sloan, Kelly Blanpied, John Sabato, Cheryll Roberts.

Transcript:
About 30 yrs Aztek started in the back of my truck as a distributer of wall coverings, including 
Van Luit wall covering and many other products. We got into digital production about 15 years 
ago. We service the Hollywood sector, the interior design community, and as well as 
architectural designers. Right now we’re printing for major hotels and retailers throughout North 
America. I think we’re also working on a couple of movies right now so that’s always nice.

[Side conversation with John Sabato, retired production designer: Yah, that was about twenty-six 
years ago - I would load up my truck and go to all the locations. Now we have a full time driver 
who does all that for me. I think you were on the 3rd floor when we were doing In Living Color.
I remember by the time I got to your office, carrying a large number of in-stock books, I was 
covered with sweat!]

Right now we’re in the Resource library. The show I just visited in Germany is the World Wall 
Covering and Fabric show. World economics are not kind right now, so everybody is singing the 
blues, but as a company we’ve been fortunate. We’ve created this nice little niche for what we 
do. We’re still a distributor and manufacturer so we print for a lot of people world-wide.

In this [historical resource] office you’ll see books from the late1800’s, up until the 1920’s and 
1930’s. All through here you’ll see books that we resource in the sense that with Hollywood 
there’s period movies coming on; right now I’m working on the movie, The Young Pope, they’re 
looking for stripes from 30 years ago. I mean simple things, like Road to Perdition from the 
1920’s, to Django with cowboys. Michael Reebo was a production designer, and the sad news is 
that worked for him a few days, and then he went off and did the movie [Django] in Louisiana 
and passed away on set. But, it’s always fun to work with people working on period pieces, like 
Almost Famous

[Question whether Aaron has knowledge of which TV shows used Van Luit paper; he answers 
with this reference below.]

I know John Schaffner, a well known production designer, who as a college kid used to sell Van 
Luit wall coverings. That’s how he earned his living before he became a famous production 
designer. So, he has a penchant for Van Luit paper.

[See Letter of Support and website of award-winning John Shaffner www.shaffnerstewart.com]

There are many production designers that for a long period of time loved the Van Luit product 
because it has a very authentic look that you don’t see in today’s market place, you really don’t.
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There’s not much [Van Luit] in today’s market; I think there’s one or two Van Luit books 
currently (the company has been bought and sold so many times). Blue Mountain is the most 
recent company with Van Luit Trademark rights. They’ve struggled; I don’t know if they’ll 
survive another year, personally. I don’t know where those rights will end up.

So, going back through, this is our Resource Library for the design trade. These are all our 
custom prints that we do for art companies to... here, we just finished a project for Mandalay 
Bay, this one we designed for Harrah’s in Las Vegas. So, we do design and print our own 
materials here and that’s important. It gives you a good idea [of the relationship between] 
resource and design.

[As we pass through a hall, Sabato asks about the bubble wrap Aaron printed some years ago.] 
With technology today can print on all kinds of materials [like the cork in the historical resource 
office], and the wood paneling here.

So, you’re coming into the Production area, and all I ask is that if you see a printer running don’t 
stare at the lights. They’re high intensity quartz lamps. Everything we do here is green, so no 
toxicity; the inks have no volatile chemicals them.

[Question about lights]

The lights are to cure the ink, that’s they’re only purpose. The ink is controlled by the computer, 
everything is done by computer today with Photoshop and Illustrator and then it’s all sent to the 
RIP station. At the RIP station, a file is set up on how you want to size it. They will always be 
color corrections. In the digital world you’ll always have slight shifts from color to color, 
affected by room temperature, humidity, or if the material has a slightly different coating; these 
are all factors that change colors.

[Clarification: RIP stands for raster image processing (verb) or raster image processor (noun). 
RIP takes a digital file from your graphics software and turns it into a raster image file for your 
printer.]

[Question whether Aaron’s career started pre-digital]

My uncle was a silk-screener in the ‘70s, I worked with him a little, not a lot. I also knew I didn’t 
want to do silk-screening .

[Question to clarify that silk screening was Van Luit’s process]

Yes, silk-screen was part of it; Van Luit also used what was called a rotogravure machine. All of 
his product was handprinted at the beginning.

Here we’re doing rigid printing for a TV show called Code Black and they’ll probably use this 
for flooring. We can print on 2 inch thick material, anything up to 8 feet wide, and pretty much 
any type of material. Over here are small latex printers.
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Here we’re printing samples for a local client. A lot of people want to get into the wall covering 
business, creating their own designs; they’re basically independent designers. To them, we’re 
what they call Contract Printers, taking their designs to print.

We print for a lot of companies throughout the world right now. These here are blank rolls to 
print on, a lot of base material. Some of these rolls are 250 yards long, and some are only 50 
yards long. Most of them are 54” to 60” in width. These are printed materials. When we’re in full 
swing, this is the re-roll area where we proof our product before shipping to clients.

[As Aaron looks over the printed stock, he names who the jobs are for, mostly high-end hotels 
like Marriott, Mandalay Bay, and others he can’t name.]

This is for Google corporate headquarters; we’re doing some window graphics working with a 
designer in Northern California who’s selling the job and we’re doing the print. It’s pretty cool, 
using high tech machinery.

We contract out all our shipping. We don’t want to have anything to do with that end of the 
business. We’re doing multiple properties in China right, so that’s pretty cool.

Resource library is where I started in business; the printing part came later.

These are all our pre-printed materials. Over here is a large section of Van Luit material. 
This book made I made 25 years ago with Van Luit patterns. [photos]

I bought out the VL factory when they were closing out. I bought 100,000 rolls in one clip. It 
was at that time the most expensive thing I ever did.

You can see the distinctive look, with the mottled backgrounds in this one here. It was just 
beautiful. It was beautiful at that time, and to this day, you really don’t see this type of stuff, like 
this silk-screen background [that gives the appearance of physical texture]. It’s a flat print, but 
the paper seems to have a visual texture; it’s the way that it was printed. Today, the way that it’s 
printed digitally is the norm, but back then Van Luit was doing all this by hand with different 
color passes over the paper with the silk-screen.

[Question about a designer’s name being printedon the margin of paper, particularly John Leigh 
Spath. Not able to find any paper with his name on it without too much rummaging; the name 
isn’t familiar to him because Aaron didn’t come into the business until 1984 and Spath was 
active in the ‘70s. We did see evidence of what Jim Grumbley described with the “+” mark in the 
wallpaper margins, on a baseball motiff paper from the 1940s for Walt Disney productions]

So that’s the Van Luit section [names off a few wallpaper companies that are “thinning out 
today” and we head further into the back of the building]

They’re kind of hidden, but see all the black books in the back? Albert Van Luit’s older 
collection; they would send out about 5000 books to retailers, those in the design trade.
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[We’re looking at a large stack of Van Luit books]

Here’s a really old book of some of the old scenics that were hand printed with silk-screens. This 
is my oldest Van Luit book. [photo]

Kinney Brothers in Chatsworth was also a distributor for Van Luit, not just myself.

[Question: Why would VL factory sell you 100,000 rolls?]

Oh, it was obsolescence to them. Every 3-5yrs Van Luit would come out with a new collections. 
So, the older the collection, I would be first in line. My interest was in preserving, particularly 
for Hollywood; Bernie Vyzga was a big fan, David Sackaroff, Ed Stephenson, Michael Reba, 
Michael Hinds was a huge fan. To this day he goes rummaging in that back section; he’s pretty 
much chewed up a lot of the good stuff.

This is part of my life back here, we didn’t throw anything away for years, but I’ve had to start 
purging; we don’t sell this stock, instead we use as inspiration.

[Question: Is there an option to reproduce?]

No, not legally unless it’s at least 70 years old because of copyright. [Is the baseball diamond old 
enough?] Maybe, but we keep it for inspiration.

[Enter design department upstairs; states hires from FIDM and others; IT department on opposite 
side; we return to the Resource Library where Aaron looks for more Van Luit books, the newer 
collections]

Blue Mountain currently has Van Luit, but it's not the original technique, or quality of print and 
material that it was. Van Luit was one of the best. It was easy to install; in gram weight it was 
heavier and their quality control was superb.

[Q: why did Van Luit choose the style of factory with natural light?]

Naturally. For the natural light coming through; it’s all about the color; to see the effect of 
lighting, sometimes a designer will step outside (to color match. For Hollywood, it’s different 
(with their stage lights). Natural lighting is better, but we do have a color booth, a spectrometer. 
But the older technique, it was all done by eye; all a formula, that’s my assumption - a pretty 
good one.

[Q: A printer from the 70’s told us that production was sometimes held up by the colorizers]

There’s still a company - I was just in New York recently where a company still uses the old 
methods; they have a machine from the 1890’s, pretty archaic, but it still works to this day, with 
big gas heaters; they’re specialists in color matching. Pretty much the last in the industry.

[Q: What is Van Luit’s reputation/status in the industry?]
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World wide; Van Luit at its peak was superior. There was none better in the mid to upper end 
market, more of the upper end market. In quality, there really was none better. It’s a lost art - 
even in the digital world, I’m proud of what we do, but there are things we can’t do that were 
hand done.

[Q: Did you ever go to the factory]

No, never went into the factory; I did visit the showroom [see letter of support] when Bruce 
Ryan was there.
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1/19/2016 Gmail - Van Luit Complex

I Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
by Google

Van Luit Complex

Aaron Kirsch <kirsch@astekwallcovering.com>
To: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 8:55 AM

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Aaron Kirsch
Home:
Business: Astek Inc., 15924 Arminta St, Van Nuys, CA 91406 
Email: kirsch@astekwallcovering.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 19, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=25b6f29352&view=pt&q=kirsch%40astekwallcovering.com&qs=true&search=query&msg=15125d2b25bfa9e4&siml=1512... 1/3
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1/19/2016 Gmail - Van Luit Complex
I am the founder and CEO of Astek Inc., a leader in both the wallcovering and custom digital 
printing industries. We work with clients worldwide, a clientele who spans a variety of 
industries including hospitality, architecture, interior design, fashion retail, motion picture and 
television. In such a competitive and diverse marketplace, we attribute our success to our 
dedication to innovative design, commitment to quality, and excellence in service. This is a 
business model we did not invent, but which we benefit from the talents of Albert Van Luit 
who revolutionized the wallpaper industry in the United States.

Astek Inc. has been in business for over 30 years, and currently has over 30,000 rolls of Van 
Luit wallpaper in stock. We’ve been a mainstay to the film and television industry for these 
past decades since Albert Van Luit's wallpaper dominated film and television sets in the 
1950’s and ’60’s. Astek Inc. continues the Van Luit tradition, his wallpaper most recently 
seen in the films Road to Perdition, Almost Famous, and Django.

The Van Luit Complex is an architecturally amazing place to conduct business. I recall 
visiting Production Designer Bruce Ryan when his offices were set in the grandeur of the 
Van Luit office and showroom, an exceptional example of Edward Killingsworth’s 
International Style design that echoes his Case Study homes. The Daylight Factory is 
certainly a gem to preserve with its north facing windows letting in light and air without 
inviting harsh light or heat.

It is for these reasons and more, that I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historical Cultural Monument to the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,
Aaron Kirsch, President and CEO of Astek, Inc.

Aaron Kirsch

Q astek i
design*wallcovering - print

inc.

hq
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Interview of Virginia Knight, ASID, CID
January 18, 2016
Interview conducted at the Van Luit Complex factory and showroom, 4000 E. Chevy 
Chase Drive, and later continued at the home of Kelly Blanpied, 4001 Verdant Street, LA 
90039
Virginia Knight, Jackie Sloan, Cheryll Roberts, Gene Gilbert and then Kelly Blanpied

Virgina Knight:
I worked at the showroom on Robertson Blvd, in Beverly Hills adjacent, but I came over 
here [to the factory] all the time to work on designs and color ways. I was especially 
active in the print colors that a scenic or a new wallpaper was going to be produced [in]. 
Have you ever seen anybody silkscreen? Well, it takes 2 people, and the screens, well 
the wallpaper and after it was trimmed, turned out to be 27 inches wide, so it would make 
an 8-foot mural if all 4 panels were put together. And how the colors were applied made 
a big difference... oh gosh this is so familiar, look at this [walking into the showroom].

[Discussion of Maynard Parker photographs and George Szanik]

He made all sorts of textured wallpapers that things could be printed onto. 
Wallpaper racks. sample wings.

Discussion of various Van Luit wallpapers, even in Oregon.

It was the prestigious wallcovering to have.
We changed it somewhere along the line. some guy decided to call it wallcovering.

He participated in all kinds of AID/ASID programs, he would be very, very generous 
with giving us wallcoverings, wallpaper scenics, especially if there was a new pattern he 
wanted to introduce. He’d not only give us the paper, but he’d pay for having it applied 
to places like the Pan Pacific or the Pasadena Showcase house, or the Palladium, those 
were all places where AID/ASID had shows.

You had to be really coordinated. walk them across 2 at a time. 
These were all hand screened.

He could do custom, any colors you want. And even to the extent that you could change 
the depth, the value of the color, by which colors went first.
He would meticulously watch what we were doing, or sometimes he and I would be 
doing it together, to see how strong of a color that wanted to be, or if it wanted to be kind 
of translucent, or if it wanted to be very opaque. So, he was involved. And daylight 
made all the difference. Because fluorescent light, which was what we all had then in 
factories and everything, is not daylight. And his wallcoverings were used in residential 
mostly, sometimes commercial. So, daylight totally creates what you’re going to have in 
a home. Whereas if it was solid, fake light, incandescent, it doesn’t have the same effect 
at all. So, he was very innovative. And the things that he produced showed that. And 
that’s why they were known everywhere.
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They were like a brand name. A good brand name.

[Looking inside some of the offices]
He was very much influenced by Asian ... As you can see, he was very influenced by 
Asian kinds of ... and he perfected printing on grasscloth, which no one had done before, 
because grasscloth was very textured.
.The buddah, [observing statue in the atrium of the showroom, outside the executive 
office] he was very influenced by things like that.
He was a big guy. He did look like an ice cream cone. A dough boy.

[Looking inside some other offices, then walking towards the factory and standing 
outside]

He had horses.

He was hands on, he was not a bean counter. although he knew intuitively what would 
sell. And when we would do color ways, and we’d have all these patches of colors of 
what we were going to do. And I wasn’t hired for that, but somehow I got pulled over 
from the showroom to do that with him. And we got along very well. He would 
I would always put all these bright colors together - pink and red, blue and green - which 
were unheard of in the 50’s, and he’d . what’s the word...ok, 
he would. tolerate is too harsh a word. He’d allow me to have a little say in those 
decisions. He wouldn’t just diss them. He’d say, “that’s a possibility.” And then he say 
very gently, “you know what we really need,” and he’d pause and get all of our attention, 
“is a funny old putty color.” Just a funny old putty. So we came to call that, all the other 
employees that were in on it, “FOP,” funny old putty. And damned if the funny old putty 
wasn’t the one that outsold everything, always, always. But he’d allow us to do one 
bright one that was kind of an attention getter, and it would get a lot of publicity, you 
know everybody’d talk about it. But FOP, that would be the one.

[observed Van Luit’s stable, home and poolhouse from the factory parking lot].

Q: Did you ever go to his home?
Knight: Yeah, I did. He had parties. Although in the daytime we always ended up at 
Tam O’Shanter.

He was a very calm, fatherly type of person.

He encouraged young spirited people. He liked to be surrounded by them, and he liked to 
help them, and encourage their success. A good guy.

[Discussion of Van Luit’s relationship with Art Mendez]

Q: Did you ever meet Art Mendez?
Knight: Oh, sure. Oh yeah, is he still around?
Bob Mitchell was the one that got me the job. Bob was like his [Van Luit’s] assistant.
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[Virginia discusses her education and how she came to get the job at Van Luit’s 
showroom, Arnold Bower at Hollywood High School, interviewing and job-hunting in 
1951, a job at a fabric showroom, Bob Mitchell ran showroom at 100 S. Robertson and 
recruited Knight, she worked there 5 or 8 years, started by decorating the scenics; Bob’s 
betrayal of Knight, jealous of her being close to Van Luit, Mr. Van attempts to work it 
out, but Knight leaves on good terms with Mr. Van, Bob Mitchell ends up leaving Van 
Luit and opens Bob Mitchell Design, a traitor through and through]

[Discussion of Van Luit showroom at Pacific Design Center, Knight becomes a 
decorator]

I didn’t know how to swim, but I was in the water many times.
And he had a Malibu house and I went there many times. Maybe 5 or 6 times.

[Discussing Van Luit’s backyard]
He had Asian everything.
All very Tiki, and
He loved entertaining, and he was so generous with sharing his wealth, his success.

There was always music.

[Going inside the factory]

Graduated Hollywood High in 1949.

Carol, that was the name of the gal, don’t know her last name, she was the main silk 
screener. There were two of them [women], and they were a couple.
Everybody was gay.
Mr. Van was very closeted, and that wasn’t supposed to be out. And he even married, 
but it was a sham. But Bob and Buzz and Carol, and Lee Tillory . . .
In the 50’s it wasn’t ok.

[Discussion of LA Conservancy’s efforts to preserve LGBT resources; discussion of what 
the factory could be used for; something for the community; Van Luit’s cause was the 
decorating business and giving things gratis; Knight to help reach out to the design 
industry]

I remember all the windows, and there were lots of tables that were the base, the 
framework of the silk screening.
Gallon coffee container size, paints would be in that and then we’d pour it over and 
then.

I was hired in the showroom, and the only reason I got over here was because at some 
point I was talking to Mr. Van about color and things, and he invited me to come over
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here and work with the colors. And that was a wonderful opportunity because, I love 
color, and I love doing it. When they’d be introducing a new line, a new design . . . 
Caravan, a scenic with soldiers marching on horses; Lucien Horton, he was the designer 
of Caravan. Skinny horses, very thin, taking liberty with horses, very colorful and really 
a huge seller.

It was all a very big communal kind of a, this was all open. And the colors, what I said 
about mixing colors, I remember just tons of buckets of color and we’d pour a little of 
this one and that one, and mix it, and try it out. And he was there, he was very hands on. 
FOP. Funny old putty. He was so cute and we’d all just laugh about it, because he was 
right.

We would sometimes say, ok, but now run it again, those same 4 or 5 colors, but put that 
one first and that one 2nd and that one 3rd and that one 4th, which would completely change 
the finished product. It’s all machines, and all computers now. But it was like a painting, 
every one was hand printed, hand screened. No machines.

It’d be.. Mr. Van needs you at the factory today, so I’d either drive here from home, or 
go to the Robertson showroom first. Showroom was at corner of Alden Drive and 
Robertson.

[Discussion of horses in the area] 
Horses were all around here.

[Discussion of where Knight worked after Van Luit, decorator, W. & J. Sloane’s]

[Interview location changed - drove to Kelly Blanpied’s home on Verdant Street]

[Discussion of design business today, vs. in the past]

Flowering Tree 
Spring Bough
Printing scenic on textured wallpaper that he would print, too. He sold rolls and rolls of 
the background paper, too, not just the scenic printed on it.

Caravan (soldiers on skinny legged horses)

I Love Lucy - Spring Bough, behind the bed (not sure which show of Lucy’s that it 
was).

George Szanik - also photographed Van Luit, and he was the premiere photographer for 
some time.
Maynard Parker is getting all the credit in the Architectural Digest Virginia is looking at.

Sinclair (used to be Sinclair Paint) reps Van Luit now (on Ventura Blvd, between Laurel 
and Coldwater) - Jerry Shimmer says they still have Van Luit wallpaper there now.
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Because it was hand printed locally, you could get any color you wanted. Whatever the 
designer wanted.

AID would have fundraising things (decorators shows) at the Pan Pacific, and Mr. Van 
would supply the wall coverings and pay for the labor. He cared about the design 
business.

[Knight is still working, and has her own firm.]

[Knight speaks about color use/mixing at the factory]
The order in which you put the ink on made a huge difference in the outcome.

Delana Constantine - big designer at the time, she came to the factory because she was 
doing a custom and so concerned, and VK did strike offs (samples) for Delana. Delana 
was the first designer I heard specifically ask for the order to be changed in the process.

Mr. Van himself was involved in the process.
[Discussion of FOP - funny old putty.]
I was able to be involved in the selection of colors. Mr. Van was very kind, “well that’s a 
possibility” - meaning there’s not a chance in hell. “Well I kind of want to do a 
..’funny old putty’ color.”
[Knight describes FOP, and how it was always the most popular in terms of selling.
There was always an FOP in every line.]

He came from Cleveland, Ohio.
Rocky River and birchbark boats in Lake Erie.

Birdie - stand offish. I did meet her. They never lived together. Maybe she lived in the 
Malibu house?
Art Mendez - I think he may have lived at the house.

We all called him Mr. Van.

[Discussion of everything being just open, and the air.]

Daylight -all those windows, the end user was homes, so Van Luit needed daylight, to 
see the color. Open, silkscreen stations.
I don’t remember drums or dryers, as far as I remember. I think it was all hand-done. 
Scenics were all hand done (paper 30 inches wide). Silkscreen prints to 27.5 inches. The 
rolls - may have been converted to some type of machinery.

[Bob Mitchell says to Van Luit that Knight quit. Bob told Knight that Van Luit fired her. 
Bob then left Van Luit and opened a competing shop.
Left Van Luit to go to W. & J. Sloane.]
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[Discussion of other designers Knight may have known.]

Carol, the printer and her partner ? They were the main printers.

Van Luit’s parties - everyone would go.

Van Luit had no prejudice.

[Discussion of Joe Cannell. Knight didn't know Joe, but knew Steve Cannell]
I didn’t know them at Van Luit, but at Cannell & Chaffin.
Cannell & Chaffin and Van Luit used the same ad agency.
I took Steve’s place at Cannell & Chaffin when Steve quit to be a writer.
1:26 Did lots of set ups at Cannell’s. Cannell stared in books, then furniture, then 
commercial design, then got stiffed by a Saudi. Eventually went out of biz.

North Baker - son in law of Cannell, one of the Cannell daughters married a Baker (Dan 
Baker)

[Discussion of Knight working on the San Clemente Western White House]

1975 AID and SNID merged and became ASID.

[Discussion of how Knight opened her own business for her 50th birthday. In 1981, she 
was still at Cannell & Chaffin, and they announced they were closing. She didn’t care, 
because she was going to open her own biz.]

[Discussion of how Knight helped design Nixon’s presidential suite; ashtray, leather 
chair in President’s office; Tom Hamilton.]

Joe Cannell -- When they were landing on the moon, I brought in my portable tv, and 
everyone said Joe would kill me, so I asked if Joe directly if he wanted to watch with me 
on my tv and he said yes! Very nice guy when you weren’t afraid of him.

I didn’t see Joe Cannell and Van Luit together, it wasn’t really known that they were 
partners.

[Discussion of basement of Cannell & Chaffin - Bart Cannell loved modern. Knight 
asked to do modern in the basement. Projectors and gel lights. Cannell & Chaffin didn’t 
end up liking it. She designed an umbrella for Brown Jordan. To get a tan!]
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Transcript of interview conducted via telephone 
Date: January 25, 2016
Virginia Knight, ASID CID, semi-retired designer

I’ve been talking to people and discovering a deeper appreciation for Albert Van Luit.

He treated everybody equally; there were no grunt jobs. The silk-screen washers were gifted and 
talented - they had to do it just right because the screens were very fragile. The woman I watched 
printing wallpaper with silk screens knew her stuff. Carol knew color; she knew how much paint 
to add when printing, and how much pressure to apply to the screen. She was an artist.

Mr. Van was like a Big Daddy to all the employees; he was like a father figure, but not 
authoritarian. He was like the father some of us wish we had, especially for the immigrants and 
disenfranchised. As a woman, I felt disenfranchised attending LACC where it was expected I 
would take sewing and cooking courses, but I wasn’t interested. There were no interior design 
schools at the time that I could go to and get a degree. I learned on the job, first in fabrics, then in 
wallpaper. Fortunately, Mr. Van hired people who were borderline professionals, giving new 
comers a chance.

I found my home at Albert Van Luit & Company. When I moved in with my girlfriend, my 
parents ostracized me and we never spoke again. A couple of years later when I started working 
for Mr. Van, he and the people he employed became my longtime family.

I was homophobic, I was. I hated myself and would call others queer because I had to believe, 
‘I’m not one of them.’ One day when I was attending Hollywood High School, a bunch of guys 
from the Hollywood Legion called me a queer - I’ll never forget how awful that felt - they saw 
me, they knew. And so did my brother. He made me see a psychiatrist because he was afraid of 
what would happen if our parents ever found out; he said, “It would kill them!” When I told the 
psychiatrist these things he said, “Well now, I’d like to talk to your brother! But, we have 50 
minutes left. Let’s talk about your career.” When I told him my desire to be an interior decorator, 
he told me, “You’ll be accepted there.” I was so lucky! Of all the psychiatrists I could have seen, 
I had the good fortune to meet him. And he was right, too. When I found myself at Albert Van 
Luit & Company I felt comfortable, easy; it was quite a relief.

I believe in the goodness of the man who created the factory that bears his name so, in addition 
to preserving the Atwater Village neighborhood, Albert Van Luit needs to be honored because he 
was a true creative artist. His wall covering collections are still seen the world over, the scenics 
and murals on tv shows and film. Even more important for historic preservation, is that Mr. Van 
employed quite a diverse collection of people, long before it was politically correct or LGBT 
groups even existed. Mr. Van hired and nurtured a cross section of humanity. People who 
otherwise were marginalized, even unemployable. So, it’s not just the 60 homes I object to - it’s 
losing the heritage. Do an onsite inspection in Atwater Village. Take a field trip down Chevy 
Chase Drive and Verdant Street - the trees, the horses, the factory and the showroom - save 
Atwater Village history and save the Albert Van Luit Complex.
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GinyKnight@aol.com <GinyKnight@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tue, Jan 19, 2016 at 3:23 PM

Virginia Knight, ASID, CID 
ginyknight@aol.com 
Business name: Home Healer 
(semi-retired designer)

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: January 18, 2016

I recently learned of the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex for Historic-Cultural 
status. Having worked there for about eight years as a young woman in the mid 1950's into 
the 1960's, I enthusiastically endorse this nomination.

Today I had the wonderful opportunity to revisit the old wallpaper factory in Atwater Village, 
where my career in interior design was launched. The Van Luit wallpaper showroom was at 
that time located at 100 S. Robertson. I had a job nearby, and was actually first recruited by 
Bob Mitchell, who worked for Mr. Van Luit, to come and work in the wallpaper showroom. At 
the showroom, one of my jobs was to create vignettes in areas that were sized to fit the 
wallpaper. I
would have the wallpaper installed, and dress each "room" with furniture suited to the style 
of the wallpaper. However, my duties were quite varied, and included working at the factory, 
as well as at decorator shows.

Mr. Van (as we called him) was originally from Cleveland Ohio, as I was, and I suppose we 
rather bonded over this. I remember discussing the Rocky River and sailing birch bark boats 
in Lake Erie. My work at the factory included creating the different colorways for particular 
designs. I was young at the time, and fond of very bold colors, like red, yellow, orange and 
fuchsia. Mr. Van was very involved in the color selection process, as he was in all aspects 
of the business. He would observe my color choices and say “well, that’s a possibility” 
(meaning there’s not a chance in hell!). He would say "I kind of want to do (he would always 
hesitate until everyone was hanging on his words) a ‘funny old putty’ color.” It was an off 
white that included a little dirty olive green, ochre, umber, and a lot of white. Every new line
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had a "funny old putty," and it was always the best seller. He really had a sense of color and 
design. After a while the rest of us came to call Mr. Van's favorite shade "F.O.P." He 
meticulously watched what we were doing, or sometimes he and I would be deciding 
together how strong a color wanted to be, or if it wanted to be kind of translucent, or if it 
wanted to be very opaque. In addition to experimenting with color, he made all kinds of 
textured papers that designs could be printed onto, something that of course could not be 
done nowadays. These textured papers were popular and he sold many rolls of this 
background paper too; not just the scenic printed on it.

I understand the factory was added onto later, but when I was working there, it was all one 
big open space where the colorists and printers worked together, and there was a real sense 
of teamwork. The printers were Carol and another woman, her partner. Together they 
moved the screen along opposite sides of the long tables, which took a lot of coordination.
As soon as they were done with a run, there were people who cleaned the screens with 
squeegees; it was critical that the screens be kept very clean. Mr. Van would be there, and 
everyone would watch until the print dried and we would see how it came out.
We never really knew how the design looked until it dried. All of the natural light in the 
factory was very important to this whole process, partly because the end use was primarily 
in homes, which have a combination of daylight and artificial light.

Besides a positive work environment, a sense of camaraderie was also fostered in our time 
off. We would go for Moscow Mules at the Tam, and we would hang out in Van Luit's back 
yard across the parking lot, which had an Asian design that he so loved. I didn't swim, but I 
put my feet in the pool. I did meet Mr. Van's wife Birdie on occasion, but she was very 
unapproachable. I never saw her at the house, and I don't think they lived together. She 
might have stayed at the Malibu
house. Mr. Van was gay, and was very close to his partner Art Mendez. But, because this 
was the 50’s, Mr. Van was married, and, to the outside world, he kept his gay identity in the 
closet. Perhaps this is one reason that he was so unprejudiced.

The Van Luit factory also accommodated custom designs, and one of the big clients was 
Delana Constantine, a famous designer at the time. One time the printers were doing a 
strike-off for her, and she suggested using the same colors, but reversing the order in which 
the inks were put on the screen. This was the first time I had heard this idea of changing the 
order, and it completely altered the depth of the color, and even the look of the design.

Every year Van Luit would do a new collection, and produce a new book which would have 
the new designs and some of the old ones. One freelance designer I remember was Lucien 
Horton, who produced the design called Caravan, an image with large stylized horses. It 
was quite a departure from Van Luit's very Asian, very subtle designs, and it was a big 
smash, though, of course, it couldn't last, because it was so stylized. Mr. Van himself really 
had a sense of timeless
design. In addition to his own preferences, he of course accommodated residential trends 
and retro looks popular with the film industry. One example is the Spring Bough design that 
was used behind the bed in at least one episode of I Love Lucy.

Of course, all of the designs were photographed in setups around the city, for publication, or 
for archival purposes. Often if was at the Robertson showroom, at Cannell & Chaffin, or at 
Knapp & Tubbs. On occasion, actual installations were photographed. I still have today 
some of the old Architectural Digests and other magazines where his work was published. 
George Szanik was the premiere photographer for some time, though Maynard Parker gets
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most of the credit.

Van Luit participated in all kinds of AID/ASID programs. There were design shows at places 
like the Pan Pacific, the Palladium and the County Fairgrounds. These shows were a good 
opportunity for designers to get exposure, and Van Luit was very generous with giving us 
wallcoverings and wallpaper scenics. Not only did he give us the paper, but he'd pay for 
having it applied. Of course, if was good exposure for his work as well, especially if there 
was a new pattern he wanted to introduce.

I really cannot emphasize enough how much Albert Van Luit was involved with the design 
community, and, really every aspect of the design world. I'm so happy that his story has 
resurfaced after all this time, and sincerely hope that his buildings, and therefore his memory 
will be preserved.

Sincerely

Virginia Knight
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KELLY SUTIIERLIN McLEOD

November 25, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex

Honorable Chair Richard Barron and Cultural Heritage Commissioners,

It is with strong conviction that I submit to you this letter of support for the designation of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex, located at 400 East Chevy Chase Drive, as a HistoricNCultural Landmark.

A leader in the county's professional preservation community, I am the founding principal of Kelly 
Sutherlin McLeod Architecture, Inc. - a firm focused on the preservation of 20th century cultural 
resources since 1988. It is a great honor to also be a steward of the legacy of Edward A. Killingsworth, 
FAIA. Having the good fortune of personally knowing and working with Ed, I have dedicated years to 
the ongoing study, writing and lecturing about, and preservation of Killingsworth architecture. My 
architectural practice is located in the office building Killingsworth designed in 1955 for his own 
practice, and where the Killingsworth firms were headquartered throughout Ed's profuse and 
influential fiveNdecade career.

Ed Killingsworth was the most prolific of the Case Study House Program architects. In 1965, when the 
firm of Killingsworth, Brady & Associates designed the oneNstory, International style, Albert Van Luit 
office and showroom, the firm was embarking into an international market which led to global 
commissions for the next three decades n architectural projects for which Killingsworth gained 
international renown.

The building Killingsworth designed for the Albert Van Luit Complex contains signature design 
elements recognized as quintessential Killingsworth architecture:

• a uNshaped plan for free spatial flow between the garden and workspace
• slender vertical steel framing and large expanses of glass below a flat roof
• tall delicate trellises casting lacey shadows on the building walls below
• accentuated, thin vertical entrance doors
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As recognized by the City's Office of Historic Resources, the Albert Van Luit Complex is an 
irreplaceable resource with a rich multiNchaptered history spanning between the original daylight 
factory building through the iconic International style building designed by Killingsworth. The national 
and international recognition of Edward A. Killingworth's work and significance is well documented 
and established. The buildings which comprise the Albert Van Luit Complex have been noted by 
professional historians as retaining their essential characte^defining features of type, and as 
continuing to convey their historic significance. Insomuch, the Albert Van Luit complex is both a 
worthy and exemplary candidate for designation as a HistoricNCultural Monument. I urge you to 
support this nomination recognizing the rich and significant history of Los Angeles.

Respectfully,

Kelly Sutherlin McLeod
President, Kelly Sutherlin McLeod Architecture, Inc.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE HISTORY OF ART 
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521-0319 
TEL: (951) 827-4627 
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November 24, 2015
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org and lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
cc: CHC@lacity.org and atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

I write in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I am a professor of architectural history at the University of California, Riverside where I teach the 
history of modern architecture. I serve as the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of the Society of 
Architectural Historians, the foremost academic journal on the history of the built environment. I have 
also been a registered architect in the state of New York. As an architect, I worked on the renovation of 
Carnegie Hall with James Stewart Polshek and Partners, and on several other historic preservation 
projects. Additionally, I am a homeowner in Atwater Village and reside several blocks from the Van 
Luit Complex.

On the basis of my expertise, I consider the Van Luit Complex to have real importance for the history of 
architecture in Los Angeles and for the Atwater Village neighborhood.

The Van Luit Factory (J.R. Wyatt, 1950) is exemplary of the daylight factory type, which has been so 
important to the history of industrial development in Los Angeles. It has retained its distinctive sawtooth 
light monitors, concrete structure, roof trusses, and clear-span interior spaces, which are central 
characteristics of the type. It appears to be an ideal structure for conversion to other uses such as creative 
offices or live-work studios. The factory is sited in such a way as to respect the adjacent equestrian and 
residential properties, with ample setbacks and provision for equestrian access along the property 
boundary. While it is a large building, the appearance of its size is mitigated by its sensitive relationship 
to the neighborhood. Over the years, it has become a landmark in North Atwater Village.

The Van Luit showroom by Edward A. Killingsworth and Jules Brady (1965) is a gem of 
Killingsworth’s work and of Mid-Century architecture. It has retained the essence of the design’s 
historic integrity and characteristics. Killingsworth was renowned for his innovative residential 
buildings, notably his six designs for the Case Study House program. The showroom represents a less
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well-known facet of his output even while it displays many elements common in Killingworth’s 
celebrated opus. The showroom and offices open through glass walls and doors onto courtyards that 
were originally landscaped with tropical plants and water elements. The showroom is a classic display of 
Killingsworth’s skill at creating a flow of space between interior and exterior spaces, typical of Mid
Century design. The elegance of the proportions, simplicity of detail, and gracious scale give this 
structure real architectural significance. Details such as interior wood paneling, light fixtures, exterior 
lattice screens, and casework doors remain intact.

The Van Luit factory and showroom are unusually well-preserved and significant examples of the 
daylight factory type, on the one hand, and Edward Killingsworth’s Mid-Century commercial work, on 
the other.

In addition to its architectural worth, the Van Luit Complex has been integrated into Atwater Village for 
more than 65 years. It is part of a fragile ecology of equestrian, residential, light industrial and park uses 
that can be found nowhere else in Los Angeles.

In light of all aspects of its significance, I strongly support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Morton
Associate Professor of Architectural History
Editor, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians



Begin forwarded message:

From: Cara Mullio <cmullio@aol.com>
Subject: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
Date: November 19, 2015 at 11:22:22 AM PST
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Dear Cultural Heritage Commission,
Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex 
Date: November 17, 2015
I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van 
Luit Complex in Los Angeles.
In 2007, I co-organized the Edward A. Killingsworth archives and soon after I co-authored a 
monograph on his work, titled Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect’s Life. During my years of 
research on Killingsworth, several important buildings by Killingsworth were unduly 
compromised, destroyed and/or demolished. The nomination of Albert Van Luit Complex will 
secure the tutelage, preservation and education of this important property. The property and 
buildings are critical to the history of the Atwater Village neighborhood, the Van Luit Company 
and to the architects who authored these structures. Please don’t allow another piece of our Los 
Angeles history to disappear.
The Killingsworth’s office-showroom was designed in 1965. It retains its significant character
defining features of the time and reflects Killingsworth’s influential design aesthetic. The office- 
showroom is indicative of Killingsworth’s architectural language with visual vistas opened 
through glass walls and doors onto landscaped courtyards. Killingsworth was responsible for the 
building’s landscape elements that created a more unified whole, allowing a natural way to view 
the various wallpaper designs on display. The U-shaped plan of the building creates a free spatial 
flow between gardens and workspace.
Killingsworth designed most of his projects in Long Beach or overseas. It is rare to have one of 
his firm’s commercial projects located elsewhere and to be so intact. It is unique to have a 
Killingsworth project situated within a larger compound such as seen here in the Van Luit 
Complex. The office-showroom is documented in Killingsworth archives, which are located at 
the Architecture and Design Collection at the University Art Museum, University of Santa 
Barbara. Materials that represent this project include working drawings, blueprints and elevations. 
The factory building -- an excellent example of the daylight factory type identified by the City of 
Los Angeles in its study of citywide industrial development -- and office-showroom maintain 
architecturally noteworthy features and continue to convey a historic significance as a twentieth 
century property. For all of these reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.
Sincerely,

Cara Mullio

letter sent to Richard Barron November 17, 2015
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1. Interview of Jan Murree, Pete Costas, Roy Yeakey, Elaine Brock, Norm 
Nakamura
January 15, 2016
Interview conducted 4007 Verdant Street, LA, 90039, by Jackie Sloan, Cheryll Roberts, 
an Kelly Blanpied

Re: Van Luit, Birdie, meeting Van Luit

Jan Muree: Fence around it. My house and bridle trail went right behind his house and to 
the gate. I used to go there a lot I never met Birdie she wasn’t around a lot in those days - 
I think they had a mini -divorce, a separation.. .I never saw her they were mostly 
separated

I moved here 1964 (met Pete). She [Birdie] wasn’t living there anymore, mostly Al. I had 
carte blanche to go through the gate and use the swimming pool, a lot of down time when 
not at the studios

Al gave up riding horse when I met him. Ralph was my riding partner.

I was a secretary, worked with producers; movies first, then TV. Set Decorators used his 
stuff because Al was known in the industry as having the best. Ralph a decorator 
introduced her to Al
Cattle drive and oil wells (a special run) across one wall, back room library lovely burnt 
orange & gold bamboo removed gold, bathroom ceiling - house torn down to build 
parking lot. Little house, moved into big house (and 2 car garage). When people moved 
out big house Pete (a contractor) and I moved into together. Pete planted 92 tomato plants 
(Greek).

Re: Factory/going inside factory

Q: Did you go inside the Factory?
Jan Murree: Oh yeah, the guys would be working in there, “come on in” that’s how I 
knew how it was made - that’s how I know how silk-screen painting works. Mostly guys 
worked with - two ladies, designers (not Virginia) Carol and her roommate () both dead. 
lived on Bemis, most people lived near by [DIARIES]. Al’s major designers, loved Asian 
design because so uncluttered

[Discussing the atmosphere around the factory]
Jan Murree: The Boys (factory workers) watched my dogs tear up my pillows - looked 
like snow.

Re: Joseph and Steve Cannell

Jan Murree: Al’s partner’s . I knew Steven, his father owned a furniture store. Joke at 
studio Call me lady J and I call him Steven J, couldn’t drive dyslexic so had a chauffeur. 
He did all NBC shows, I worked with him a lot.
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I didn’t know the partners b/c they didn’t really come around a lot. North Baker? his 
secretary Daniel Clinton? nope

[Cheryll mentions Knapp & Tubbs, now Baker, Knapp & Tubbs - North? at Columbia 
(Jan asks) b/c worked with Cornell Wile asked if she would work for him]

Jan Murree: All the major studios used Al’s his products by Art Directors and Set 
Decorators, studios had the money so they could spend it on high end paper

Re: Art Mendez.

Jan Murree: He used to take me along to dancing competitions and take me along and 
bought dress and shoes he adopted me.
Pete Costas: He mentioned that he took somebody with him all the time.
Jan Murree: It was me!
I don’t know if anybody even knew about [Van Luit’s relationship with Art Mendez] it 
because they didn’t advertise it; only if you were close friends did you know about it

Elaine: Does his daughter still live in Shadow Hills?
Jan Murree: I don’t know, could be, but there not under Mendez. He bought houses for 
each of his 3 kids, one son and 2 daughters - kind of flakes b/c daddy gave them 
everything.
Jackie: How did you feel when you learned he was gay?
Jan Murree: Every third person in the industry is gay!
Jackie: Problem with history gathering of gay folks because couldn’t publicize it not in 
the papers.
Jan Murree: Only those in his close circle knew. I worked with gay people all the time so 
it didn’t bother me.
Pete Costas: it did me [his laughs]
Jan Murree: people in the factory? Oh they loved him, he was a good employer (Pete 
chimes in same). He was a really nice person, too.
Pete Costas: He was a good man.
Jan Murree: He took good care of his people. He took good care of his people, too. They 
had picnics, all sorts of things.
Pete Costas: Good to the kids and all the family (Art’s kids). Al was good to his 
employees, he was very generous. He was a very generous man.

Jackie: What year would it be that Art & Al were living together?
Jan Murree: 60s, he died 1970; Art’s family knew, Al’s family knew; they didn’t 
advertise it. Never met any of Al’s family.
Elaine Brock: Jane Shaw used to be here, younger than us. She’s up in the Shadow Hills 
area,
Jan Murree: Art was in Sunland
Elaine Brock: wondering if people there would know stuff 
Jan Murree: Norm did you know Art?
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Norm Nakamura: No, I didn’t know anyone in the factory. I spent time at River Ridge so 
I could get free rides!

Re: Parties

[Kelly Blanpied arrives]
Jackie: what about parties?
Jan Murree: Never invited to parties, no concept. I was 18, I could care less about old 
men and their parties.
Jackie: He had a reputation of bringing people in vans to his parties (so it wouldn’t 
disrupt the neighbors; he brought them in through the back; neighbor played piano for 
them
Jan Murree: At that time I didn’t now that - yes, bring them through the parking lot. Have 
you gone on social media and ask did you ever go to Van Luit’s? Take an ad out in the 
trades.
Elaine Brock: Hossy Hester (dead many years ) Sanders owned house next door; I can 
call a lady at Paddock might know...

Recap

Jan Murree: No, they did not live there together, Art had his house, but spent most of his 
time at Al’s. Gotta understand the era at the time. Birdie was not there in the 60’s. Never 
met Birdie. I was running around with actors.

At MGM did research, used my diaries as resource. How could I keep track of my 
boyfriends with my diaries.

Jan Murree: I came here early 60’s. Met Pete1964. Working two jobs to buy clothes. 
Working in a beer bar in comes handsome young man, Pete. Gay guy and straight guy 
owned the bar - down on Vermont. Worked downtown at the phone company, then stop 
at the bar to work then come home.
Elaine Brock: also worked at the phone company on 4th and Hill - had to wear stilettos. 
Blond hair.
Jan Murree: required to wear heels and blond hair.
Jackie: Yvonne met Art - Art came to her several times; asking, he wanted to by the 
house
Jan Murree: Yah he [Art] loved that house
Jackie: Yvonne believed he had done some of fountains; bonsai, gardens 
Jan Murree: I had a stag horn from the original Staghorn, it was huge.
Art was a dancer a decorator, whatever he wanted to be. We don’t know if he’s still alive.

Upstairs in the factory (Mezzanine) guys doing some of the drawings. I didn’t know them 
by name, I just called them The Boys.
Kelly: Van Luit may have been known for being welcoming to any minority 
Jan Murree: Al had no prejudices, color, age, sex, as long as you were an artist 
[Pete Costas: and showed up]
Jan Murree: Art loved his kids and his grandkids; Art was bisexual; about same age as
Al
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Roy: Joan McCormick
Elaine: Yvonne here since the 80’s
Cheryll: Letter said 31 years
Jan Murree: He danced and toured with Lena Horn’s troup; taught ballroom dancing in 
Hollywood. He was a great dancer, all you had to do was hang on.
Art b. 1922 d. March 2005 after Al died he [Art] moved into the house.
Al liked being surrounded by younger people because he thought young 
Cheryll: Al ill?
Jan Murree: I don’t know,
Roy: I don’t think he was
Jan Murree: Art wasn’t ill. Art rented the house after Al died.
Roy: Art would come over and talk to Joan a lot and said he was living in the 
neighborhood
Jan Murree: Maureen, the fat one, skinny daughter and son always getting into trouble, 
bailing him out.
No Dorothy didn’t go to the parties. Joan? No I don’t know anyone in the neighbor who 
went to Al’s parties.
Jan Murree: The Chatos (Japanese couple) Yvonne’s neighbor the Katamatsu’s 
Holly Hill, deed?
Jan Murree: Gloria Mendez, the [Art’s] wife. She was here when the kids having a 
birthday, she wasn’t fond of me b/c we’d go dancing. She knew about Al. Everyone knew 
Art was bisexual. It wasn’t a secret.
Jackie: Where did they live:
Jan: Art would pick me up at the house (says she doesn’t know where they lived). Great 
taste in clothes
Elaine: Don Mangel, his parents
Jan Murree: I dated Don Mangel what would you like to know. They weren’t involved 
with Art; they were strictly horse people, nothing to do with Art. I had my horse at 
Mangels. Donny’s father was an ex-wrestler.

[further discussion of Don Mangel, horse world, wallpaper museum ideas, Mendez 
family relatives]

Jan Murree: Walt Disney and Ralph Van H very good friends - Ralph did half the design 
of Disneyland b/c Walt didn’t have too much money. You know the castle’s big torches 
on the side, well he went down to commercial laundry and got plastic Clorox type jugs, 
cut the bottom out and that’s how they made the torches. I know all the things underneath 
because Ralph took me

Designers were on the 2nd floor mezzanine because the light came in so they could see to
draw. The back light and sides
You didn’t need the light to print blue, but gold
Elaine: the paint vats; lead paint. when taking the contamination out truck set on fire.

[Further discussion of Saddle & Sirloin, Dorothy Hom, and Chevy Chase neighbors].
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Jan Murree: Neighbor, Dorothy Hom (Chinese), wrote a book on her family -- Peacock 
Alley. When her grandmother moved down from San Francisco, came to Chinatown in 
downtown LA. Peacock mail. Her grandmother was the Opium queen of downtown 
Chinatown, tunnels under Chinatown, hidden in the tunnels, and in the kitty litter. 
Dorothy had a restaurant. She wrote each night, long hand.
She asked me to edit it. Dorothy’s niece Doris typed it up, and I [Jan] did 3 edits (over 
1,000 pages). Finished it and gave it to Dorothy’s son, and he got designs on it. 
Dorothy moved her house from Beverly Hills to Chevy Chase.

Frank family owned Lowry’s chain, TamOshanter - Jan rode with the women.

Model home from the 50’s, won at Pan Pacific horse races $1, and carted over to Chevy 
Chase, and now Roy lives in it (he inherited it). He got it after renting a room from the 
English woman who owned it, Joan McCormack (she was about the 3rd owner).
Pete calls it a lucky house.

2. Telephone Interview of Jan Murree
January 19, 2016
Interview conducted over the telephone by Cheryll Roberts

Cheryll: Do you remember Carol’s partner’s name?
Jan Murree: Carol and her partner Gina/Jenna (sp?) met at the Van Luit factory, and then 
became roommates, and later became a couple. They started out as printers, then became 
designers.
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4014 Chevy Chase Dr.
P.O.. Box 39556 

Los Angeles, CA 90039

November 17, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Room 620, Los Angeles City Hall 
200 No. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: KVan Luit Complex k Proposed Historic Nomination

Mr. Barron:

I herby offer my support for the HistoricKCultural Monument nomination for the Van 
Luit complex. I have been privy to Mr. Van Luit's properties since 1964 when I moved 
into one of his rental houses adjacent to the parking lot & bridle trail behind his house 
on Edenhurst.

I was boarding my horse at 4000 Verdant Street (the only place in Los Angeles which 
allows horse keeping). I was looking to relocate my home into the area and when I 
mentioned it to my riding partner (Ralph Van Hoorbeke {of the LA Blue Book, & 
motion picture scenic designer fame}), he said his friend Albert Van Luit had a couple 
of houses for rent and he would approach him. Al was very gracious and I soon 
moved into the smaller of the two houses located south of the factory car parking lot. I 
was redecorating it in a western motif and Al gave me one of his most interesting 
scenic* wallpapers - a cattle drive passing underneath oil wells. This covered one 
complete wall of my living room.
This began my love affair with Atwater and my friendship with Albert Van Luit. My 
friend Ralph had been a close personal friend since WWII and still enjoyed visits with 
him at home and the factory. That's how I was invited to go to the factory and witness 
the integral silk screening process Al did on all his wallpapers. What a sight Two 
people (Al also hired women - ahead of his time), one on each side of the table who 
took the long paint brush and walked the length of the table where the paper was laid 
out. Then they returned to do the next portion. That's what made his papers so special



He also had many designs to fit any decorator's needs. Although' he loved the 
simplicity of the Asian culture (as evidenced in is personal home built with minimalist 
lines & garden reflecting oriental design) his wallpaper designs went from Baroque to 
modern. Until his death, I enjoyed visiting him and enjoying use of this pool in the 
summer. He was a very special person.

It would be a shame if we lost this important piece of our neighborhood history and I 
fully support this complex for historic nomination. It is hoped that someone would 
make this property a museum for wallpaper (so other upcoming artists could enjoy) 
since I cannot find any reference to a such a museum other than in Paris.

Regards,

Jan Murree

*Just one of the many scenics Van Luit was known for
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I Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
by Google

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Dan Pinnella <danp123@me.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tue, Jan 19, 2016 at 2:20 PM

Daniel Pinnella 
Matter Music 
Nu-Camouflage 
10733 Chandler Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91601 
danp123@me.com

January 19, 2016

Dear Sir:

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. My 
name is Daniel Pinnella and I was a wallpaper designer and manufacturer for approximately ten years. From 
1998 to 2007 I had my own wallpaper design and manufacturing company, Nu-Camouflage. My wallpaper was 
distributed by Stark Carpet and Old World Weavers (now Stark). Before that, I was a contractor and designer.

My family has also been manufacturing, designing and contracting wallpaper for about eight decades on the East 
Coast (Pinnella, Inc.) - where the use of and industrial production of wallpaper is considerably larger. My brother 
is a consultant and expert for Stark Carpet and Old World Weavers (now Stark), with 50 showrooms around the 
world. He is also a contractor and installs wallpaper for celebrities and politicians including the Oval Office at the 
White House, Mayor Bloomberg, Billy Joel, and Calvin Klein.

At Nu-Camouflage, part of the way that I designed wallpaper was textural, to have a 3-D effect. I wanted 
customers to be able to see a dimension beyond the surface of the first layer of the paper; to be able to look into 
it, the way you can on an old piece of wood. So, when you saw my wallpaper from the side-view, it looked more 
opaque; but when you stood in front the colors would come out. To achieve one of my most innovative and 
popular styles, I used a metallic substraight, and then I would weave by hand and with brushes semi-transparent 
ink to create the illusion of woven fabric over gold. It looked like golden wool. The Wynn Hotel features my 
wallpaper, as does the Montage Hotel in Hollywood. I also created wallpaper for many celebrities. I had to have 
really good lighting for my process. I used 15-foot loft-style skylights in my studio to achieve the type of lighting I 
needed.

Natural light would have also been crucial to Van Luit to achieve such a high standard in his era. It's really 
important to have a good color matching by eye. In manufacturing wallpaper, you have different lot runs, and you 
can't mix up the lots, because there is a different color mixture in each lot. And, it is difficult to install paper from 2 
different lots next to each other. To get the best color match, Van Luit's factory needed daylight.

In my opinion, as an expert in the field of handmade wallpaper, the uniqueness and groundbreaking work of Albert 
Van Luit is reason enough to designate his factory and show room as a Historic-Cultural Monument for the City of 
Los Angeles. Van Luit is synonymous with excellence and sophistication in the world of design and color. His silk
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screening and finished product rivals the finest manufacturers from Europe.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument 
in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Daniel Pinnella
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SHAFFNER! STEWART

PRODUCTION DESIGN
TEL [ 323 ] 650 • 6939 FAX [ 323 ] 650 • 4807
9080 WONDERLAND PARK AVENUE LOS ANGELES CA 90046

January 18,2016

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sent via email:
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org,
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron,

I write this letter in support of the Historic Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.

As a youth in Missoula, Montana in 1972 I was working for my high school drama teacher’s 
husband, Ron Johnson, who owned and operated a design center/ showroom on Higgins 
Avenue and he just loved Van Luit wall-covering. Ron was an aficionado of Van Luit. Van 
Luit designers experimented with advanced techniques, with multiple veneers of colors and 
tone. Because he often went to LA for the LA Market, he became friends with the person 
who ran the Van Luit company at the time.

I remember making a delivery to a doctor’s wife in Kalispell who wanted to redo her dining 
room in Van Luit patterns, because if you got Van Luit wallpaper, you knew you were 
getting the best stuff! I could always up-sell wallpaper if it was a Van Luit pattern, but I was 
also busy hanging wallpaper, so I know, that of them all, Van Luit was the easiest to install; it 
was always well printed and of high quality.

After college, as I moved around, I always kept a couple rolls of Van Luit paper thinking that 
someday I would use it. My major break into television started when I began working for Ed 
Stephenson, Production Designer of many shows including the GOLDEN GIRLS who also 
happened to love Van Luit wallpaper! He would say, “We need to do wallpaper for this set,”
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JOHN j JOE
SHAFFNER! STEWART

PRODUCTION DESIGN
TEL [ 323 ] 650 • 6939 FAX [ 323 ] 650 • 4807
9080 WONDERLAND PARK AVENUE LOS ANGELES CA 90046

and out would come the Van Luit books. He told me, “There is no other wallpaper where 
the values are not in such a high contrast, so you can use these on television.”

As time went on and I started doing more interiors for sitcoms such a FRIENDS, TWO 
AND HALF MEN, THE BIG BANG THEORY and more I discovered just exactly what 
Ed was talking about after looking through hundreds of books - Van Luit patterns were the 
only wallpaper that you could really count on that would not have too heavy a contrast, so it 
was very shootable. I would always use it on ballrooms, weddings, and grand rooms of any 
kind. I still dig around through the books from Aztek, and sure enough, I’ll pick up a book 
and look on the back and realize, it’s an old Van Luit pattern! Aaron Kirsh, (of Aztek 
Wallcoverings), knows I have a soft spot for Van Luit paper because hanging it on walls put 
me through college.

In the television industry Van Luit wall coverings were the go-to source. Wall treatments can 
be tricky on TV; too much contrast on camera will ruin a set design. With the contrast 
problem resolved coupled with a plethora of fabulous designs, Van Luit wallpaper has always 
been the best. Because Albert Van Luit and his company created an extraordinary product 
conducive to television over several decades, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument for the City of Los Angeles.

Yours truly,

John Shaffner 
Production Designer 
john@shaffnerstewart.com 
http://www. shaffnerstewart.com/bio.html
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The activity which is the subject of this historic context statement has been 
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of Interior, through the California Office of Historic Preservation. However, the 
contents and opinions do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the 
Department of the Interior or the California Office of Historic Preservation, nor 
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or recommendation by the Department of the Interior or the California Office of 
Historic Preservation.

This program receives Federal financial assistance for identification and 
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Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Age of Discrimination Act 
of 1975 as amended, the Department of the Interior prohibits discrimination on 
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programs. If you believe you have been discriminated against in any program, 
activity, or facility as described above, or if you desire further information, please 
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National Park Service 
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Washington D.C. 20240
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Introduction
Purpose and Scope

The lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) historic context is a component of 
SurveyLA’s citywide historic context statement and was partially funded with a grant 
from the California Office of Historic Preservation. This context provides guidance to 
SurveyLA field surveyors in identifying and evaluating potential historic resources relating 
to Los Angeles’ rich LGBT history. The context provides a broad historical overview on 
the growth of gay and lesbian identities, communities, and politics in Los Angeles and 
then focuses on themes and geographic areas associated with extant resources. As the 
narrative reveals, these resources date primarily from the 1930s to the 1970s and are 
largely concentrated in neighborhoods between Downtown and Hollywood such as 
Westlake, Angelino Heights, Echo Park, and Silver Lake. Resources located in adjacent 
cities, such as West Hollywood and Beverly Hills are not included in the scope of this 
context because they are separate jurisdictions. While focusing on historical themes 
associated with political, social, and cultural institutions, the context also identifies 
individuals and organizations that played significant roles in LGBT history throughout Los 
Angeles.

Los Angeles has led the nation in cultivating a politicized gay consciousness and 
building gay institutions. The city’s prominent role in creating the modern gay political 
movement, however, has been overshadowed by the symbolic power of New York’s 
Stonewall riots in 1969 as well as San Francisco’s reputation as the country’s preeminent 
gay city.

Historic resources associated with the LGBT community are the product, at their core, of 
the dynamic, conflicting, and intersecting perspectives of personal identity, public 
attitudes about human sexuality, behavioral science theories concerning sex and 
gender, and the resulting distillation of that discourse as public policy acted upon by 
agents of local and state government, such as the police. During the 20th century, Los 
Angeles, along with San Francisco and New York City, were the key locations where 
sexual identity became the basis for efforts within the political and cultural spheres to 
gain recognition and acceptance of sexual and gender minorities as full members of 
American society. LGBT historic resources in Los Angeles include sites, buildings, 
structures, and districts in diverse locations throughout the city that:

are significant places of social interaction (e.g., city parks, bars, and nightclubs);

are significant sites of political action and reaction (e.g., bars, cafes, and parade 
routes);

are associated with LGBT persons or key LGBT supportive persons who were 
significant in the political, cultural, and social history of Los Angeles (e.g., 
residences, offices, and studios);
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are associated with significant LGBT businesses (e.g., such as magazine 
publishers, bookstores, and retail shops);

are associated with pioneering institutions and organizations developed as direct 
products of the early gay liberation movement to address the particular 
educational, cultural, health, or spiritual needs of LGBT persons (e.g., offices, 
churches, synagogues, and health facilities).

SurveyLA’s citywide historic context statement covers the period from about 1850 to 
1980. Each theme therein may cover a shorter period of time depending on the topic 
and associated resources. The 1980s were, of course, a transformational period in LGBT 
history because of the AIDS pandemic. The era of sexual freedom came to an end and 
a generation of gay and bisexual men in the prime of their lives was wiped out. The 
response to this crisis in Los Angeles was, however, an outpouring of generosity and 
activism from both inside and outside the LGBT community. By the end of the 20th 
century, the agenda of the gay liberation movement had changed from seeking 
tolerance to demanding acceptance, and issues changed from equality in the 
workplace to equality in more personal matters such as marriage. While this important 
period in LGBT history in Los Angeles will not be covered at this time, it is recommended 
that future updates of the citywide context statement include LGBT themes relating to 
the more recent past.

Terms and Definitions

It should be noted here that the LGBT community is diverse, and segments within the 
community have been known by a variety of names. What does it mean to call oneself 
homosexual? gay? lesbian? queer? Where did these and other words come from and 
how have they changed over time?

The term “homosexuality” is derived from the Greek and Latin words for “same” and 
“sex.” Thus, it was used historically (particularly in religious, medical, and legal texts) to 
describe romantic attraction, sexual attraction, or sexual behavior between members 
of the same sex. Thus, the word homosexual was applied to both men and women. We 
have avoided using the word homosexual as a noun in this context, because it sounds 
very clinical and is frequently used to denigrate LGBT persons, couples, and 
relationships.

During the 1930s, men who were attracted to men or in same-sex relationships began 
calling each other “gay,” although the term did not really catch on until the 1950s. 
Although homosexual women were referred to as lesbians by this time, gay was also 
used as an umbrella term that included homosexual men, lesbians, bisexuals, and 
transgenders. Thus, we have taken the liberty to sometimes use the word “gay” as an 
umbrella term for men and women.

The term “homophile” is an alternative word for homosexual or gay that was used 
briefly in the middle of the 20th century. It was preferred by early LGBT organizations and 
individuals because it is derived from the Greek word for “love” rather than “sex.” In
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recent years it has been adopted by anti-gay groups, so we have only used the word 
when it is included in titles and direct quotes.

“Transgender” is also an umbrella term used to describe a broad range of people who 
express and/or experience gender differently from societal norms. It includes people 
who are transsexual, cross-dressers or otherwise gender nonconforming. We recognize 
that not all transgender people will or have undergone gender transition. We use both 
the chosen and given names of transgender persons in this context.

“Queer” is a term with multiple meanings. It is sometimes used as a sexual orientation 
label instead of bisexual and sometimes used to describe sexually transgressive 
explorers. For decades queer was used as a derogatory adjective for gays and 
lesbians, but in the 1980s gay and lesbian activists began to use it to self-identify. Like 
many reclaimed words, they are considered acceptable when used by a member of 
the group, but not by outsiders. Therefore, the term “queer” is not used here except in 
the discussion of the visual arts, because “queer art” is a term that has been adopted 
by artists who challenge sexual and gender norms in their work.

Throughout this historic context statement the term “LGBT” is used to broadly describe 
the entire community of “un-straight” people.

Existing Scholarship, Archives, and Outreach

Research on the history of the LGBT community was largely restrained by fear and 
intolerance within academia until the 1970s. The publication of several seminal works on 
gay history signaled a new era of critical thinking about sexual and gender identity. 
Many of the early histories focused on establishing the sexual orientation of historical 
figures such Alexander the Great, Walt Whitman, and Frieda Kahlo, to name a few. In a 
society that offered only negative images of LGBT persons, these biographies of 
respected historical figures provided the community with much needed heroes. 
Subsequent histories focused on homosexual repression and resistance, and 
documented early gay civil rights organizations. The histories of gay men have generally 
placed emphasis on sexuality, while the histories of lesbians have stressed the 
importance of romantic friendship.

Several books on LGBT history in the United States were used as background information 
for this context to provide a frame of reference for the events and trends that took 
place in Los Angeles. These included Gay American History (1976) by Jonathan Katz, 
Out of the Past: Gay and Lesbian History from 1869 to the Present (1995) by Neil Miller, 
The Gay Metropolis (1997) by Charles Kaiser, and A Queer History of the United States 
(2011) by Michael Bronski. Other books that were helpful focused on particular periods 
of history, they included Coming Out Under Fire: The History of Gay Men and Women in 
World War Two (1991) by Allan Berube and Masked Voices: Gay Men and Lesbians in 
Cold War America (2012) by Craig M. Loftin.

The history of LGBT persons in the entertainment industry is especially relevant to Los 
Angeles, and there are a number of books on the topic. However, we found many to
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be sensationalistic and anecdotal. We found Behind the Screen: How Gays and 
Lesbians Shaped Hollywood, 1910-1969 (2002) by William Mann to be well researched 
and refreshing in that it includes individuals behind as well as those in front of the 
camera.

Recent scholarship specifically on the LGBT history of Los Angeles that was critical to this 
context included Mapping Gay L.A. (2001) by Moira Kenney, Gay L.A.: A History of 
Sexual Outlaws, Power Politics, and Lipstick Lesbians (2006) by Lillian Faderman and 
Stuart Timmons, and Bohemian Los Angeles and the Making of Modern Politics (2007) by 
Daniel Hurewitz.

The three archives below have collections focused on LGBT history. These archives were 
used to fill information gaps in the secondary source material mentioned above and 
included in the bibliography.

• June L. Mazer Lesbian Archives in West Hollywood
• Vern and Bonnie Bullough Collection of Sex and Gender at the Oviatt Library
• ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives in Los Angeles

The community was invited to participate in the project through MyHistoricLA.com, an 
online forum. MyHistoricLA.com was designed to engage the public in SurveyLA by 
providing a framework for community members and groups to share information with 
survey professionals. Information submitted about properties associated with LGBT 
history was incorporated into the lists of known resources at the end of each theme in 
the context.

Finally, numerous individuals attended a community meeting held in March 2014 and 
provided useful information in the development of this context as well as the 
identification of associated resources. Other individuals, such as the community activist 
Wes Joe, exchanged information with the research team on a regular basis and 
steered the direction of the project. Their participation was very much appreciated and 
enriched the context with details about the community that could not be gathered 
from books or archival materials.
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Historical Overview
At the beginning of the 20th century California was a place at the edge of the world - a 
place where nonconformists could find greater freedom to act upon their core values, 
and where the anonymity afforded by a place with large numbers of transplanted 
people provided the chance to reinvent oneself. While Los Angeles was not yet a major 
American city, between 1890 and 1900 the population exploded from 50,395 to 
102,479. By comparison, San Francisco was the ninth largest city in America, with a 
population of 342,782. However, in 1920 Los Angeles had grown to the tenth largest city 
in the U.S. with a population of 576,775, and San Francisco had fallen to twelfth place 
with a population of 506,676.

The rapid increase in the population during the first few decades of the 20th century 
can be attributed to transportation improvements such as the completion of the 
transcontinental railroad and the development of the Los Angeles Harbor, the opening 
of the Los Angeles Aqueduct which secured a reliable source of water, the discovery of 
oil, and the blossoming of the motion picture industry. Los Angeles attracted thousands 
of single men and women with new employment opportunities in these and other 
industries who lived in apartment hotels and boarding houses in Downtown and nearby 
neighborhoods. The transient nature of these neighborhoods permitted the 
development of L.A.’s gay and lesbian subculture.

A LGBT community clearly existed in Los Angeles prior to 1900. Although little is known 
about this period, historical accounts during the frontier days of Los Angeles reported 
unconventional sexual and gender behavior and used euphemisms such as “peacock” 
and “strong-minded” to describe men and women who were likely gays, lesbians, and 
transgenders.1 The Merced Theater in present-day El Pueblo de Los Angeles State 
Historical Park played host to masked balls for male and female prostitutes and 
became a covert gay lodging house.2 The relative tolerance for such behavior ended 
in 1898 when the City of Los Angeles enacted an anti-masquerading ordinance in 
response to La Fiesta celebrations. La Fiesta was a weeklong celebration, along the 
same lines as Mardi Gras, which culminated in All Fool’s Night. Although the celebration 
was organized by the Los Angeles Merchants Association, it drew the wrath of 
conservative Protestant groups who were trying to change the lawless image of the 
city. Amidst the rowdiness, the behavior Protestants found most disturbing was cross
dressing.3 Thus began a period in which the LGBT community was isolated by low levels 
of public acceptance and sustained efforts by the Los Angeles Police Department 
(LAPD) to discourage nearly all public expressions of nonconforming sexual and gender 
behavior.

1 Of course, derogatory words such as “sissies” and “fairies” were also used, and expressed a special 
disdain that heterosexual men had for homosexual behavior.
2 Lillian Faderman and Stuart Timmons, Gay L.A. A History of Sexual Outlaws, Power Politics, and Lipstick 
Lesbians (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2006), 28; No Author, “Precautions to Prevent 
Rowdyism on All Fool’s Night,” Los Angeles Times, April 10, 1897, 14; No Author, “Earned Their Pay: Busiest 
Session of the City Council For Months,” Los Angeles Times, April 5, 1898, 10.
3 Faderman and Timmons, 14-17.
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During the early part of the 20th century, much of the LGBT subculture was centered 
around Main Street, a working class entertainment and vice district. Here, several bars, 
dance halls, and theaters catered to gays and lesbians and featured male and female 
impersonation acts. As the connection between theatrical impersonation and sexual 
behavior had not yet been made by American audiences, the anti-masquerading 
ordinance was not enforced against entertainers. Indeed, male and female 
impersonators were popular throughout the country during the period and were 
described in the mainstream press as wholesome family entertainment.

The amazing and mysterious life of Julian 
Eltinge, the renowned female impersonator 
of his day, is told in Bohemian Los Angeles 
by Daniel Hurewitz. Eltinge began 
performing in female attire as a child and 
first appeared on Broadway in 1904.
Hurewitz explains that the seriousness of his 
act differentiated it from his contemporaries 
as well as the post-World War II “drag 
queens” that were mocking the ideals of 
womanhood.4 Eltinge performed 
throughout Europe and the U.S. on 
vaudeville circuits. In 1917, he moved to Los 
Angeles to act in motion pictures and built a 
house for himself in Silver Lake.5 6 Off stage, 
Eltinge maintained an exceptionally 
masculine profile to combat rumors about 
his sexual orientation.
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The City’s anti-masquerading ordinance 
was fortified by state laws that further 
criminalized facets of homosexual conduct. 
Enacted in 1915, California State Penal 
Code 288a made oral sex a felony.
Sodomy had been a felony in California 
since 1850. It was difficult to capture 
individuals in the act; however, as it was 
typically performed in private between 
consenting adults. Improvements in 
personal hygiene and the invention of the
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Figure 1: Julian Eltinge was the nation’s most 
popular female impersonator at the beginning 
of the 20th century. The Fascinating Widow was 
a musical that was written for him. Source: 
http://www.thejulianeltingeproject.com/bio.ht
ml

4 Daniel Hurewitz, Bohemian Los Angeles and the Making of Modern Politics (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2007), 27.
5 The anti-masquerading law was eventually applied to entertainers such as Eltinge. His obituary stated that 
eight months before he died “the Police Commission ruled that his act at a film city nightclub was 
controversial to one of its rules prohibiting female impersonators.” No Author, “Eltinge, Famed Female 
Impersonator, Passes,” Los Angeles Times, March 8, 1941, 1 A.
6 The law was enacted as a direct result of the arrest of 31 men in Long Beach in 1914.
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zipper helped to popularize oral sex at the beginning of the century. Pershing Square 
and Westlake Park became sites where working class gay/bisexual men could go to at 
certain times of the day or night to find one another and engage in quickie sex. 7

Turkish baths were another venue used by gay/bisexual men to identify and find one 
another. One of the earliest bathhouses was the Palace Turkish Baths, which opened in 
1906. It originally operated as a straight venue, offering massages and Turkish bath 
facilities, but gradually evolved into a clandestine gay bathhouse.7 8 This risky behavior 
challenged traditional ideas about privacy that made moral crusaders very 
uncomfortable. While the laws against sodomy and oral sex did not address the sexual 
orientation of the participants, they were used to entrap, arrest, and prosecute 
gay/bisexual men. As a consequence, bars, nightclubs, parks, and bathhouses were 
under constant surveillance by the LAPD Vice Squad.

The lesbian presence in the city was 
less visible during the early part of 
the 20th century, in part because 
many working class lesbians 
“passed” as men in order to gain 
access to better paying jobs.9 
Lesbians were also not prone to 
being entrapped by the police in 
places like Pershing Square or 
Westlake Park because female- 
female sex acts were rarely carried 
out in public places that were under 
surveillance. Cohabitating women 
were also not viewed with the same 
suspicion as their male counterparts. 
Thus, they had more opportunities to 
have sex and to develop 
relationships in private. Indeed, one 

of the main reasons men resorted to having sex in public and semi-public places was 
out of fear that their landlords or neighbors would learn their true identities. Such 
exposure could ruin careers and lives.
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Figure 2: A mix of heterosexual, homosexual, and 
bisexual men mingling in the relatively tolerant social 
space in Pershing Square. Source: Los Angeles Public 
Library Photo Collection.

The independent spirit that drew people to Los Angeles at the end of the 19th century 
was also a factor in why the city became the center of the American entertainment 
industry during the early part of the 20th century. Gays, lesbians, and bisexuals played a 
central role in shaping the motion picture industry in front of and behind the camera. 
Filmmakers found the Southern California climate attractive because it allowed them to 
film outside in a wide variety of locations and settings. Initiated in cramped facilities in

7 Faderman and Timmons, 30.
8 Constructed in 1906, the building still stands at 128-32 E. Fourth Street and operates as the KLYT Baths.
9 The book Lavender Los Angeles (22-23) mentions women who dressed in male attire among their friends, 
as well as examples of transgender men, women who lived their lives as men.
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Edendale (on the border of present-day Echo Park and Silver Lake) and Hollywood, 
filmmaking quickly spread to the west where land was still undeveloped and plentiful. 
By 1911, Edendale was the center of the motion picture industry on the West Coast. 
While Edendale and Hollywood functioned as the major production centers for the 
industry, several studios were located in West Los Angeles and the San Fernando 
Valley. 10

Actors, writers, and designers began moving to Los Angeles during the 1920s to practice 
their crafts in this new medium. Many of these creative types came from vaudeville 
circuits and legitimate theaters in New York and Europe with looser sexual strictures than 
Los Angeles, which still had small town values.11 They brought with them a bohemian 
lifestyle that instead valued nonconformity and adventure in all aspects of life including 
sex.12 Gays, lesbians, and bisexuals enjoyed tremendous freedom and influence in the 
entertainment industry - with certain obvious limitations. For example, Dorothy Arzner, 
Alla Nazimova, George Cukor, and James Whale led relatively open lives in Hollywood 
among their peers, but their sexual orientation remained hidden from the American 
public. In the case of actresses such as Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo, and Katherine 
Hepburn, their gender ambiguity added to their appeal. But male film stars had to be 
much more guarded with their sexual identities and relationships. Nevertheless, the LGBT 
community blossomed in late 1920s and early 1930s Los Angeles, and Hollywood in 
particular, as the population of the region soared.

While private parties and personal networks were the foundation of the LGBT 
subculture, bars and nightclubs functioned as important places for social interaction. 
Despite the fact Prohibition was enacted in 1919, making the sale of alcohol illegal, the 
nightlife in Los Angeles was very active and an underground speakeasy culture 
emerged where people with different sexual orientations mixed. Places like B.B.B.’s 
Cellar and Jimmy’s Backyard featured female impersonators. Indeed the drag scene 
was so successful that many New York performers came to Los Angeles after that city 
cracked down on drag shows.13 Gender bending performances were also popular in 
vaudeville theaters and jazz clubs beyond Hollywood. Club Alabam on Central 
Avenue, which was a venue for jazz music, hosted an annual drag ball that attracted a 
multiracial crowd.

The more public homosexuals became, however, the more they were believed to 
threaten the American way of life. Homosexuality became associated with the 
hedonism of the Roaring Twenties that many believed had plunged the country into the 
Depression. The repeal of Prohibition in 1933 legalized the sale of alcohol, but was 
ironically accompanied by a decline in the city’s nightlife. By this time, government 
officials began to view the popularity of impersonator revues in speakeasies as an

10 Historic Context Statement: The Southeast San Fernando Valley Sub-regional Planning Area of the City of 
Los Angeles.” Prepared by Historic Resources Group for the Los Angeles Conservancy. Revised September 
14, 1990.
11 Hurewtiz, 118-121.
12 Faderman and Timmons, 39-40.
13 Roots of Equality, Lavender Los Angeles (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2011), 35.
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indication of the growing immorality of the city, which was being brought about by the 
increased visibility of LGBT persons. At the beginning of the decade, raids on bars and 
nightclubs typically involved liquor law violations. By the middle of the decade, these 
arrests gave way to charges of masquerading and indecency. In addition to the 
increase in the number of arrests, there was an increase in the severity of penalties. In 
1930, someone convicted of masquerading might be charged a fine or sentenced to 
ten days in jail; in 1933, they would be sentenced to six months in jail, the maximum 
penalty under the law. Despite the fact that bars and nightclubs were raided 
frequently, most continued to operate.14 15 Others moved to West Hollywood, which was 
an unincorporated area of Los Angeles County at the time. Business owners found that 
the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department was less vigilant in the enforcement of 
anti-gay laws.

The backlash against homosexuality reached new heights in 1937. Sensational reports 
about sex crimes in newspapers such as the Los Angeles Examiner created a public 
panic. The owner of Clifton’s Cafeteria, Clifford Clinton led the campaign to rid the city 
of vice and corruption. His campaign included recalling Mayor Frank Shaw for alleged 
misconduct. Shaw attempted to deflect the unwanted attention on his administration 
by forming the Sex Bureau to control sexual degenerates. The crime statistics were, of 
course, inflated by the intensified policing of the LGBT community earlier in the decade. 
Since all homosexual acts were against the law and most were classified as sex crimes, 
homosexuals were lumped together with rapists and child molesters. Much of the 
reporting about sex crimes reinforced the false notion that homosexuals were child 
molesters. Men with the economic means to hire an attorney were able to plea bargain 
for a lesser charge in hopes of paying a fine. However, those who lacked educational 
or financial resources could be convicted of felonies and sentenced to lengthy terms in 
jail. These disparities created class tensions within the gay subculture of Los Angeles. 15

World War II facilitated the abandonment of traditional gender and sex roles and 
inadvertently brought gay and lesbian people together. The war created 
unprecedented economic opportunities for women on the home front and, to some 
extent, service in the military. While women were not able to enlist, they were able to 
volunteer in the Women’s Army Corps (WAC) or Navy Women Accepted for Volunteer 
Emergency Services (WAVES). Men as well as women were thrown into same-sex 
settings for extended periods of time. With the absence of male companions on the 
home front, women formed close, and sometimes sexual, relationships with one 
another. Servicemen likewise had new opportunities for gay experiences away from 
their families.

The various branches of the U.S. Armed Forces consistently held that LGBT persons were 
unfit for military service. Historically, personnel caught engaging in homosexual activity 
were court martialed and dishonorably discharged. The mass mobilization for World 
War II and the unprecedented sexual activity among servicemen made it impractical 
to convene military courts. Besides, the Armed Forces needed able-bodied men and

14 Hurewitz, 121-122.
15 Hurewitz, 122-135.
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women to win the war. Thus, gays and lesbians were generally tolerated. However, 
when they were caught having sex they were hospitalized and discharged under 
Regulation 615-360, Section 8, which applied to the mentally ill. Discharges for 
homosexuality were often printed on blue paper and were sometimes called “blue 
discharges.” Blue discharges were disqualified from the benefits of the G.I. Bill and 
could be prevented from civilian employment. Many of those who were discharged 
could not return home because they would be rejected by their families, so they settled 
in port cities such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York. Thus World War II 
fostered the development of permanent LGBT communities in urban areas such as Los 
Angeles. 16

The lesbian community that formed in North Hollywood during this period illustrates the 
importance of World War II to the LGBT community. The airports in Van Nuys, Glendale, 
and Burbank made the San Fernando Valley the logical location for wartime industries. 
Lockheed and Vega Aircraft constructed facilities in Burbank, a neighboring city, which 
required thousands of employees. Women filled the vacancies in this workforce that 
were left by men joining the Armed Forces. The relatively high wages of defense 
industries jobs meant that single women could afford to rent their own apartments for 
the first time. As more women were drawn to the East San Fernando Valley during the 
1950s and early 1960s, the social life of these residents came to be reflected in the 
area’s built environment in the form of restaurants, nightclubs, and bars catering to 
lesbians, as well as through more ephemeral associations with area parks due to a 
preponderance of women's softball teams.

After the war, however, the country reaffirmed and protected traditional gender roles 
and severely stigmatized deviance from heterosexuality. Women who filled labor 
shortages in defense industries during the war were told to return to household work 
because the jobs they had been performing belonged to returning veterans. Many 
attracted to the same sex retreated to what soon came to be known as the closet.
With World War II over, the Cold War began almost immediately as the Soviet Union 
gained power in Central and Eastern Europe. Conservative politicians like Senator 
Joseph McCarthy fueled American’s anxieties about communism. The House Un- 
American Activities Committee (HUAC) was the most prominent and active 
government committee involved in anti-communist investigations. HUAC was notorious 
for its investigation of the motion picture industry in 1947. HUAC also targeted gays and 
lesbians because they were believed to be susceptible to blackmail by Soviet agents 
because they were mentally unstable. Rooting out communism became comingled 
with forcing homosexuals out of the closet and into the open where they were treated 
like sexual perverts and criminals. In 1953, President Dwight Eisenhower signed Executive 
Order 10450, banning homosexuals from working for the federal government or any of 
its private contractors. The order listed homosexuals as security risks, along with 
alcoholics and neurotics. 16

16 For more information on this subject see Coming Out Under Fire: The History of Gay Men and Women in 
World War II by Allan Berube.
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In Los Angeles this effort to ferret out homosexuals was led by the Chief of Police,
William Parker. Appointed in 1950, Parker did not invent police tactics to entrap gay 
and bisexual men, but he did much to regularize and institutionalize them. The Vice 
Squad, which had been dismantled in 1939, was reinstituted and renamed 
“Administrative Vice.”17 The unit reported directly to Parker and productivity was 
measured by the number of prostitutes and homosexuals arrested. Historians Lillian 
Faderman and Stuart Timmons documented a dramatic increase in arrests for so-called 
sex crimes between 1947 and 1950. In 1947 there were 1,656 arrests for “sexual 
perversion” or “lewd and lascivious conduct.” Three years later arrests increased by 
86.5%.18

Ironically the police crackdown on gay and lesbian bars laid the foundation for the 
nation’s gay liberation movement. While the anti-gay hysteria forced many men and 
women deeper into the closet, a few began to fight back. As historian Allan Berube put
it:

The taste of freedom during the war, the magnitude of the postwar crackdown, 
and the example of the growing black civil rights movement caused more and 
more lesbians and gay men to think of themselves as an unjustly persecuted 
minority. They increasingly realized that when they defended their new bars from 
attacks by queer bashers, when lesbians and gay defendants began to plead 
‘not guilty’ in court, and when bar owners challenged the cops and liquor 
control boards, they were actually fighting to establish a public turf of their own, 
defending their right to gather in public places. 19

Los Angeles played a critical role in the gay liberation movement with the work of Harry 
Hay, Edith Eyde, W. Dorr Legg, and others. Harry Hay was an actor and political activist 
who used his charm and organizing skills to help found the Mattachine Society. The 
society sought to gain acceptance through greater communication between 
homosexuals and heterosexuals. The name was based on Medieval French secret 
societies of masked men who, through their anonymity, were empowered to criticize 
ruling monarchs with impunity. The Mattachine Society was originally organized like the 
Communist Party, of which Hay was a member, with cells and oaths of secrecy.

The organization received an unexpected boast in membership with the arrest of one 
of the co-founders Dale Jennings. In February 1952, Jennings was arrested in MacArthur 
Park20 and charged with lewd behavior. Up until this point, men defended themselves 
by denying that they were homosexuals. Jennings admitted to being a homosexual, 
but defended himself by claiming that the police had entrapped him. Jennings

17 History of the Vice Division,” Los Angeles Police Department, accessed March 18, 2014, 
http://www.lapdonline.org/detective bureau/content basic view/1987.
18 Faderman and Timmons, 376.
19 Alan Berube, “Marching to a Different Drummer: Lesbian and Gay GIs in World War II,” in Hidden History: 
Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian Past, edited by Martin B. Duberman, Martha Vicinius, and George 
Chauncy Jr. (New York, NY: New American Library, 1989), 393.

By this time the name of Westlake Park had been changed to MacArthur Park in honor of General 
Douglas MacArthur. However, the neighborhood is still referred to as Westlake.
20

http://www.lapdonline.org/detective_bureau/content_basic_view/1987
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surprising acquittal was heralded as a major victory for gay rights. A dozen Mattachine 
chapters immediately formed, however, the frenetic growth of the organization 
resulted in a change in the leadership.

While the Los Angeles chapter of the Mattachine Society fizzled out after the departure 
of the original founders, it survived elsewhere. In October 1952, a Mattachine chapter in 
West Hollywood formed ONE Incorporated, an educational and advocacy 
organization for gay rights. One Incorporated’s publication ONE, a magazine that 
discussed topics in LGBT history, behavioral science, cultural arts, and civil liberties, was 
unprecedented in the breadth of its national readership. ONE Incorporated readily 
admitted women, and Joan Corbin, Irma Wolf, Stella Rush, Helen Sandoz, and Betty 
Perdue were vital to its early success. ONE and Mattachine in turn provided vital help to 
the Daughters of Bilitis in the launching of their newsletter The Ladder in 1956. The 
Daughters of Bilitis was the counterpart lesbian organization to the Mattachine Society, 
and the organizations worked together on some campaigns and ran lecture-series. Bilitis 
came under attack in the early 1970s for 'siding' with Mattachine and ONE, rather than 
with the new separatist feminists.

Despite the fact that many of the early leaders of the gay liberation movement were 
political radicals, intolerance for transgender people was an underlying theme. Early 
gay and lesbian leaders tended to be white, well educated, and middle class; and 
believed that the path to acceptance was assimilation. Thus, those who were too 
flamboyant in their voice or dress were shunned. It was not until the 1960s that leaders 
embraced the idea of uniting lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and transgenders into a 
community.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s the movement shifted its focus from educating 
mainstream society about sexual and gender identity to cultivating a politicized gay 
consciousness and building gay institutions. A few of the old guard, such as Jim Kepner 
and Don Slater, joined the younger, more militant activists. During this period the level of 
group resistance to police harassment and other forceful displays of homophobia 
began to rise. In 1967, a police raid at the Black Cat, a gay bar in Silver Lake, touched 
off protests that predated by two years the Stonewall riots in New York City. The 1969 
Stonewall riots, in which gays and lesbians fought back against the police for several 
nights, became a symbol for the struggle for gay rights.21

On New Years Eve, the LAPD swarmed the Black Cat, beating and arresting sixteen 
patrons and bartenders for exchanging same-sex kisses. Six of the men arrested that 
night were convicted of lewd conduct for kissing another man, which meant that they 
were registered as sex offenders. A new LGBT organization, PRIDE (Personal Rights in 
Defense and Education) organized protests in front of the Black Cat that lasted for 
several days. Established in 1966, PRIDE set a new tone for gay political groups like the 
Gay Liberation Front and the Radical Fairies. PRIDE led aggressive, in your face,

21 Faderman and Timmons, 155-57.
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demonstrations against the suppression by the LAPD of gay gatherings or same-sex 
meetings in Los Angeles.

The next year, the arrest of two patrons at 
The Patch in Wilmington prompted a 
massive show of resistance. This time instead 
of arresting the men for same-sex kissing, 
they were arrested for same-sex dancing. 
The owner Lee Glaze offered to pay bail for 
those arrested and urged the patrons to 
fight for their rights as citizens. A 
spontaneous civil disobedience action 
began in which patrons that were not 
arrested marched to the LAPD’s Harbor 
Division station to demand the release of 
those arrested. Along the way Glaze 
stopped at a florist and bought bouquets of 
flowers, with the notable exception of 

pansies, and presented them to the officers. This single event morphed over the next 
several months into a series of LGBT community Flower Power marches to the police 
station.22
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Figure 3: Flower Power police harassment 
protest, LAPD Harbor Division. Source: Gay L.A. 
Lillian Faderman and Stuart Timmons. New York: 
Basic Books, 2006.

The growing resistance to police harassment corresponded with the emerging LGBT 
newspaper media, such as The Advocate and The Lesbian Tide. These widely 
circulated LGBT newspapers provided an unprecedented level of information about 
what was happening locally, as well as across the country, that was of interest to LGBT 
persons. The development of LGBT media also greatly expanded social networking 
opportunities beyond what had been possible during preceding decades. In turn, the 
emergence of LGBT media and opportunities to market directly to a more open 
community provided the basis for an explosion of LGBT-owned businesses during the 
period (including real estate firms, accountants, doctors, bookstores, retail shops, 
discotheques, bathhouses, and nightclubs).

In 1969, two important LGBT organizations were founded, the Gay Community Services 
Center (GCSC) and the Los Angeles Chapter of the Gay Liberation Front. The GCSC 
would eventually change its name to the Gay and Lesbian Center. At their core were 
two gay men, Don Kilhefner and Morris Kight. Although the GCSC had a political 
component, its primary mission was providing social services to the LGBT community. 
Incorporated in 1971, the GCSC would become one of the largest LGBT organizations in 
the country. The Gay Liberation Front (GLF) was founded in New York City in direct 
response to the Stonewall riots. The GLF had a broad political platform demanding the 
end to the persecution of LGBT persons, denouncing racism, and attacking traditional 
gender roles. By the end of 1969, chapters were quickly formed in other cities in the U.S., 
such as Los Angeles and San Francisco, as well as London. Although the GLF folded by

22 Faderman and Timmons, 158.
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the middle of the decade, they demonstrated against negative images of LGBT 
persons in print media and on television and organized the first gay pride parade down 
Hollywood Boulevard.

One of the primary goals of LGBT organizations was the repeal of California laws that 
criminalized homosexuality. Many states in the U.S. repealed their sodomy laws in the 
early 1970s when they modernized their penal codes; however, California was an 
exception to the rule. California’s sodomy repeal effort began in 1969 with urging from 
Morris Kight, Reverend Troy Perry, and others. The repeal bill was introduced to the 
California legislature starting in 1969 by Assemblyman Willie Brown, and every year 
afterwards until its passage in 1975. In 1975, the liberal Democratic Senate Majority 
Leader, George Moscone — running for Mayor of San Francisco — twisted many arms 
for its passage. When the Senate deadlocked on a 20-20 vote, Moscone locked the 
chamber doors, until Lieutenant Governor Mervyn Dymally could fly back from Denver 
and cast the tie-breaking vote. Then Governor Jerry Brown signed it into law.23

The gains made by the LGBT community during the 1970s were being made by women 
as well. Lesbians played an important role in the women’s movement, which sought to 
eliminate sexism from the workplace, among other goals. Lesbians involved in the 
GCSC, GLF, and other organizations began to form their own separate organizations 
and revitalize old ones. For example, lesbian feminists including Delia Villarreal and 
Jeanne Cordova reformed the Daughters of Bilitis in 1971. As historians Faderman and 
Timmons explain, “many lesbians were now deciding that they had less in common with 
gay men than with straight women.”24 The Supreme Court decision in Roe vs. Wade 
legalizing abortion strengthened the women’s movement. Feminist and lesbians across 
the county, including Los Angeles, began forming women’s health clinics and claiming 
greater control over their own bodies. The first Feminist Women’s Health Center was 
founded in Los Angeles by a group of women who had been running an abortion 
referral service. This evolved into a clinic and the other clinics throughout the state.

Finally, by the late 1970s, the new visibility of the LGBT community prompted significant 
homophobic backlash in the political arena - a defining example being Proposition 6 - 
the so-called Briggs Initiative of 1978, which sought to purge LGBT persons from 
teaching in the public schools. Ironically, as the LGBT community organized itself in a 
massive way and in coalition with non-gay allies to defeat this legislation, it 
demonstrated a new level of political astuteness and power, both in Los Angeles and 
statewide. The mobilization to successfully defeat Proposition 6 served as a capstone to 
decades of political organizing and public educational efforts on the part of Los 
Angeles’ LGBT community and was a defining event in affirming LGBT identity and in 
demonstrating the power the LGBT community had in shaping its own destiny.

23 History of Sodomy Laws,” Sodomy Laws, accessed March 1,2014, 
http://www.alapn.ora/sodomvlaws/historv/historv.htm.
24 Faderman and Timmons, 182.
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Figure 4: No on Proposition 6 demonstration on Hollywood Boulevard, 1978. Beginning in 1966, many 
LGBT protests took place on Hollywood Boulevard—often beginning at the corner of Las Palmas 
Avenue and McCadden Place—an important LGBT social gathering locus beginning in the 1950s. 
Source: Los Angeles Public Library Photo Collection.

Chronology of Events in Los Angeles LGBT History

The type, location, and period of significance of LGBT historic resources have been 
shaped by trends in local and national history that are unrelated to sexual identity, as 
well as historical events that are particular to Los Angeles and California in 
geographical terms and that are directly related to sexual identity. The major events in 
Los Angeles LGBT history are summarized below:

1898 The City of Los Angeles enacts an anti-masquerading ordinance to 
discourage public displays of cross-dressing.

1915 California State Penal Code 288a is enacted, making oral sex a felony 
rather than a simple misdemeanor. During this period, the LAPD begins a 
campaign of harassment that lasts for decades.

1919 Prohibition is enacted and in effect during a period in which the city’s 
population grew substantially, including its LGBT population.

1922 The anti-masquerading ordinance is amended to expressly prohibit
women from “masquerading” as persons of the opposite sex. Heightened 
police harassment and arbitrary arrests of women result.
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1933 The repeal of Prohibition brings the underground speakeasy culture to an 
end.

1937 Before Mayor Frank Shaw is recalled, he forms the Sex Bureau to control 
sexual degenerates.

1942-1945 World War II and the accompanying mobilization brings thousands of 
formerly isolated LGBT persons together in the military and wartime 
industrial production activities in Los Angeles.

1947 Vice Versa, the first lesbian publication in the U.S., is written and self- 
published by Edythe Eyde (aka Lisa Ben) at RKO Studios in Hollywood.

1948 Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, which disseminated the research of 
Dr. Alfred Kinsey’s Institute for Sex Research, is published in January. The 
widely discussed best seller demonstrates for the first time that 
homosexuality is more prevalent than had been believed previously and 
describes it as being on a continuum of sexual behaviors.

1950 The Mattachine Society, the first sustained American gay rights group, is 
formed in the home of Harry and Anita Hay.

1952 ONE Incorporated is established as the public advocacy and education 
arm of the Mattachine Society.

Dale Jennings is arrested for allegedly soliciting a police officer in a 
bathroom in Westlake Park. His trial draws national attention to the 
Mattachine Society, and membership increases dramatically after 
Jennings contests the charges, resulting in a hung jury.

1953 ONE Incorporated begins the publication of ONE Magazine, the first pro
gay publication in the U.S.

Between 1950 and April 1953, several chapters of the Mattachine Society 
were established across California. Representatives from these chapters 
met together for the first time in April 1953 at First Universalist Church to 
create the charter for the organization.

Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, the companion to the earlier book 
on male sexuality, is published in September. The widely read book, which 
challenged widely held presuppositions about female libido, prompts 
even greater controversy than its predecessor.

President Dwight Eisenhower signs Executive Order 10450, banning 
homosexuals from working for the federal government or any of its private

16
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contractors. The order lists homosexuals as security risks, along with 
alcoholics and neurotics.

1954 In October, the U.S. Post Office declares ONE Magazine obscene.

Dr. Elmer Belt becomes one of the first surgeons in the country to perform 
sex-reassignment operations. He ceased operations at the end of 1954 
when a committee of doctors at UCLA decided against the practice; 
however, he restarted quietly a few years later.

1955 The Daughters of Bilitis is founded in San Francisco by four lesbian couples. 
It is the first national lesbian political and social organization in the U.S.

The redevelopment of Bunker Hill results in the wholesale demolition of the 
neighborhood for modern high-rise office buildings and prompts a 
demographic shift of gay men from Downtown to the Westlake, Echo 
Park, and Silver Lake neighborhoods at a time when numerous 
heterosexual households in those neighborhoods were relocating to the 
suburbs.

1956 The ONE Institute of Homophile Studies is founded. In addition to 
organizing classes and annual conferences, it also published the ONE 
Institute Quarterly, a journal dedicated to the academic exploration of 
homosexuality

1957 Dr. Evelyn Hooker’s publication of her groundbreaking research in the 
Journal of Projective Techniques is possibly the earliest published empirical 
study disputing the widespread psychiatric assumption that homosexuality 
is a mental illness. The research for the article was conducted in Los 
Angeles.

1958 In a landmark freedom of the press case, the U.S. Supreme Court reverses 
the lower court rulings against the ONE Incorporated, enabling it to 
continue mailing its magazine through the U.S. postal service. This is the 
first time the U.S. Supreme Court rules on a case involving homosexuality.

The Los Angeles chapter of the Daughters of Bilitis is organized by Stella 
Rush (nee Stan Russell) of ONE Incorporated and Helen Sanders (nee 
Helen Sandoz).

1959 The first known instance in the LGBT community of gender-transgressive 
persons resisting arbitrary police arrest occurs at Cooper’s Donuts in 
Downtown. The customers throw their coffee and food at the arresting 
officers driving them from the shop. This minor but significant rebellion 
transpired ten years prior to the better-known rebellion at the Stonewall
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Inn in New York City and seven years prior to a similar occurrence at 
Compton’s Cafeteria in San Francisco.

1961 Illinois becomes the first U.S. state to remove sodomy from its criminal 
code through the passage of the American Law Institute’s Model Penal 
Code.

Virginia Prince creates the Hose and Heels Club, the nation’s first peer 
support group for male transvestites. Within a year, it had chapters across 
the country.

1966 On May 12, the first gay (car) parade of record occurs on Hollywood 
Boulevard to protest the ban on homosexuals serving in the military. This 
was the first of five LGBT demonstrations (1966-1967) across the nation 
protesting the military ban.

Activist Steve Ginsberg forms the radical LGBT rights group Personal Rights 
in Defense and Education (PRIDE). The organization’s name is believed to 
be the origin of the phrase “gay pride.”

1967 LAPD officers disrupt a New Year’s celebration at the Black Cat Bar in 
Silver Lake and arrest its patrons for exchanging same sex New Year’s Eve 
kisses. The incident sparks what may have been the largest public gay 
rights demonstration to date.

The raid and protests have also been credited with inspiring Richard Mitch 
to publish The Advocate, initially as the newsletter of PRIDE, one of the 
organizations, which sponsored the demonstration at the Black Cat.

1968 First known “gay-in” takes place at Griffith Park. Gay-ins were inspired by 
the sit-ins and teach-ins that occurred during the 1960s, which were 
organized to raise public awareness of a particular issue.

The arrest of two patrons at The Patch in Wilmington prompts a massive 
show of resistance. The single event morphs over the next several months 
into a series of LGBT community Flower Power marches to the police 
station.

The Metropolitan Community Church is formally organized by Rev. Troy 
Perry. It is the earliest continuous religious congregation organized by LGBT 
persons to meet the spiritual needs of the LGBT community, and the 
world's largest LGBT religious denomination.

1969 In July, the Stonewall Rebellion in New York City marks an internationally 
significant turning point in LGBT consciousness, when gender-transgressive 
patrons at the Stonewall Inn, a LGBT bar in Greenwich Village fight the 
police and resist arrest following a routine bar raid.
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Inspired by the Stonewall Rebellion, Morris Kight and others organize the 
Gay Liberation Front in Los Angeles, a radical advocacy organization 
arguing for the immediate and full acceptance of LGBT persons.

The LGBT community plays a key role in the election of Peggy Stevenson 
to the City Council from the 13th District.

1970 The Gay Community Services Center, the first known free “drop-in” health 
clinic/counseling/educational organization in the U.S. opens its doors on 
Wilshire Boulevard.

The first Christopher Street West gay pride parade is held honoring the 
rebellion at the Stonewall Inn in New York the preceding year. Rev. Troy 
Perry, Bob Humphries, and a lesbian on horseback led the parade from its 
starting point at McCadden Place and Hollywood Boulevard.

Unitarian Universalist Association becomes the first mainstream religious 
organization in the U.S. to recognize LGB clergy and laity within its ranks 
and demands an end to discrimination.

1971 The International Psychologists and Psychiatrists conference convenes at 
the Biltmore Hotel with a plan to declare electric shock therapy as the 
official “cure” for homosexuality. The conference was disrupted by 
throngs of activists who begin a dialog with the American Psychiatric 
Association.

The Lesbian Tide, published by the Los Angeles chapter of the Daughters 
of Bilitis, becomes the first magazine to use "lesbian" in its title.

1972 Simone Wallace, Gahan Kelley, and Adele Wallace open the Sisterhood 
Bookstore, a pioneering woman/lesbian business enterprise devoted to 
selling books and periodicals focused upon women/lesbian-related 
subject matter.

1973 Paul Laporte, in a bid to regain his council seat (13th District), and Burt 
Pines, a candidate for City Attorney, visit a series of bars and nightclubs in 
Silver Lake to publicly campaign for LGBT votes.

The American Psychiatric Association declassifies homosexuality as a 
mental disorder.

1974 Ed Edelman publically seeks LGBT support in his campaign for a seat on 
the County Board of Supervisors. Per his campaign promises he hires David 
Glascock as his deputy, the first known openly gay political appointment 
in the nation.
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1975 Homosexuality is legalized in California due to the Consenting Adult Sex
Bill.

A benefit for the Gay Community Services Center at the Mark IV 
Bathhouse is raided. As a result, there are major changes in LAPD policy 
regarding policing the gay community.

1976 The formation of the Municipal Elections Committee Los Angeles (MECLA) 
to promote LGBT supportive candidates for public office marks a 
milestone in shaping electoral politics in Los Angeles. David Mixner, 
attorneys Roberta Bennett and Diane Abbit, and Steve Lachs were key 
organizing members.

Mayor Tom Bradley issues a proclamation officially establishing Gay Pride 
Week in Los Angeles, a dramatic milestone marking an end to the 
discriminatory policies of the City of Los Angeles towards the LGBT 
community.

1978 Greater and greater LGBT visibility during the 1970s prompts a backlash by 
conservatives, including the qualification of Proposition 6 for a statewide 
referendum. Proposition 6, also known as the Briggs Initiative, would have 
required the firing and prohibited the hiring of LGBT public school 
teachers. An unprecedented coalition of LGBT and non-gay organizations 
worked together to defeat the initiative.
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Themes Related to LGBT History in Los Angeles
The following themes relate to extant resources that have important associations with 
LGBT history in Los Angeles. These themes are consistent with the overall content and 
format developed for SurveyLA’s Citywide Historic Context Statement (HCS). The 
narratives here are intended to supplement and complement existing narratives for 
each theme.

Theme 1 - The Gay Liberation Movement (1948-1980)

Theme 2 - LGBT Persons and Their Impact on the Entertainment Industry (1917-1980)

Theme 3 - The Reconciliation of Homosexuality and Religion (1950-1980)

Theme 4 - Gay Bars as Social Institutions (1920-1980)

Theme 5 - Homosexuality: the Mental Illness That Never Was (1948-1980)

Theme 6 - The LGBT Community and the Media (1945-1980)

Theme 7 - Gays and Lesbians in the Los Angeles Literary Scene (1912-1980)

Theme 8 - Queer Art (1945-1980)
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Theme 8 - Queer Art (1945-1980)

LGBT persons have found success in all aspects of the Los Angeles art scene from 
commercial to fine. However, they were not always able to express their sexuality or 
identity in their work. Following World War II, driven in part by nostalgia and in part by 
paranoia, the general need for America to return to “normal” resulted in a very 
conservative political and social climate. Popular media promoted the ideal nuclear 
family, seen in television shows such as Leave it to Beaver and Father Knows Best. 
Officials were on the lookout for communists and “sex perverts.” In this era that so 
valued “sameness,” it was difficult, even risky, to express same-sex attraction, and the 
traditionally liberal art world was no exception. Expressions of nonconforming sexual 
and gender behavior in art prior to the 1960s were mostly restricted to the underground 
or the extremely subtle.163 Los Angeles emerged as an important center for modern art 
in the United States during the 1960s and 1970s when LGBT artists were becoming more 
visible within the art community and when lesbians were seeking autonomy from the 
gay liberation movement. During this period, artistic expressions of homosexuality 
became more acceptable, but were not without controversy.

Commercial Artists

During the 1920s, the rise of a modern consumer culture led to the development of 
whole new fields of commercial art. American corporations hired artists to design and 
produce goods that had previously been made at home and/or by hand, and they 
hired other artists to market their wares. These new fields of fashion, interior, industrial, 
and graphic design, created new opportunities for artists to make a living, and many of 
those artists were LGBT persons. Some LGBT artists, such as Sasha Brastoff, first found 
employment in the entertainment industry as production or costume designers, and 
then left after World War II to form their own businesses when the studio system began 
to crumble.

Brastoff was born Samuel Brostofsky in Cleveland, Ohio in 1918. He trained and danced 
with the Cleveland Ballet as a teenager and attended the Western Reserve School of 
art. Before joining the U.S. Air Force in 1942, he designed Macy’s window displays and 
held an exhibit of his terra cotta sculptures, which he called “whimsies.” During his time 
in the Air Force, Brastoff designed costumes and backdrops for shows and events to 
entertain the troops—often appearing on stage himself in drag as Carmen Miranda. 
Near the end of World War II, Brastoff moved to Los Angeles and got a contract with 
20th Century Fox as both a designer and entertainer. By 1947, he opened his first plant, 
producing hand painted ceramics. He expanded to a factory in 1952, which was 
unfortunately destroyed by a fire. In 1953, he opened a new 35,000 square foot factory 
and showroom and would go on to employ over 100 people. While Brastoff suffered a 
nervous breakdown and left as business began to dwindle, the factory would sell his 
designs up until it closed in 1973. In the meantime, he produced sculptures, jewelry, and 
other decorative arts for other companies and exhibits until 1985 when his health

James M. Saslow, Pictures and Passions: A History of Homosexuality in the Visual Arts (New 
York, NY: Viking, 1999), 243-244.
163
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prevented further artistic pursuits. Brastoff passed away in 1993 from cancer, but the 
designs he produced at his factory are still quite popular and sought-after.

While commercial artists such as Brastoff may have been able to lead openly gay lives, 
their sexual orientation was not necessarily an explicit theme in their work. One of the 
first and few arenas for LGBT artists to express their identities was the gay media. The 
emergence of gay culture in Los Angeles after World War II led to the development of a 
gay media, including newspapers, newsletters, and magazines. These publications 
called for artists to create a positive gay iconography through photographs, drawings, 
and paintings. Subtlety was a critical component of this art; however, as publications 
were bound by censorship laws that deemed homosexual images obscene and 
restricted their sale and distribution.164

ONE Inc. debuted ONE Magazine, America’s first gay 
male journal in 1953. Joan Corbin, working under the 
pseudonym Eve Elloree, was the primary illustrator 
and later art director for ONE Magazine until 1963. 
Corbin’s work was often abstract, but always very 
striking. She believed the visual impact was extremely 
important, as it was often the first impression readers 
had of the magazine.166 Corbin also produced 
graphics for the interior of the magazine, illustrating 
articles and stories and as art director, helped with 
the planning and design of each issue.167 Corbin 
lived with her partner, Irma Wolf (who went by the 
pseudonym Ann Carrl Reid), ONE Magazine’s chief 
editor. After her tenure as art director, Corbin would 
draw and write poetry until her death in 2004.

one
165

s Esexual

168

TWtMTY IIVI CIHT1 Sidney Bronstein was another artist affiliated with ONE 
Magazine. Bronstein was a poet and painter who 
was active in the Los Angeles art scene and gay 
community beginning in the 1950s. He is best known 
for his portraits of servicemen in uniform whom he 
met while cruising in downtown Los Angeles. He also 
kept a detailed record of his encounters with these 

men, which was later used by Dr. Alfred Kinsey as part of his then-controversial studies 
on human sexuality.

Figure 26: ONE Magazine cover, 
December 1956. Source: Masked 
Voices. Craig M. Loftin. Albany, NY: 
State University of New York Press, 
2012.
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164 For more information on the gay media, please see Theme 7.
165 For more information on ONE Magazine, please see Theme 7. Kyle Morgan, “Finding aid to the Joan 
Corbin papers, 1937-2013,” accessed May 12, 2014,
http://www.usc.edu/libraries/findina_aids/records/findina_aid.php?fa=Coll2013.012.

Craig M. Loftin, Masked Voices: Gay Men and Lesbians in Cold War America (Albany, NY: State 
University of New York Press, 2012), 23.

Finding aid to the Joan Corbin papers.”
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167
168 Ibid.

69 For more information in Kinsey, please see Theme 6.
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Bronstein volunteered at ONE Inc. and contributed his 
poetry and paintings to ONE Magazine.170 His work was 
emblematic of many gay artists working during the period 
in its subject matter and tone. Bronstein only touched 
upon homosexuality in scenes with men communing with 
one another. To straight audiences paintings such as 
“Untitled, Athlete Supporting Seven Youths” (1943) and 
“Untitled, Soldiers on Beach” (1951) appeared 
wholesome and playful, but to gay audiences they spoke 
of male love. Bronstein is also a representation of the 
artists that floated back and forth between the 
commercial and fine arts.fwI t\TI M v \m
Photographers

Figure 27: "Untitled Soldiers on 
Beach," Sidney Bronstein, 1951. 
Source: ONE National Gay 
and Lesbian Archives.

While the gay media was focused on writing about 
political and cultural subjects and projecting affirmative 
images of the LGBT community, a market was developing 

for homoerotic material. Professional photographers such as Bob Mizer stepped in to fill 
this demand. Mizer, the publisher of Physique Pictorial, was one of the earliest to 
circulate erotic photographs of muscular men.171 Produced under the guise of a fitness 
magazine, the images really appealed to—and were aimed at—an underground 
market of gay men. Mizer began his career in 1945 taking photographs of bodybuilders 
at Venice Beach. While the photographs would be considered modest by today’s 
standards, they attracted the attention of legal authorities. In 1947, he was convicted of 
contributing to the delinquency of a minor for taking nude photographs of a 17-year 
old model, and spent a year in jail. Although Mizer has been portrayed as solely a 
purveyor of beefcake, an exhibition of his work at the Museum of Contemporary Art in 
2014 highlighted his talent as a photographer and revealed his interest in other themes.

While Mizer’s work in Physique Pictorial was unabashedly erotic, it was always upbeat 
and playful, which was the counter opposite of the artist he so inspired, Robert 
Mapplethorpe.172 Mapplethorpe was one of the most influential photographers of the 
1970s and 80s, producing a large body of work that ranged from stylized portraits 
inspired by classical nudes, to large-scale photographs of flowers, to his unflinching 
photographs documenting the underground homosexual sadomasochistic community 
of New York.173 One of the earliest exhibitions of his work occurred in Los Angeles in 1978 
at the now defunct Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art (LAICA). The exhibition, 
which featured thirteen homoerotic sadomasochistic images that were printed and 
packaged as “X Portfolio,” immediately sparked controversy and raised issues with

170 “Trade Secrets: ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives,” Nottingham Contemporary Museum, 
accessed May 12, 2014, http://www■nottinahamcontemporarv■ora/art/one-national-aav-lesbian-archives■
171 For more information about Mizer, please see Theme 7.
172 Ken Johnson, “Beyond Beefcake in the Work of Gay Pioneer,” New York Times, January 9, 2014, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/10/arts/desian/devotion-excavatina-bob-mizer-at-nyus-80wse.html?_r=0

In Focus: Robert Mapplethorpe,” The J. Paul Getty Museum, accessed May 14, 2014, 
http://www.aetty.edu/art/exhibitions/focus_mapplethorpe/.
173
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LAICA donors. While the controversy in Los Angeles quickly faded, an exhibition of his 
work in 1989 that included photographs from “X Portfolio” resulted in museums and 
curators charged with obscenity.174 175 Although Mapplethorpe is indelibly a New York 
artist, much of his life’s work is in Los Angeles at the J. Paul Getty Museum and Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art.

Artists have also used the medium of 
photography to chronicle LGBT culture 
for themselves as well as for the larger 
society. Anthony Friedkin is a Los Angeles 
native who, at the young age of 19, 
began chronicling gay life in San 
Francisco and Los Angeles in his “The 
Gay Essay” photographic project. 
Between 1969 and 1973, Friedkin 
produced dozens of black and white 
images as part of his essay, which is now 
considered one of the most extensive 
and important historical records of the 
gay community during the period.176 The 
images were first shown in Europe and 

Asia due to the attitude towards the subject matter in the United States at the time, but 
have since been displayed and published worldwide. His work is also found in major art 
collections such as the New York Modern Museum of Art and the J. Paul Getty 
Museum.177 Friedkin completed subsequent photo essays that were equally as 
poignant, including the “Beverly Hills Essay,” “The Hollywood Series,” “California Prisons,” 
and “Los Angeles.” He is still living and working in the Los Angeles area.
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Figure 28: "Hustlers, Selma Avenue," Anthony 
Friedkin, 1971. Source: 
http://www.drkm. com/friedkin .html.

Erotic Artists

While magazines such as Physique Pictorial could be sold on newsstands under the 
pretext that they promoted physical fitness, an underground market developed for far 
more explicit imagery. The leader in gay erotica was the artist known as Tom of Finland. 
Born Touko Laaksonen in 1920, he was raised in a small town in Finland and eventually 
established Los Angeles as his part-time home. Growing up, he was intrigued by the 
masculine figures—such as farmers and loggers—that surrounded his countryside home. 
He took an interest in art and music at an early age, and went on to attend an art 
school in Helsinki to study advertising. During his studies, World War II broke out, and he 
was conscripted to the Finnish Army; during his time as a lieutenant he had his first

174 “Crackdowns on Creativity,” Time Magazine, April 5, 2011,
http://content.time.com/time/specials/packaaes/article/0,28804,2063218 2063273 2063220,00.html: 
http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1902809_1902810_1905179-1,00.html
175 Advocate.com Editors, “Anthony Friedkin: The Gay Essay,” March 28, 2014, accessed May 12, 2014, 
http://www.advocate.com/arts-entertainment/art/photoaraphy/2014/03/28/anthony-friedkin-aay-essay.
176 Ibid.

“Anthony Friedkin: Gay, A Photographic Essay, 1969-1972,” DRKRM Gallery, accessed May 12, 2014, 
http://www.drkrm.com/friedkin.html.
177
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sexual encounters with other enlisted men, which would inspire much of his artwork. 
After the war he returned to art school and worked as a freelance designer in 
advertising, and piano player for local cafes. 178

Word of his artwork got out, and a friend 
convinced Touko to submit samples to 
Physique Pictorial in 1957. Erring on the 
side of caution, he submitted his work 
under the name “Tom,” and when it was 
credited in the spring issue of the 
magazine as “Tom of Finland,” his 
pseudonym was coined. Demand for his 
work grew, and he was eventually able to 
quit design work and give “Tom of 
Finland” his undivided attention. His first 
exhibition was in 1973 in Hamburg, 
Germany: the exhibit was so popular, all 
but one of his pieces were stolen. He was 
hesitant to put on another show after the 

experience, but in 1978 he had his second exhibition in Los Angeles, which led to many 
more and frequent trips to the United States. Eventually, he was spending almost as 
much time in Echo Park as he did Finland, until his death in 1991.178 179 * 181
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Figure 29: "Untitled," Tom of Finland, 1973. Source: 
http://www.kcet.org/arts/artbound/counties/los- 
angeles/tom-of-finland-bob-mizer-moca.html.

The Tom of Finland Foundation, which he founded in 1984, was formed to catalog his 
own work as well as to provide a “safe haven” for similar artwork. The foundation seeks 
to protect erotic art from discrimination by presenting it within the appropriate context, 
so it can be appreciated and acknowledged free from the opposition that its subject 
matter might cause. The foundation is housed in the Echo Park Craftsman that Tom 
called his home away from home. 180

Lesbians in the Feminist Art Movement

Even in the liberal art community, female artists (both straight and un-straight) struggled 
for recognition in a male-dominated world. Although women played leadership roles at 
ONE Magazine, they longed for separate spaces and organizations from men. Lesbians 
were beginning to wonder if they had more in common with the feminist movement 
than the gay liberation movement. In Los Angeles, one of the most compelling 
examples of the attempt to create a lesbian space within the context of the feminist art 
movement was the creation of The Woman’s Building. 181

178 Valentine Hooven III, “Tom of Finland: A Short Biography,” Tom of Finland Foundation, 1992, accessed 
May 12, 2014, http://tomoffinlandfoundation.ora/foundation/touko.html.
179 Ibid.
180 Purpose Statement,” Tom of Finland Foundation, accessed May 12, 2014, 
http://tomoffinlandfoundation.org/foundation/purpose.html.
181 Moira Rachel Kenny, Mapping Gay LA: The Intersection of Place and Politics (Philadelphia, PA: Temple 
University Press, 2001) 126.
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In the early 1970s, three women working at the California Institute of the Arts were 
frustrated with the art programs offered at the school. Judy Chicago, Arlene Raven, 
and Sheila de Bretteville formed an independent women’s art school that they called 
the Feminist Studio Workshop (FSW). The earliest classes were held in Bretteville’s house 
but by 1973 they had enough students to lease room in the two-story building that once 
housed the Chouinard Art Institute. They would call their new facility The Woman’s 
Building. They added more female artists to the faculty and shared the space with other 
female-operated organizations such as the National Organization of Women and the 
Associated Feminist Press.182 Although The Woman’s Building was first and foremost a 
feminist organization, it was a supportive environment that encouraged artistic 
expression and personal growth, and a place where many female artists came out as 
lesbians.183

In 1977, the FSW began one of their biggest projects, the Lesbian Art Project (LAP). LAP 
sought to redefine lesbian culture and promote a more glamorous and less “somber” 
self-image through social events, salons, and art shows. These events ran through 1979. 
The FSW’s next large-scale project was the Great American Lesbian Art Project (GALAS) 
beginning in 1980. During GALAS, the women of the FSW discussed the current state of 
lesbian art while holding simultaneous exhibitions across the United States, ranging from 
full-blown museum galleries to underground shows in private venues. Photographs of 
the shows were collected in Los Angeles, converted to slides and submitted to four 
LGBT archives. The project sought to increase the visibility of lesbian artists and promote 
a dialogue about the feminist and lesbian communities.184 GALAS was addressed in the 
mainstream arts media in Los Angeles, and was inclusive of lesbians of color, a portion 
of the community that had, until then, been largely overlooked and hesitant to 
participate for fear of discrimination. 185

Fine Artists

The line between commercial and fine art has always been blurry, especially as each 
has influenced the other during the 20th century. While commercial art is created on- 
demand by a company and is usually intended for mass exposure, fine art is created 
primarily for aesthetics purposes. Many of the most important American fine artists of 
the 20th century have been gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgender persons, and during 
the 1960s and 1970s they became increasingly visible. In some cases, their sexual 
orientation or gender identity had no apparent influence over the content of their work, 
while in other cases it was a constant and clear presence.

182 Laura Meyer, “The Los Angeles Woman’s Building and the Feminist Art Community, 1973-1991,” in The 
Sons and Daughters of Los: Culture and Community in L.A.,” ed. David E. James (Philadelphia, PA: Temple 
University Press, 2003), 44-47.
183 Faderman and Timmons, 187.

Kenny, 130-131.
“American Art: Lesbian, Post-Stonewall,” GLBTQ: An Encyclopedia of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender 

and Queer Culture, accessed May 12, 2014,
http://www.albtq.com/arts/am_art_lesbian_post_stonewall,2.html.
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David Hockney, one of the most 
acclaimed artists of the late 20th century, 
is British, but much of his work is inspired by 
Los Angeles, where he has lived off and 
on since 1964. Unlike other openly gay 
artists such as Andy Warhol and Ellsworth 
Kelly, Hockney candidly explored the 
nature of same-sex attraction in his 
portraiture. It should be noted that during 
the 1960s, the height Pop Art and 
Abstract Expressionism, figurative art was 
considered unfashionable. Thus, the 
abstract tradition in which most artists 
were working at the time did not lend 
itself to overt expressions or depictions of 
same-sex attraction and sexuality. 

Hockney's "We Two Boys Together Clinging" (1961) is a rare example inspired by the Walt 
Whitman poem.

1
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Figure 30: "Christopher Isherwood and Don 
Bachardy," David Hockney, 1968. Source: 
http://www.hockneypictures.com/works_paintina 
s_60.php

While Hockney was associated with the British Pop Art movement, a visit to Los Angeles 
inspired him to make a series of paintings of swimming pools in a highly realistic style. In 
Los Angeles, he began to paint portraits of his friends and acquaintances, including 
Christopher Isherwood and Don Bachardy. Hockney rented a house in Nichols Canyon 
and later bought the property and added a studio. He now spends most of his time in 
England.

Don Bachardy is arguably L.A.'s most celebrated 
portrait painter. Working primarily with acrylics and 
watercolors, his style is quasi-abstract. He was born in 
Los Angeles in 1934, and trained at the Chouinard Art 
Institute (which, coincidentally, would later become 
The Woman’s Building). His first exhibition was at the 
Red Fern Gallery in London in 1961. One of his most 
famous portraits is also one of the least popular, Jerry 
Brown during his first term as governor of California 
(1975-1983). Bachardy's painting of Brown boldly broke 
with the longstanding tradition of gubernatorial 
portraits that favored realism.

*•X
Vi

\ i Bachardy is almost as well known for his portraits as for 
his longtime relationship with author Christopher 
Isherwood. Though there was a considerable age 
difference between them, they remained partners for 
years, living together in their Brentwood home until the 
death of Isherwood in 1986. The two collaborated on 
projects, and much of Bachardy’s work consists of

Figure 31: "Jerry Brown," Don 
Bachardy, 1984. Source: 
http://en.wikipedia.ora/wiki/Gub 
ernatorial_portrait_of_Jerry_Brown
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portraits of Isherwood. In the late 1980s, he painted the portraits of twelve gay rights 
leaders. Bachardy has been exhibited a number of times in solo art shows across the 
United States and his work has been published in numerous volumes. 186

While artists such as Hockney and Barchardy worked within the recognized conventions 
of the contemporary art world, a younger generation of LGBT artists was beginning to 
move into riskier territory. Visual artists began collaborating with one another as well as 
poets, musicians, and dancers and broaching more political themes in their work. A 
group of Mexican American artists with roots in the Chicano movement emerged in 
Boyle Heights and East Los Angeles in the late 1960s. During this highly politicized period, 
artists such as Robert Legoretta employed performance art to explore issues of gender, 
race, and sexual identity. Best known by his performance persona Cyclona, Legoretta 
began collaborating with Edmundo "Mundo" Meza and Glugio "Gronk" Nicandro on 
performances including "Caca Roaches Have No Friends" (1969), "La Loca en Laguna, 
the Liberation of Laguna Beach" (1971), and "Cyclorama" (1972). These highly planned 
and executed performances, which sometimes used murals as backdrops, were 
captured by photographs. Gronk was a founding member of the multi-media arts 
collective ASCO that included Harry Gamboa Jr., Willie Herron, and Patssi Valdez. 187

With the LGBT artists of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s paving the way, a vibrant LGBT art 
community emerged in the 1980s and is still thriving today. In 2011, ONE National Gay & 
Lesbian Archive, in conjunction with the Getty Foundation put on an exhibit curated by 
David Frantz and Mia Locks called Cruising the Archive: Queer Art and Culture in Los 
Angeles, 1945-1980. The exhibit, shown in three parts, was the largest and most 
comprehensive showing of the ONE Archive’s extensive art collection to date. 188

There are no currently designated resources associated with this theme. The following 
table describes known resources associated with cultural organizations and institutions 
as well as LGBT persons who were prominent in the visual arts. Eligibility Standards 
address cultural property types such as gallery spaces as well as the homes and studios 
of historically significant persons.

Known Resources

Location CommentsResource Name

Don Bachardy 
Residence/Studio

/ Bachardy (1934-0000) is 
arguably L.A.'s most 
celebrated portrait painter. 
One of his most notable works 
is the official gubernatorial 
portrait of Jerry Brown.______

186 Biography,” DonBachardy.com, accessed May 12, 2014,
http://www.donbachardy.com/bioaraphy.html.
187 Cruising the Archive: Queer Art and Culture in Los Angeles, 1945-1980, ed. Sarah Kessler and Mia Locks 
(Los Angeles, CA: ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archive, 2011), 147-51.
188 “About,” Cruising the Archive: Queer Art and Culture in Los Angeles, 1945-1980, accessed May 12, 2014, 
http://cruisinathearchive.ora/exhibition.
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Sidney Bronstein 
Residence/Studio

3949 Hillcrest Drive Bronstein (1939-1968) was a 
painter and active member in 
the LGBT community who, in 
addition to painting, 
volunteered at ONE Magazine 
and participated in Dr. Kinsey’s 
study on sexuality.__________

Joan Corbin 232 S. Hill Street (Demolished)
With the loss of ONE 
Magazine's office on Hill Street, 
Cobin's residence may be the 
property that best represents 
her life; however, she lived in 
Glendale.

Corbin (1937-2013) was a 
founding board member of 
ONE Inc. and the artistic 
director of ONE Magazine.

Anthony Friedkin / Friedkin (1950-0000) is still living 
as of May 2014. Addresses for 
living persons are not typically 
published. Friedkin lives and 
works in the Los Angeles area.

Tom of Finland House 1421 Laveta Terrace Touko Laaksonen (1920-1981) 
was a Finnish artist known for 
his stylized homoerotic art.

David Hockney 
Residence/Studio

Need Address Hockney (1937-0000) is one of 
the most acclaimed artists of 
the late 20th century, is British, 
but much of his work is inspired 
by Los Angeles, where he has 
lived off and on since 1964.

The Woman’s Building 743 S. Grandview (1973-1975)
1727 N. Spring Street (1975
1991)

Founded in 1973, the Woman’s 
Building was the hub of the 
lesbian and feminist art 
movement.

Sascha Brastoff’s Ceramics 
Factory

11520 W. Olympic Boulevard Brastoff (1918-1993) was a 
sculptor, designer, and 
entertainer. He produced 
hand-painted ceramics at this 
factory until 1962.__________

Bob Mizer Residence/Studio 1834 W. 11th Street Mizer (1922-1992) was a 
photographer who established 
the Athletic Model Guild and 
Physique Pictorial, a fitness 
magazine aimed at gay men.

Eligibility Standards

Theme: Queer Art

Property Type: Residential and Commercial

Property Type Description: Associated property types include residential and
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commercial buildings that were used as artist studios.

Property Type Significance: Significant properties are directly associated with LGBT 
persons who made significant contributions to the history of art.

Geographic Locations:

• Throughout Los Angeles

Area(s) of Significance: Art, Social History

Criteria: B/2/2

Period of Significance: 1945-1980

Eligibility Standards:

• Individual must be proven to have made an important contribution to the history 
of art as it relates to LGBT culture

• Is directly associated with the productive life of the person

Character-Defining/Associative Features:

• For National Register, properties associated with individuals whose significant 
accomplishments date from the last 50 years must possess exceptional 
importance

• Retains most of the essential character-defining features from the period the 
individual occupied the property

Integrity Considerations:

Integrity is based on the period during which the significant individual occupied 
the property
Should retain integrity of Location, Design, Feeling, and Association from the 
period of significance
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“The Challenge of a Blank Wall, ” Men of the New West, by Vanderveld, 
Richard L., Los Angeles Times, May 13,1962.

What does it take to do $2 million worth of custom wallpaper manufacturing 
a year, grow continually and win the industry’s top annual award? Tasteful 
color and design, closely guarded production techniques and bomb-proof 
vaults—if the formula of Albert Van Luit is any criterion. In his field, few 
speak with as much authority.

Monday, the 59-year-old designer and manufacturer will appear in Miami 
Beach to receive the Justin P. Allman award at the national convention of 
the Wallcovering Wholesalers Assn. The award annually goes to the 
individual judged to have done the most to advance interest in wallpapers.

“Anybody can make wallpaper by the silk screen process today,” declares 
the man who claims to be the first American to use this technique 
successfully. “But eminence lies in the artistic grasp of beautiful colors and 
designs of universal appeal.”

He also takes care than no competitor shall set foot inside his Glendale plant 
and learn how he has licked a gnawing industry problem: drying wallpaper 
paints. Van Luit spent four years perfecting intricate and compact machines 
(“the only ones in the business”), which dry and roll his prestige line of 
wallpapers as fast as two men can apply paint on the silk screen design 
forms. The slow, cumbersome alternative is natural drying on space-robbing 
tables and racks.

Another salient feature of the modern, 45,000 sq. ft. Albert Van Luit & Co. 
factory are the storage vaults for hundreds of silk screen originals, 
representing some 20 years’ accumulation of designing. Crown jewels 
couldn’t be protected more zealously. “They’re like bomb shelters,” he says 
of his concrete and steel vaults, “and nothing, not even an earthquake, could 
destroy them.” He points to walls 10 in. thick, reinforced ceilings, 
sprinklers, thermostatically-controlled fire doors and a foundation sunk to 
bedrock. If all these should fail, he’s taken the extra precaution of trusting 
copies of the designs to a storage company so the screens could be 
duplicated if necessary. “But I’d probably retire and go out of business 
rather than go through the ordeal of rebuilding them,” he says grimly. “To 
us, they’re priceless.”

1



For more than a generation, Van Luit wallpapers have decorated fashionable 
homes and hostelries all over the globe. The company exports to every free 
country of the world, he says. Van Luit first stirred the industry three 
decades ago when he introduced hand-printed sectional scenic wallpapers as 
low as $25 a set. Until then, nothing remotely like them could be found 
anywhere else but in Europe and at prices up to $1,500. Scenic (mural-type 
creations) still are a large part of the Van Luit line, along with florals, 
textures, damasks, repeat patterns and the new vinyls.

Anytime someone in our business starts to complain,” asserts Van Luit, “I 
tell them to make better and more beautiful wallpaper, for which there 
always will be a great demand. “My manufacturing business has grown 
every year since I gave up decorating and started with a small workshop in a 
garage on Hollywood Blvd. in 1937, just two years after I came west from 
Cleveland. “Volume last year was up 17% from the year before and we’re 
operating 16 hours a day now to keep up with orders.”

Van Luit is particularly proud of company research accomplishments. “It 
took $50,000 just to develop the first drying machine and my associates still 
tease me by saying that only my Dutch stubbornness saw it through” he 
says. “Many times they said I should give up, it never would work. But we 
finally found the solutions, including a method to put moisture back into the 
paper to keep it from turning brittle.”

He's even put a reverse twist to the old admonition that all that glitters isn't 
gold. “With the help of our constant allies, the paint chemists, we developed 
a synthetic, non-metallic gold that's even more lustrous than gold and, what's 
important, won't tarnish,” he beams.

His million-dollar business flourishing, Van Luit figures he at least can 
indulge more fully in the great yen to travel the world. Moral: You can 
make a flying carpet out of wallpaper—with willpower.
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screen originals, represent
ing some 20 years’ accu
mulation o[ designing.

Crown jewels couldn’t 
be protected more zealous-

j■ h

ffiWto do $2 million worth of 
custom wallpaper manu
facturing a year, grow con
tinually and win the indus
try’s top annual atvard?

Tasteful color and de
sign, closely guarded, 
production techniques and 
bomb-proof vaults — if the 
formula of Albert Van
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•• v#5MsLuit is any criterion. In 

his field, few speak with 
as much authority.

Monday, the 59-year- 
old designer and manufac
turer will appear in Miami 
Beach to receive the Jus
tin P. Allman award at the 
national convention of the 
Wallcovering Wholesalers 
Assn.

The award annually 
goes to the individual 
judged to have done the 
most to’advance interest 
in wallpapers.

“Anybody can make 
wallpaper ■ by the silk 
screen process today,” de- 
dares the man who claims 
to he the first American 
to use this technique suc
cessfully. “But eminence 
lies in the artistic grasp of 

. beautiful colors and de- 
gns of universal appeal.” 
'He also takes care that 

no competitor shall set foot 
inside his Glendale plant 
and learn how he has 
licked a gnawing industry 
problem: drying wallpaper 
paints. 
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\“They’re like bomb 
shelters,” he says of his 
concrete and steel vaults,
“and nothing, not even an 
earthquake, could destroy 
them.”

He points to walls 10 in. 
thick, reinforced ceilings, 
sprinklers, thermostatical
ly-controlled fire doors and 
a foundation sunk 'to bed
rock.

If all these should fail,- 
he's taken the extra pre
caution of trusting copies 
of the designs to a storage ' 
company so the screens 
could be dupheatfedif nec
essary. .

“But I'd probably retire 
and go out of business
rather than go through , nothing remotely like 
the ordeal of rebuilding them could be found any- 
them,” he says grimly. where else hut in Europe ness has grown every year
"To us, they’re priceless.” and at prices up to $1,500. since I gave up decorating

&
AWARD WINNER- -Albert Van Luit, custom wallpaper manufacturer, will re
ceive Justin P. Allman award for advancement of the industry Monday at the 
national convention of the Wallcovering Wholesalers Assn, in Miami Beach, Fla.

.. . Times Photo
For more than a genera- Scenic (mural-type crea- and- started with a small 

tion, Van Luit wallpapers tions) still are a large part workshop in a garage on 
have decorated fashionable of the Van Luit line, along . Hollywood- Blvd. m 1937,
homes and hostelries all with florals, textures, da- p fmmCWplJnri
over the-globe- The com- came west from Ueveland-
pany exports to every free 
country of the world, he .

masks, repeat patterns and 
the new vinyls.
. “Anytime someone in fore and we’re operating

US hours a day now to keep 
up with orders.”

Van Luit is particular- • 
ly proud of company re
search accomplishments.
. “It took S50.000 just to 
develop the first, drying 
machine and my associates 

' still tease me by' saying
Please Turn to Pg. 6, Col. 1

• “Volume last year was 
up 17% from the yea.r be-

says.
Van Luit first stirred 

the industry three decades 
ago when he introduced 
hand'.- printed sectional 
scenic wallpapers as low 
as S25 a set. Until then,, always will be a. great de

mand. .
"My manufacturing busi-

our business starts to 
complain,” asserts V a n 
Luit, “I tell them to make 
better and more beautiful 
wallpaper, for which there

i

i t spent four 
years perfecting intricateSt /
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WALLPAPER FIRM
Continued from First Page 1 “With the help of our ron-
llu.it only my Dutch stub-’slant allies, the paint Hiom- 
ljornoss saw ii. through," In* hits, we developed a syn-

nnn-nietallie gnl<| 
iluw said 1 that’s even mure lustrous 

gold and, what's irn-

tlietie,says.
. "Many tint
should give up. 11 n t: v t* thalt 
would work. But we tin,alk* portent, won't, tarnish," he 
found the .solutions, lnrlud- la-anis.
ing a method to put moisture Ills million dollar hn^ines.-, 

_ hack into the paper to keep flourishing, Van lath figures 
*, if from turning brittle." he at least, ran indulge more 
Wt ile’.s even pul. a reverse fully in a great yen to travel 
gftWkt to the old admonition the world, Moral: You ran 
fthal. all that glitters isn't im.ke a flying rarpor. nut. oi

v,a i 1 p; i p c r—with w i 11 j to vv e r.feold.
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Attach to Family Tree

Albert Van Luit

United States Census, 1920

Name

Event Type

Event Date

Event Place

Albert Van Luit

Census

1920

Cleveland Ward 4, Cuyahoga, Ohio, United States 

MaleGender

Age

Marital Status 

Race

Race (Original)

Relationship to Head of Household 

Relationship to Head of Household (Original) 

Birth Year (Estimated)

Birthplace 

Father’s Birthplace 

Mother's Birthplace 

Sheet Letter 

Sheet Number

23

Single

White

White

Son

Son

1897

Ohio

Holland

Holland

B

7
*
HOUSEHOLD ROLE GENDER AGE BIRTHPLACE

Jennie Van Luit Head F 52 Holland

Albert Van Luit Son M 23 Ohio

Henry Van Luit 

Christ Van Luit

Son M 20 Ohio

Son M 34 Ohio 

24 Ohio 

24 Ohio

Harold Hartell 

Ralph Reitsman

Boarder M
Boarder M



CITING THIS RECORD

"United States Census, 1920," database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.Org/ark:/61903/1:1:MD18-QN8 : accessed 19 January 2016), Albert 
Van Luit in household of Jennie Van Luit, Cleveland Ward 4, Cuyahoga, Ohio, United States; citing sheet 7B, NARA microfilm publication T625 
(Washington D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, n.d.); FHL microfilm 1,821,361.

https://familysearch.Org/ark:/61903/1:1:MD18-QN8


View the original document. The original may contain more information than was indexed.

UNITED STATES CENSUS, 1920 Q

ED 50District

Sheet Number and Letter 7B 

Household ID 

Line Number 

Affiliate Name 

Affiliate Publication Number T625 

Affiliate Film Number 

GS Film Number 

Digital Folder Number 

Image Number 
CITING THIS RECORD

160

60

The U.S. National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)

1361

1821361

004967412

00115

"United States Census, 1920," database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.Org/ark:/61903/1:1:MD18-QN8 : accessed 19 January 2016), Albert 
Van Luit in household of Jennie Van Luit, Cleveland Ward 4, Cuyahoga, Ohio, United States; citing sheet 7B, NARA microfilm publication T625 
(Washington D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, n.d.); FHL microfilm 1,821,361.

https://familysearch.Org/ark:/61903/1:1:MD18-QN8


MARGIN RESERVED FOR BINDING
RETURN WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF SOLEMNIZATION TO THE COUNTY RECORDER OF THE

COUNTY WHERE THE LICENSE WAS ISSUED (SEE ITEM NO. U).
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Obituary 3 -- No Title
Los Angeles Times (1923-Current File); Jun 1, 1970; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg. A4

ALBERT VAN LUIT; 
WALLPAPER MAKER

The company he headed 
until his death has its fac
tory and executive offices 
at 4000 Chevy Chase Drive 
and showrooms in Los An
geles, Cleveland, Chicago 
and New York City.

He leaves his wife, Bir

Funeval services for Al
bert Van Luit, pioneer 
wallpaper designer and 
manufacturer, will be at 1 
p.m. Wednesday at Forest 
Lawn Memorial Park, Hol
lywood Hills.

Mr. Van Luit died 
'Thursday at Glendale Me
morial Hospital after a 
brief illness. He was 73.

A native of Ohio, Mr. 
Van Luit came to Los An
geles in the 1930s and 
opened his first wallpaper 
factory in a garage on Hol
lywood Blvd.

die.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.



1/26/2016 Gmail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

I Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
by Google

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Jennifer Volland <jennifermvolland@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Bcc: atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 2:49 PM

Dear Mr. Barron,

I am writing in support for the historic nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. I, along with Cara Mullio, 
authored the book Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect's Life (Hennessey + Ingalls, 2013). I spent over a decade 
researching and writing this project, and consider myself to be one of a handful of experts on Killingsworth's life 
and work.

The Albert Van Luit & Co. Showroom was designed in 1965-67. This was at a time when Killingsworth's firm (first 
KBS, then KBA) was emerging on the international resort scene, following the heralded opening of the Kahala 
Hilton (1964) in Honolulu, Hawaii. However, having reviewed the historic Maynard Parker photos of the Van Luit 
building, the showroom clearly references Killingsworth's earlier residential and commercial work, including the 
KBS Office Building (1955), the Opdahl Residence (1957), the Cambridge Office Building (1960), Killingsworth's 
personal residence (1961), and Case Study House #25 (1962). Trademark Killingsworth elements used in the 
showroom include lightweight post-and-beam construction, indirect lighting, the integration of indoor-outdoor 
space, and sensitivity to the constraints of the site, including the thoughtful landscaping characteristic of all of his 
projects. It also includes what Killingsworth considered to be one of his self-described signature elements: the 
double high entry door. Killingsworth also enjoyed playing with light and shadow, which is apparent in the later- 
designed steel-framed entrance canopy (1967).

I am delighted to have learned that the Albert Van Luit Complex has survived and is beloved by its neighbors. I 
sincerely hope that the Cultural Heritage Commission takes the steps necessary to preserve this important 
landmark.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 310-567-4262.

Kind regards,

Jennifer M. Volland 
Independent Curator and Writer 
358 Flint Avenue 
Long Beach, CA 90814 
jmvolland@aol.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/7ui=2&ik=25b6f29352&view=pt&q=vonand%20&search=query&msg=15117a385c3080c6&siml=15117a385c3080c6 1/1
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330 North Wabash Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611

PHONE: 312/321b5166 
FAX: 312/673b6928 

www.wallcoverings.org
Wallcoverings Association

WA ALLMAN AWARD CRITERIA

Background: The Allman Award is the most distinguished honor in the wallcoverings 

industry. The award is named after Justin P. Allman, the founder and first president of the 

Wallcoverings Wholesalers Association, the predecessor of WA. WA bestows the award to an 

individual in the industry who has made a lasting contribution(s) to the industry over a 

significant period of time. The award is customarily bestowed annually; however WA is not 

obligated to bestow the award every year.

Criteria: Each year WA sends a request to all member companies for nominations for the 

award. Individuals may be nominated to acknowledge and celebrate outstanding contributions 

in the form of personal, corporate, technical, product or marketing achievements that have 
benefited the wallcoverings industry. The award is designed to recognize individuals who have 

demonstrated the ability to be true leaders of the industry. The award is not designed to 

recognize companies. While consideration will be given to participation in the activities of the 
Wallcoverings Association as an active member, participating as either a member of the board of 

directors, or project team member, it is not an established criterion to measure a candidate’s 

contributions to the industry. Candidates may be selected from all industry segments including, 

but not limited to manufacturers, distributors and suppliers to the wallcoverings industry. 

Those nominating a candidate must clearly outline the contribution(s) made by 
the individual on the nomination form.

Selection Process: A committee consisting of the current WA Officers and three most recent 
Allman Award recipients will review the candidates and finalize the selection from the list of 

candidates received. Current members of the WA Executive Committee are not eligible to 

receive the award.

Announcement: Once a winner has been selected, a member of the committee will contact the 
individual. WA staff will contact the recipient to prepare an official announcement for the membership 
and the press. The award will be presented to the recipient at the annual meeting. The Allman recipient 
will receive a complimentary 1-bedroom suite for the dates of the meeting in which the recipient is 
honored by the association. The recipient and his/her spouse will receive complimentary registration for 
the meeting in which the recipient is honored by the association. The convention brochure will feature 
the Allman recipient as an honored guest of the industry.

http://www.wallcoverings.org


V-
Wallcoverings Association

Please return no later than
November 20, 2015 to:

Wallcoverings Association 
330 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 2000 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 
FAX: (312) 673-6928

2015 ALLMAN AWARD NOMINATION FORM

I recommend the following individual:

Name:

Title:

Company:

Address:

City: Zip:State:

Phone: Email:

My reasons for suggesting this individual as a candidate:

Please use additional pages if necessary.

My Name:

Company:

Page 2
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Wallcoverings Association

Past Allman Award Winners

1946 Nancy Vincent McClelland
1947 William Burton
1948 Walter L. Carver
1949 Harry E. Bruce
1950 William E. Katzenbach
1951 George Louis Zuber
1952 Robert B. Griffin
1953 Maurice Pinover
1954 James Seeman
1955 Elizabeth Gordon
1956 S. Abbot Smith
1957 Luther Lalendorf
1958 Luther Lalendorf
1959 Warren G. Nelson
1960 Lucile Stockwell Chatain
1961 Isadore J. Goldberg
1962 Albert Van Luit
1963 Morris Lapidus
1964 M.L. Pemble
1965 Henry H. Allman
1966 Jerome Blonder
1967 Jack Denst
1969 George E. Warner, Sr.
1970 Robert B. Blakeslee
1971 Charles Freeman
1972 Albert Grandberg
1973 Earl Kinney/

Paul Dowskin
1974 Henry Allman
1975 Herman Kugler
1976 Sydney B. Karofsky
1977 Conrad L. Seabrook
1978 W. Stuart Brown
1979 Walter B. Mendelsohn
1980 Jospeh M. Kern
1981 George R. Sellers

1982 Joseph E. Gallagher, Jr.
1983 Arnold Grandberg
1984 William D. Armstrong
1985 Bryce Bumstead
1986 J. Dollard Carey
1987 B. Morton Gittlin
1988 Carl Vizzi
1989 C. Howard Dodson
1990 Michael Landau
1991 Gilbert Goodman
1992 James Ward
1993 Martin Johnson
1994 George Warner, Jr.
1995 Kenneth Grandberg
1996 Frank Baker, Sr.
1997 Jack Glinn
1998 Aaron F. Rice, Jr.
1999 Ron Redding
2000 Leroy Dodson
2001 Mel Weinzimer
2002 John Fitzgerald
2003 Jim Thybony
2004 Michael Glynn
2005 Jerry Russo
2006 Ken Salyer, Jr.
2007 Bob Parisi
2008 Tim Quinn
2009 N/A
2010 N/A
2011 Peter Ciaccia
2012 Jerry Mason
2013 Philip J. Tarullo
2014 John Baechle

Page 3



Transcript of email correspondence between William Wells and Kelly Blanpied 
January 17-23, 2016 (all times PST)

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2016 1:11 AM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com> 
To: wdwellsjr@yahoo.com 
Subject: Albert Van Luit

Hello Mr. Wells,

I just found your resume and see that you printed wall paper for Van Luit & Co from 1978-80. I'm 
part of an effort to preserve the Albert Van Luit Complex. Were you printing at the factory on 
Chevy Chase in LA, or elsewhere? And if you were working at the factory on Chevy Chase, may 
have a brief conversation with you? Time is of the essence as we need to have primary 
documentation submitted Tuesday, January 19th. I've interviewed another printer who was there 
in 1970 (also other personnel). I would be so happy to hear from you!

Here's the website of our grassroots community organizations www.atwatervillagealways.org

Kelly Blanpied

Sun, Jan 17, 2016 at 2:45 AM
From: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com> 
To: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com> 
Subject: Re: Albert Van Luit 
Hi Kelly,

What an unusual request! Yes, I printed wallpaper for the Alber Van Luit Company at the Chevy 
Chase factory on the evening and night shifts. I left shortly after the company was acquired by 
Gulf/Western.

If you'd like to give me a call, I'd be happy to speak with you (although you should, in turn, be 
prepared to tell me why such a thing could possibly be of interest). My number is 763-780-1174.

Looking forward to speaking with you,

Will Wells

Sunday, January 17, 2016 3:12 AM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com> 
To: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: Albert Van Luit

Hi Will,
A google phone app I haven't used popped up and I don't know if I did that or you did. But, I will 
answer your question first.

We were successful in our first hearing last month in that the Cultural Heritage Commission 
agreed to take our Historic Cultural Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex under 
consideration. The Killingsworth designed Office and Showroom is a "shoe in" but the daylight 
factory's historic value is weaker (architecturally), hence we need to demonstrate that the 
Complex as a whole has cultural significance due to 1) Van Luit's prominence in the industry, 2)

1
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the commercial art produced in the factory, 3) his processes (he won an award for his 
innovations), and 4) the working environment on the factory floor. It seems that Van Luit, as a 
boss, was well liked, but of course your time there would be after his death. It may be that some 
of the designers that worked with Van Luit were still there, for example John Leigh Spath. We've 
obtained interviews from different decades, and yours would be the final chapter from the factory 
perspective. In fact, we're still not sure of the exact time when operations shut down.

The quality of the Van Luit product has become a strong theme, and there's a sense of pride 
expressed by those who were in shipping, the sample room and the printers (still trying to find 
some colorists or silk-screen makers).

I will be up for another half hour or so transcribing interviews if this is a good time for you to 
talk. Otherwise, let me know when is a good time. I won't take much of your time on the phone - 
15 minutes only.

Kelly Blanpied

Sun, Jan 17, 2016 at 8:00 AM
From: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com> 
To: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com> 
Subject: Re: Albert Van Luit

Hi Kelly,
I'm sorry I wasn't able to read your last email before now. Although I have a couple of errands to 
run, I should be at this number for most of the day. I'm on Central Time, which I believe is two 
hours earlier and a cultural epoch away from West Coast Time, so if you could call before11:00 
pm your time, you can avoid speaking to an angry German woman (my wife) who does not gladly 
take calls after 9:00 pm.
I met John Spath a couple of times, but we traveled in different circles so I don't think I can help 
you much there. I remember a couple of colorists: an Egyptian named Said, who is almost 
certainly dead by now, and a gentleman named George Bellinger, who may be still alive.
When I worked on the day shift at Van Luit, I ran a flat-bed press for the most part, but 
occasionally did stints on the hand-printing table. When I transferred to the night shift (10:00 PM 
to 7:00 AM), I worked R & D on a a rotary screen press. It was a memorable, if not particularly 
pleasant, experience.
The d@%n machine did not function properly, particularly in the beginning. I worked with 
another printer, a really nice guy named Billy Williams, and a supervisor named Gary, who was 
not. Gary drank heavily and would turn into Mr. Hyde around midnight. Perhaps this is too much 
information. Anyway, the machine, while innovative, was poorly conceived and extremely 
dangerous to work with. The entire factory was extremely dangerous by today's standards, which 
is why I was so surprised at the idea of anyone finding it culturally significant. CAL-OSCEA 
(spelling?) was a regular visitor but they always scheduled their visits before-hand so that the 
more dangerous operations could be shut down beforehand.
In any event, feel free to call me today or tomorrow. Please be prepared, however, for my 
perspective to be somewhat different than yours.

--Will Wells

Sun, Jan 17, 2016 at 8:40 AM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Albert Van Luit
This is remarkable Will, and it may be that your story reflects a demise in working conditions for 
many reasons, but at root may be because Van Luit wasn't at the helm.

2
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I am going to refuel over a pot of tea while I do a bit of research on the rotary machine (so I have 
a chance of asking an intelligent question or two!), as well as to run the names you provide past 
others. Billy may be known to others.

I side with your wife! NO phone calls after 9pm! 
Talk to you soonly...

Kelly Blanpied

January 21, 2016 1:24 PM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: Jim <imcanyon1@yahoo.com>; William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
Subject: Memories at Van Luit 

Hi Jim and Will,
I hope you don't mind that I shared your emails. I want to share this letter of 

support from a Van Luit worker, Hector Caresia, who still lives here in the neighborhood.
Hector worked at the factory at two different times. He was there during the years 

you were there Jim, and was on the graveyard shift during the 1971 San Fernando 
earthquake (you may have still been on the dayshift Jim; I wonder if you worked that 
day). Later, he was there during the years you were there Will, but was there when the 
factory closed.

He and his daughter came over yesterday for an interview, facilitated by my 
colleague, Carrie Sutkin who is bilingual. His letter includes photos that I thought maybe 
might interest you or jog some memories. Feel free to share any thoughts or comments 
with all of us, or if you prefer you can just reply to me.

The fun never ends!!
Kelly Blanpied

Jan 21, 2016 at 3:15 PM
From: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
To: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

Ha! I remember Alfredo Bernal. He was my supervisor for a while on the evening 
shifta very earnest and standup guy. I hope he is well.

W

January 21, 2016 3:38 PM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com> Sent: Thursday,
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

All well, and the research/writing continues.
That's awesome you recognize Alfredo! So, it was promoted. Was he your 

supervisor before or after Mr. Hyde?
Kelly Blanpied
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Jan 21, 2016 at 5:36 PM
From: William Wells wdwellsjr@yahoo.com 
To: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

Before. As I recall, Alfredo was the supervisor of the swing shift but had 
previously worked nights (?) I think he eventually transferred to days. I'm not really sure, 
but he had some excellent advice about how to survive working times when one's body 
really did not think that it was a good idea.

The first name of Mr. Hyde was "Gary," and he was transferred back to the LA 
office after spending some time in Cleveland. The rumor was, he had been exiled to 
Cleveland for 10 years because he had killed some people in LA while driving drunk. I 
don't know the truth behind this, but it wouldn't surprise me.

January 21, 2016 5:52 PM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

You're so kind to continue allowing my intrusions into your life, Will! And your 
reply, of course generates more questions, the most burning question being, was there a 
Van Luit office in Cleveland? And what exactly does "swing shift" mean? The shift that 
overlaps day and graveyard, i.e. the night shift?

Kelly Blanpied

Jan 22, 2016 at 12:18 AM,
From: William Wells wdwellsjr@yahoo.com 
To: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

As I recall, the hours were DAYS: 6:00 am 3:00 pm, SWING: 2:00 pm 11:00 
pm, and NIGHT: 10:00 pm 7:00 am. This allowed for a onehour overlap between shifts 
for communication. Not all shifts were fully staffed so that colorists on the days might 
mix ink for swing shift production, but that may have been only in the event of vacations 
or illness.

I think that there was a showroom in Cleveland, rather than an actual plant or
office.

I remember another supervisor, a "lifer." His name was Paul Tamas and he had 
been an officer in the Austrian ("not German," he was careful to remind you) artillery in 
the second world war. He tried teaching me a few words in Magyar, but gave up when we 
both realized that my palette would never be able to make those sounds. His 
pronouncement of me was that I was "one of the sloppiest guys he had ever known," but 
that I was "a pretty good printer." High praise indeed from a notquite German officer...:)
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January 22, 2016 5:15 AM
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

This is so fascinating Will! Your memory serves you (and us!) well; you are a font 
of information. I will share a letter from a an interior designer who worked with/for Van 
Luit in the 50's. She was over for tea on Monday and a colleague called her the same; this 
80something lady said "nobody has ever called me a font before!" She's adorable and 
feisty at the same time. By the way, the other guy Jim, also remembered someone from 
the photos - Arturo Mendez.

Kelly Blanpied

Jan 22, 2016 at 10:24 AM,
From: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
To: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit 
Opening the floodgates of memory...

A handful of Cuban guys worked on the day shift. I'm not sure they spoke much 
English. They kept to themselves pretty much and were a little hard to talk to. But they 
were really smart. They made the machines go. If a flatbed press were to break down, 
they'd have it up and running within the hour. They drank a serious brand of coffee: Cafe 
Bustelo. They would bring this to work in a silver Thermos, brewed to espresso strength 
and cut about halfandhalf with cane sugar, so that it was more like drinking hot syrup 
than the American coffee of the time. They were gracious enough to share from time to 
time in tiny styrofoam cups. I loved it.

As I worked on the flatbed press in the evenings, I listened to the radio. The plant 
was extremely loudmostly with the sound of fans and blowersto the point where you had 
to shout in order to be heard by someone standing next to you. I wore these enormous (by 
today's standards) headphones that muffled the factory din and did a pretty good job of 
pulling in the local radio signals. The headphones operated on 9v batteries, which only 
lasted a few hours. In a transfer of weird, practical science, I learned from my colleagues 
that the lives of the batteries could be extended by laying them out on the dryers and 
allowing them to collect heat.

I usually listened to KMET ("A little bit of heaven/ninetyfour point seven/ 
kayemeetee/tweedledee!") which played popular rock during the day (Heart, George 
Thorogood and the Destroyers, the Stray Cats, and so on). At midnight, the station would 
switch over to the recorded lectures of Alan Watts. He was perhaps the most influential 
interpreter of eastern religions, particularly Buddhism, in America at the time. Some of 
these are now posted on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/user/AlanWattsLectures). 
Since then, I have encountered several experts in Buddhism who do not share my esteem 
of Mr. Watts. At the time however, his viewpoint was fundamental to my sanity.

PS: I would be interested in reading the designer's letter.
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Jan 23, 2016 at 5:18 PM
Re: Memories at Van Luit
From: kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: William Wells <wdwellsjr@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Memories at Van Luit

Oh dear my email inbox is like quicksand! Luckily I can label important stuff. 
Great story about the coffee and the camaraderie around it (the coffee sounds 

yummy!) AND, that's a very interesting tidbit about extending battery life that someone 
shared with you. I really appreciate these anecdotes about life on the factory floor, Will. 
They will likely go into our next submission.

All that noise! Hector Caresia told me he has tinnitus now as an older man. 
Attached is Virginia Knights letter of support. Enjoy!

Kelly Blanpied
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Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

William Wells 
253 North Star Lane 
Circle Pines, MN 55014 
email: wdwell sjr@yahoo .com

shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron, January 18, 2016

I write this letter in support of the Historic Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van 
Luit Complex.

I was hired by Albert Van Luit & Company in 1978 in response to an ad for a screen printer. I 
had moved from Oregon to Los Angeles and was looking for any kind of job. I had been 
studying art and art education, so I felt familiar with the general principles of the printing system. 
After a year on the job, I decided to continue my education and attended Los Angeles City 
College, and so I moved to the night shift, riding my bike from my home in Eagle Rock to work 
in Atwater Village, to classes in Hollywood, and then home again. I was determined to pursue a 
commercial art career as a designer, like Albert Van Luit and John Leigh Spath. I had met John a 
couple of times, but we did not socialize, as we traveled in different social circles. After I left 
Van Luit, I took a job at Gore Graphics, where I cultivated business relationships with their 
clients, particularly with my liaisons at Terry Hines & Associates (known today as THA & 
Friends). I was employed there as an Artist/Art Director for 13 years, and it was extremely 
financially rewarding. When my wife and I decided to leave LA after the ’92 riots, we moved to 
Minnesota where I worked creating artwork for large format screen printing, parlaying the skills 
I learned in the Van Luit factory. I soon started teaching graphic design at several for-profit 
colleges and now I teach writing at Metropolitan State University in St. Paul.

Gulf & Western purchased Albert Van Luit & Company after Van Luit died, and they were the 
owners when I interviewed for a job. During my interview my soon-to-be boss referred to the 
company as a “crown jewel.” The impulse to aggrandize an already well-reputed company 
aroused my suspicions regarding the sincerity behind the statement. After I left the company in 
1980, it remained in operation for another two years. One day the management locked the doors 
and closed the company, without notifying its employees. Many of them had been life-long 
employees, or “lifers,” and believed in the company. Some employees - with families to feed -
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came to work every day from as far away as Compton and Inglewood. It was sad news for the 
families and a sad ending for the Albert Van Luit factory, but it wasn’t surprising. The factory 
had become a dangerous place to work, especially by today’s standards. Management engaged in 
unsafe and shady practices, such as when Cal-OSHA scheduled one of its regular visits 
management would shut down the offending machines to allow the factory to air out the toxic 
fumes and hide away the hazardous materials before the OSHA inspector arrived. My supervisor 
on the night shift drank heavily and routinely made unsafe demands of the workers. Although the 
rotary screen press I worked with on that shift was poorly conceived and extremely dangerous, 
and my supervisor was irrational and unpredictable, I was challenged by the job.

The best thing about my job at Van Luit & Co was working with such a diverse cross-section of 
people, most of whom took enormous pride in their work. When I worked on the day shift, I ran 
a flat-bed press for the most part, but occasionally I did stints on the hand-printing table where 
the famous scenics were created. When I transferred to the night shift (10:00 PM to 7:00 AM), I 
worked R & D on the rotary screen press. It was a prototype developed by a European designer, 
(perhaps Dutch), and I believe it was the only one ever made. It featured three heads, each of 
which was a drum composed of steel mesh. Each drum rotated around a stationary squeegee in 
its center that forced the ink from the inside of the drum, through the stencil, and onto a web of 
paper that ran from one head, into a as walk-in dryer, and then out again, before it contacted the 
next head. In many ways, it was a precursor to today’s digital photographic processes.

But, working with it was a nightmare. The machine did not function properly, particularly in the 
beginning. Each head ran at a slightly different speed; the squeegees within each drum applied 
slightly different (and uneven) pressures to the interiors of each drum, and caused uneven tension 
along the web. The web would invariably rip, and we would have to run into the 250° oven to 
splice the tears while holding our breaths against the noxious ink fumes. We were able to 
produce mountains of scrap very quickly. Rips and distortions would occur with this machine 
despite the use of extremely high quality paper—a primary factor that made Van Luit wallpaper 
so special and easy to install.
At one point, I heard one manager comment to another that, once they got this rotary screen 
press operational, they could retire all of the flatbed presses and their operators. Somehow, that 
idea made my objective of getting this machine up and running less glorious. I should note that 
while the Kidder presses doubled production, and the rotary screen press was intended to 
quadruple it.

If I recall correctly, most of the presses were located in the second section of the factory, not far 
from the silk-screen vaults, the silk-screen washer station, and the paint room where the 
colorizers mixed their ink. I loved to go in there. To gaze upon the vibrant colors of the inks was 
akin to a visual whiff of strong perfume. If the designers were the conceptualists and visionaries, 
the colorists were the real specialists.

Color is the reason screen printing is a niche that will not die. The 4-color process used in digital 
printing neutralizes the richness in colors, while spot colors are not neutralized; the brilliant, inks 
create are more opaque and reflect a color more pure than can 4-color process. In order to 
maintain this purity, non-metameric lighting was essential for accurate color matching. My 
friends, colorists George Bellinger and Sa’ad (whose last name I no longer recall), utilized the



controlled conditions in the paint room, but they always stepped out of the room as part of their 
color matching process to check their results under natural daylight conditions.

It’s been a long time since I’ve thought of these people.

Even though he was about 30 years older than me, George was a good friend; he lived in 
Pasadena and told funny stories about his family. He was a friendly guy who lived in Pasadena 
and had visited John Spath at his home near the Los Feliz Bridge a few times.

Sa’ad was closer to my age—30-something and married. I think he was uneasy with American 
culture, but he would invite me over to his apartment to show me his artwork, which was very 
impressive. He was a painter and his love in life was to create replicas of classical, romantic 
paintings. He exhaustively researched the techniques of the Masters and was able to create 
almost perfect copies.

Billy Williams was another printer I worked with on the night shift, and he was also a really nice 
guy. He was my age (22 at the time) but had a wife and a bunch of kids.

Then there was Eddie, another long-timer, who worked as a screen washer. He always used 
affectionate, Spanish terms when talking with us, as if we were family. I was horrified when he 
collapsed on the job and died a couple of weeks later. I don’t know if it had to do with the screen 
wash, but in those days we routinely used acetone and benzene. We usually had fresh air coming 
in through the open steel sash windows, but some of the specialized spaces could be quite 
noxious.

In honor of all the “lifers,” whether LGBT, Latino, or Egyptian, who were loyal to, honored by 
working for, and believed in the company Albert Van Luit created, I support the nomination of 
the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument. Additionally, I support the 
nomination with the hope it may help to preserve the centuries-old craft of silk-screen printing, 
as well as honoring the colorists who animated these prints.

Sincerely,

William D. Wells. Jr.
Department of Communication, Writing and the Arts 
Metropolitan State University 
St. Paul, MN
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To: Richard Barron, Chair of the Cultural Heritage Commission 
cc: Shannon Ryan

From: Hector Caresia former Van Luit Employee (1969-1973) (7-1982) 
203 N. Catalina Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90004

Re: Van Luit Complex 
Date: January 20,2016

[Ed: In a follow-up inten’iew in which Mr. Caresia focused on photographs to facilitate his memory, we 
learned that his work history at the Van Luit Complex was bifiircated. Prior to his employment at Albert 
Van Luit & Company, Mr. Caresia was a busboy at Taix Restaurant on Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park. 
He began his employment at Van Luit in 1969, working the graveyard shift until 1973, when he returned 
to Taix Restaurant. Then, at some point in the late 1970’s, he resumed work at the Van Luit factory. He 
was an employee at the Van Luit factory, when the factory ceased operations.]

I am 83 years old, and unhealthy. It’s hard for me to remember all the details about this period in my life, 
and I no longer remember all the names of the men I worked with. I first started at Van Luit on the 
graveyard shift in 1969; it was right after I had my first child, Roxana.
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Myself, Hector Caresia, on the Albert Van Luit factory floor, 1970



There is one name I am trying to remember: the name of the HR person at Van Luit. I remember he was 
an American, and his office was in between the cafeteria and the time-clock. We all had to enter the 
factory through the same door, (located at the front of the factory on the east side), so we could check in 
to work.
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Albert Van Luit Complex, factory porch and employee entrance 9/23/2015
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My friends from the shop floor 
From Left: Unknown, myself and Alfredo Bernal, 1970



The photo below shows colleagues I considered my mentors. Most of my colleagues were mainly Latino - 
Cubans, Cuban Americans, Argentines, Chicanos, and Mexicans. I would say each shift was split 50/50 
between Latino and White workers, although I think on the graveyard shift there may have been more 
Latinos. Colorists, Manuel Romero and Oscar Caballero were both bom in Cuba, and worked with me on 
the graveyard shift.
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Me, Oscar Caballero, Manuel Romero 1970



There was a younger, Cuban American, whose name I can’t remember, who also worked the graveyard 
shift; he’s wearing a striped shirt in the photo below. Arturo Mendez, is to my immediate left, and Alfredo 
Bernal to my right. We were all friends and got along very well at work.
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From Left: Alfredo Bernal, unknown, me, Arturo Mendez, 
and young Cuban American colorist whose name 1 cannot remember, 1970.



We worked two man shifts on the silk-screen and my printing partner was Daniel Torres, an Argentine 
like myself. He was a good friend, and he may have been the one who helped me get my foot in the door 
the first time I applied for employment at Van Luit. He would come to my home and socialize with my 
family, until Torres divorced his first wife, bought a truck, and moved to Arizona to become a truck driver. 
He died years ago.

At first, our work was done manually and I worked on the manual silk-screen press. We would pass a 
squeegee over the screen by hand. It required two people, each person set up on each side of the screen. 
When we used the squeegee, we alternated strokes and made several passes to make sure the color was 
distributed evenly. Then the paper would pass through a drier, and after it was dried and inspected for 
flaws, we would apply a new screen and new color. We would repeat this process until all the design 
colors were applied. I always felt that safety precautions were being taken. We took breaks throughout the 
night, so as not to make mistakes in our printing process,

I worked at the factory until I felt I needed to change jobs. I've always been like that. So, around 1973 I 
returned to Taix restaurant. By the late 1970’s or early 1980’s (I’m sorry I can’t remember the exact date), 
I decided to return to the Van Luit Factory, only this time I worked the day shift.

When I returned, the Van Luit factory was using semi-automatic machines, each machine doing the work 
that used to take two people to do. Later, they were replaced with fully automatic machines. I was shown 
how to use the equipment and learned quickly while on the job.

When he was alive, I don’t remember meeting or seeing Albert Van Luit during the years I worked there. I 
knew that he lived very close to the complex. 1 would drive to the complex each day from my home and 
park next to his personal office [the design showrooml. I also remember there being horses at the southern 
end of the complex beyond the factory.

On the day of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake I was sleeping during my break. My shift on graveyard 
started at 11 pm and finished at 7:30 am. At 6 am I was taking my last break, resting on some boxes, when 
a jolt woke me up, and then there was a rumble that lasted 15-20 seconds. The other workers were 
shouting, and running out the front door. Everything was shaking. The huge roofs in the factory were 
shaking and really moving, as if their flaps were going to open. The electricity went out, as the 
transformers on the lot shook. I will never forget that morning at the Albert Van Luit factory almost 45 
years ago. But, everything was fine after the earthquake. The cement didn’t crack, nothing broke, the 
building did not fall down, there was no damage, and no one was hurt. Which makes me think that if this 
big, beautiful daylight factory building could withstand that earthquake, it was built to last. I agree the 
Albert Van Luit Complex should be preserved as a monument to the workers and the innovation of Albert 
Van Luit.
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Myself and my daughter Roxana, during interview

Photos
Myself, Hector Caresia, on the Albert Van Luit factory floor, 1970 (Caresia collection)
Albert Van Luit Complex, factory porch (Photographed 9/23/2015 by Charles J Fisher)
From Left: Unknown, myself, and Alfredo Bernal, 1970 (Caresia collection)
Clockwise: Me, Oscar Caballero, Manuel Romero 1970. (Caresia collection)
From Left: Alfredo Bernal, unknown, me, Arturo Mendez, and young Cuban American colorist 
whose name I cannot remember, 1970. (Caresia collection)
Myself and my daughter Roxana, during interview (Photographed 1/20/216 by Kelly Blanpied)
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>otres

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 1:53 PMKingCarol@aol.com <KingCarol@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com, 
cheryllroberts@gmail.com

Mr. Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Mr. Barron -

Thank you for your consideration to support The Children's Ranch Foundation and its work to preserve 
Albert Van Luit's wallpaper factory and showroom. Located immediately adjacent to the therapeutic 
equestrian program founded and run by is director Jackie Sloan, the preservation of the Van Luit 
property is essential to maintaining the area's beautiful natural heritage for those who use it daily - as 
well as to all of us who treasure this special part of our historic and contemporary Los Angeles.

As editor in chief of Designers West Magazine from 1978-1993, I had the opportunity to visit Albert Van 
Luit in his home and factory there, as well as the outstanding showroom designed by the revered 
architect Edward Killingsworth. Every square inch is a tribute to the taste and elegance of the inspired 
art of the remarkable Van Luit wallpapers.

From those years as design journalist and since as author of thirteen books on the design of homes 
around the world, I have come to understand all the more the rich uniqueness of the Van Luit legacy. 
Preserving the Albert Van Luit home and factory and showroom would be a tribute to one of the finest 
aspects of our city's cultural legacy - while concurrently limiting building on our city's priceless 
bequest - our urban equestrian area. Once diminished, it can never be regained!

With much appreciation for your consideration of the Van Luit historical preservation project, and 
looking forward to being witness as its future progresses,

Carol Soucek King, MFA. PhD 
Author
Founder, The Salon on the Spiritually Creative Life 
60 El Circulo Drive 
Pasadena, California 91105
kingcarol@aol.com 
www.carolsoucekking.com 
Home Studio: 626/449-1238

https ://mail.google.cofTVmail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=05e86526e0&Vev^pt&search=inbox&lh=1528513ba41d7b30&siml=1528513ba41d7b30 1/1
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To: Richard Barron, Chair of the Cultural Heritage Commission and all members 
Cc: Shannon Ryan, Office of Historic Preservation, City Planning, Los Angeles 
Date: Jan 19, 2016.
Re: Van Luit Complex

From: Lois Mahar, AS1D; C1D
Certified Interior Designer #1920
Chapter Medalist
LVD Interior Design
1427 Merriman Drive
Glendale, CA
Lvd.int@shcglobal.net
(818) -242-0952

1 didn't personally know Albert Van Luit, but when I started out in the design 
business, his papers were everywhere— they were good quality, and he was doing 
something that other people weren’t doing. I knew he was an interior designer and 
affiliated with a very unique style of wallpaper. It was something that nobody else 
was doing.

1 visited the factory but I didn't realize it was on Chevy Chase,--1 do remember it 
was close to my home. His designs were “Victorian.” He used silver or gold, 
applique... very formal. I didn't live far from the factory...(in Glendale) so I went to 
pick up an order...at Van Luit's. I had just started my own business; maybe two 
years later; it must have been 1983 or 1984. The property was off the freeway.
I didn't realize Van Luit had a showroom there. I think 1 picked up my order from 
the factory side; in those days there were factories everywhere. I remember it was 
down by the LA River and the Freeway. It would have been a couple of years after 1 
opened my business in Glendale, which is 35 years ago. The wallpaper I picked up 
that day was for just one room, so I only bought three or four rolls of a fancy 
Victorian paper with gold specks throughout. He would have gold through 
it—leaves, and flowers. To me it was Victorian style. He had stripes. His colors were 
muted.

Before that, I would go to the PCD (Pacific Design Center in West Hollywood—which 
we called the Big Blue Whale. At that time you could find Van Luit papers there. 1 
don't know who exactly carried it but it was well known for good quality paper and 
was sold in several of the showrooms...I believe Van Luit would have been a 
member of the Los Angeles chapter, of the American Institute of Design (AID), the 
forerunner of the AS1D.

The quality of the paper was very good. Van Luit paper was good stuff. It wasn't 
going to come off, once you installed it.

mailto:Lvd.int@shcglobal.net
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January 21. 2016

VAN LUIT HISTORY

The Van Luil Company is unique in ihe 

marketplace. The company was established and rounded 

by Mr. Albert Van Luit, who, alter serving in World 

War I. established his own interior design company in 

Cleveland, Ohio. Alter the stock market crash of 1929. 

he decided to move to California and continue his 

design career there. Frustrated by the fact that most 

wallpapers of quality were imported from France and 

England, he set up a studio in downtown Los Angeles 

and, with the help of a Chicago moralist, Kathryn 

Patton, he began to provide hand painted murals to the 

interior design market. In these early days, everything 

was done by hand to the customer's own specifications.

The great success of these hand painted seenics 

caused Mi. Van Luit to see the need to create seenics in 

a more economical and quicker way. As a youth, he had 

done some hand silk screening and realized that his 

former hobby could be translated into a viable method 

for the production of scenic wallpapers. The resulting 

screen-printed seenics that Mr.Van Luit produced were 

overnight successes.

The company has never lost sight that it

• 15 Akron Road, Toronto, Ontario, M8W 1T3 • telephone: 416-251-1678 • fax: 416-251-8968 •



foundations are based in the production of scenic 

wallpapers.

Subsequent to World War II. Mr. Van Luit made 

another observation, which has had a significant effect 

on the current position of Van Luit in the marketplace. 

Realizing that, as a scenic supplier he was only 

providing material for one wall of room, he began . 

printing seenics on beautifully textured backgrounds, 

which could then be used to cover the remaining 

walls. These textured background effects have become 

the signature look of the brand.

Eventually, Mr. Van Luit added repeat patterns, 

which were machine printed with rotary silk screens. 

These patterns included a broad range of richly elegant 

damasks and large scale florals.

They were so classically done, that today, some 

50 years later, they retain their appeal.

In 1986 Collins and Aikman, the owner of 

Imperial Wallcoverings, acquired the Van Luit and 

Katzenbach & Warren brands, when they were bought 

by Wicks Corporation.

Imperial also acquired the manufacturing facility 

in Waterford, New York, where these brands were 

produced.



In 1992 Imperial decided to consolidate 

manufacturing facilities by closing the Waterford Plant 

and moving the screen- printing machines to 

Sherbrooke, Quebec.

At that time, the Van Luit collections were being 

designed in Los Angeles by John Leigh Spath, who had 

been trained by Mr. Van Luit. Since Mr. Spath was 

nearing retirement, the company decided to have their 

own studio continue to style the collections for the Van 

Luit brand.

Deb Gretchko was assigned to carry on the legacy 

of the brand. There was much research done to 

maintain the integrity of the product. All the former 

collections were studied, beine ever mindful to be 

responsive to the current desires of the marketplace. In 

addition, there were technical challenges for a new plant 

in learning to print the special techniques that are unique 

to the brand.

AM the hard work paid off, and in April of 1995, 

“Distinctly Van Luit”, the first collection done by the 

Imperial group, was issued. There were 7,500 books 

printed. The line was a huge success, generating 9 

million dollars over a 4-year period.

Since then, Van Luit has issued 20 collections, with 

themes that address the current trends, while always 

remaining true to the brand identity, which is classic and 

timeless.
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GinyKnight@aol.com <GinyKnight@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tue, Jan 19, 2016 at 3:23 PM

Virginia Knight, ASID, CD 
ginyknight@aol.com 
Business name: Home Healer 
(semi-retired designer)

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: January 18, 2016

I recently learned of the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complexfor Historic-Cultural status. 
Having worked there for about eight years as a young woman in the mid 1950's into the 1960's, 
I enthusiastically endorse this nomination.

Today I had the wonderful opportunity to revisit the old wallpaper factory in Atwater Village, 
where my career in interior design was launched. The Van Luit wallpaper showroom was at 
that time located at 100 S. Robertson. I had a job nearby, and was actually first recruited by 
Bob Mitchell, who worked for Mr. Van Luit, to come and work in the wallpaper showroom. At 
the showroom, one of my jobs was to create vignettes in areas that were sized to fit the 
wallpaper. I
would have the wallpaper installed, and dress each "room" with furniture suited to the style of 
the wallpaper. However, my duties were quite varied, and included working at the factory, as 
well as at decorator shows.

Mr. Van (as we called him) was originally from Cleveland Ohio, as I was, and I suppose we 
rather bonded over this. I remember discussing the Rocky River and sailing birch bark boats in 
Lake Erie. My work at the factory included creating the different colorways for particular 
designs. I was young at the time, and fond of very bold colors, like red, yellow, orange and 
fuchsia. Mr. Van was very involved in the color selection process, as he was in all aspects of 
the business. He would observe my color choices and say “well, that’s a possibility"
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(meaning there's not a chance in hell!). He would say "I kind of want to do (he would always 
hesitate until everyone was hanging on his words) a 'funny old putty' color." It was an off white 
that included a little dirty olive green, ochre, umber, and a lot of white. Every new line had a 
"funny old putty," and it was always the best seller. He really had a sense of color and design. 
After a while the rest of us came to call Mr. Van's favorite shade "F.O.P." He meticulously 
watched what we were doing, or sometimes he and I would be deciding together how strong a 
color wanted to be, or if it wanted to be kind of translucent, or if it wanted to be very opaque In 
addition to experimenting with color, he made all kinds of textured papers that designs could be 
printed onto, something that of course could not be done nowadays. These textured papers 
were popular and he sold many rolls of this background paper too; not just the scenic printed on

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

it.

I understand the factory was added onto later, but when I was working there, it was all one big 
open space where the colorists and printers worked together, and there was a real sense of 
teamwork. The printers were Carol and another woman, her partner. Together they moved the 
screen along opposite sides of the long tables, which took a lot of coordination. As soon as 
they were done with a run, there were people who cleaned the screens with squeegees; it was 
critical that the screens be kept very clean. Mr. Van would be there, and everyone would watch 
until the print dried and we would see how it came out.
We never really knew how the design looked until it dried. All of the natural light in the factory 
was very important to this whole process, partly because the end use was primarily in homes, 
which have a combination of daylight and artificial light.

Besides a positive work environment, a sense of camaraderie was also fostered in our time 
off. We would go for Moscow Mules at the Tam, and we would hang out in Van Luit's back yard 
across the parking lot, which had an Asian design that he so loved. I didn't swim, but I put my 
feet in the pool. I did meet Mr. Van's wife Birdie on occasion, but she was very 
unapproachable. I never saw her at the house, and I don't think they lived together. She might 
have stayed at the Malibu
house. Mr. Van was gay, and was very close to his partner Art Mendez. But, because this was 
the 50’s, Mr. Van was married, and, to the outside world, he kept his gay identity in the closet. 
Perhaps this is one reason that he was so unprejudiced.

The Van Luit factory also accommodated custom designs, and one of the big clients was 
Delana Constantine, a famous designer at the time. One time the printers were doing a strike- 
off for her, and she suggested using the same colors, but reversing the order in which the inks 
were put on the screen. This was the first time I had heard this idea of changing the order, and 
it completely altered the depth of the color, and even the look of the design.

Every year Van Luit would do a new collection, and produce a new book which would have the 
new designs and some of the old ones. One freelance designer I remember was Lucien 
Horton, who produced the design called Caravan, an image with large stylized horses. It was 
quite a departure from Van Luit's very Asian, very subtle designs, and it was a big smash, 
though, of course, it couldn't last, because it was so stylized. Mr. Van himself really had a 
sense of timeless
design. In addition to his own preferences, he of course accommodated residential trends and 
retro looks popular with the film industry. One example is the Spring Bough design that was 
used behind the bed in at least one episode of I Love Lucy.
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Of course, all of the designs were photographed in setups around the city, for publication, or for 
archival purposes. Often if was at the Robertson showroom, at Cannell & Chaffin, or at Knapp 
& Tubbs. On occasion, actual installations were photographed. I still have today some of the 
old Architectural Digests and other magazines where his work was published. George Szanik 
was the premiere photographer for some time, though Maynard Parker gets most of the credit.

Van Luit participated in all kinds of AID/ASID programs. There were design shows at places 
like the Pan Pacific, the Palladium and the County Fairgrounds These shows were a good 
opportunity for designers to get exposure, and Van Luit was very generous with giving us 
wallcoverings and wallpaper seenics. Not only did he give us the paper, but he'd pay for having 
it applied Of course, if was good exposure for his work as well, especially if there was a new 
pattern he wanted to introduce

I really cannot emphasize enough how much Albert Van Luit was involved with the design 
community, and, really every aspect of the design world. I'm so happy that his story has 
resurfaced after all this time, and sincerely hope that his buildings, and therefore his memory 
will be preserved.

Sincerely,

Virginia Knight
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Tue, Jan 19, 2016 at 2:20 PMDan Pinnella <danp123@me.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Daniel Pinnella 
Matter Music 
Nu-Camouflage 
10733 Chandler Bivd.
North Hollywood, CA 91601 
danp123@me.com

January 19, 2016

Dear Sir:

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. My 
name is Daniel Pinnella and I was a wallpaper designer and manufacturer for approximately ten years. From 
1998 to 2007 I had my own wallpaper design and manufacturing company, Nu-Camouflage. My wallpaper was 
distributed by Stark Carpet and Old World Weavers (now Stark). Before that, I was a contractor and designer.

My family has also been manufacturing, designing and contracting wallpaper for about eight decades on the East 
Coast (Pinnella, Inc.) - where the use of and industrial production of wallpaper is considerably larger. My brother 
is a consultant and expert for Stark Carpet and Old World Weavers (now Stark), with 50 showrooms around the 
world. He is also a contractor and installs wallpaper for celebrities and politicians including the Oval Office at the 
White House, Mayor Bloomberg, Billy Joel, and Calvin Klein.

At Nu-Camouflage, part of the way that I designed wallpaper was textural, to have a 3-D effect. I wanted 
customers to be able to see a dimension beyond the surface of the first layer of the paper; to be able to look into 
it, the way you can on an old piece of wood. So, when you saw my wallpaper from the side-vew, it looked more 
opaque; but when you stood in front the colors would come out. To achieve one of my most innovative and 
popular styles, I used a metallic substraight, and then I would weave by hand and with brushes semi-transparent 
ink to create the illusion of woven fabric over gold. It looked like golden wool. The Wynn Hotel features my 
wallpaper, as does the Montage Hotel in Hollywood. I also created wallpaper for many celebrities. I had to have 
really good lighting for my process. I used 15-foot loft-style skylights in my studio to achieve the type of lighting I 
needed.

Natural light would have also been crucial to Van Luit to achieve such a high standard in his era. It's really 
important to have a good color matching by eye. In manufacturing wallpaper, you have different lot runs, and you 
can't mix up the lots, because there is a different color mixture in each lot. And, it is difficult to install paper from 
2 different lots next to each other. To get the best color match. Van Luit's factory needed daylight.
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In my opinion, as an expert in the field of handmade wallpaper, the uniqueness and groundbreaking work of Albert 
Van Luit is reason enough to designate his factory and show room as a Historic-Cultural Monument for the City of 
Los Angeles. Van Luit is synonymous with excellence and sophistication in the world of design and color. His 
silk screening and finished product rivals the finest manufacturers from Europe.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles

Sincerely,

Daniel Pinnella
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Horn:
Burl Kill lander, production manager 
Bradbury & BradburyArt Wallpaper 
P.O. Box 155 
Benicia, California 94510 
burl@bradbury.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, cliristine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org. 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: January 19. 2016

1 am the production manager at Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers. We are the 
premier resource for those seeking to create a vintage atmosphere in their historic 
homes. We specialize in 19th and 20lh century wallpapers, reproducing historic patterns 
and also reinterpreting them with alternate colorings to offer our clients as many 
choices as possible.

Bradbury <£ Bradbury Art Wallpapers was founded in 1979, by Bruce Bradbury with 
the mission of rediscovering and recreating the best in historic wallpaper design. An 
important goal of our company has always been to make fine hand-printed art 
wallpapers affordable to the homeowner by making our papers available directly by 
mail order. Though most of our papers are used in period residences, our work has 
included installations for major museum exhibits, and reproductions of historic patterns 
for state, federal and international historic preservation projects. Our designs have been 
seen in countless sets for movies and television, and we maintain a close relationship 
with the hospitality and entertainment industry giants.

P.O. Box 155 • Benicia, CA 94510 • Phone: 707.746.1900 • Pax: 707.745.9417

www.bradbury.com
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Our lead designer. Sieve Bauer, look over the company in 2005. and has begun lo 
extend our range of wallpaper styles further into the 20th century, beginning with a 
collection of dazzling designs from the Art Deco period.

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex. 1 understand that Van Luit’s factory had north facing 
windows that provided ample daylight on the factory floor. This is an important 
architectural characteristic, because when you are printing wallpaper, you must have 
good lighting. Art studios are also built with north facing window's, which provide soft, 
diffused, natural lighting. The Van Luit factory’s north facing windows would have 
provided this same great lighting.

Like Van Luit. we at Bradbury & Bradbury mix our color by eye. and we print our 
wallpaper on long tables. As the paper moves down the table during the process, it is 
important to look back and be able to detect if there are any problems with the color. 
Good lighting is critical to being able to spot a problem immediately.

The final application of wallpaper is most often in homes, so we must be attuned to and 
be prepared for a mix of natural light and artificial light. As part of the development 
process, when you are evaluating and critiquing a design, you may want to adjust the 
colors depending on how they look in the daylight, versus how they look in artificial 
light. Color matching is especially critical in producing custom orders, which 1 
understand Van Luit’s factory also offered. To match a color for someone's home, you 
must be able to test the match in that same mix of natural and artificial lighting that is 
present in a home. The fact that Van Luit’s factory had ample daylight means that 
designers and printers could evaluate the color right there on the factory floor, as they 
walked down the long tables.

The key to producing high quality work is to remain involved in the process, much the 
way Van Luit himself did. Since I began at Bradbury & Bradbury in 1985, 1 never had 
the chance lo meet Albert Van Luit. However, customers sometimes mention Van Luit 
as an industry standard, expressing their disappointment that his products are no longer 
available.

For all of these reasons. I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex, and 
hope that Van Luit’s factory will be preserved as an important part of our industry’s and 
our country’s history.

Sincerely, ~

Yura (l—
Burt Hollander, production manager 
Bradbury & Bradbury
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l.os Angeles Department of City Planning 
< Jllice of I listoric ResourcesRichard Barron, A1A, Chair 

The Cultural Heritage Commission 
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sent via email:
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org,
atwatervillagealwavs@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron,

1 write this letter in support of the Historic Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.

As a youth in Missoula, Montana in 1972 1 was working for my high school drama teacher’s 
husband, Ron Johnson, who owned and operated a design center/ showroom on Higgins 
Avenue and he just loved Van Luit wall-covering. Ron was an aficionado of Van Luit. Van 
Luit designers experimented with advanced techniques, with multiple veneers of colors and 
tone. Because he often went to LA for the LA Market, he became friends with the person 
who ran the Van Luit company at the time.

I remember making a delivery to a doctor’s wife in Kalispell who wanted to redo her dining 
room in Van Luit patterns, because if you got Van Luit wallpaper, you knew you were 
getting the best stuff! 1 could always up-sell wallpaper if it was a Van Luit pattern, but 1 was 
also busy hanging wallpaper, so I know, that of them all, Van Luit was the easiest to install: it 
was always well printed and of high quality.

After college, as I moved around, I always kept a couple rolls of Van Luit paper thinking that 
someday I would use it. My major break into television started when I began working for Ed 
Stephenson, Production Designer of many shows including the GOLDEN GIRLS who also 
happened to love Van Luit wallpaper! He would say, “We need to do wallpaper for this set,”
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SH AFFNER ! STEWART

PRODUCTION DESIGN
TEL [ 323 ] 650 • 6939 FAX [ 323 ] 650 • 4807
9080 WONDERLAND PARK AVENUE LOS ANGELES CA 90046

and out would come the Van Luit books. He told me, “There is no other wallpaper where 
the values are not in such a high contrast, so you can use these on television."

As time went on and 1 started doing more interiors for sitcoms such a FRIENDS, TWO 
AND HALF MEN, THE BIG BANG THEORY and more I discovered just exactly what 
Ed was talking about after looking through hundreds of books - Van Luit patterns were the 
only wallpaper that you could really count on that would not have too heavy a contrast, so it 
was very shootable. 1 would always use it on ballrooms, weddings, and grand rooms of any 
kind. I still dig around through the books from Aztek, and sure enough, I’ll pick up a book 
and look on the back and realize, it’s an old Van Luit pattern! Aaron Kirsh, (of Aztek 
Wallcoverings), knows I have a soft spot for Van Luit paper because hanging it on walls put 
me through college.

In the television industry Van Luit wall coverings were the go-to source. Wall treatments can 
be tricky on TV; too much contrast on camera will ruin a set design. With the contrast 
problem resolved coupled with a plethora of fabulous designs, Van Luit wallpaper has always 
been the best. Because Albert Van Luit and his company created an extraordinary product 
conducive to television over several decades, 1 support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument for the City of Los Angeles.

Yours truly,

John Shaffner 
Production Designer 
john@shaffnerstewart.com 
http://www.shaffnerstewart.com/bio.html
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William Wells 
253 North Star Lane 
Circle Pines, MN 55014 
email: wdwellsir@yahoo.com

shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron, January 18, 2016

I write this letter in support of the Historic Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van 
Luit Complex.

1 was hired by Albert Van Luit & Company in 1978 in response to an ad for a screen printer. 1 
had moved from Oregon to Los Angeles and was looking for any kind of job. I had been 
studying art and art education, so I felt familiar with the general principles of the printing system. 
After a year on the job, 1 decided to continue my education and attended Los Angeles City 
College, and so I moved to the night shift, riding my bike from my home in Eagle Rock to work 
in Atwater Village, to classes in Hollywood, and then home again. I was determined to pursue a 
commercial art career as a designer, like Albert Van Luit and John Leigh Spath. I had met John a 
couple of times, but we did not socialize, as we traveled in different social circles. After 1 left 
Van Luit, I took a job at Gore Graphics, where I cultivated business relationships with their 
clients, particularly with my liaisons at Terry Hines & Associates (known today as THA & 
Friends). I was employed there as an Artist/Art Director for 13 years, and it was extremely 
financially rewarding. When my wife and I decided to leave LA after the '92 riots, we moved to 
Minnesota where I worked creating artwork for large format screen printing, parlaying the skills 
1 learned in the Van Luit factory. I soon started teaching graphic design at several for-profit 
colleges and now I teach writing at Metropolitan State University in St. Paul.

Gulf & Western purchased Albert Van Luit & Company after Van Luit died, and they were the 
owners when I interviewed for a job. During my interview my soon-to-be boss referred to the 
company as a “crown jewel.” The impulse to aggrandize an already well-reputed company 
aroused my suspicions regarding the sincerity behind the statement. After I left the company in 
1980, it remained in operation for another two years. One day the management locked the doors 
and closed the company, without notifying its employees. Many of them had been life-long 
employees, or “lifers,” and believed in the company. Some employees - with families to feed -
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came to work every day from as far away as Compton and Inglewood. It was sad news for the 
families and a sad ending for the Albert Van Luit factory, but it wasn’t surprising. The factory 
had become a dangerous place to work, especially by today's standards. Management engaged in 
unsafe and shady practices, such as when Cal-OSHA scheduled one of its regular visits 
management would shut down the offending machines to allow the factory to air out the toxic 
fumes and hide away the hazardous materials before the OSHA inspector arrived. My supervisor 
on the night shift drank heavily and routinely made unsafe demands of the workers. Although the 
rotary screen press I worked with on that shift was poorly conceived and extremely dangerous, 
and my supervisor was irrational and unpredictable, I was challenged by the job.

The best thing about my job at Van Luit & Co was working with such a diverse cross-section of 
people, most of whom took enormous pride in their work. When I worked on the day shift, I ran 
a flat-bed press for the most part, but occasionally I did stints on the hand-printing table where 
the famous seenics were created. When I transferred to the night shift (10:00 PM to 7:00 AM), I 
worked R & D on the rotary screen press. It was a prototype developed by a European designer, 
(perhaps Dutch), and I believe it was the only one ever made. It featured three heads, each of 
which was a drum composed of steel mesh. Each drum rotated around a stationary squeegee in 
its center that forced the ink from the inside of the drum, through the stencil, and onto a web of 
paper that ran from one head, into a as walk-in dryer, and then out again, before it contacted the 
next head. In many ways, it was a precursor to today's digital photographic processes.

But, working with it was a nightmare. The machine did not function properly, particularly in the 
beginning. Each head ran at a slightly different speed; the squeegees within each drum applied 
slightly different (and uneven) pressures to the interiors of each drum, and caused uneven tension 
along the web. The web would invariably rip. and we would have to run into the 250° oven to 
splice the tears while holding our breaths against the noxious ink fumes. We were able to 
produce mountains of scrap very quickly. Rips and distortions would occur with this machine 
despite the use of extremely high quality paper—a primary factor that made Van Luit wallpaper 
so special and easy to install.
At one point, I heard one manager comment to another that, once they got this rotary screen 
press operational, they could retire all of the flatbed presses and their operators. Somehow, that 
idea made my objective of getting this machine up and ninning less glorious. I should note that 
while the Kidder presses doubled production, and the rotary screen press was intended to 
quadruple it.

If I recall correctly, most of the presses were located in the second section of the factory, not far 
from the silk-screen vaults, the silk-screen washer station, and the paint room where the 
colorizers mixed their ink. I loved to go in there. To gaze upon the vibrant colors of the inks was 
akin to a visual whiff of strong perfume. If the designers were the conceptualists and visionaries, 
the colorists were the real specialists.

Color is the reason screen printing is a niche that will not die. The 4-color process used in digital 
printing neutralizes the richness in colors, while spot colors are not neutralized; the brilliant, inks 
create are more opaque and reflect a color more pure than can 4-color process. In order to 
maintain this purity, non-metameric lighting was essential for accurate color matching. My 
friends, colorists George Bellinger and Sa'ad (whose last name I no longer recall), utilized the



controlled conditions in the paint room, but they always stepped out of the room as part of their 
color matching process to check their results under natural daylight conditions.

It’s been a long time since I’ve thought of these people.

Even though he was about 30 years older than me, George was a good friend; he lived in 
Pasadena and told funny stories about his family. He was a friendly guy who lived in Pasadena 
and had visited John Spath at his home near the Los Feliz Bridge a few times.

Sa’ad was closer to my age—30-something and married. I think he was uneasy with American 
culture, but he would invite me over to his apartment to show me his artwork, which was very 
impressive. He was a painter and his love in life was to create replicas of classical, romantic 
paintings. He exhaustively researched the techniques of the Masters and was able to create 
almost perfect copies.

Billy Williams was another printer 1 worked with on the night shift, and he was also a really nice 
guy. He was my age (22 at the time) but had a wife and a bunch of kids.

Then there was Eddie, another long-timer, who worked as a screen washer. He always used 
affectionate, Spanish terms when talking with us, as if we were family. I was horrified when he 
collapsed on the job and died a couple of weeks later. I don’t know if it had to do with the screen 
wash, but in those days we routinely used acetone and benzene. We usually had fresh air coming 
in through the open steel sash windows, but some of the specialized spaces could be quite 
noxious.

In honor of all the “lifers,” whether LGBT, Latino, or Egyptian, who were loyal to, honored by 
working for, and believed in the company Albert Van Luit created, I support the nomination of 
the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument. Additionally, I support the 
nomination with the hope it may help to preserve the centuries-old craft of silk-screen printing, 
as well as honoring the colorists who animated these prints.

Sincerely,

William D. Wells. Jr.
Department of Communication, Writing and the Arts 
Metropolitan State University 
St. Paul. MN
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RECEIVED jan 1 9 2016
(Dote)

S K
S^EECS Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

van luit complex
1 message

imcanyon1@yahoo.com <imcanyon1@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: imcanyon1@yahoo.com 
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>

i am in full agrrementofthe printed version i gave on life at Van luit 
JAMESAGRUMBLEY

Mon, Jan 18, 2016 at 8:54 AM
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RECEIVED

(Date)

Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
Office of Historic Resources

O laGtECS
Shannon Ryan <shannor».ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex - on behalf of James Grumbley
1 message

Mon, Jan 18, 2016 at 9:30 AMJackie Sloan <atwaterviilagealways@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan 
<atwatervillagea!ways@gmail.com>, imcanyon1@yahoo.com

On behalf of James Grumbley (Wallpaper Hanger & member of the National Guild of Professional Paperhangers), 
who asked that we forward his letter of support:

From: Jim <imcanyon1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 10:05 AM 
Subject: Van Luit Complex

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Jim Grumbley
3950 Montezuma Drive
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406

Dear Mr. Barron, January 15, 2016

I write to urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to designate the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument for the City of Los Angeles. I was born 
and raised in the Glendale area, attending Atwater Ave Elementary, Irving Jr.
High, and John Marshall High schools. For the past 42 years I have been a 
licensed contractor installing wallpaper, and a member of the National Guild of 
Professional Paperhangers. I recently retired and moved to Lake Havasu almost 3 
months ago.

My first job was washing dishes when I was 14 years old. After that, I got a job at 
a liquor store that paid me 1.35/hour. Right after graduation from John Marshall
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High in June 1970, I started working at the Van Luit factory. It was a good place to 
work; I remember experiencing a sense of prestige working there because Van 
Luit & Company was the best wallpaper company at the time. I remember that Mr. 
Van Luit's home was across the parking lot, but he had passed away shortly 
before I started working there.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Convex- on behalf of James GrurrWey

Van Luit employees were as diverse as the community was in 1970. It was the first 
time I was exposed to gay people, and John Leigh Spath was unquestionably gay.
I recall he was one of the big wigs, a designer, who would roam around the factory 
from time to time to see how things were going. It was my impression that gay 
folks dominated the design field, but I was aware that a gay man also worked in 
the shipping department. In time, by being around gay people, it just wasn’t a big 
deal anymore, and I realized they weren’t all just designer types.

I started my time at Van Luit working in the Sample Department, sending samples 
to customers all over the USA. My roommate, Bud Gaydos, worked in shipping, 
which I believe included international shipments. Working in the Sample 
Department was kind of fun, but the best part is that it paved the way into my 
future as I cultivated relationships with Van Luit’s customers. There were six of us 
from Van Luit who were enrolled in a night school program for wallpaper 
installation at West Valley Occupational Center in 1972. Our instructor was the 
famous Bill Spires, one of the most accomplished and professional men in the 
wallpaper installation trade. The retail store owners I took orders from would tell 
me to finish my course work and get my license so they could refer me to their 
customers. Of the six of us, I was the only one to go on to make a living installing 
wallpaper.

Eventually, I opted to accept a graveyard position so I could earn 50 cents more 
an hour (a significant raise in the 70s). I was trained to be a printer, and because 
of that training, I learned a great deal about manufacturing quality wallpaper, 
which I have to say I came to deeply appreciate as I set out on my career as a 
paperhanger. In my 42 years of hanging wallpaper, I worked with many different 
brands. Without a doubt, Van Luit wallpaper was the easiest to install due to the 
quality of its materials.

Because almost all wallpaper today is printed digitally, I value the experience I had 
in manufacturing wallpaper prior to the digital age, and I appreciate the 
opportunity to share it now. Van Luit’s factory was in operation 24 hours, with 3 
shifts. There were skilled crews just for mixing paint. The colors were mixed by 
hand in the paint room, off a master copy of the design. The colors were probably 
not as exact as they would be today with the use of computers, but they were a
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really good match. Sometimes the printers had to wait anywhere from 15 minutes 
to a few hours for the paint mixers to get a good color match before they could 
start a run. Color match was crucial. The paint crew also had to be good at 
estimating the quantity of paint, since some of the runs were huge.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex- on behalf of James Grumbley

600 yard long rolls of paper were run through 4-5 foot silk screens, one color at a 
time, i.e. if the design had 15 colors, the 600 yard roll was run through the 
machine 15 times for the 15 screens. I think the printing machine was about 50 ft 
long. There was a screen for each color. For example, the brown screen might 
have a branch, part of a bird and part of a house. The green screen might have 
grass, leaves, etc. When the design had many colors, a big run (i.e. 10 of 600 
yards), could take weeks.

Each screen had a “+" mark used for aligning the design at each run and so 
great care had to be taken for exact alignment. The Foremen watched over the 
initial alignment. When you see a “+" mark on wallpaper, it indicates old, or hand 
printed wallpaper. The designer’s name, such as John Leigh Spath, may also be 
printed there in the margins next to the “+“ mark.

The screens were very precious, and when we finished with a screen another 
crew would take them away, clean them, and then store them in concrete vaults 
located on the park side of the factory, (in case of fire).

I was at the end of the 600 yard roll where it went into the dryers. I believe there 
were about 18-20 machines, each machine running a different pattern, unless 
there was a big order for a certain design. During my time at Van Luit jacquard 
was a very popular design.

The company had very good quality control. There was an inspection team, who 
would inspect for quality of printing as the paper went through. If, for example, 
there was a smudge, they would cut out that section. Foremen would also watch 
for quality as we were printing.

We printed on paper, vinyl and foil. It was available in single, double, and triple 
rolls. Employees could buy Van Luit wallpaper really cheap at $1/roll for paper, $2 
for vinyl, and $3 for foil. These rolls would have retailed for $30 to $50. My mom 
had the best wallpaper of anyone we knew!

It’s obvious that working for Van Luit & Company had a great impact on my life, 
and not just in terms of the career I chose, but how I practiced my profession. I am 
still passionate about good quality wallpaper, and respect those that continue to
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manufacture with silk-screens, like Bradbury & Bradbury. Their website 
(http://www.bradbury.com/studio.html) describes a similar process of printing 
wallpaper that I described above. Now that I’m retired and have ample time to 
reflect upon my life while fishing in Lake Havasu, I can’t help but wonder about the 
many others that passed through Albert Van Luit’s Complex, and whether their 
lives were as profoundly affected as mine was. I am proud to be a part of this 
history, and I hope by preserving the factory, generations to come will learn about 
Van Luit, about his passion for excellence, and how his kind of leadership in the 
commercial arts inspired folks like me. This is why I support the designation of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic Cultural Monument for the City of Los 
Angeles.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex- on behalf of James Grumbley

James Grumbley,
Wallpaper Hanger and member of the National Guild of Professional 
Paperhangers
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Bud Gaydos

To: JAN 1 9 2016RECEIVED
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

(Dale)

I.os Angeles Departmeni of City Planning 
Olllee of I listoric Resources

From:
Bud Gaydos 
27138 Swift Street 
Menifee, CA 92584

Dear Mr. Barron, January 16, 2016

As a former Van Luit employee, I write this letter in support of the Historic Cultural 
Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. I live and work in the San Diego 
area as a Clinical Research Nurse. I was born in Indiana, and at 9 years-old moved to 
California. I attended Irving Junior High and John Marshall High school. I worked at KFC 
during my years in high school and participated in the "sit-ins” happening in Griffith Park 
at that time. Some time after high school graduation (1970) I met up with my school 
buddy, Jim Grumbley. We decided to get an apartment in Glendale and we moved in 
together. In 1971, when I realized I could earn a higher income working at Van Luit than 
I was at KFC, I got a job working in the Shipping Department and doubled my income.

It was a nice place to work. Although the factory was in operation 24/7 printing 
wallpaper, the Shipping Department only worked during business hours. There were 
three of us and we were very busy. We would fit 4 (600ft) rolls on a pallet, stack the 
pallet 3 rolls high, and then use metal strapping to secure the rolls. I had to be mindful 
not to crush the ends of the rolls. We were constantly on the move (except for breaks). If 
we weren’t loading out a shipment, we were off to the warehouse (a short distance 
away) in the stake-bed truck loading fresh rolls of paper, vinyl or foil to give to the 
printers. I would back my truck up to the loading dock, hop in my forklift, and then 
deliver fresh rolls to the printers, who were really good at what they did. Quality Control 
was unsurpassed. I recall the silk-screen makers working in the mezzanine above us. 
The colorists were very experienced (one of them whose name I don’t recall had been 
with the Van Luit company for years). I was a friend to one of the younger colorists, Ron 
Baumgartner: we coached little league together during our time at Van Luit, but we lost 
contact after we left the company.

After inspection, we moved the rolls away from the machines into storage until the 
shipment was complete and ready to load out. Everything was done with such precision.



Bud Gaydos

We just knew we had a good product. There were very few small orders to ship. Van 
Luit’s wallpaper was the “Cadillac” of wallpaper. We shipped to high-end clients, to the 
best hotels in Las Vegas, to Europe, and of course we shipped all over the US.

While there, I participated in efforts to unionize the workers (and increased my salary) 
but our intention was to unionize for employee benefits. I was young and wanted to 
travel, so after a stint in the Bay area helping my uncle with his window tinting business, 
I took off in 1973 and traveled the US with a friend.

As I look back on my time at Van Luit, I remember how we were like a big team, working 
together, striving to do our best. I guess you could say, we were proud of our product. 
(Quite the opposite of media depictions of factory work.) Likewise, I am proud of the 
teamwork I am engaged in today - evaluating treatments for Alzheimer’s disease. I 
support the Historic Cultural Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex not 
only because the workplace inspired high standards of teamwork and performance, but 
also because it was Van Luit’s superior product that inspired the workforce.

tc/L (/7V/ . » - /
4. - /

Bud Gaydos L.V.N., 
Clinical Research Nurse
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Richard Barron, A1 A, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street. Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

November 25, 2015

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Mr Barron.

In 2009. the Los Angeles City Council established the Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee 
to address equine and equestrian issues in the City' of Los Angeles. Our committee is dedicated 
to the preservation of equine and equestrian activities and spaces. Far too many of these rare 
places, many of historic importance, have already been lost forever because they were not 
identified and protected.

The Van Luit Complex is a stunning example of how buildings, though larger than others in the 
neighborhood, can be compatible with the equestrian nature of the area. This complex was 
obviously planned to enhance, rather than detract from, the unique equestrian neighborhood. Mr. 
Van Luit was careful to place the buildings in an appropriate location that would complement the 
community rather than serving to frighten or intimidate the horses. The buildings are set back 
from the perimeter of the property, and the property is bordered by suitable trees and other 
plantings. Mr. Van Luit himself was an equestrian and kept his horse in a stable at his home, 
adjacent to these beautiful and functional buildings. These buildings are historically important as 
they have stood the test of time in this jewel of an equestrian neighborhood. They deserve to 
remain.

The K Zone protecting the equine keeping facilities in Atwater Village was approved in 2007. 
Although Mr. Van Luit could not have foreseen the need for such protection, his buildings are the 
perfect buffer between the protected equestrian properties and nearby residences and traffic to 
the North Atwater Park and the Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Service Yard.

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER RecyctaM a*o iron r*cycted wasie



Our committee urges you to approve the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

R. Dale Gibson. President
Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee

Sincerely.

Dale Gibson. President
Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee

shannon.ryan" lacitv.org, lambert.giessinger A lacity.org, 
cc: C’HCa lacitvoie. atwatervillagealwavs1" gmail.com

Sent via email to:
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To: Richard Barron 

A1A, Chair

The Cultural 1 leritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Cara Mullio 

Root Development, LLC 

368 Havana Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90814 

contacl@rootdevelopinent.com

Re: 1 listonc-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 17, 2015

I write this letter in support of the HistoricrCultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex 

in Los Angeles.

In 2007,1 co-organized the Edward A. Killingsworth archives and soon after 1 co-authored a monograph on 

his work, titled lidward A. Killingsworth: An Architect's Life. During my years of research on Killingsworth, 

several important buildings by Killingsworth were unduly compromised, destroyed and/or demolished. The 

nomination ot Albert Van Luit Complex will secure the tutelage, preservation and education of diis important 
property. The property and buildings are critical to the history of the Atwater Village neighborhood, the A’an 

Luit Company and to the architects who authored these structures. Please don’t allow another piece of our 

Los Angeles history to disappear.

The Killingsworth’s office-showroom was designed in 1965. It retains its significant character-defining 

features of the time and reflects Killingsworth’s influential design aesthetic. The office-showroom is 

indicative of Killingsworth’s architectural language with visual vistas opened through glass walls and doors 

onto landscaped courtyards. Killingsworth was responsible for the building’s landscape elements that created 

a more unified whole, allowing a natural way to view the various wallpaper designs on display. The U-shaped 

plan of the building creates a free spatial flow between gardens and workspace.
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Killingsworth designed most of his projects in Long Beach or overseas. It is rare to have one of his firm’s 

commercial projects located elsewhere and to be so intact. It is unicjue to have a Killingsworth project 
situated within a larger compound such as seen here in the Van Luit Complex. The office-showroom is 

documented in Killingsworth archives, which arc located at the Architecture and Design Collection at the 

University Art Museum, University of Santa Barbara. Materials that represent this project include working 

drawings, blueprints and elevations.

The factory building -- an excellent example of the daylight factory type identified by the City of Los Angeles 

in its study of citywide industrial development — and office-showroom maintain architecturally noteworthy 

features and continue to convey a historic significance as a twentieth century property. For all of these 

reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 1 Iistoric-Cultural Monument in the 

City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Cara Mullio 

Principal
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i! LA 
Gtecs Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 9:12 PMAntonietta lannaccone <etta.iannaccone@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Antonietta Louise lannaccone
Home: 4600 Clarissa A\«nue, LA, CA 90027
Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039 
Email: etta.iannaccone@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity org, lambert giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 25, 2015

I am an instructor at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I 
have been a part of the Ranch community since June, 2008. I was a volunteer all throughout high school and then 
was hired as an instructor upon graduating from Scripps College.

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I never noticed the Van Luit Complex until the Director of the Children’s Ranch mentioned it out to me and said 
that they might be tearing it down to put up a big development. Even after she told me this disturbing news it took 
a few more days for me to figure out what buildings she was actually talking about. I walk by them literally every 
single day when I am teaching. I ride by them when I myself am going on the LA River Equestrian trail to exercise 
the Ranch’s horses. But the complex never stood out to me; it blends into the neighborhood so well. The main 
reason I never noticed it is because when you are working with animals and children you ha\« to be so focused 
on the moment; the only things that stand out are ones that are potentially hazardous to our safety: that dog that 
is off leash playing catch, the big gust of wind that just rustled the leaves, the jogger coming towards us who has 
headphones in. A building that is so set back from the road, that is low and unimposing, is not something that 
would ever be distracting from a lesson or startling to a horse. The complex is almost a buffer between us and the 
rest of Atwater village. I know there is a busy street right behind it (I drive on Chevy Chase e\«ry day to get to 
work) but when I’m out there with a horse the area of the Van Luit complex is a dead zone and in this context 
that is a good thing. It means it is a safe zone.

Now that I ha\e read a little bit about the history of the buildings they are extra special to me. They don't only 
allow me to do my job safely, they are an important part of LA’s architectural history. We evsn ha\« some kids
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who are really interested in buildings and it is awesome to talk to them about the Albert Van Luit Complex and 
literally be able to point to it!
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For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,
Antonietta lannaccone
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&L I Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>GEfCS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Thu, Nov 26, 2015 at 8:06 AMTrade Graham <traciegrahamrice@yahoo.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Date: November 25, 2015

The Children’s Ranch has been an important part of my life in several ways. My 16-year old son attended several 
ranch programs throughout middle school, as a student who was having both social-emotional and self-regulation 
difficulties. With great pleasure, he returned this past summer to be a camp counselor for children with similar 
needs as he once had. My 12-year old daughter is a regular volunteer at various programs and loves being able 
to work with younger children and animals. I, myself, also was a volunteer while attending graduate school. I am 
now a school psychologist and ha\e recommended the ranch to families for their children who could benefit from 
their unique programs.

The Van Luit Complex is essential to the unique environment of the neighborhood. We are so fortunate to have 
something like this in a city that has been orerrun by multi-housing units and big scale construction projects. The 
Complex fits into the neighborhood and allows for safer riding of the trails and in the public arena.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely

Trade Graham
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Fri. Nov 27, 2015 at 11:19 PMKatharine Pauli <kpaull@earthlink.net>
To: Shannon.iyan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Katharine Pauli 
12215 Park Trail 
Kagel Canyon, CA 91342

Kpau!l@earthlink net

Dear Mr. Barron:

I support the Atwater Village Always recommendation that the former Van Luit Wallpaper Factory and Showroom 
located at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive be designated as an Historic-Cultural Monument. As a member of 
the Los Angeles Conservancy and the National Trust of Historic Preservation, I believe that we must 
protect buildings and communities that recognize and reflect our city as well as our country’s development.
At a time when we are restoring the L.A. River we must also preserve the beauty around it.

Having grown up in Virginia and having toured countries older than ours, I realize how young and new Los 
Angeles is in
comparison. I especially appreciate the parts of our city that have character and tradition representing previous 
times. In the 46 years that I have liwed here I have seen tremendous changes, many which have erased icons, 
such as the Brown Derbies and the Ambassador Hotel. I hope that we will not let that happen to the 
Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Katharine E. Pauli
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Cara Mullio <cmullio@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan <atwatefMllagealways@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at 8:51 AM

Dear Cultural Heritage Commission,

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex 

Date: November 17, 2015

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of 
the Albert Van Luit Complex in Los Angeles.

In 2007, I co-organized the Edward A. Killingsworth archives and soon after I 
co-authored a monograph on his work, titled Edward A. Killingsworth: An 
Architect’s Life. During my years of research on Killingsworth, several 
important buildings by Killingsworth were unduly compromised, destroyed 
and/or demolished. The nomination of Albert Van Luit Complex will secure 
the tutelage, preservation and education of this important property. The 
property and buildings are critical to the history of the Atwater Village 
neighborhood, the Van Luit Company and to the architects who authored 
these structures. Please don’t allow another piece of our Los Angeles 
history to disappear.

The Killingsworth’s office-showroom was designed in 1965. It retains its 
significant character-defining features of the time and reflects Killingsworth’s 
influential design aesthetic. The office-showroom is indicative of 
Killingsworth's architectural language with visual vistas opened through 
glass walls and doors onto landscaped courtyards. Killingsworth was 
responsible for the building’s landscape elements that created a more 
unified whole, allowing a natural way to view the various wallpaper designs 
on display. The U-shaped plan of the building creates a free spatial flow 
between gardens and workspace.

Killingsworth designed most of his projects in Long Beach or overseas. It is 
rare to have one of his firm’s commercial projects located elsewhere and to 
be so intact. It is unique to have a Killingsworth project situated within a 
larger compound such as seen here in the Van Luit Complex. The office- 
showroom is documented in Killingsworth archives, which are located at the 
Architecture and Design Collection at the University Art Museum, University 
of Santa Barbara. Materials that represent this project include working 
drawings, blueprints and elevations.

The factory building -- an excellent example of the daylight factory type 
identified by the City of Los Angeles in its study of citywide industrial 
development -- and office-showroom maintain architecturally noteworthy 
features and continue to convey a historic significance as a twentieth 
century property. For all of these reasons, I support the nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los
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Angeles.

Sincerely.

Cara Mullio

letter sent to Richard Barron November 17, 2015
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KELLY SUTIIERLIN McLEOD

November 25, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex

Honorable Chair Richard Barron and Cultural Heritage Commissioners,

It is with strong conviction that I submit to you this letter of support for the designation of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex, located at 400 East Chevy Chase Drive, as a Historic-Cultural Landmark.

A leader in the county's professional preservation community, I am the founding principal of Kelly 
Sutherlin McLeod Architecture, Inc. - a firm focused on the preservation of 20,h century cultural 
resources since 1988. It is a great honor to also be a steward of the legacy of Edward A. Killingsworth, 
FAIA. Having the good fortune of personally knowing and working with Ed, I have dedicated years to 
the ongoing study, writing and lecturing about, and preservation of Killingsworth architecture. My 
architectural practice is located in the office building Killingsworth designed in 1955 for his own 
practice, and where the Killingsworth firms were headquartered throughout Ed's profuse and 
influential five-decade career.

Ed Killingsworth was the most prolific of the Case Study House Program architects. In 1965, when the 
firm of Killingsworth, Brady & Associates designed the one-story, International style, Albert Van Luit 
office and showroom, the firm was embarking into an international market which led to global 
commissions for the next three decades - architectural projects for which Killingsworth gained 
international renown.

The building Killingsworth designed for the Albert Van Luit Complex contains signature design 
elements recognized as quintessential Killingsworth architecture: •

• a u-shaped plan for free spatial flow between the garden and workspace
• slender vertical steel framing and large expanses of glass below a flat roof
• tall delicate trellises casting lacey shadows on the building walls below
• accentuated, thin vertical entrance doors
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As recognized by the City's Office of Historic Resources, the Albert Van Luit Complex is an 
irreplaceable resource with a rich multi-chaptered history spanning between the original daylight 
factory building through the iconic International style building designed by Killingsworth. The national 
and international recognition of Edward A. Killingworth's work and significance is well documented 
and established. The buildings which comprise the Albert Van Luit Complex have been noted by 
professional historians as retaining their essential character-defining features of type, and as 
continuing to convey their historic significance. Insomuch, the Albert Van Luit complex is both a 
worthy and exemplary candidate for designation as a Historic-Cultural Monument. I urge you to 
support this nomination recognizing the rich and significant history of Los Angeles.

Respectfully,

Kelly Sutherlin McLeod
President, Kelly Sutherlin McLeod Architecture, Inc.
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November 9, 2015

4000 Chevy Chase, LLC 
Albert Van Luit & Co., Inc. 
c/o Hnnes and Associates. Inc.
6671 W. Sunset Boulevard. Suite 1575 
Hollywood. CA 90028

Blume Margaret K TR Margaret L K Blume TR and 
Duttenhaver, Linda TR Lindv TR 
6671 W. Sunset Boulevard, Suite 1575 
Los Angeles, CA 90028

NOTICE TO STOP ALL WORK AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO REVOKE 
BUILDING PERMIT NUMBER 14019-10000-02682 TO DEMOLISH AN OFFICE 
BUILDING LOCATED AT 4010 E. CHEVY CHASE DRIVE

The Department of Building and Safety (LADBS) issued Building Permit No. 14019
10000-02682 on September 2, 2014 to demolish an oflice building located at 4010 L. 
Chevy Chase Drive. As part of the process for issuing Building Permit No. 14019
10000-02682. LADBS required the applicant to obtain a clearance from the Department 
of City Planning (DCP) for Planning Case No. ZA-1992-1146-RV to demolish the oflice 
building.

After the issuance of Building Permit No. 14019-10000-02682 lor demolition, on 
October 30, 2014. the applicant tiled for a 60 unit small lot subdivision project which 
required a discretionary action and CEQA review with DCP, under Planning Case Nos. 
CPC-2014-4062-GPA-ZC-HD-ZAD-SPR and ENV-2014-4063-F.AF.

On September 25, 2015, DCP notified LADBS that the Building Permit No. 14019
10000-02682 should have required a CEQA clearance from DCP in accordance with the 
California Code of Regulations Section 15268(d). the California Code of Regulations 
Section 15268(d), reads as follows:
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO REVOKE BUILDING PERMIT NUMBER 14019
10000-02682 TO DEMOLISH A WAREHOUSE LOCATED AT 4000 E. CHEVY 
CHASE DRIVE

"Where a project involves an approval that contains elements of both a 
ministerial action and a discretionary action, the project will be deemed to 
be discretionary and will be subject to the requirements of CEOA. ”

Therefore, LADBS has determined that Building Permit No. 14019-10000-02682 was 
issued in error and should be revoked. The authority to revoke permits is stipulated in 
Section 98.0601 of the L.A.M.C., which reads:

"The Department shall have the authority to revoke any permit, slight 
modification or determination whenever such action was granted in error 
or in violation of other provisions of the code and conditions are such that 
the action should not have been allowed. "

Hereby, you are ordered to immediately stop all demolition work approved pursuant to 
Building Permit No. 14019-10000-02682.

You have until November 23, 2015 to contact David Chang of my staff at (213) 482-0092 
to address this matter and provide any reasons for which work should not be stopped and 
this building permit should not be revoked: otherwise. Building Permit No. 14019-10000
02682 will be revoked on November 23.2015

Colin Kumabe
Metro Plan Check Division Chief 
Permit and Engineering Bureau

Ifa Kashefi, Permit and Engineering Bureau Chief, LADBS 
Larry Galstian. Inspection Bureau Chief. LADBS 
Todd Borzi. Chief Inspector, Inspection Bureau. LADBS

c:



Richard Barron, AIA, President 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles CA 90012

Historic Cultural Monument Consideration of: 
the Albert Van Luit Complex

Re:

Dear Mr. Barron,

I write to you to ask for the Historical Cultural Heritage Commission's consideration of landmark 
status for the Albert Van Luit Complex. I am a member of the Atwater Village community and my 
home of the past sixteen years, at 4332 Edenhurst Avenue, connects with the back section of the 
Van Luit Complex.

In addition to my position as a concerned member of the community, I would like to briefly 
describe my responsibilities during two of my thirty years as a City of Los Angeles employee. 
During 2001 and 2002,1 was the Assistant General Manager and for six months of 2002 I was the 
Interim General Manager of the El Pueblo de Los Angeles Historical Monument. During those 
two years I worked very closely with the communities and staffs that ultimately created the 
Chinese American Museum, the Italian American Museum, and the Siqueiros Mural Interpretive 
Center. All three are located at the El Pueblo Historical Monument.

With all three creation efforts, each of the three communities had come together for a common 
good and shared interests - and in the process discovered or rediscovered a neglected treasure 
right in their midst. This is the same story of the discovery of the Albert Van Luit Complex. The 
Atwater Village community came together for a common good and in the process discovered a 
landmark treasure right in their community.

It would be such a tragedy for Los Angeles to lose this unique and rare set of buildings to the 
wrecking ball. Your consideration of landmark status will create the path for saving a small piece 
of our shared heritage. Thank you for all of your time and efforts to preserve the best and most 
significant parts of Los Angeles for future generations.

Sincerely

Kory R. Smith, 
Community Member
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Submitted bv email
Richard Barron, President
Cultural Heritage Commission
Attention: Shannon Ryan
Office of Historic Resources
City Hall, 200 N. Sprint Street, Room 559
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Email: shannon.rvan(5 lacitv.org

Albert Van Luit Complex, 4.000 E. Chew Chase DriveRe:

Dear President Barron and Members of the Commission:

On behalf of the Los Angeles Conservancy, I am writing in strong support of the 
nomination to designate the Albert Van Luit Complex a City of Los Angeles 
Historic-Cultural Monument. The Conservancy finds the property particularly 
significant for its associations with Albert Van Luit, who revolutionized the 
wallpaper industry, with the daylight factory property type, and with master 
architects Killingsworth, Brady & Associates.

The property at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive was developed over a period spanning 
three decades by Albert Van Luit. His Albert Van Luit & Company was the first 
wallpaper manufacturer in California and was notable for introducing numerous 
innovations to the industry including the printing of hand-screened scenic 
wallpaper, the utilization of drying ovens in place of air-drying, and the marketing 
of wallpaper through retail outlets instead of interior designers. The property 
served as the company’s factory, executive offices, and one of its local showrooms 
and reflects the industrial history of the area. By the early 1950s, the company’s 
international sales included Latin America, Europe and Asia.

The factory building on the property was designed by architect J. R. Wyatt and 
completed in 1951. It is an excellent example of the daylight factory property type 
and includes such character-defining features as a distinctive sawtooth roofline 
with continuous industrial steel sash windows and oversized bays of industrial steel 
sash windows on the building’s south elevation. Between 1965 and 1967, master 
architects Killingsworth, Brady & Associates were retained to design a showroom
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and office building for the property, which was designed in the Mid-Century Modern style and reflects the 
firm’s influential design aesthetic.

Accordingly, the Conservancy urges the Commission to vote to take the nomination under consideration 
for Historic-Cultural Monument status.

Sincerely,

Adrian Scott Fine 
Director of Advocacy
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Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 2:50 PMCheryll Roberts <cheryllroberts@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervllagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron,

I have worked much of my life in the fields of architecture and 
design. Having grown up in Silverlake and lived in Atwater since 
1979, I am very familiar with the area, including the L.A. River.
Yet, it wasn't until last year, on my first visit to the North Atwater 
Park Expansion and Creek Restoration (located where Chevy Chase Drive 
dead ends near the River) that my curiosity was piqued by two nearby 
buildings I had never seen before, but later learned were the Van Luit 
Complex. The buildings are set back a ways from the street, behind 
trees and plantings. All you can see of the showroom from the outside 
is an almost blank wall with three narrow full-height windows 
perpendicular to the building face - the source of indirect lighting 
to the building. To the right of it, adjoined by a gated driveway, is 
the factory, with it's sawtooth roof of north-facing windows, behind 
an ivy covered fence. What a surprise to find this large complex in 
the midst of an otherwise small-scale residential street. Yet a lot 
of thought was clearly given to blending the complex into it's 
surroundings as much as possible. Some months later I heard of the 
historic significance of these buildings to Los Angeles, and to our 
neighborhood, and began to research Edward Killingsworth and Albert 
Van Luit in earnest.

I learned about Van Luit's innovations in wallpaper production, the 
popularity of his designs, his constantly expanding business, with a 
corresponding expansion of his factory, and his prominence in the L.A. 
design scene. Here are excerpts from a few archived L.A. Times 
articles:

A 1959 notice tells of an upcoming speech by Albert Van Luit at the 
Los Angeles County Museum.
A March 14, 1965 article titled "A Showcase of Interior Design" 
describes a fundraiser for the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. (A 
search of the Pasadena Showcase House of Design reveals that this was
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the inaugural year of what is now a 50-year-old tradition.) In it,
Van Luit wallpaper was featured prominently in the library.
An April 7, 1968 article entitled "Design Pacesetters: 1968 Award 
Winners..." lists Albert Van Luit with many of his contemporary 
"pacesetters in the field of home furnishings...in an exhibit at the 
International Design Center, 8899 Beverly Blvd.", presented by the 
American Institute of Interior Designers and Resources Council. The 
exhibit was to run through the end of the month. Concurrently, his 
designs were displayed in the "1968 Showcase of Interior Design" (the 
title of an April 21, 1968 article) which describes window shades of 
vinyl paper by Albert Van Luit in one of the bedrooms, and Albert Van 
Luit Company wallcoverings in the dining room, specially color-keyed 
to match the drapery fabric.
Albert Van Luit's obituary appears in the L.A Times on June 1, 1970.
The 1971 Showcase House again featured an Albert Van Luit Company 
design in the entry hall.
The company was sold subsequent to Van Luit's death, but many of his 
designs have proven to be timeless, and are still available today.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex11/25^2015

Researching Edward Killingsworth, I learned about his start in 
residential architecture, beginning with his first solo residential 
project, which John Entenza admired. So began Killingsworth's 
affiliation with the highly publicized Case Study House program, which 
brought him more attention, and more commissions. He teamed up with 
Jules Brady, and their work was published numerous times in ail of the 
architecture and design magazines, gamering national attention. 
Killingsworth became internationally known when, on Killingsworth's 
behalf and unbeknownst to him, the National A.I.A. submitted his 
Cambridge Office Building (1960) to the 1961 Sao Paulo Biennial 
International Design Competition, where he won first prize. The award 
was presented at the VI Biennial, an architectural competition held 
among fifty countries and the project was heralded as the 
‘Top-designed new commercial structure in the world". By 1963, when 
Killingsworth was honored with Fellowship in the American Institute of 
Architects, his firm had won thirty-two major architectural awards.
His own beautiful office building in Long Beach has been designated a 
Historic Landmark. As I'm sure you’re aware, the list of achievements 
of this master architect is long.

Interestingly, when Albert Van Luit decided to build a showroom 
adjacent to his factory, he chose Edward Killingsworth over Neutra or 
Schindler, whose work is found throughout Silverlake. I'm not aware 
of another Killingsworth/Brady building in our area. The closest is 
probably on the USC campus. Although he was only able to enjoy this 
office/wallpaper showroom for about five years before his death, I'm 
sure Mr. Van Luit congratulated himself on his choice of architect as 
he watched the notoriety of Killingsworth, Brady & Assoc, skyrocket, 
and in 1969 Killingsworth was made A.I.A. president. One of 
Killingsworth's great skills was his site responsiveness, a design 
element evident in the Van Luit showroom that I especially appreciate, 
and one that is sorely lacking in most current buildings and 
developments. Being enmeshed in the design scene, Van Luit likely had 
a great appreciation for this as well, and desired it for his own 
business, as well as his neighborhood, as he lived next door to his 
business. In "Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect’s Life", (2013,
Jennifer Volland & Cara Mullio) the authors quote a 1984 article in 
which Killingsworth states, "...Most modem buildings make bad
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neighbors-to me an unforgivable sin."

Last week I had the opportunity to visit the former Van Luit Wallpaper 
Showroom and actually experience Killingsworth's design aesthetic. I 
was reminded of young Edward Killingsworth's words regarding his first 
solo project (again from Volland & Mullio's book): "I was searching
for.... serenity, simplicity and, perhaps because of these,
significance." The showroom entry is oriented to face the factory 
across the driveway, with narrow full-height windows to each side of 
the door, perpendicular to the building face, similar to those on the 
street side of the building. It is a small U-shaped building arranged 
around a central exterior courtyard. One of Killingsworth's favorite 
design features, I have learned, was blurring the lines between 
interior and exterior. The building is thus flooded with direct and 
indirect natural light, givng it a sense of spaciousness, while 
providing privacy. The lightweight post-and-beam construction and 
high ceilings also enhance the feeling of spaciousness. It was 
interesting speaking with a few of the current employees who expressed 
their appreciation for the building, and who also mentioned that many 
of their clients comment on it's cool retro design. It would be truly 
sad were such an architectural gem to be demolished.

As it happens, this Complex is located near some other unique gems in 
our Atwater Village neighborhood, ft is adjacent to all that remains 
of the historic equestrian district, as well as the soft-bottomed 
Glendale Narrows portion of the L.A. Rivar (separated only by North 
Atwater Park) where, only a mile or so from this site, The Nature 
Conservancy, as well as the Natural History Museum, are currently 
conducting studies of the existing flora and fauna. In addition, the 
North Atwater Park Expansion and Creek Restoration is the sight where 
each year thousands of school children are brought down to the river 
by FOLAR to experience first-hand all of the amazing wildlife located 
right in our own backyard.

Having become active in the Atwater Village Neighborhood Council’s 
River Committee, as well as the Greening Committee in the last few 
years, I along with my neighbors, have given considerable thought to 
our wishes for our special area. Obviously we wish to preserve as 
much as we can of what makes it extraordinary. Our hope would be that 
this unique complex is preserved and integrated into it's surroundings 
in a positive way, for which there are so many possibilities. The 
2011 design award for re-envisioning the Central Service Yard (an East 
Bank orphan of Griffith Park), across the street from the Van Luit 
Complex, notes the need for an interpretive center. Clearly, the 
River and its denizens should be the focus of such a center. An 
interesting side note: the on-line biography of the Van Luit Complex 
property owner includes among his proudest achievements, his Watershed 
Garden at TreePeople headquarters, which provides "a visual 
environment in which children can learn about water conservation," 
along with his Center for California Conservation Science at UCLA, the 
first UCLA building to be LEED certified. His interests and endeavors 
in other parts of the city wonderfully coincide with our neighbors 
aspirations for our area.

The Killingsworth/Brady designed office is an historic gem right in 
the heart our L.A. neighborhood, and the Daylight Factory is a 
building type that has been identified by the City as one that is
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important to our city's history, and therefore one to be preserved.
In addition, it would be ecologically and economically foolish to 
demolish such well designed and built structures with so much 
potential to benefit not only our neighborhood, but all of Los 
Angeles. The buildings are significant to our neighborhood's history, 
and, with the help of the Cultural Heritage Commission, can become 
part of it’s green and river-centric future.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Sincerely,

Cheryll Roberts 
3370 Larga Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90039
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Historic Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex !!!
1 message

David Mast <davd@davidmastdesign.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, Christine Peters <christine.peters@lacity.org>, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 2:25 PM

November 19, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Historic Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Sir,

I am writing to you to consider the historical value and the necessity of deeming the Albert Van Luit Complex as 
a Historic-Cultural Monument. I am, first and foremost, a resident of Atwater Village as well as a nationally 
known Interior Designer. I chose to live in this area specifically because of its proximity to the Los Angeles River, 
the strong sense of community spirit in Atwater Village, and it's historical significance to the city of Los Angeles.

Recently, I had the opportunity to walk through the horse stables, the park that runs along the Los Angeles 
River, bridle path, and the Albert Van Luit Complex. I was so impressed with this great jewel in Los Angles. The 
Albert Van Luit complex clearly interplays with the park, the river and the stables. It is truly evident that this 
complex was thoughtfully planned.

As a design professional and fellow lover of architecture I could not help but be mesmerized with these beautiful 
buildings and notice how well these two buildings are laid out on this particular parcel of land. After doing some 
research I discovered how significant these buildings truly are. Furthermore, the daylight factory building, 
designed by JR Wyatt, and the office showroom, designed by Edward Killingsworth and Jules Brady, are true 
examples of their eras and should hold a place in Los Angeles' architectural history.

When one considers the historical use of these buildings their value seems evon greater to the history of interior 
design in North America. Albert Van Luit's contribution and influence in the realm of wall covering is truly 
remarkable and the very fact that this happened here in our great City is something of monumental importance 
and source of community pride. The use of wall coverings continues to be a staple in interior design and knowing 
that Van Luit’s factory provided our country with a great amount of the coverings that are still used today is of 
significant value.

Doing a little more research on Edward Killingsworth, one realizes how rooted he is in the history of Los 
Angeles. Jennifer M. Volland and Lara Mullio chronicle Killingsworth life in a biography of his life. Killingsworth 
attended USC School, was the Student body President, and his name is synonymous with Southern California 
Post-and-Beam Mid-Century modernism. The Killingsworth case study home was ranked as one of the twenty 
best contemporary homes in Architectural Record.

Walking around the neighborhood, one can easily see that there was a significant amount of urban planning 
involved with how these buildings are situated within residential homes, horse stables, the LA River, and the
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park. It would be a great gift to the community and to Los Angeles to re-purpose these buildings so that the 
interaction between all of these entities continues to work together. Structurally, these buildings, one a daylight 
factory design made of reinforced concrete construction, and the other, a perfect example of southern California 
mid-century modernism, could easily be re-purposed while maintaining their historical value.

As an avid architectural connoisseur and interior designer, I graciously implore you to consider nominating both of 
these buildings as significant modernist architectural monuments. They are significant pieces of architecture and 
an important part of history for the City of Los Angeles as well as to our Atwater Village community. These 
buildings could be used as live/work lofts, promoting small businesses in the area that would interact with the 
horse stables, river adjacency, and the parklands of Los Angeles. There is also the possibility of using them as 
community centers or museums due to the proximity to the LA River and the stables.

Thank you for your time and your willingness to consider such amazing buildings.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex!!!11/25/2015

Sincerely,

David Mast

Principal designer of David Mast Design, LLC
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • MERCED * RIVERSIDE « SAN DIEGO * SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ

DEPARTMENT OF THE HISTORY OF ART 
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521 -0319 
TEL: (951)827-4627 
FAX: (951) 827-2331

November 24, 2015
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street. Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sent via email to: shannon.rvanrajlacity.org and lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
cc: CHC@lacitv.org and atwatcrvillagealways@ginail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

I write in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I am a professor of architectural history at the University of California, Riverside where I teach the 
history of modem architecture. I serve as the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of the Society> of 
Architectural Historians, the foremost academic journal on the history of the built environment. I have 
also been a registered architect in the state of New York. As an architect, I worked on the renovation of 
Carnegie Hall with James Stewart Polshek and Partners, and on several other historic preservation 
projects. Additionally, I am a homeowner in Atwater Village and reside several blocks from the Van 
Luit Complex.

On the basis of my expertise, I consider the Van Luit Complex to have real importance for the history of 
architecture in Los Angeles and for the Atwater Village neighborhood.

The Van Luit Factory (J.R. Wyatt, 1950) is exemplary of the daylight factory type, which has been so 
important to the history of industrial development in Los Angeles. It has retained its distinctive sawtooth 
light monitors, concrete structure, roof trusses, and clear-span interior spaces, which are central 
characteristics of the type. It appears to be an ideal structure for conversion to other uses such as creative 
offices or live-work studios. The factory is sited in such a way as to respect the adjacent equestrian and 
residential properties, with ample setbacks and provision for equestrian access along the property 
boundary. While it is a large building, the appearance of its size is mitigated by its sensitive relationship 
to the neighborhood. Over the years, it has become a landmark in North Atwater Village.

The Van Luit showroom by Edward A. Killingsworth and Jules Brady (1965) is a gem of 
Killingsworth's work and of Mid-Century architecture. It has retained the essence of the design's 
historic integrity and characteristics. Killingsworth was renowned for his innovative residential 
buildings, notably his six designs for the Case Study House program. The showroom represents a less
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To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Karen Barnett 
2971 Sunnynook Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90039
Email: karenbarnett@sbcglobal.net

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmajl.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24th, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron,

I’m writing this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex.

I’m a resident of Atwater Village and a fan of Modern Architecture. I also attended Art 
Center College of Design, whose philosophy and history is steeped in the modern 
aesthetic.

As a huge believer in form follows function, I believe the Van Vuit Complex is a treasure 
to be preserved. Albert Van Luit, as an innovator himself, sought a “creative campus” by 
design! We don’t have the opportunity to see many showrooms adjacent to 
manufacturing factories these days. The sites actual structures are designed to work 
and function together or separately... a creative, innovative and relevant concept to this 
day.

The factory building is an excellent example of the daylight factory. Its design reinforces 
the mid-century concept of form following function. The design utilizes steel reinforced 
concrete to create strong, fireproof structural systems, featuring large unobstructed floor
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spaces and exposed concrete exterior frames, which can be filled with large windows to 
admit light and air.

The windows are a key element for allowing natural light to come into the building, 
saving energy, and in Van Luit’s case, providing light for the wallpaper to be seen in a 
more natural way. In the case of the Van Luit factory, the majority of the windows face 
north, allowing natural light to bathe the interior without the heat and contrast of direct 
sunlight.

The showroom building has significant character-defining features of the Mid-Century 
Modern Style and was designed Edward A. Killingsworth, FAIA, Just walking up to the 
doors you know you are in for a visual treat. The U-shaped plan of the building creates a 
free spatial flow between interior and exterior spaces while the large window wall 
removes the inside/outside barrier.

The crisp, pure geometry of design, the interweaving of interior and exterior space, flat 
roof, and the use of modern industrial materials including steel and glass are all 
hallmarks of the Mid-Century Modern style and Killingsworth as architect.

Killingsworth also designed the building’s landscape elements in order to create a more 
unified whole, and to allow a more natural way to view the various wallpaper designs on 
display.

I hope you will support the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit 
Complex.

Thank you,

Karen Barnett
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November 25th, 2015

SENT VIA EMAIL TO: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT NOMINATION - ALBERT VAN LUIT COMPLEX

The Atwater Village Chamber of Commerce (AVCC) fully supports the historical-cultural monument 
designation of the Albert Van Luit Complex, located at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive.

The Albert Van Luit Complex has a particular historic importance for our community and the City of Los 
Angeles. Albert Van Luit was a well-known entrepreneur and innovator in the wallpaper industry in the 
period following World War II, his business also served as a major source of employment during Atwater's 
formative years.

Furthermore, the business site encompassed a Post-War Daylight Factory designed by renowned architect 
JR Wyatt (1950) and an International Style office-showroom designed by multiple award-winning Edward 
Killingsworth and his collaborator Jules Brady (1965).

Daylight factory-type buildings have been identified by the City of Los Angeles's Office of Historic 
Resources as a significate property type. Daylight factor designs feature large unobstructed floor spaces 
and exposed concrete exterior frames, which can be filled with large windows to admit light and air. The 
windows are a key element for allowing nature light to come into the building, saving energy use.

The Albert Van Luit Complex has a significate historic and architectural significance, we urge the City's 
support in designating this site as a Historical-Cultural Monument.

Sincerely,
/

Luis Lopez 
Executive Director
Atwater Village Chamber of Commerce 
PO Box
Los Angeles, CA 90039

cc: Atwater Village Always, Council District 13
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

LAWRENCE HAFETZ <lawleeh2@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: LAWRENCE HAFETZ <lawleeh2@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, 'Tambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 11:57 AM

To: Richard Barron, AIA Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Lawrence Hafetz

4231 Brunswick Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90039

Lawleeh2 (ryyahoo.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Coup lex

November 25, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron:

1 am a resident of Atwater Village and the Chair of the Atwater Village Neighborhood Council's 
Environmental and Land Use Committee. I am writing in my individual capacity to urge you to support the
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designation of the Albert Luit Complex, located at 4000 E. Chevy Chase Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039 
("Complex"), as a Historical-Cultural Monument to the City of Los Angeles ("City,r).

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex11/25/2015

The Complex has particular historic significance to the City. Albert Van Luit was well-known for his 
innovations in the wallpaper industry in the period following World War II. Moreover, inportant historic 
resources make up the Complex, comprised of a Post-War Daylight Factory designed by renowned 
architect JR Wyatt (1950) and an International Style office-showroom designed by multiple award-winning 
Edward Killingsworth and his colleague Jules Brady (1965).

Killingsworth utilized the International Style to highlight Van Luit's innovative wallpaper designs, integrating 
interior and exterior space to create a more unified whole, and to alfow a more natural way to view the 
various wallpaper designs on display.

Daylight factory-type buildings have also been identified by the City's Office of Historic Resources as a 
significant property type. Daylight factory designs feature large unobsttucted floor spaces and exposed 
concrete exterior flames, which can be filled with large windows to admit light and ah'. The windows are a 
key element for allowing natural light to come into buildings, saving energy use.

Given the historic and architectural significance of the Complex, we submit this letter requesting the Council's 
support of designating this site as a Historical-Cultural Monument.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Hafetz
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I A Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
GEECS

Atwater Equestrian Area
1 message

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 3:35 PMMarie Sansone <hugahorse@att.net> 
Reply-To: Marie Sansone <hugahorse@att.net> 
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 9012

Dear Ms. Ryan:

I am writing to you today to support the integrity of the Atwater Equestrian Area. I had boarded my horses there 
for many years and would not like to see the area compromised. For equestrians, this is really a gem in the city. 
Please support our horse community!

Sincerely,

Marie Sansone
(818)845-7499
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

michele dumont <dumontmichele44@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 10:11 AM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Dr. Michele Dumont

Home: 12911 Gilmore Ave., LA 90066

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: dumontmichele44@gmail.com

Date: November 25, 2015

My godchild is a client and volunteer of The Children's Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant 
Street, LA 90039 I have been a part of the Ranch community since 2012. I have taken my godchild to the Ranch 
on numerous occasions over the last few years. He is autistic and has ADHD. The small, homey atmosphere of 
the Ranch as well as the loving and supportive staff have helped him to grow-up and deal effectively with his 
issues. He loves animals and, as you may know, directly interacting with animals is so helpful to these 
children. He has learned how to ride horses and how to care for all animals at the Ranch. In addition, he has 
learned that caring for these animals required hard and dirty work as well as playful fun. This is especially helpful 
for him since he is also battling allergies that prevents him from having most pets in his home. I have also 
witnessed the work that staff of the Ranch do with teens and younger children. I am so impressed with their work 
and the whole environment of the Ranch

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. The whole complex fits right into 
the neighborhood. You would hardly know the Ranch was there if you did not enter the house and go through to
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the yard. The first time I brought my godchild, I was not sure that I was in the right place - where he could 
actually ride horses and interact with other animals. I imagined a much more high-profile ranch. This is a house 
with an extensive side yard, which is a stable and corral. I later observed how easy it was for them to lead 
horses and riders to the riding path at the end of the street - it was all so safe and non-obtrusive to the 
neighbors. The whole complex protects the work of Ranch. It is these smaller riding centers that make riding 
safer in the whole area.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

I know my godchild’s mother looked long and carefully to find a place where her child could ride and interact with 
animals. Finding the Ranch was and has been a god-send for him - a highlight of his week as well as a great 
place to advance his learning and development. I am very concerned that the work of the Ranch is in danger.
You should be doing everything in your power to keep the Ranch going. This neighborhood needs to maintain its 
historic small houses/ranches and the service to the children of this city. Too much of our city is tearing down its 
older homes and replacing them with buildings inconsistent with their neighborhoods. Please do not let this 
happen to this neighborhood.

We drive miles to take our child to the Ranch and are doing all we can to keep it available to children in the 
future. These children need your support. Please do not turn a blind eye to them and their needs and the needs 
of this neighborhood.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Michele Dumont, Ph.D.

(If you need my signature, please let me know.)
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Andrea Ventura <afiglerventura@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.glessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 9:55 AM

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for Albert Van Luit Complex

November 24, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron:

I write in support of Atwater Village Always request for the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex. I agree with the request and reiterate the sentiments here. As a resident who lives on 4111 
Chevy Chase Boule\£trd, about a block away from the Complex, I feel fortunate to have such a gentle giant of a 
building that I walk by on a daily basis when walking my dog, Buttercup, past North Atwater Park.

The historic building sits adjacent to North Atwater Park, servng as a protective shield for all of us who use North 
Atwater Park, the Creek Restoration, the horse trails & bridle paths, the Atwater Public Equestrian Arena, the 
Los Angeles River Equestrian Trail and access to the LA River.

I am struck by how the Albert Van Luit Complex, located at 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, has become a symbol of 
our neighborhood - representing the delicate balance among residential, commercial and equestrian uses that 
has become the defining characteristic of this unique urban equestrian vllage along the Los Angeles River. The 
buildings on the site are set back graciously from the neighboring residences, adjoining stables, equestrian 
arenas, bridle paths and park. Trees are planted along the perimeter to blend the factory into the adjacent 
properties. In fact, as you walk along the trails and recreate in the park, you hardly notice the Van Luit Complex 
is there.

According to Atwater Village Always, the Van Luit Complex is comprised of two architecturally significant 
buildings: a Postwar daylight factory (JR Wyatt, 1950) and an International Style office-showroom (Killingsworth- 
Brady, 1965). These important buildings are located in the heart of the Atwater Equestrian District - right next to 
our public riding areas, jumping arenas, trails, stables and residences. Not only are the buildings themselves 
significant, but the way they were constructed has provided an important buffer of protection for the historic and 
existing equestrian uses of the adjacent land. And, the site was the original home to the Van Luit Wallpaper 
Factory, where Albert Van Luit transformed the wallpaper industry with his techniques for creating scenic 
designs.

These buildings are historically significant, and should be preserved as an integral part of the fabric of the City of 
Los Angeles. Accordingly, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

They help create the unique neighborhood in North Atwater Village that I have not seen anywhere else in this
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City. I was born in Los Angeles and have lived and worked here most of my life. I even helped research the 
development of Los Angeles in a book called The Reluctant Metropolis. Throughout all of my experience, I have 
not encountered any other area that so intricately and graciously blends commercial, industrial, equestrian, and 
public park land.
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Sincerely,

Andrea Ventura 
4111 Chevy Chase Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90039
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Christophci Payne, AIA, LttD AP
2876 Rowena Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90039 
Studio 323,663.9119 Fax 323.663.9111 
info@finarchitecture.com
www.finafchitedure.coni

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

November 25th, 2015

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

I am a practicing architect in the Silver Lake - Atwater Village neighborhood of Los Angeles where I have 
been living for the last twenty years as well as operating an architecture firm for the past fifteen.

My office is nearby on Rowena Avenue just up the hill from the Los Angeles River.

I write this letter in support of the preservation of the Albert Van Luit Complex through its nomination as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument.

Having been to the site on a couple of occasions I have noted some important characteristics of its two 
distinctively different buildings; a Daylight Factory building and adjacent administrative building designed by 
Edward Killingsworth.

Los Angeles is still a relatively young city that has gone through several periods of expansion. It is a 
unique city in which to practice architecture due to a synergy of sophisticated clients, temperate climate 
and a history of openness to new ideas,

Sometimes the very characteristics that define a place of creativity can be detrimental to the preservation of 
important examples of architecture of the recent past.

There is a proposal to demolish the Van Luit complex to make way for multi-unit housing as a continuation 
of a series of Small Lot developments have been recently built in the neighborhood. Small Lot 
developments have their merit, in the current period of rapid growth that the city is experiencing, as an 
attempt to increase density in our city, but I believe that developers have exploited the spirit of the city's 
intent.

mailto:info@finarchitecture.com
http://www.finafchitedure.coni


The Van Luit Complex represents an example of where development meets the importance of preserving 
Los Angeles's important architectural heritage.

The Van Luit complex has two buildings worthy of preservation:

A factory building built in 1950 that once produced wallpaper is an example of industrial design that 
incorporates banks of clerestory windows to provide natural light to the center of the building as an early 
example of the green concept of Daylighting.

A second building, built in 1965, held administrative offices for the company and also functioned as a 
showroom. This structure was designed by architect Edward Killingsworth. Killingsworth designed a 
building very much in keeping with the Case Study Movement that is an important part of Los Angeles' 
architectural history.

Here important concepts of Southern California living are utilized such as the braking down of the 
distinction between inside and outside and the importance of how daylight enters a building. Although 
relatively small in square footage the building's spaces are generous with nonstandard ceiling heights.

The building faces the street and is directly across from a residential neighborhood. How the building fits 
into the larger urban context of the neighborhood through scale and massing was an important design 
consideration taken in account by the architect.

Both of these buildings have architectural traits worthy of conservation and each could be easily 
repurposed as an example of adaptive reuse so that these important buildings could have a place in the 
larger urban scheme to redevelop the Los Angeles River.

Perhaps the administration building could house some form of community function where those who live in 
the neighborhood could utilize the building for public exhibits and gatherings.

The open plan factory floor also lends itself to being well suited to a form of housing more in keeping with 
the equestrian nature of the neighborhood in the form of live-work spaces with direct adjacency to North 
Atwater Public Park and the ongoing project to transform the Los Angeles River into a linear greenbelt that 
abuts both the Silver Lake and Atwater Village neighborhoods.



For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Christopher Payne, AIA, LEED AP
Principal
FIN Architecture
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Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 9:29 AMcarla helmholz <carlafaye@me.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Carla Helmholz
Home: 216 SW Tualatin Loop, West Linn, OR 97068
Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation. 4007 Verdant Street. LA, CA 90039 
Email: carlafaye@mac.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 25,2015

I am a board member at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 
90039. 1 have been a part of the Ranch community since

2006 and organize bi-annual sample sales there to raise funds for ongoing programs. 1 have a special 
friendship with the Ranch's original member, Addie Decter, and know many of the children who have participated in 
the riding programs, including my nephew.

Each time I visit the Ranch, I am impressed by the urban oasis that has been created by the equestrian 
community. The Albert Van Luit Comp lex complements this oasis. The low height and setback of the buildings 
provide the perfect buffer zone for those riding in the public arena or on the LA River Equestrian trail.

1 loved living in Los Angeles and preserving the city's history is so important. Architecture plays such a 
vital part of every city’s unique character and officially acknowledging the historical significance of the Albert Van 
Luit Complex cements this chapter in LA's fascinating past.

For all these reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,
Carla Helmholz
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25 December 2015

Richard Barron. AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. 4000 E. Chevy
Chase Drive

Dear Mr. Barron:

Thank you for this opportunity to express my support for the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination 
of the Albert Van Luit Complex. I am writing to you as an architectural historian, historic preservation 
consultant and professor of architecture at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, where I co
coordinator of the historic preservation program.

Based on my review of the nomination and the additional documentation prepared by Historic 
Resources Group, it is clear that the complex is of historic significance. In particular, I would like to 
address the integral relationship between business and design that is inherent in the Albert Van Luit 
Complex. As the documents make clear, Van Luit was innovative as a designer and marketer of 
wallpaper. His naturally-lit reinforced concrete and steel factory was designed to address the 
manufacturing requirements of his successful and expanding business. The showroom needed to 
perform a different function: its incorporation of landscape within the office setting captured the 
informality that epitomized the California lifestyle. In selecting Edward Killingsworth as his architect. Van 
Luit recognized the work of another innovative designer whose contemporary commercial and 
residential works captured the values Van Luit hoped to bring to his clients through his own products.

The Albert Van Luit Complex is a unique cultural resource for the City of Los Angeles. It reflects the 
City's long history as a place of business and design innovation. For these reasons, I support the 
designation of the complex as a Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Monument.

Sincerely yours.
/ I /-

7i//
Lauren Weiss Bricker, Ph.D. 
Architectural Historian
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a LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>? GEECS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

kelly blanpied <kelly@kellyblanpied.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan 
<atwatervillagealways@gmai!.com>

Wed, Nov 25, 2015 at 8:20 AM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Kelly Blanpied, LCSW

Home: 4001 Verdant Street, Los Angeles, CA 90039

Business: 588 North Larchmont Blvd, 2nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA. 90094

Email: kelly@kellyblanpied.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, chnstine.peters@lacity.org, amy ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re. Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015

Dear Mr, Barron, et al:

I am a clinical social worker, practicing psychotherapy in Larchmont Village. Additionally, myself and my 
husband host events from our home, which is situated on the Southwest comer of the same block as the Albert 
Van Luit Complex. I write this letter in support of its nomination to the City of Los Angeles as a Historic Cultural 
Monument.

For all of the nineteen years our family has lived on our property, I have been ignorant of and uninterested in the 
Van Luit Complex. I knew it only as Scenic Expressions, the place where my husband (now retired) had his
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MADtvsets stored when the show was in between seasons. A large equestrian arena stands between us and the 
Complex, and in fact we are literally surrounded by equestrian arena's, but we are not horse-owners.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

However, I grew up with an appreciation and fondness for horses. Following his service in WWII as a B-52 bomber 
pilot, my granddad bred, raced, and sold quarter horses, while managing his paint and linoleum store. He was not 
wealthy, but he was passionate about his horses, a passion which not only provided me with opportunities to ride 
and care for horses, but that also instilled certain values and principles of living. Without such values and 
principles, I could easily join the fray and exploit the current seller's market that Atwater Village is enjoying. I 
wouldn't be so concerned about the erosion of the historic Atwater Village Equestrian District if the Albert Van 
Luit Complex were destroyed for dense, in-fill housing. Ironically, it is due to horse manure that those values and 
principles imbued in me were awakened.

When myself and my soon-to-be husband drove down Verdant Street to have a look at our soon-to-be property for 
the first time (curious to see what was wrong with it, for the price tag seemed too low for all that it offered), we 
noticed across the street a large dumpster bin with horse manure piled in front of it, awaiting the scoop of a front- 
loader tractor. Undeterred, but forming an idea of why the price seemed too good to be true, we nonetheless fell 
in love with the place. In the early years, there were some conflicts when the tractor was in the shop and mounds 
of manure formed small mountains. I had a resolution to the problem, but I was unable to bring myself to 
implement it, realizing it would, upset a delicate balance in our small equestrian district on Verdant Street. I knew 
our private street served as the core of equestrian activity, and I realized that the ranch hands dumped their loads 
of horse manure near (not in) the dumpster bin because it was healthier and safer for them. From that point on 
my respect grew for the stable owner who considered the welfare of both equines and humans.

Initially, we had little comprehension of the oasis we exist in, but everyone who has visited us for the first time 
exclaims essentially the same thing again and again: “What an amazing urban oasis this is!" And indeed it is. It 
is little wonder that a developer would like to build a 60-unit Small Lot Subdivision for more families to enjoy this 
oasis, where the Verdant Equestrian District thrives, and is only a baseball field away from the LA River's edge.

As much as I would like to welcome 60 families into our neighborhood's oasis, the impact of the development’s 
construction, and the ingress and egress needs associated with such a dense population for so small a 
landlocked area, filled me with great concern: Like I once did, would the new residents complain about horse 
manure, dust and flies? Would they be unable to recognize the sensitive factors at work - which I once failed to 
recognize - that maintain a harmonious balance between residents, equestrians, and commercial enterprise? 
Would we lose our private street? Were that to occur, the Verdant Equestrian District would no longer be able to 
function, and Los Angeles residents would lose the site of a horse and its rider coming up the bridle trail, while a 
Little League baseball game is underway, and Scenic Expressions unloads yet another large prop, distracting 
parents from the ball game to wonder "Didn’t we see that on TV?"

Hence, this was the initial motivation to find out more about the Complex, resulting in the Historic Cultural 
Monument nomination. Friends, neighbors, business owners and residents of Atwater Village suddenly realized 
what might be lost and we went into action: Atwater Village Always was formed. Many community members 
volunteered their talents and/or their monetary support for our investigation.

Via this activism I learned about the buildings on the Complex. At the UCSB architectural archives, I learned 
about the collaboration between Edward A. Killingsworth and Albert Van Luit over the design and construction of 
Van Luit’s office and showroom. I've learned about the numerous additions to the factory, the utilitarian design of 
the Daylight Factory, and the intentional north facing windows that provided natural lighting, without exposing 
wallpaper or workers to harsh lighting and heat. I’ve wandered into the factory and the showroom filled with awe, 
and with a renewed appreciation of architectural history in LA. I've learned fascinating history about Van Luit 
himself. I've learned from local residents who worked in Van Luit’s factory that Van Luit promoted from within. He 
provided on-the-job training, facilitating the promotion of a laborer to a supervisory position. I’ve learned this urban 
oasis, preserved all these years, is largely due to Albert Van Luit himself. Van Luit, who, while changing the 
landscape of the wallpaper business in America, was also an equestrian, and therefore sensitive to the needs of 
the neighborhood when he and his architects created the site's Plot Plan, creating adequate buffer zones such 
that I’ve hardly noticed the buildings over the years! The Van Luit Complex is today what Van Luit intended it to 
be: The “jewel of the neighborhood."

As a stakeholder in Atwater Village, I am aware of and support the need for increased housing in LA, but I am
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also concerned the Small Lot Ordinance implemented to facilitate increased development and density is not 
being properly used. The Small Lot Policy is clear in its intent:

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

“The Small Lot Ordinance and Guidelines are only applicable to developments within multi-family and commercial 
zones. ”

Although, the current zoning on the site is Agricultural, Open Space, and Minimum Residential, the underlying 
land use has been commercial for two decades. Through preservation and adaptive re-use, the Albert Van Luit 
Complex could be a mixed-use development, which is allowed for in the Small Lot Ordinance. In this way it 
would retain jobs and provide housing. Or, it could be an actual monument to early "green" design, a museum 
and an educational center for sustainable living and smart growth in Los Angeles. There are so many ways the 
Complex could be adapted to re-use! The Van Luit Complex could become more than a jewel of just our 
neighborhood, but a jewel to the City of LA, symbolizing the City’s ability to preserve important history. A history 
not only of place and architecture, but a history that includes the innovations and principles of historic individuals 
who possessed environmentally healthful visions for the future of Los Angeles.

It is for these reasons that I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic Cultural 
Monument to the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Kelly Blanpied, LCSW

Kelly Blanpied 
r.CS\\' I.CS 2977]

588 North Larchmont Blvd, 2nd Hoot 

I .A, CA 90004

818.631.4011
kellyblanpied.com

"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing To keep our faces toward diange and behave like free spirits in the presence of fate is 

strength undefeatable."

Helen Keller
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Ellen Pearlman <ellen.pearlman@gmail.com>
To: Shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 10:56 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Ellen Pearlman

Home: 2534 Aberdeen Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90027

Business: 3300 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: ellen.pearlman@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessinger@lacity org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@laclty.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

I am a supporter of The Children's Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I 
have been a part of the Ranch community since its inception. As a special education teacher and Head of 
Cheerful Helpers Therapeutic School, I have experienced and observed the extraordinary impact The Children’s 
Ranch programs have made for children with special needs across learning domains (social-emotional, v'sual- 
motor, cognitive, etc.) and, most especially, boosting self-esteem for life-long participation and productivity. The 
Children's Ranch offers a rare site for special needs/developmentally delayed children to explore, to learn, and to
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discover their inherent gifts. For some children it is the first time they are able and supported to develop trusting 
relationships. The Ranch provides an environment designed to accommodate each child's sensory, regulatory, 
and functional needs. The Ranch is a safe haven for children to experience their fullest potential and to express 
their capacity to learn, socialize, and communicate.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex11/25/2015

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

The Albert Van Luit buildings contribute to a safer riding atmosphere. The Complex has made riding in the public 
arena and on the LA River Equestrian trail safer by providing a shield and buffer zone. The low height and ample 
setback of the buildings makes them safe to ride next to. My own children rode many times at neighboring 
stables on the bridle path by the buildings on muddy or windy days, when the public arena or River trail aren't 
safe.

The history of the buildings is significant for their utilization, functionality, and consideration for broader 
community.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely.

Ellen Pearlman
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Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 10:39 PMAddie Decter <addiewhatever@grnail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Addie Decter

Home: 2330 Moreno Drive, LA, CA 90039

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation. 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: addiewhatever@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ConplexRe:

Date: November 24, 2015

My name is Addie Decter and I am the daughter of Jackie Sloan, the founder of the Children’s Ranch. 10 years ago, I 
was a child who dreamt of having a better life. During my early childhood, I was having 100 seizures per day and the only 
things that made me feel better and safe was holding a horse doll or riding a horse. My mother knew that horses were very 
important in my life.

Then in the beginning of2004, my supportive grandparents helped purchase a small and simple piece of property, 
which became the Children's Ranch. The Children's Ranch is a welcoming sanctuary for everyone with learning challenges 
and disorders.

1 am the reason why the ranch is in Atwater, where 85 families a month now come from different parts of LA to try to 
help their children.

Knocking down this old wallpaper factory from the 50's might release poisonous fumes and could cause serious 
health issues for many locals, the horses and other animals near the factory. I've spent my entire life around the Ranch and 
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the Van Luit factory. I would never want to lose such an important safe haven and sanctuary, for myself and for the many 
families who have a child with serious depression. Autism, epilepsy and other neurological disorders.

11/25/2015

For all the above reasons. I strongly support the historical nomination of the Van Luit complex.

Sincerely,

Addie Decter
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
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The Van Luit Complex
1 message

Howard Gindoff <gindofF@att.net>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 7:30 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
C/0 Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring St., Rm 620
LA, CA 90012

From:

Howard Alan Gindoff 
2220 Micheltorena St. 
LA, CA 90039

To Whom it Concerns;

This is a little story about the Van Luit Complex of buildings which stands nearby and I believe enhances the 
neighborhood around a place called the Children’s Ranch where I have a daughter who does therapeutic 
horseback riding and other activities on an ongoing basis. The Van Luit Complex is amazing. For a long time I 
didn’t even know it was there, but recently, on an afternoon when the Children's Ranch was closed, I had 
occasion to go for a walk with my daughter along some of the horse paths she often rides down out behind the 
ranch. That was the first time we really noticed the Van Luit Complex and my interest was stirred. As the place 
is occupied currently by a company which does transportation and storage of movie and theater scenery, 
something I'm interested in as a film artist, I was emboldened to snoop around. We were fortunate enough to 
see some men working outside who were very friendly and encouraged us to go into the front office to ask 
questions and explore. It turns out the offices, which also used to be wallpaper showrooms, have a really 
beautiful, luxurious old design which looks like something that really belongs in Beverly Hills. I never would have 
suspected that such a place as this existed in Atwater. Though we didn't get to fully tour the scenery storage 
buildings, two very friendly women who work in the front office took the time to explain to us that these buildings 
have been there since the fifties and were specifically designed for the manufacture of wallpaper, hence the walls 
of windows facing north, the direction from which they provide the best light.

One of the things I wanted to mention was how charmed my daughter was by the experience of going in and 
meeting and talking to nice people in a neighborhood she loves and seeing and learning about an interesting 
structure that is right nearby another place that has helped her learn and grow. My own experience of exploring 
the Van Luit Complex was all positive. As I said earlier, for years as my daughter has moved through the 
neighborhood in her activities at the Children's Ranch, we had almost no notice of the place except that, though 
large in size, it fits perfectly in a part of the city which values a peaceful, quiet and nurturing atmosphere. The 
extensive grounds around the Van Luit I feel contribute to the beauty and peace one feels in the therapeutic riding 
experience provided by the Children’s Ranch. I hope it will be allowed to remain undisturbed for a long time to 
come and in the spirit of this I hope it will earn it's place in LA as an Historic-Cultural Monument.

Thank you,
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Howard Gindoff
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Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Barbara Bestor
Bestor Architecture
2825 Glendale Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90039
Email: barbara@bestorarchitecture.com

Sent via email to: shannon.rvan@lacitv.org. Iambert.qiessinger@lacitv.org 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacitv.org, amv.ablakat@lacitv.org,
atwatervillagealways@qmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron:

I am writing in support of nominating the Albert Van Luit Complex at 4000-4010 Chevy Chase 
Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039, in the heart of the historic Atwater Village Equestrian District, as 
a Historic-Cultural Monument in Los Angeles. I am an architect, whose office is only a few miles 
from the complex and have practiced and taught in Southern California for over twenty years. In 
addition, I am the executive director of the Julius Shulman Institute at Woodbury University. 
Currently my firm is restoring two John Lautner houses, one in Echo Park and the other named 
Silvertop in Silver Lake. Based on my expertise, I am writing to support the nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

I believe these buildings, originally designed by Edward Killingsworth and Jules Brady (office & 
showroom) and J R Wyatt (factory), are excellent examples of both the daylight factory style and 
the International Style and are of immense historical significance to our region. The showroom 
building was designed in the Mid-Century Modern architectural style by Mr. Edward A. 
Killingsworth, FAIA, who is also known for Case Study House #25, the Opdahl House, and the 
masterplan of California State University Long Beach. He and his partner Jules Brady owned 
one of the most important architectural firms of the post-war era. The showroom retains 
significant character-defining features of the style and reflects Killingsworth’s influential design 
aesthetic. Killingsworth’s design for the Albert Van Luit & Co. showroom and office employs
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many signature design elements of the Mid-Century Modern style and many of the same design 
elements Killingsworth used in the Cambridge Office Building. Integration of exterior and interior 
was fundamental to Killingsworth’s design aesthetic and demonstrated how important 
landscaping was as a component of each project-- which Killingsworth also designed. It is rare 
to have an example of such unified development in our city. Mr. Killingsworth’s work was 
recently celebrated in the book Edward Killingsworth: An Architect’s Life by Jennifer Volland and 
Cara Mullio.

The factory building is an excellent example of the daylight factory property type identified by 
the City of Los Angeles in its study of citywide industrial development. It retains significant 
character-defining features of the type, and continues to convey its historic significance as a 
twentieth century industrial property. In the case of the Van Luit factory, the majority of the 
windows face north, allowing natural light to bathe the interior without the heat and contrast of 
direct sunlight. It is a prime example of this building type and is in excellent condition.

For the above reasons, I strongly support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bestor, AIA
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I A Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
CEECS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Ingmar Fris <belphegor244@gmail.com>
To: Shannon.ryan@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24. 2015 at 5:41 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Ingmar Fris

Home: 5113 La Calandria Way, Los Angeles, CA 91505

Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: chrisanncampbell@gmail.corn

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessmger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christme.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervil 
lagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015
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I am writing this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I am a volunteer at The Children's Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 
90039. and have been a part of the Ranch community since 2005. I started as a client in the 
therapeutic riding camp, then became a counselor, and now, at 17 years old, I'm a mentor to the 
children there. The Ranch is a very important place to me.

The Children's Ranch location in the Atwater Equestrian District, and specifically next to the Van Luit 
Complex, has made it a safe and beautiful place for therapeutic riding, and horseback riding in general. 
As you ride the equestrian trail, you hardly notice the Complex because the buildings are set back so 

graciously from the property line. The trees that line the perimeter of the complex allow the factory to blend into 
the adjacent properties and don't scare the horses on the trails and arenas next to it.

The Complex has made riding in the public arena and on the LA River Equestrian trail safer. The low 
height and ample setback of the buildings provide a buffer zone for the horses and their riders. You 
can ride or walk on the bridle path by the buildings on muddy or windy days. The Children's Ranch 
relies on the protection that the Van Luit Complex gives the riding trails and arena. Without it, 
horseback riding would not be as safe.

Finally, the buildings of the Complex are beautiful and architecturally significant. The Van Luit Complex 
is a hidden gem!

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Ingmar Fris
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I
I LAGEECS Shannon Ryan <$hannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Jeanne Bueche <jeannebueche@gmai!.com>
To: shannon.ryan@!acity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterJllagealways@gmail.com

Please discard my previous attempts to email this letter. I am working on a movie set and was experiencing 
some difficulty sending my email.
Here is my letter....

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 4:15 PM

Richard Barron, AtA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N, Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

From
Home:
Business:

Jeanne Bueche
3506 Lawll Dr. Los Angeles, CA 90065 
"Major Crimes" Assistant Property Master 
5300 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90038 suite 203-E 
Email: jeannebueche@gmail.com
Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert VanLuit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

I am a homeowner in the nearby of Glassell Park and have boarded my horses at San Raphael Stables 4010-12 
Verdant Street since 1995. My horses and I have been members of the historic equestrian community in North 
Atwater for 20 years. I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.
The bam where I stable my horses is right around the comer on Verdant St. Adjacent to the Van Luit Complex is 

a public park and riding arena, a jumping arena, a turnout pasture, and equestrian trails connecting the 
surrounding bams in this community. These arenas and trails are heavily utilized by the equestrians and their 
horses.
The Van Luit Complex has been used a movie set storage facility as long as I have been there. There is a 
predictability, familiarity, respect and an understanding between this business and the equestrian community. 
Horses are flight animals and can be unpredictable at times. The horses are familiar with the building and it’s day 
to day to day operations. The Van Luit Complex offers a shield and protection from the elements of wind and rain. 
It also serves as a visual barrier between the arenas and the park/soccer field which are areas of activity that can 
distract our horses.
As a native of Los Angeles I an extremely invested in retaining our rich architectural history. I have a 
college degree in Art History and have worked in the Art Department in motion picture television industry 20 plus 
years. Over the years, i have witnessed the tragic demise of historical architecture in order to erect multi-unit 
mixed use monstrosities that overwhelm the property they are on and the communities they are in. I do not want 
this to be the case for the Van Luit Complex. The proposed development of the property the Van Luit Complex 
will have a significant negative impact on the equestrian community and residents of north Atwater Village. The 
greatest loss will spread much further than that. That loss will impact the city of Los Angeles as a whole. We 
cannot continue to tear down the architecture, culture and history that has uniquely defined our city.
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For all these reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument 
in the City of Los Angeles.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

Jeanne Bueche
Assistant Property Master "Major Crimes" TNT/Warner Bros. 
jeannebueche@gmail.com
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3i LA
GEECS Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Gaby Vainer <gabrielavalner@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 5:01 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Gabriela Vainer

10766 Weybum Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

gabrielavalner@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

I am a client and wlunteer at The Children's Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 
90039. I have been a part of the Ranch community since 2010. I started with therapeutic horseback riding 
lessons to help me with sensory integration difficulties caused by my disability, Rett Syndrome. Over the years 
the Ranch has been a very special place for me in my development into becoming a young adult. I have become 
not just a client but also a volunteer and advocate, helping younger clients gain the most from their ranch

experience.
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I write this letter In support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. As a rider, especially one with 
sensory sensitivities, safety and a calm atmosphere are of the utmost importance while on horseback. That is 
precisely what makes the Van Luit Complex an ideal fit for our urban equestrian neighborhood. It is set back from 
the bridle path and trail so that riders and horses are never disturbed or startled by activity going on there. It also 
is separated by a line of trees which allows a bit of privacy in a city where people practically live on top of each 
other these days. The Complex wholly captures the unique vibe of Atwater Village, blending industrial business 
with the ranch feel and appreciation for natural space that is impossible to re-create anywhere else. Above all, it 
must be restated that the Van Luit Complex contributes greatly to the overall safety of this equestrian 
neighborhood.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Vainer
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If LAn CLECS Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Christine Campbell <chrisanncampbell@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 5:05 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Christine Campbell

Home: 5113 La Calandria Way, Los Angeles, CA 91505

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: chrisanncampbell@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

I am writing this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.
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My son is a volunteer at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant 
Street, LA 90039, and has been a part of the Ranch community since 2005. He started as a client in 
the therapeutic riding camp, then became a counselor, and now, at 17 years old, is a mentor to the 
children there. The Ranch has contributed significantly to my son's social and emotional growth, 
providing a priceless service to my family.

The Children's Ranch location in the Atwater Equestrian District, and specifically next to the Van Luit 
Complex, has made it a safe and beautiful place for therapeutic riding, and horseback riding in general. 
As you ride the equestrian trail, you hardly notice the Complex because the buildings are set back 
so graciously from the property line. The trees that line the perimeter of the complex allow the 
factory to blend into the adjacent properties and don't scare the horses on the trails and arenas 
next to it.

The Complex has made riding in the public arena and on the LA River Equestrian trail safer. The low 
height and ample setback of the buildings provide a buffer zone for the horses and their riders. You 
can ride or walk on the bridle path by the buildings on muddy or windy days. The Children's Ranch 
relies on the protection that the Van Luit Complex gives the riding trails and arena. Without it, 
horseback riding would not be as safe.

Finally, the buildings of the Complex are beautiful and architecturally significant. The Van Luit Complex 
is a hidden gem!

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Christine Campbell

Christine Campbell, ATR, MFT
Psychotherapy
MFC46166
3808 Riverside Drive, Suite 503 
Burbank, CA 91505 
Phone: 323-309-5138 
Fax: 818-846-7055 
christinecampbelltherapy.com

Pacific Gestalt Institute
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a la*•dtecs Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Abigail Decter <AbigailDecter16@marlboroughschool.org>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwater\4llagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, "amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 5:08 PM

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Abigail Decter

435 Loring Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, Los Angeles, CA 90039

abigaildecterl 6@mar!boroughschool. ong

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November21st, 2015

I am a volunteer at The Children’s Ranch Foundation located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039.1 have been part of the 
ranch community since May of 2014. Over the past year and a half 1 have been coming to the ranch 2-3 times a month to 
assist with riding lessons and workshops. I have loved volunteering at the ranch and have grown quite attached to both 
the children and animals at the ranch. I would be sad to see such a wonderful place threatened.

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Conplex.
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During tny time at the Ranch, 1 never noticed the Van Luit complex until it was pointed out to me by the director of the 
ranch, Jackie Sloan. Since the current complex does not affect the density of the area, it is very safe to ride horses along 
the adjacent LA River Equestrian Trail. 1 have ridden horses for years now, and I know that it is unsafe to ride them around 
large numbers of people. Horses arc skittish animals, and so it is inperative that they be ridden in low-density areas. Even 
on days when the trail is slightly wet or overcrowded it is unsafe for the horses. Atwater Village is the last little equestrian 
town remaining in LA City and it would be a shame to asphyxiate the riding areas with overpopulation. Going along with 
the theme of preservation, 1 think it is important to realize the significance of the Van Luit Complex itself. Albert Van Luit 
revolutionized wallpaper design in this factory space back in the 1960s. This location is clearly a landmark.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex

Sincerely,

Abigail Decter
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3
5 LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

John Fris <jfris@sbcglobal.net>
Reply-To: John Fris <jfris@sbcglobal.net>
To: "Shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <Shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ab!akat@lacity.org>

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 5:20 PM

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Jack Fris
Home: 5113 La Calandria Way, Los Angeles, CA 91505
Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039
Email: chnsanncampbell@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon,ryan@lacity org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@!acity.org,atwatervill
agealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

I am writing this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

My son is a volunteer at The Children's Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant 
Street, LA 90039, and has been a part of the Ranch community since 2005. He started as a client in 
the therapeutic riding camp, then became a counselor, and now, at 17 years old, is a mentor to the 
children there. The Ranch has contributed significantly to my son's social and emotional growth, 
providing a priceless service to my family.

The Children's Ranch location in the Atwater Equestrian District, and specifically next to the Van Luit 
Complex, has made it a safe and beautiful place for therapeutic riding, and horseback riding in 
general. As you ride the equestrian trail, you hardly notice the Complex because the buildings are 
set back so graciously from the property line. The trees that line the perimeter of the complex 
allow the factory to blend into the adjacent properties and don't scare the horses on the trails 
and arenas next to it.

The Complex has made riding in the public arena and on the LA River Equestrian trail safer The low 
height and ample setback of the buildings provide a buffer zone for the horses and their riders. You 
can ride or walk on the bridle path by the buildings on muddy or windy days. The Children's Ranch 
relies on the protection that the Van Luit Complex gives the riding trails and arena. Without it,
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horseback riding would not be as safe.

Finally, the buildings of the Complex are beautiful and architecturally significant. The Van Luit 
Complex is a hidden gem!

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Jack Fris
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Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan. Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

November 25, 2015

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Mr Barron,

In 2009, the Los Angeles City Council established the Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee 
to address equine and equestrian issues in the City of Los Angeles. Our committee is dedicated 
to the preservation of equine and equestrian activities and spaces. Far too many of these rare 
places, many of historic importance, have already been lost forever because they were not 
identified and protected.

The Van Luit Complex is a stunning example of how buildings, though larger than others in the 
neighborhood, can be compatible with the equestrian nature of the area. This complex was 
obviously planned to enhance, rather than detract from, the unique equestrian neighborhood. Mr. 
Van Luit was careful to place the buildings in an appropriate location that would complement the 
community rather than serving to frighten or intimidate the horses. The buildings are set back 
from the perimeter of the property, and the property is bordered by suitable trees and other 
plantings. Mr. Van Luit himself was an equestrian and kept his horse in a stable at his home, 
adjacent to these beautiful and functional buildings. These buildings are historically important as 
they have stood the test of time in this jewel of an equestrian neighborhood. They deserve to 
remain.

The K Zone protecting the equine keeping facilities in Atwater Village was approved in 2007. 
Although Mr. Van Luit could not have foreseen the need for such protection, his buildings are the 
perfect buffer between the protected equestrian properties and nearby residences and traffic to 
the North Atwater Park and the Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Service Yard.

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER are ™oe >om recyaoa mse



Our committee urges you to approve the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely.

R. Dale Gibson, President
Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee

Sincerely,

Dale Gibson, President
Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee

Sent via email to: shannon.rvan@lacHv.ora. lambert.aiessinaer@lacity,ora, 
cc: CHCfrrlacity.org, atwatervillaaealwavs@gmail.com
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LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
CEECS

(no subject)
1 message

Jeanne Bueche <jeannebueche@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterwllagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 3:58 PM

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From
Home:
Business:

Jeanne Bueche
3506 Lawsll Dr. Los Angeles, CA 90065 
"Major Crimes" Assistant Property Master 
5300 Melrose Awe.
Los Angeles, CA 90038 suite 203-E 
Email: jeannebueche@gmail.com
Re. Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert VanLuit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

I am a homeowner in the nearby of Glassell Park and have boarded my horses at San Raphael Stables 4010-12 
Verdant Street since 1995. My horses and I ha\« been members of the historic equestrian community in North 
Atwater for 20 years. I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.
The bam where I stable my horses is right around the comer on Verdant St. Adjacent to the Van Luit Complex is 

a public park and riding arena, a jumping arena, a turnout pasture, and equestrian trails connecting the 
surrounding bams in this community. These arenas and trails are heavily utilized by the equestrians and their 
horses.
The Van Luit Complex has been used a movie set storage facility as long as I haws been there. There is a 
predictability, familiarity, respect and an understanding between this business and the equestrian community. 
Horses are flight animals and can be unpredictable at times. The horses are familiar with the building and it's day 
to day to day operations. The Van Luit Complex offers a shield and protection from the elements of wind and rain. 
It also senes as a visual barrier between the arenas and the park/soccer field which are areas of activity that can 
distract our horses.
As a native of Los Angeles I an extremely invested in retaining our rich architectural history. I have a 
college degree in Art History and have worked in the Art Department in motion picture television industry 20 plus 
years. Ov«rthe years, I have witnessed the tragic demise of historical architecture in order to erect multi-unit 
mixed use monstrosities that overwhelm the property they are on and the communities they are in. I do not want 
this to be the case for the Van Luit Complex. The proposed development of the property the Van Luit Complex 
will have a significant negative impact on the equestrian community and residents of north Atwater Village. The 
greatest loss will spread much further than that. That loss will impact the city of Los Angeles as a whole. We 
cannot continue to tear down the architecture, culture and history that has uniquely defined our city.
For all these reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument 
in the City of Los Angeles.

Jeanne Bueche
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Assistant Property Master "Major Crimes" TNT/Warner Bros. 
jeannebueche@gmail.com
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LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>I GE ECS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Mary Helen Berg <mhberg@sbcglobal.net>
Reply-To: Mary Helen Berg <mhberg@sbcglobal.net>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org” <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwatervllagealways@gmail.com>

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 3:34 PM

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Mary Helen Berg and William Bahr 
2415 Castilian Dr. Los Angeles, CA 90068
The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039
mhberg@sbcglobal.net

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervllagealways@gmail com 

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron,

We would like to add our wsices to the many that are supporting the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex. Our child is a wlunteer at, and we are longtime supporters of, The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the 
“Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. Our daughter attended camp at the Ranch as a little girl and 
has returned years later as a teenager to serve as a volunteer working with children with special needs.

We believe that The Albert Van Luit Complex is not only unique as an historical structure, it plays an important 
role for the Ranch and in the life of the entire equestrian community. The complex has been a "good neighbor" to 
the children who depend on the Ranch for therapeutic purposes and to the many riders and horses who li\« in 
and use the public arena and the LA River Equestrian trail. The size and placement of the complex, it's low height 
and setback, has actually been critical in creating a safe environment for riders and horses,

In effect, The Albert Van Luit Complex is distinct historically, structurally and has an unparalleled impact on The 
Ranch and LA's unique equestrian community.

For all of these reasons, we reiterate our strong support for the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Mary Helen Berg and William Bahr
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Mary Helen Berg
323.874.6294
mhberg@sbcglobal.net
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&LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>GEECS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 3:49 PMLeo Decter <ljdecter@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Leo Decter
2330 Moreno Drive, LA 90039
Bam: The Children's Ranch, 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039 
email: ljdecter@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

My name is Leo Decter. I am sixteen years old and I am in my junior year at John Marshall High School. When 
I was eight, I took riding lessons at The Children's Ranch and frequently rode on the LA River equestrian trail. 
When I reached my teen years, I began to work as a volunteer at the Ranch, leading young kids on that same 
trail during their therapeutic riding lessons. I play for my high school's baseball team, and last year, due to 
unavailability of Glasseil Park's baseball fields, the JV team practiced on the baseball field at North Atwater Park 
from mid-January until the end of February.

It was not until I joined the Social Action Committee at the Ranch that I noticed the Van Luit Complex. During 
the time I spent on the trail and the baseball field, I ne\«r noticed the complex because it fit the area perfectly. 
Through further work with the Social Action Committee, I learned of the buildings' historic value. With the 
showroom having been designed by the famous architect Killingsworth and the factory being one of the last 
remaining Daylight Factories, I believe the complex is worth preserving for my generation to learn from.

Sincerely,
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Leo Decter
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4014 Chevy Chase Dr. 
P.O.. Box 39556 

Los Angeles, CA 90039

November 17, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Room 620, Los Angeles City Hall 
200 No. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: -Van Luit Complex - Proposed Historic Nomination

Mr. Barron:

I herby offer my support for the Historic-Cultural Monument nomination for the Van Luit 
complex. I have been privy to Mr. Van Luit’s properties since 1964 when I moved into 
one of his rental houses adjacent to the parking lot & bridle trail behind his house on 
Edenhurst.

I was boarding my horse at 4000 Verdant Street (the only place in Los Angeles which 
allows horse keeping). I was looking to relocate my home into the area and when I 
mentioned it to my riding partner (Ralph Van Hoorbeke {of the LA Blue Book, & motion 
picture scenic designer fame}), he said his friend Albert Van Luit had a couple of houses 
for rent and he would approach him. Al was very gracious and I soon moved into the 
smaller of the two houses located south of the factory car parking lot. I was 
redecorating it in a western motif and Al gave me one of his most interesting scenic* 
wallpapers - a cattle drive passing underneath oil wells. This covered one complete 
wall of my living room.
This began my love affair with Atwater and my friendship with Albert Van Luit. My friend 
Ralph had been a close personal friend since WWII and still enjoyed visits with him at 
home and the factory. That's how I was invited to go to the factory and witness the 
integral silk screening process Al did on all his wallpapers. What a sight! Two people 
(Al also hired women - ahead of his time), one on each side of the table who took the 
long paint brush and walked the length of the table where the paper was laid out. Then 
they returned to do the next portion. That’s what made his papers so special!

He also had many designs to fit any decorator’s needs. Although’ he loved the 
simplicity of the Asian culture (as evidenced in is personal home built with minimalist 
lines & garden reflecting oriental design) his wallpaper designs went from Baroque to 
modern. Until his death, I enjoyed visiting him and enjoying use of this pool in the 
summer. He was a very special person.

It would be a shame if we lost this important piece of our neighborhood history and I 
fully support this complex for historic nomination. It is hoped that someone would make



this property a museum for wallpaper (so other upcoming artists could enjoy) since I 
cannot find any reference to a such a museum other than in Paris.

Regards,

Jan Murree

*Just one of the many scenics Van Luit was known for

Van Luit-2



November 11,2015

Richard Barron, AIA Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Room 620
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 No. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Van Luit Complex

Sir:

As a member of the Atwater Community since the early 1960s, I wish to convey my 
memories and support for the Historic-Cultural Monument nomination for the above 
referenced complex.

I live at 4014 Chevy Chase, adjacent to the property in review and have enjoyed having 
such a wonderful complex abut my property. Van Luit had the buildings constructed so 
that no noise bothers the adjacent properties. With wonderful trees and plantings to buffer 
any noise from the factory, the complex blends so well with the rest of the street, you 
wouldn’t know there were any commercial buildings there. 1 hope this is kept that way.

I originally moved into the area and rented one of the two houses owned by “AL” Van 
Luit's company off the bridle path running behind the property. He was a most gracious, 
interesting & talented individual. He had the factory provide me with wall coverings to 
redecorate the house. As the house was south of the parking lot, I had many occasions to 
see him stride from the factory thru the back gate of his stable to go home for lunch or to 
return home after a day at the factory.

I an most pleased that this property is up for a historic nomination, as so many times we 
lose our heritage to highrise apartments, etc.

Regards,

Pete Costas 
4014 Chevy Chase



November 12, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Room 620
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 No. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Van Luit Complex 
Historic Nomination

Dear Sir:

I support the Historic-Cultural Monument nomination for the Van Luit. complex. It 
is a unique symbol of our community and needs to be preserved,

For those of us who daily walk past the buildings to go to the park or river, we 
appreciate their unique construction and durablility. For those of us who live in 
this neighborhood, it would be a shame for it to be lost.

Therefore. I fully support this complex for historic nomination.

Regards,

George Clouts 
4027 Chevy Chase Dr,
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U LA
CltCS Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Ben Decter <bdecter@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan <atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com>, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 7:38 AM

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Ben Decter

Home: 2330 Moreno Drive, LA, CA 90039

Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation. 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: bdecter@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 19,2015

My daughter, Addie, was the very first client at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant 
Street, LA 90039. My family and I have been a part of the Ranch community for a decade. It was my wife, Jackie, who 
created The Children’s Ranch after watching how our daughter responded to horses. My daughter suffered fromearly 
developmental delays. It was while riding a horse that my daughter began speaking. The Ranch has changed not only our 
lives, but the lives of those kids and families who have been able to participate in its programs. Having ample space 
between the Ranch and the neighboring Van Luit Complex enables Ranch kids to participate safely in their therapeutic 
programs.

Now a teenager, my daughter volunteers almost daily at the Ranch. She helps kids who struggle the way she once did. She 
rides along the bridle paths and in the public arena. The generous space between the Van Luit Complexand the horse
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I LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>GEKS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Ben Decter <bdecter@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 7:38 AM

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Ben Decter

Home: 2330 Moreno Drive, LA, CA 90039

Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: bdecter@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 19,2015

My daughter, Addie, was the very first client at The Children's Ranch Foundation (the ‘‘Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant 
Street, LA 90039. My family and I have been a part of the Ranch community fora decade. It was my wife, Jackie, who 
created The Children’s Ranch after watching how our daughter responded to horses. My daughter suffered from early 
developmental delays. It was while riding a horse that my daughter began speaking. The Ranch has changed not only our 
lives, but the lives of those kids and families who have been able to participate in its programs. Having arrple space 
between the Ranch and the neighboring Van Luit Complex enables Ranch kids to participate safely in their therapeutic 
programs.

Now a teenager, my daughter volunteers almost daily at the Ranch. She helps kids who struggle the way she once did. She 
rides along the bridle paths and in the public arena. The generous space between the Van Luit Complexand the horse
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areas keeps her—and me!—feeling safe.

The ability to access these programs right here, in the heart of LA, is unique.

As a former resident of the Brewery, I'm also a believer that old industrial buildings can have a magical second life as 
something else. In a young city like LA, it's nice to think we can cherish our own history.

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex

Sincerely,

Ben Decter

BEN DECTER
www.bendecter com 
323-660-7906
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Cara Mullio <cmullio@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 11:22 AM

Dear Cultural Heritage Commission,

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex 

Date: November 17, 2015

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex in Los Angeles.

In 2007, I co-organized the Edward A. Killingsworth archives and soon after I co-authored a 
monograph on his work, titled Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect's Life. During my years of 
research on Killingsworth, several important buildings by Killingsworth were unduly compromised, 
destroyed and/or demolished. The nomination of Albert Van Luit Complex will secure the tutelage, 
preservation and education of this important property. The property and buildings are critical to the 
history of the Atwater Village neighborhood, the Van Luit Company and to the architects who authored 
these structures. Please don't allow another piece of our Los Angeles history to disappear.

The Killingsworth's office-showroom was designed in 1965. It retains its significant character-defining 
features of the time and reflects Killingsworth’s influential design aesthetic. The office-showroom is 
indicative of Killingsworth’s architectural language with visual vistas opened through glass walls and 
doors onto landscaped courtyards. Killingsworth was responsible for the building's landscape 
elements that created a more unified whole, allowing a natural way to view the various wallpaper 
designs on display. The U-shaped plan of the building creates a free spatial flow between gardens 
and workspace.

Killingsworth designed most of his projects in Long Beach or overseas. It is rare to have one of his 
firm’s commercial projects located elsewhere and to be so intact. It is unique to have a Killingsworth 
project situated within a larger compound such as seen here in the Van Luit Complex. The office- 
showroom is documented in Killingsworth archives, which are located at the Architecture and Design 
Collection at the University Art Museum, University of Santa Barbara. Materials that represent this 
project include working drawings, blueprints and elevations.

The factory building -- an excellent example of the daylight factory type identified by the City of Los 
Angeles in its study of citywide industrial development — and office-showroom maintain 
architecturally noteworthy features and continue to convey a historic significance as a twentieth 
century property. For all of these reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as 
a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Cara Mullio

letter sent to Richard Barron November 17, 2015
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
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Historic-Cultural Monument nomination for the Van Luit Complex
1 message

Daryn Goodall <damgood@earthlink.net>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 8:16 PM

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Daryn-Reid Goodall.
3324 Rowena Ave Apt B 
Los Angeles CA 90027 
darngood@earthlink.net

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org <mailto:shannon.ryan@lacity.org> , 
lambert.giessinger@lacity.org <mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org <mailto:CHC@lacity.org> , 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 19, 2015

I am a Set Decorator and I have lived in Los Feliz (very near historic Atwater Village), 
for over 20 years. I have been doing business with Scenic expressions, which is 
housed at the Van Luit Complex, for just as long. I write this letter in support of the 
Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

The longer I live in the area and learn more about the rich history of Los Angeles and 
the villages that are contained within, the lack of documentation and evidence that 
wonderful architecture and thriving industry existed in these areas astounds me. We 
used to make things in this country and build things that last. We had family homes that 
where purchased and built to live in, not for their resale value.
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The Van Luit property designed, manufactured and sold wallpaper, providing high-end 
beautiful wallpaper to a demographic that had not had access to decorative wall 
coverings. In the past, wallpaper was hand painted and very expensive. For decades. 
Art directors and Production designers have favored Van Luit wallpaper. Imagine the 
undocumented number of movies and TV shows showcasing Van Luit’s product.

Having visited the buildings on Chevy Chase many times over the past thirty years, 
staring at the fabulous slanted roof letting in the natural light, I often wondered about the 
original intent of the building. Nestled at the end of the street, with houses on one side, 
the park on the other with the hills of Griffith Park serving as its background, it made 
the tasks at hand a lot more palatable. The beautiful lines of this warehouse, the high 
light, window placement, roof slope and the exterior stairs at the back had obviously 
been well planned by someone who felt visuals were important. Additionally, have 
always wondered what the relationship of the elegant building adjacent to the warehouse 
is, as it is obviously part of the same business. The purpose and origins of these 
buildings remained a mystery to me until I read the fascinating history recently 
uncovered - and none too soon!

As a decorator and a local resident, I despair that if the urgency for housing cannot be 
resolved without preserving history, open space, and the means for industry, then what 
is the point of living in Los Angeles?

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 
His to ric-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,
Daryn-Reid Goodall SDSA
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Van Luit Complex
3 messages

DavidLee9@aol.com <DavidLee9@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: MargoWL@aol.com

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 3:10 PM

David Lee 
1819 Idaho Avenue 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 
310-396-5459

November 19, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Barron,

My wife owns a horse who boards at Paddock Riding Club. She frequently rides 
through the Van Luit Complex. This area provides a safe area for horses and riders, 
and is an important part of the riding environment. The Van Luit Complex is especially 
usefule on bad days when the LA River Equestrian Trail is too windy or muddy. The 
factory building shields the horses and riders from wind and rain, while providing 
enough space to ride safely

Yours truly,
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shannon.ryan@lacity.org
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DavidLee9@aol.com <DavidLee9@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: MargoWL@aol.com

Thu, Nov 19, 2015 at 3:11 PM

Margo Lee 
1819 Idaho Avenue 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 
310-396-5459

November 19, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Barron,

I own a horse who boards at Paddock Riding Club. I frequently ride through the Van 
Luit Complex. This area provides a safe area for horses and riders, and is an 
important part of our riding environment. The Van Luit Complex is especially usefule 
on bad days when the LA River Equestrian Trail is too windy or muddy. The factory 
building shields the horses and riders from wind and rain, while providing enough 
space to ride safely

Yours truly,
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Aaron Kirsch <kirsch@astekwallcovering.com> 
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org 
Cc: lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Fri, Nov20, 2015 at 9:36 AM

Aaron Kirsch

®astek i
design* wallcovering • print

inc.

no <P *

- N#l

|VQA ISHP
■ \ • '• MNM t+m***r* Uam+i *•*+***! ftwXwn

Check us out on social media!

Astek Wallcovering Inc.

15924 Arminta St

Van Nuys, CA 91406

818-901-9876

800-432-7930

Direct 818-815-2543

Fax 818.901.9891

kirsch@astekwallcovering.com
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We also offer trimming and cutting services! Just ask us and we can custom trim or cut your project! All custom digital 
prints come untrimmed on roll or rigid material unless otherwise specified by the client. All trimming and cutting 
services are provided for a fee

From: Aaron Kirsch [mailto:kirsch@astekwallcovsring.com]
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 8:56 AM
To: 'CHC@lacity.org1; 'Christine peters@lacity.org'; 'amy.ablakat@lacity.org'; 'atwatervllagealways@gmail.com'
Subject: Van Luit Complex

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Aaron Kirsch

Home:

Business: Astek Inc., 15924 Arminta St, Van Nuys, CA 91406 

Email: kirsch@astekwallcovering.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org,
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

https://mail.goog le.corrVmail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=05e86526e0&view=pt&q=van%20luit&qs=true&search=query&th=1512203b01eeabe2&sim(=1512203b01eeabe2&siml.. 4/6
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Date: November 19, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:

I am the founder and CEO of Astek Inc., a leader in both the wallcovering and custom digital 
printing industries. We work with clients worldwide, a clientele who spans a variety of industries 
including hospitality, architecture, interior design, fashion retail, motion picture and television. In 
such a competitive and diverse marketplace, we attribute our success to our dedication to 
innovative design, commitment to quality, and excellence in service. This is a business model 
we did not invent, but which we benefit from the talents of Albert Van Luit who revolutionized the 
wallpaper industry in the United States.

Astek Inc. has been in business for over 30 years, and currently has over 30,000 rolls of Van 
Luit wallpaper in stock. We’ve been a mainstay to the film and television industry for these past 
decades since Albert Van Luit's wallpaper dominated film and television sets in the 1950's and 
'60’s. Astek Inc. continues the Van Luit tradition, his wallpaper most recently seen in the films 
Road to Perdition, Almost Famous, and Django.

The Van Luit Complex is an architecturally amazing place to conduct business. I recall visiting 
Production Designer Bruce Ryan when his offices were set in the grandeur of the Van Luit 
office and showroom, an exceptional example of Edward Killingsworth’s International Style 
design that echoes his Case Study homes. The Daylight Factory is certainly a gem to preserve 
with its north facing windows letting in light and air without inviting harsh light or heat.

It is for these reasons and more, that I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as 
a Historical Cultural Monument to the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Aaron Kirsch, President and CEO of Astek, Inc.

Aaron Kirsch
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Check us out on social media!

Astek Wallcovering Inc,

15924 Arminta St

Van Nuys, CA 91406

818-901-9876

800-432-7930

Direct 818-815-2543

Fax 818.901.9891

kirsch@astekwallcovering.com

We also offer trimming and cutting services! Just ask us and we can custom trim or cut your project! All custom digital 
prints come untrimmed on roll or rigid material unless otherwise specified by the client. All trimming and cutting 
services are provided for a fee

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the 
individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if 
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. 
E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as 
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or 
incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability 
for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a 
result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard
copy version. Astek Inc., 15924 Arminta Street, Van Nuys, CA 91406 
www.astekwallcovering.com
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1 message

Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 10:27 AMjohn Sabato <jwsab@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, "CHC@lacity.org" <cc:>, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwater\illagealways@gmail.com

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
John Sabato

Home: 4001 Verdant Street 
Email: Jwsab@aol.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 18, 2015

To whom it concerns

I am a retired Award Winning Production Designer, who happens to be a neighbor to the 
Albert Van Luit Complex, and a former customer of the current residents of the complex, so I 
am quite familiar with it.
I always enjoyed my visits to the office because the building is so interesting. Seeing the 
rather plain windowless fagade, you don't expect that when you open the door you will be met 
with the explosion of bright natural light that the wall of glass on the other side of the lobby 
allows via the atrium that is the centerpiece of the building There is even natural light in the 
below-ground lower level, made possible by windowwells along the sides of the office 
building.
For these reasons and more, I support the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex 
Sincerely,

John Sabato
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Janet Upjohn <jcupjohn@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 10:32 AM

Richard Barron. AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Janet Upjohn

Horne: 3055 St. George St., Los Angeles, CA 90027

Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: jcupjohn@gmail.com

Sent wa email to: shannon.ryan(a lacity.org, lambert giessinger@lacity org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacitv.org. amv.ablakat@lacitv.orQ

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Conplex

Date: November 19, 2015

I am a Children’s Ranch board member and a mother of three children, all whom have participated as volunteers or clients’ 
at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I have been a part of the 
Ranch community since 2007 when my daughter began working as a volunteer. Subsequently I became a Board member in 
2008 and currently serve as Vice President working closely with Jackie Sloan to review participants’ finical assistance 
applications and ensuring no child is turned away from ranch services based on an inability to pay.
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I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex Although l have been at the ranch 
countless times over the past eight years. I was scarcely aware of the Albert Van Luit Complex The fact that I've been to 
the ranch so often and ridden and walked on the bridle paths without being impacted by this complexspeaks to the care of 
the Van Luit design.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

It was with much interest that I read about the historical significance of the Van Luit Complex the wallpaper factory and 
Killingsworth-Brady showroom. Clearly, this complexplayed an important historical role and it continues to play an 
important role in this unique equestrian area providing a safe buffer for all riders in the area.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex

Sincerely.

Janet Upjohn
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

nancy jean <nancyjeanery@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: nancy jean <nancyjeanery@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, "amy.ablakat@lacity.org” <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>

Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 12:26 PM

To:
Richard Barron, AlA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Nancy Tucker
4218 Edenhurst Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90039
nancyjeanery@yahoo.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org,
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 20th, 2015

I am writing concerning the Albert Van Luit Complex that is up for demolition and I 
wholeheartedly disagree with this set of buildings being torn down. I have resided just a few 
blocks from these buildings for the past five years, and I walk almost daily by these buildings, 
which are set back from the street, hidden by trees and foliage, and serve as a barrier between 
residences and the equestrian center which makes this neighborhood so unique. We need to 
be careful as a city, in our rush to develop every bit of land, that we do not destroy what makes 
neighborhoods great. The equestrian center provides beauty and a little bit of nature in a city full 
of concrete and automobiles, and it should be protected and encouraged. These buildings help 
to do this, and could very well be reused for a different purpose and I think more work should be 
done to attempt to do this before destroying them. Please protect our neighborhood and the 
equestrian center.

Sincerely, 
Nancy Tucker
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4218 Edenhurst Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90039
nancyjeanery@yahoo.com
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To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Joanna Heart Milliken

1327 El Paso Drive, Los Angeles CA 90065.

(I used to live in Atwater Village 3913 Edenhurst Ave Los Angeles 90026)

Joanna.heart@gmail.com

Please help us preserve our Los Angeles history.

As community member, of Atwater Village & a supporter of the arts this complex serves 
as a beautiful piece of history. This is a community of artists keeping alive a dream & 
vision that without this Complex will surly not be the same.There is nothing like this 
place in Los Angeles. I support the historic nomination of this site as a city monument. 
The Van Luit Complex is a symbol of our neighborhood - representing the urban 
equestrian area village along the Los Angeles River. This Complex IS ATWATER 
VILLAGE. It makes Atwater Village a special place. A hidden gem along the residences. 
There is no other place like it in all of Los Angeles! I am a new mother & I strongly want 
to see history stay here in Los Angeles as a historic site. We don’t have enough history! 
Lets preserve what we do have!

Sincerely

mailto:Joanna.heart@gmail.com


TO:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Margaret E. Black
Home: 8464 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90069
Business: Advisory Board Member of Taking the Reins 3919 Ya Rigali Ave, LA 90039
Email, ptakfam@earthlink.net

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@ladty.org. lambert.qiessinger@ladty.org. 
cc: CHC@lacity.org. christine.peters@ladtv.org. amy.ablakat@lacity.org. 
atwatervillagealways@amail.com

Ra: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 20, 2015

Gentlemen:
I am writing as a long time supporter of Taking the Reins, a 501 (c) 3 in Atwater Village 
as well as a LA citizen who values the historical and cultural diversity of our dty.
I urge you to support the designation of the Albert Van Luit Complex at 4000 E. Chevy 
Chase Drive, Los Angeles 90039 as a Historical- Cultural Monument in the City of Los 
Angeles
We have lost so many buildings which make up the history of our dtyl The Albert Van 
Luit Complex is very spedal in our community as it represents a fine example of a Post
War Daylight Factory designed by architect, JR Wyatt as well as an International Style 
office-showroom designed by E. Killingsworth and Jules Brady. The building showcased 
the wonderful innovative wallpaper designs of Van Luit allowing a natural way to view 
his designs
We do not want to abandon this site due to its historic and architectural significance. 
Please support the designation of this site as a Historical- Cultural Monument.
Sincerely,
iKuautt? Z&fnil,

Margaret E Black

mailto:ptakfam@earthlink.net
mailto:CHC@lacity.org
mailto:rs@ladtv.org
mailto:blakat@lacity.or
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use School
of Architecture

Date: 21 November 2015

Mr. Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Kenneth A. Breisch, Ph.D 
School of Architecture 
University of Southern California 
204 Watt Hall
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0291

Sent via email to: shannon ryan@lacitv.org, lambert.giessinger@lacitv.org,
cc: CHC@lacitv ore and atwatervitlagealways@gmail com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination. Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Burton.

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.

I am an Assistant Professor in the School of Architecture at the University of Southern 
California with a Ph D. in Art History from the University of Michigan, where I 
specialized in the history of American architecture. In 2002 I founded the Graduate 
Program in Historic Preservation at USC and currently teach graduate courses in The 
History of American Architecture, and The Modem Tradition in Southern California. I 
currently serve as President of the Society of Architectural Historians, an international 
organization devoted to the study and preservation of our historic built environment.

Based on my expertise, I am writing to support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles. The Van Luit 
Factory, which was designed by J. R. Wyatt in 1950, is an excellent example of

University of Southern California
Wart Hail 204, Los Angeles, California 90089-0291 • Tel: 2B 740 2723 • Fax: 21.3 74() 8884 • hrrp://arch.usccdu

mailto:ryan@lacitv.org
mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacitv.org


daylight factory design, employing north-facing, saw-tooth windows to bring indirect 
natural light into the interior. Its reinforced concrete construction allows for large 
unobstructed floor spaces, which, when combined with the generous overhead lighting, 
make it an excellent candidate for adaptive reuse

The adjacent Van Luit office-showroom was designed by award-winning architects 
Edward Killingsworth and Jules Brady in 1965, pnncipals in one of the most important 
Southern California architectural firms of the post-war era Reflecting the Mid-Century 
Modem architectural style that was a hall-mark of these years, itretains significant 
character-defining features that perfectly reflect the firm’s influential architectural 
aesthetic. Its U-shaped plan creates a remarkably free flow of space between the 
exterior and interior spaces of the structure.

Killingsworth was responsible for integrating landscape design into all of the firm's 
projects. The resulting unification of exterior and structural spaces, combined with the 
crisp geometry of the steel and glass construction and flat roof, reflect the very best of 
the Southern California, Mid-Century Modem aesthetic, a style which was popularized 
by Arts and Architecture magazine and its internationally renowned Case Study house 
program, for which Killingsworth and Brady designed the widely acclaimed Frank 
House in Naples, CA. The wooden lattice screens and overhead folding-shades that 
Killingsworth and Brady incorporated into the Van Luit design are particularly elegant 
features of the firm's contribution to this style. They are characteristic of their use of 
light and shade to create rhythmic patterns that play across the surfaces and floors of 
the structure.

For the above reasons, I strongly support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Ken Breisch, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor
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LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>Giecs

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Oirp <oirp@aol.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org' 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 1:20 PM

Our family, the DiCaprios, lived on Edenhurst Ave for more than fourteen years. We 
picked that area especially because it was such a bucolic oasis. Our two boys, 
Adam and Leonardo had the benefit of living in a place that was literally from another 
time. In only a little while we had befriended an old Cowboy who told us that he had 
driven cattle in herds from somewhere out West and would come to the end of the 
drive following along Chevy Chase and into the yards in San Fernando Valley. He 
told us that a map would show us how the contours of that street wandered this way 
and that because it was one of the earliest trails through the area. We also got to 
know another resident, Martha who told us that she was ninety but still rode her 
Horse, Peru, every day. On Halloween, she would ride up to our doorstep for treats 
for her horse and get him to do tricks for the boys. Both boys loved skateboarding 
and the small Hill on Chevy Chase provided just enough easy slope to give them a 
practice run all Summer long. It was around that time I noticed the Van Luit complex 
which is set back in easy repose from the street. I could see how effectively the 
sunlight was used to illuminate the floors of the interior and to heat the building in the 
winter when the leaves had fallen from the trees around it. A great example of organic 
efficiency. It would be a shame to deconstruct this building or any of the ideas 
embodied in it. Please save the complex for the future to serve as an example of 
human ability to temper the extremes of nature in the cleverest way.

Thank you for your time, George and Peggy DiCaprio

Sent from my iPhone
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Sarah Weiss <sarahrebeccaweiss@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 3:10 PM

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Sarah Weiss

Home: 9 Madrigal, San Clemente, CA 92673

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: sarahrebeccaweiss@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryarnn lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity .org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacitv.org. amv.ablakat@lacitv.org

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 22,2015

I am a volunteer at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I have been 
a part of the Ranch community since January 2015.1 am a student studying speech-language pathology, and volunteering 
at the ranch has given me invaluable insight into working with children with developmental disabilities.
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11/24/2015
I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex I have witnessed the calming effect 
horseback riding has on the children who come to the ranch. The serenity of the environment helps the children with their 
anxiety. The Van Luit buildings blend in well with the surroundings and also provide an educational talking point with the 
children. Lastly, the buildings provide shelter when the weather is not conducive for riding.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

For all of these reasons. I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex

Sincerely.

Sarah Weiss

https://mail.goog Ie.corrymaj|/u/0/?ui=2&ik=05e86526e0&view=pt&q=van%20luit&qs=tnje&search=querv&th=1513176904cf423c&siml=1513176904cf423c 2/2
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 3:34 PM

AhwaterVillaor - vatfs.or*;

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, iambert.giessinger@lacity org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity org, atwater\4llagealways@gmail.com

From:

Jackie Sloan, on behalf of Atwater Village Always

4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039

atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 22, 2015
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Dear Mr. Barron

I am writing on behalf of the community members of Atwater Village Always, in support of the Historic-Cultural 
Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

As residents, equestrians, business owners, and property owners in Atwater Village, we feel fortunate to have 
such a gentle giant of a building in the midst of our neighborhood. The historic building sits adjacent to North 
Atwater Park, serving as a protective shield for all of us who use North Atwater Park, the Creek Restoration, the 
horse trails & bridle paths, the Atwater Public Equestrian Arena, the Los Angeles River Equestrian Trail.

I am struck by how the Albert Van Luit Complex, located at 4000 Chevy Chase Drive, has become a symbol of 
our neighborhood - representing the delicate balance among residential, commercial and equestnan uses that 
has become the defining characteristic of this unique urban equestrian village along the Los Angeles River. There 
is no other place like it in all of Los Angeles.

This was not an accident. Rather, the original owner of the wallpaper factory, Albert Van Luit, was a horseman 
himself and specifically created a factory complex that exists harmoniously amidst hundreds of horses. The 
buildings on the site are set back graciously from the neighboring residences, adjoining stables, equestrian 
arenas, bridle paths and park. Trees were deliberately planted along the perimeter to blend the factory into the 
adjacent properties. In fact, as you walk along the trails and recreate in the park, you hardly notice the Van Luit 
Complex is there.

The Van Luit Complex is comprised of two architecturally significant buildings: a Post-War daylight factory (JR 
Wyatt, 1950) and an International Style office-showroom (Killingsworth-Brady, 1965). These important buildings 
are located in the heart of the Atwater Equestnan District - right next to our public riding areas, jumping arenas, 
trails, stables and residences. Not only are the buildings themselves significant, but the way they were 
constructed has provided an important buffer of protection for the historic and existing equestrian uses of the 
adjacent land. And, the site was the original home to the Van Luit Wallpaper Factory, where Albert Van Luit 
transformed the wallpaper industry with his techniques for creating scenic designs. These buildings are 
historically significant, and should be preserved as an integral part of the fabric of the City of Los Angeles.

Accordingly, we support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the 
City of Los Angeles. After all, these historic buildings enhance and protect our equestnan haven along the LA 
Ri\«r and the open space it provides. They are part of what makes Los Angeles a unique, world-class city and 
should be preserved for our current and future Los Angeles residents.

Yours,

Jackie Sloan, on behalf of Atwater Village Always

https://mail google.corrVmail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=05e86526e0&\4ew=pt&q = van%20luit&qs=true&search=queri&th=151318cd31925dd7&siml=151318cd31925dd7 2/3
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AtwaterVillageAlways.org
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com
213-447-6456
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Letter of Support for the Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Saralynne Precht <s.precht@me.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 4:03 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Saralynne & Vincent Precht

Home: 271 W. Providencia Ave, Burbank, CA 91502

Business: treehaus 3153 Glendale Blvd., Atwater Village, 90039

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation. 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: s.precht@me.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

November 22, 2015

My 11 year old son participates in the therapeutic riding program at The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), 
located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. We have been a part ofthe Ranch community since 2013.

It had been on my radar foryears. as my son’s first therapeutic experience was at Cheerfijl Helpers (another incredible 
place that supports families/kids with special needs). Cheerful Helpers were the first ones who mentioned the existence of 
the Ranch to my family. The same super-supportive setting we found in Cheerful Helpers is found also at the Ranch.

It wasn't until 1 opened my retail shop, treehaus in Atwater Village and 1 realized I was driving by the Ranch most days on 
my way to the shop, that I finally brought my son. We felt like we were home again.
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As all businesses I've encountered in Atwater Village, the Ranch is open, friendly and very supportive of this 
special area of Los Angeles. This the reason that my business partner and I chose Atwater to open our first shop 
in. It truly is a village in the middle of our enormous city...a little bit Mayberry and a lot of cool.

Part of that cool is the architecture in Atwater. The Spanish bungalows, California Craftsman, the Tam o’Shanter 
and the Albert Van Luit Complex all contribute to this special area. The Van Luit Complex is especially unique in 
that it was built to fit into the equestrian district seamlessly. It serves as a buffer/safe area to ride for the Ranch 
kids (and everyone else) when the weather is challenging along the river. And it keeps the area quiet. These 
things are v^ry important to our sensory sensitive kids (and the horses!).

The Van Luit Complex is a symbol of our neighborhood. It represents the delicate balance between residential, 
commercial and equestrian uses that defines this unique equestrian village along the Los Angeles River. It’s the 
only place like it in all of Los Angeles.

Help us preserve this equestrian haven along the LA River and the open space it provides, so our City's residents can 
enjoy this unique area well into the future.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex

Sincerely,

Saralynne, Vincent & Sullivan

The Precht Family
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Claudia Logan <claudia!ogan08@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall 200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 9001

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 5:58 PM

11/22/2015

Dear Mr. Barron:

I own a horse who is boarded at The Paddock Riding Club.
I am a supporter of the Van Luit Complex. This Ls an important and essential part of
the equestrian community here and is very valued. Everyone who rides their horses in this area knows that it
helps to keep us safe. The factory building protects us from wind and rain and provides a sate riding space.
Please know that it is of utmost importance to us and support us in maintaining our equestrian community.
Sincerely,

Claudia Logan, RN
3919 Rigali Ave
Los Angeles, Ca. 90039

claudialogano8@gmail.com
626)644-8787
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

The Van Luit Complex
1 message

Erica Freed <mothra@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: Erica Freed <mothra@earthlink.net>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 7:21 PM

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

As a resident of Atwater Village and the City of Los Angeles in general, I am writing in support of preservation of 
the Van Luit Complex buidlings as they are,rather than allowing new construction to replace them. The quiet 
area aroundthe Los Angeles river functions more and more as a real city park for walkers, joggers, bicyIclists and 
equestrians.

As a boarder at a nearby bam, of course I have an interest in keeping the area safe and usable for allof the 
above. But if you've never ridden ahorse, never walk or jog along the river, and haven't ridden a bicyle in years, 
just the sight of these activities lets you know you are in a unique part of the city. The presence of horses and 
riders in particularsets Los Angeles apart from other major American cities, and is as much a part of our identity 
as a newly bustling downtown, hipsters in Silveriake, and a newly vibrantand always beautiful Echo Park. For 
riders and non-riders alike, the sight of a horse going by makes us all proud and happy to be part of the wonderful 
fabric that makes Los Angeles a great city. Yet, there are plenty of other sites around town begging for change, 
redevelopment and infill.

Please don'tlet this little piece of Los Angeles disappear - pushing its treasures into the elite suburbs and out of 
reach for city residents.

Erica Freed

3172 Larga Ave

Los Angeles, CA 90039

mothra@earthlink net
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Jerry Stahl <jerrystahl@mac.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 8:13 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chairman

The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

From:

Jerry Stahl 
624 Cross Ave 
LA 90065

Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

November 22, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron,

I am writing as a huge supporter and believer in the Children’s Ranch Foundation. Not only does the Ranch do 
astonishing work for an under-served, yet ever growing community - autistic and otherwise psycho-emotionally 
challenged kids - but the physical place itself, the entire Van Luit Complex, is so wondrous and unique that the 
prospect of doing away with it is a travesty on any number of levels.

Under the guise of 'progress’ it is all too common - and all too easy - for the soul of a city to be lost. And the 
unique soulfulness of Children’s ranch - this unlikely, magical haven of horses, trails, miscellaneous small animals, 
and ongoing life-saving - makes the thought of its destruction beyond egregious.

On a daily basis, 1 get to hear from my wife Elizabeth, who works with the very special special-needs kids at the
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ranch, talcs of healing and happiness in the face of childhood conditions which would otherwise condemn their 
sufferers to lives of hopelessness and despair. To see the eyes of a six-year-old autism victim who finds delight 
and empowerment - often for the very first time - on the back of a horse, is such a life-changing and 
transformative experience (for child and observer) that 1 would challenge all those in receipt of this letter to come 
by and experience this for themselves. I guarantee that anyone who takes the time to visit and partake of these 
daily milestones will realize that a way must be found to serve the needs of land development without destroying 
the life-development that goes on year-round here in Atwater’s own equine house of miracles.

This is not a letter bemoaning new construction, or insisting there be no new housing or commercial structures in 
our wonderful city. Rather, this is a letter saying that, pressing as any and all residential or commercial concerns 
may be, there is no reason to serve them on the backs of children whose lives will be impacted - in some cases 
shattered - should Children’s Ranch be forced to close.

The entire Van Luit complex stands out as a rare and nourishing example of the writer Patrick Geddes’ definition 
of urban reality. “A city," Geddes wrote, "is more than a place in space, it is a drama in time.” And the particular, 
daily dramas of hope and joy that play out in this inimitable stretch of real estate are worth more than the millions 
to be made in tearing the whole complex down and further diminishing what makes LA LA You can’t put a price 
tag on salvation - architectural or human.

As my Russian-born grandfather, himself a bit of a speculator, always liked to say, “The reason land is so valuable 
is because they’re not making any more of it.” To which 1 would add that no more could be made of this tiny 
patch of land near the LA River than what the Ranch’s visionary founder, Jackie Sloan, and her crew of miracle- 
workers have already done.

For all these reasons, tangible and intangible, the nomination of the Van Luit Complex is not just well-deserved - it 
is absolutely, tragically necessary.

Sincerely,

Jerry Stahl
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Debra Brause <debra.brause@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Sun, Nov 22, 2015 at 9:04 PM

November 22, 2015

To:
Richard Burton, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Debra Brause
12050 Valleyheart Drive, #304 
Studio City, CA 91604
Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA,CA 90039 
Email: debra.brause@gmail.com

My child is a client of The Children's Ranch Foundation (the "Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 
90039. We have been a part of the Ranch community since September 2012. My son, William, has been riding 
at the Ranch weekly for the past 3+ years, and it is the highlight of his week. William experienced oxygen loss 
at birth and has a very sensitive sensory system. The time he spends with the horses helps to regulate him and 
he shares a profound connection with the animals as well as the wonderful people who provide his therapeutic 
rides.

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

It has been fascinating to learn about all the history and architectural significance of this area of Los Angeles.
The complex creates a peaceful environment for the horses to feel safe and comfortable, thus enabling their riders 
to hav« a safe and profound experience. It would be devastating for our family to lose this precious resource.

Thank you, 
Debra Brause
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Marvin Dorson <madorson@me.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

To: Richard Barron, A1A, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street. Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 7:04 AM

From: Marvin A. Dorson 
4312 Edenhurst Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
Email: Madorson@mac.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 19, 2015

I am a Television Producer and I have lived in historic Atwater Village, near the Van Luit Complex since 2004. My 
home is just around the comer from the Van Luit Complex.

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I have lived in this beautiful equestrian neighborhood for going on thirteen years. I walk my dogs down Chevy 
Chase Drive to play with them in North Atwater Park several times on a daily basis. I have always admired the 
Van Luit Complex and have hoped for a renovation on these beautiful landmark buildings. I feel that their unique 
design and placement on the site offer so many possibilities to enhance the property and the community, where 
they have been an established landmark (FEATURE?) for so many years. The complex sits so beautifully on the 
property and the trees and plantings create a perfect compliment to the adjacent park.

I feel it would be a shame and a disservice to the Atwater Village community and to Los Angeles History to 
demolish these beautiful structures especially since repurposing could offer so many distinct advantages to the 
area.

I also appreciate how the Complex adds a protective buffer to the diminishing equestrian community that is 
flourishing in Atwater Village. The loss or even modest reduction of this lifestyle will never survive if it is not 
supported and protected

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,
Marvin A. Dorson
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Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 12:09 PMJillian Lauren <jillianlauren@me.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, CHC@lacity org, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Jillian Lauren Shriner and Scott Shriner

Home: 1817 Micheltorena Street, Los Angeles, Ca, 90026

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: jillianlauren@me.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity org, Christine peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterwllagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015

The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I have been a part of 
the Ranch community since 2014. My son is in their therapeutic riding program and we ride there every week.
We have also lived in neighboring Silveriake for over a decade.

I write this letter in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

As the mother of a child who rides at The Children’s Ranch, I appreciate how the Van Luit Complex buildings are 
both comforting and unobtrusive. My son is sensitive to sensory input and If the atmosphere is too busy, it
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makes my son very anxious. The open space and the quiet that the Van Luit buildings provide make 
his therapeutic rides along the trails next to the complex both safe and enjoyable for him. The ranch and its 
surrounding community are such an important part of our lives and the Van Luit Complex is an integral part of 
that community. This unique urban equestrian district deserves protection.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Jillian and Scott Shriner

Jillian Lauren
http://www.jillianlauren.com
Order my new memoir. Everything You Ever Wanted!
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t LA Shannon Ryan <sha nnon.ryan@lacity.org>

The Van Luit Complex
1 message

Alan Katz <boynhisdog@att.net>
Reply-To: Alan Katz <boynhisdog@att.net>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com> 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity org>, "amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 3:08 PM

November 23, 2015

Richard Barron, AlA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N Spring Street, Room 520
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mr. Barron:

For the past 4 years, my daughter Bianca has been part of Atwater's equestrian community 
which has given my family a real insight what a veritable jewel we have in the Atwater 
Equestrian District and the Van Luit Complex’s place as part of the District.

While we understand that development is part of any city’s evolution and progress, sometimes 
development can actually undermine and ultimately diminish the very neighborhood it is 
theoretically trying to improve. That, I believe, will be the outcome if the Van Luit Complex is 
allowed to be torn down.

To begin with, the Van Luit Complex has architectural significance; no doubt others have 
already written you at length (and with profound insight) into just how important those structures 
are. To lose them - especially to a housing scheme that would radically increase the 
population density of the area and profoundly change the character of this historic 
neighborhood - seems both short-sighted and in marked contrast to all the other great, 
thoughtful plans already in play for the immediate area (especially the LA River).

I urge you in the strongest terms possible to please, please, please support the nomination of 
the Van Luit Complex to historic status. This action would help preserve the Equestrian 
District's integrity and all the many worthwhile characteristics of the Atwater neighborhood 
itself. To allow the complex to be torn down would be needlessly destructive.

As Joni Mitchell put it in her song ‘Big Yellow Taxi’, “...They paved paradise and put up a 
parking lot". That is exactly what we have the chance here to prevent.
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Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Alan Katz
134 N Avenue 54
Los Angeles, CA 90042
213-716-7138
boynhisdog@att.net
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Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles. CA 90012

November 25,2015

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Mr Barron,

In 2009, the Los Angeles City Council established the Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee 
to address equine and equestrian issues in the City of Los Angeles. Our committee is dedicated 
to the preservation of equine and equestrian activities and spaces. Far too many of these rare 
places, many of historic importance, have already been lost forever because they were not 
identified and protected.

The Van Luit Complex is a stunning example of how buildings, though larger than others in the 
neighborhood, can be compatible with the equestrian nature of the area. This complex was 
obviously planned to enhance, rather than detract from, the unique equestrian neighborhood. Mr. 
Van Luit was careful to place the buildings in an appropriate location that would complement the 
community rather than serving to frighten or intimidate the horses. The buildings are set back 
from the perimeter of the property, and the property is bordered by suitable trees and other 
plantings. Mr. Van Luit himself was an equestrian and kept his horse in a stable at his home, 
adjacent to these beautiful and functional buildings. These buildings are historically important as 
they have stood the test of time in this jewel of an equestrian neighborhood. They deserve to 
remain.

The K Zone protecting the equine keeping facilities in Atwater Village was approved in 2007. 
Although Mr. Van Luit could not have foreseen the need for such protection, his buildings are the 
perfect buffer between the protected equestrian properties and nearby residences and traffic to 
the North Atwater Park and the Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Service Yard.

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER Recyc&tte aw made from recycled waste



Our committee urges you to approve the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

R. Dale Gibson, President
Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee

Sincerely,

Dale Gibson, President
Los Angeles Equine Advisory Committee

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacitv.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
cc: CHC(rt>lacily.org, atwatervillagealwavs@gmail.com
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Kortum, Frank (USACAC) <Frank.Kortum@usdoj.gov>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org” <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org” <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 3:43 PM

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Frank Kortum
312 N. Spring Street, #1400 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039 
Email: frank.kortum@usdoj.gov<mailto:frank.kortum@usdoj.gov>

Sent \ia email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org<mailto:shannon.ryan@lacity.org><mailto:shannon.ryan@lacity. 
org<mailto:shannon.ryan@lacity.org», lambert.giessmger@lacity.org<mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org> 
<mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org<mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacity.org», 
cc: CHC@lacity.org<mailto:CHC@lacity.org><mailto:CHC@lacity.org<mailto:CHC@lacity.org»,
Christine. peters@lacity.org<mailto:christine.peters@lacity.org><mailto:christine.peters@lacity.org<mailto:chris 
tine.peters@lacity.org>>, amy,ablakat@lacity.org<mailto:amy.ablakat@lacity.org>< 
mailto:amy.ablakat@lacity.org<mailto:amy.ablakat@lacity.org», atwatenillagealways@gmail.com 
<mailto:atwatervillagealways@gmail.com><mailto:atwatenillagealways@gmail.com<mailto:atwa 
tervillagealways@gmail.com»

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015

I am a client of the Children's Ranch Foundation (the "Ranch"), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I have 
been a part of the Ranch community for about a year. The Ranch has provided an invaluable opportunity for my 
son to learn more about horses and to help other kids learn about horses.

I'm writing in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex (the "Complex") to be a Historic-Cultural 
Heritage Monument. At a time when so much of the character of Los Angeles has been sacrificed to mindless 
development, designation of the Complex as a Historic-Cultural Heritage Monument would provide a living 
example to the residents of this City of how buildings can remain sensitively integrated with their surroundings. 
Specifically, the buildings in the Complex have a low height and ample setback that contributes to a safer riding 
atmosphere for young equestrians. I'm deeply concerned about the impact on the Ranch that would result from 
more intensive development at this site. For this and many other reasons, I support the Nomination of the
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Complex.
City of Los Angeles Mail -

Sincerely,
Frank Kortum (213 894 5710)
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katandan calderon <loscalderons@earthlink.net>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervllagealways@gmail.com

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 5:48 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

C/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Katarina Vinegrad/Calderon

29500 Heathercliff Road, space 83

Malibu, CA 90265

loscalderons@earthlink.net

Sent via email to: Shannon ryan@lacity orgA

Lambert, giessinger@lacity.orgj.

Cc: CHC@lacity.orgj. Christine.peters@lacity.orgj.

Amy.ablakat@lacity.orgj atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015
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I am a Children’s Ranch board member and ha\e been since 2006.

My youngest daughter Lulu rode at the ranch on a weekly basis.

Learning to be with the horses both in and out of the saddle, gave her physical and emotional confidence, which 
enabled her to lead a successful and fulfilling life up until her untimely death in 2008.

I cannot stress enough how Important the Children's Ranch is to families of children with special needs. Nor can I 
over stress the importance of having a program like this accessible to families living within the urban inner city of 
Los Angeles. (Up until March 2015 we resided in Silverlake).

The Children's Ranch is a unique place within the magical setting of Atwater Village.

The magic happens because the equestrian community is able to exist alongside the urban environment. This 
fragile co-existence continues because the design and placement of the Van Luit Complex allows for safe 
access to the bridle paths and riding arena.

Due to this, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Katarina.
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 7:05 PMLoMa MT <loma.mt33@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@ladty.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity,org, christine.peters@iacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllageaiways@gmail.com

To:

Richard Barron, AlA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

LoMa Familar

2628 Medlow Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90065

Email: loma.mt33@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 21, 2015

Dear Mr. Richard Barron,

I currently volunteer at The Children’s Ranch, a therapeutic equestrian program located next to the historic Albert 
Van Luit Complex. This unique place offers a safe envronment for children with special needs to explore and be 
challenged in their therapeutic processes. These children have a wonderful team of therapists, volunteers, family 
and horses aiding them with this exploration and growth. I work directly with the horses, and am able to see how
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their current environment impacts their health and well-being.

Pepper, Cody, Dove and Storm are rescued horses that came from other jobs or other owners and have been 
given a second chance to be a part of a working community. As a Massage Therapist and CramoSacral 
Practitioner I began working with the horses in an effort to care for and give back to the animals that are providing 
so much unspoken love and understanding to the children of the ranch. Much is being asked of the horses in 
their very busy workday, and thus their down-time, their quiet-time, is paramount in their ability to rejuvenate and 
recoup so that they might be available and supportive to all the children who work with them. Their ability to have 
space, hear the birds, hear the wind in the trees and feel it on their bodies, be surrounded with open sky and 
nature are key for their mental and physical well beings. Currently they have such an environment with the 
surrounding homes, bams and the low height of the Albert Van Luit Complex, which abuts the property of the 
ranch and was designed to blend into sight lines of the trees.

It is rare for urban areas to have equestrian centers in them and Atwater Village is part of a unique community 
that has that ability - an ability that is due to the current environment of accessible nature which lends itself to 
healthy horses.

It is for these reasons I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument.

Sincerely,

LoMa Familar
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23 November, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Jennifer Stoller 
StollerBarakatDesign 
2190 Moreno Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90039

sent via email:
to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org cc: CHC@lacity.org, Christine.peters@ 
lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Regarding: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination application: Albert Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron

I am writing in support of the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument.

I am an environmental graphic designer who works and lives in the Atwater/Silverlake area. I have 
been collaborating with architects in Southern California for the past 20 years. Many of the projects 
I have been involved with are civic in nature. I have helped create comprehensive identities for cit
ies around Los Angeles (Culver City, City of Santa Monica, etc). Most of these civic projects involve 
cities preserving their past as a way of defining who they are. These cities have embraced adaptive 
reuse of existing structures as a way of maintain the overall character and identity of their neighbor
hoods.

Modernist architects, Edward Killingsworth and Jules Brady, who are responsible for some of the 
most important examples of Mid-Century structures in Southern California, created a complex in 
perfect unity with the Atwater Equestrian District. Van Luit’s office/showroom is a classic example
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of Mid-Century architectural style, but also of a Post-War industrial daylight factory. The 
complex has natural indirect light, free flowing floor plan, and hallmark integration of interior 
and exterior space as seen in International Style architecture. In keeping with the neighbor
hood, the building maintains an appropriate relationship to the LA River and hills of Griffith 
Park. Having spent time with my children at the stables along the river, I have seen how the 
Killingsworth site appears to have evolved organically in perfect scale with the equestrian 
and residential areas.

Adaptive reuse of the historically important Albert Van Luit complex is a necessary way for 
Atwater Village and the Equestrian District to keep their unique village identity intact and 
for Los Angeles to preserve yet another significant architectural landmark. Therefore, I fully 
support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in 
the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Jennifer SfoHer
Owner V ) 
StollerBarakatDesign
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1 message

Bill Sloan <bill@sloanduo.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 8:42 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 

Los Angeles City Hall 

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

William R. Sloan, M.D.

Home: 2252 Cheswic Lane, Los Angeles, CA 90027

Business: 2750 West Broadway, Eagle Rock, CA 90041

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: bill@sloanduo com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015

Together with my daughter, Jackie, I founded The Children's Ranch in 2003. The Ranch has grown and flourished 
in the Atwater Equestrian District, adjacent to the Van Luit Complex.

We searched all over Los Angeles County to identify a site to become the home of The Children’s Ranch. We 
wanted to be sure that families in need did not have to dri\e great distances to access the Ranch's therapeutic
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programs. The Atwater Equestrian District is in the center of the City of Los Angeles, and is a secret haven right 
in our midst. We couldn't imagine having the Ranch program in any other location.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

The adjacent Van Luit Complex was almost unnoticeable, because it fits so seamlessly into the neighborhood 
Now, we realize that the architects purposefully designed the buildings so that they did not interfere with the 
beautiful surroundings. The hills of Griffith Park rise gracefully behind the factory's low, saw-toothed roof, and the 
ample setback and perimeter plantings shield the complex from neighboring equestrian trails and arenas. The 
ambient light that floods the factory floors from the North-facing windows is a foreshadowing of what, today, is 
called "green" technology. Amazingly, due to its thoughtful design, the Van Luit Complex continues to operate to 
this day as a massive commercial business (Scenic Expressions) without impacting the neighborhood or the 
equestrian area.

I urge this Commission to preserve the Van Luit Complex as a historic-cultural monument for the citizens of Los 
Angeles. It ser\es as an example of commercial construction In harmony with the community.

Sincerely.

William R. Sloan, M.D.
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1 message

Mon, Nov 23, 2015 at 10:51 PMSloanduo@aol.com <Sloanduo@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@iacity.org, amy.abtakat@lacity.org, atwatervillageatways@gmail.com

To:

Richard Barron, AlA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission 

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Professor Judy Beckner Sloan

Home: 2252 Cheswic Lane, Los Angeles, CA 90027

Business: Southwestern Law School, 3050 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010

Stable: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: sloanduo@aol com, jsloan@swiaw edu

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessmger@lacity org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatefvillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015

Together with my daughter, Jackie and my husband Dr. William Sloan, I founded The Children's Ranch in 2003. 
The Ranch has grown and flourished in the Atwater Equestrian District, adjacent to the Van Luit Complex.

I searched all over Los Angeles County to identify a site to become the home of The Children’s Ranch. I found 
sites near Ventura County, but I wanted to be sure that Los Angeles families in need did not have to drii« great 
distances to access the Ranch's therapeutic programs The Atwater Equestrian District is in the center of the
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City of Los Angeles, and is a secret haven right In our midst. We couldn't imagine having the Ranch program in 
any other location.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

The adjacent Van Luit Complex was almost unnoticeable, because it fits so seamlessly into the neighborhood. 
Now, we realize that the architects purposefully designed the buildings so that they did not interfere with the 
beautiful surroundings. The hills of Griffith Park rise gracefully behind the factory's low, saw-toothed roof, and the 
ample setback and perimeter plantings shield the complex from neighboring equestrian trails and arenas. The 
ambient light that floods the factory floors from the North-facing windows is a foreshadowing of what, today, is 
called "green" technology. Amazingly, due to its thoughtful design, the Van Luit Complex continues to operate to 
this day as a massi\« commercial business (Scenic Expressions) without impacting the neighborhood or the 
equestrian area.

In addition to fitting so seamlessly into the equestrian neighborhood, the Van Luit Complex has significant design 
features that make it a remarkable commercial building. I have been a docent for o\«r ten years at the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art. I am especially sensitive to the effect that artistic design has on people. I am 
also a law professor at Southwestern Law School, where my office is in the Bullocks-Wilshire Building, the 
quintessential statement of Art Deco architecture. These experiences enable me to notice the profound effect 
that building design has on our daily lives. Watching the young students enjoy the Lacma buildings and the law 
students being inspired by the Bullock's Building has educated me to the possibilities that building design has on 
our culture.

The Van Luit Complex is notable and teaches all of us. It commemorates a great designer, Albert Van Luit, who 
changed wallpaper techniques by creating scenic design. For me this is an example of significant decorati\* 
art, the type of art that we all live with and has effect on our everyday lives. The complex is the work of significant 
Los Angeles architects, J.R. Wyatt and Killingsworth-Brady. The use of ambient light and the blending of a 
factory into the midst of a bucolic neighborhood are significant architecturally.

We have a duty to future generations to preserve significant architecture and design. I urge this Commission to 
preserve the Van Luit Complex as an historic-cultural monument for the citizens of Los Angeles. It serves as an 
example of commercial construction in harmony with the community.

Sincerely,

Judy Beckner Sloan, Professor of Law
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Letter of Support for the Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 5:17 AMThomas Shipley <tom@atlanticcoastbrands.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org” 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "robinbenamou@gmail.com" <robinbenamou@gmail.com>t "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, "amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, 
"atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Robin Shipley
Home: 2846 Adkins Ave., Los Angeles, 90032
Stable: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039 
Email: Robinbenamou@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 23, 2015

I am a behavior consultant for The Children's Ranch Foundation (the “Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 
90039. I have been a part of the Ranch community since 2009. Along with other Ranch educators I have helped 
to develop and facilitate social programs for children, teens and young adults with a variety of special needs.

Those of us working in the equestrian theraputic community are very cautious about where we lead our horses 
related to the specific needs of each child. The ability to have access to a safe riding area is primary to our work 
with our clients. The horses themselves are social animals who communicate constantly and need to have a 
sense of order, direction, and a sense of safety in order to be true therapeutic partners to the individuals they 
support. The location of the trails surrounding the Ranch to the proximity of the Van Luit Complex provide the 
safe environment necessary to support our Ranch clients in their learning experience. The complex offers 
predictability of the surrounding traffic as well as much needed protection from the environmental impact of the 
elements (rain and wind) for both riders and the horses.

The Children's Ranch programs provide a unique and safe opportunity for kids of all ages with a variety of 
complex social, emotional, and learning needs to connect with other young people like themselves in order to 
gain the skills they need to li\^ happier, healthier and more connected lives beyond the Ranch. The location of 
the Van Luit Complex plays a significant role in these children's growth and development.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Robin Shipley, M.S.
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Behavior Consultant
(323) 896-7799
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Shannon Ryan, Office of Historic Resources, City of LA, Room 610 
Richard Baron, Chair of the Cultural Heritage Commission 

Cc: Christine Peters, CD 13 
Atwater Village Always

To:

From: Carrie Sutkin, DPDS
2438 Gatewood Street, Los Angeles, CA 90031 

Date: Tuesday, November 24, 2015
Historic Cultural Monument Nomination: Van Luit Complex, Atwater VillageRe:

Van Luit Complex, Atwater Village
Albert Van Luit’s wallpaper was seen in bedrooms of little cowboys and cowgirls in 
US since the 1930's (Gilbert, 2015). Photos at the Huntington asin Home and Beauty 
Magazine through the photographs of Maynard Parker throughout the 1950’s and 
1960’s (Parker, 1964). Albert Van Luit (AVL) moved from Cleveland, Ohio, right 
after World War II. He purchased his first Atwater property in 1946-7 where he 
lived until his death in 1970; AVL’s first building permit was for a horse stable. Van 
Luit purchased the factory from the original owner who transferred a complete 
garage workshop from Verdugo Street.

By 1950, AVL pulled a permit to construct a factory by JR Wyatt on 69,000 square 
feet. In 1964 AVL hired Edward Killingsworth and jules Brady of Long Beach to 
design an International style modern showroom. The AVL Factory was producing 
thousands of designs and millions of rolls of wallpaper while running three shifts 
per day. Latin American immigrants and Chicanos worked as printers. The 
Killingsworth-Brady (1964-67) showroom is like a light box with windows 
illuminating the interiors. The space is so comfortable on the human eye. The 
buildings could be preserved and re-used for commercial, residential, recreational, 
or public use. The showroom could be a community or a senior center or even a 
branch library, with proper CEQA documentation & public funding.

Because Atwater Village is not protected by the Griffith Park HCM nomination, I 
encourage the Survey LA - of Atwater District include:

• Christine Sterling who co-owned a ranch, 4000 Verdant Street in the 1930’s;
• The Horn Family Restaurant on Los Feliz Blvd. & home on Chevy Chase
• The Nakamura’s homes on Edenhurst and Chevy Chase
■ Elaine Brock's family-owned horse properties
• Steve Chlavin’s family owned ranch and stables
• Yvonne Haley's Edenhurst home, where Albert Van Luit lived for 30 years.
• Albert Van Luit Daylight factory and International Showroom Complex 

For these reasons, and evidence, I urge you to consider designating the Van Luit 
Complex, a Historic Cultural Monument. In addition I hope you will vote to preserve 
the complex and provide guidelines and options for it’s adaptive re-use.
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Emily Eisenberg <ezeisenberg@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Emily Eisenberg <ezeisenberg@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

As a part of the Ranch community since September, 2012,1 write this letter in support of the 
Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. My child is a client of The Children's Ranch 
Foundation (the "Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. He has participated in 
individual riding lessons there, as well as in the group programs Saddle Club and Ranch 
Hands. From the first moment he sat on a horse, we could see his entire demeanor change.
His self-confidence bloomed and he felt so positive about himself. He learned how to groom 
the horses and tend to the to the other animals at the ranch, instilling in him a much-needed 
sense of responsibility and value. The group programs helped him develop social skills with his 
peers through activities and games. Throughout all of his experiences at the Ranch, our son 
has been treated with the utmost respect and kindness. The people who work at the Ranch are 
patient and knowledgeable about how to help children with learning and/or social and 
emotional challenges. The main word I associate with The Ranch staff is thoughtfulness. They 
take time to consider the needs of every child, every activity, every situation. Furthermore, they 
support the parents. During the group activities, parents meet with an amazing and well- 
respected therapist to share our struggles and learn valuable strategies to help our families. 
Parents are supported with kindness and so are our children.

Tue, Nov 24. 2015 at 11:16 AM

The Van Luit Complex is a symbol of the special neighborhood that is home to the Ranch, one 
that maintains a delicate balance among residential, commercial and equestrian uses, which 
has become the defining characteristic of this unique urban equestrian village along the Los 
Angeles River. The neighborhood is a peaceful sanctuary within our city, and is one that allows 
the Ranch to provide its important services to children who are often very sensitive about their 
environment. There is no other place like it in all of Los Angeles, and it must be preserved.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,
Emily Eisenberg
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Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Tom McGovern <TMcGovem@filekeepers.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org” 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org> 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwarte\illagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwartevillagealways@gmail.com>

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 11:50 AM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

C/0 Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring St .Room 620

L.A., CA 90012

From:

Tom McGovern

4153 Tracy St.

L.A., CA 90027

RE: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

November 24, 2015

I am writing in support of the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

My daughter has been a therapeutic riding client of The Children’s Ranch Foundation, located at 4007 Verdant 
St., L A. 90039, since 2009. I value this unique area of Los Angeles and believe that the Van Luit Complex 
deserves to be a Historic- Cultural Landmark.
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Best regards,

Tom McGovern

Visit our website at www.filekeepers.com

This e-mail transmission and any altachments that accompany it may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 

exempt from disclosure under applicable law and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it was intended to be addressed. If 

you have received this e-mail by mistake, or you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other 

use or retention of this communication or its substance is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately 

reply to the author via e-mail (tmcgovern@file>keepers com) that you received this message by mistake and also permanently delete the 

original and all copies of this e-mail and any attachments from your computer. Thank you.
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Richard Barron, AlA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan. Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street. Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

November 14, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron,

I first became aware of this very special area when my daughter was just a year old. We 
stumbled upon it one afternoon and 1 remember what a delightful surprise it was for me, tinding 
this gem of a neighborhood in a city as densely populated as Los Angeles.

To make matters even more magical, this was the same day 1 met Jackie Sloan the founder of 
The Children’s Ranch Foundation in Atwater Village. On that day, she graciously invited us into 
The Ranch, introduced us to some lovely children who were there and proceeded to show us 
around. Five or so years later, my daughter Claire started riding at The Ranch and now, as a 
thirteen-year-old. she volunteers there two times a month.

The Ranch and its surrounding area has played a very important role in my daughter’s life and in 
the lives of many and for this reason 1 am writing this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural 
Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

Having spent a considerable amount of time at the Ranch, 1 can appreciate the Van Luit 
Complex's low key footprint which allows for a peaceful atmosphere for all of us as well as for 
the horses who call Atwater Village their home, and have been doing so for many many years. 
The open spaces are key to their survival and as a mother with psychoanalytic training, I know 
how important the healing qualities of peaceful and open spaces can be for us all.

The Van Luit buildings are charming and historic and in keeping with this very special and 
historic neighborhood. They need to be protected and I urge you to do everything in your power 
to keep them standing. This unique urban equestrian district deserves protection. 1 support the 
Nomination to preserve these important buildings.”

Thank you for your consideration.

Lauren Malkasian 
3648 Cadman Dr, 
Los Angeles,
CA. 90027
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To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Javier Del Angel.
Home: 3919 Rigali Ave, LA, CA 90039
Stable: Paddock Riding Club. 3919 Rigali Ave, LA. CA 90039
Email: Javier@thepaddockla.net

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 17, 2015

Tve been the manager of the Paddock Hiding Club since August 2009. I also live beside the 
Paddock, and have done so since October 1999. The Paddock is the preeminent stable in the 
historic Atwater Village Equestrian District, home to over 200 horses. 1 write this letter in 
support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

The Van Luit buildings sit right next to our public riding arena and the LA River Equestrian 
Trail and bridle paths. Myself and my daughters as well as many clients of the Paddock very 
often use the public arena and trails after it has rained, and our Paddock arenas are closed. The 
way the Van Luit buildings are set back from the riding area and properly line has contributed to 
the safety of our urban equestrian district.

Having read about the history of the buildings, 1 now know that Mr. Van Luit designed them 
with equestrian safety in mind. Simply put, preserving the Van Luit Complex is essential to 
maintaining a safe equestrian district in this unique area along the LA River.

For all of these reasons, 1 support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic- 
Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,
Javier Del Angel.

mailto:Javier@thepaddockla.net
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Jennifer Volland <jennifermvDlland@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 2:49 PM

Dear Mr. Barron,

I am writing in support for the historic nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex. I, along with Cara Mullio, 
authored the book Edward A. Killingsworth: An Architect's Life (Hennessey + Ingalls, 2013). I spent over a 
decade researching and writing this project, and consider myself to be one of a handful of experts on 
Killingsworth's life and work.

The Albert Van Luit & Co. Showroom was designed in 1965-67. This was at a time when Killingsworth's firm (first 
KBS, then KBA) was emerging on the international resort scene, following the heralded opening of the Kahala 
Hilton (1964) in Honolulu, Hawaii. However, having reviewed the historic Maynard Parker photos of the Van Luit 
building, the showroom clearly references Killingsworth's earlier residential and commercial work, including the 
KBS Office Building (1955), the Opdahl Residence (1957), the Cambridge Office Building (1960), Killingsworth's 
personal residence (1961), and Case Study House #25 (1962). Trademark Killingsworth elements used in the 
showroom include lightweight post-and-beam construction, indirect lighting, the integration of indoor-outdoor 
space, and sensitivity to the constraints of the site, including the thoughtful landscaping characteristic of all of his 
projects. It also includes what Killingsworth considered to be one of his self-described signature elements: the 
double high entry door. Killingsworth also enjoyed playing with light and shadow, which is apparent in the later- 
designed steel-framed entrance canopy (1967).

I am delighted to have learned that the Albert Van Luit Complex has survived and is beloved by its neighbors. I 
sincerely hope that the Cultural Heritage Commission takes the steps necessary to presera this important 
landmark.

Should you ha\© any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 310-567-4262.

Kind regards,

Jennifer M. Volland 
Independent Curator and Writer 
358 Flint Avenue 
Long Beach, CA 90814
jnrralland@aol.com
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Joanne Sellar <joanne@ochofilms.corn>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 3:04 PM

Richard Barron, ALA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Front JoAnne Sellar/Daniel Lupi

2301 Nottingham Avenue

Los Angeles CA 90027

joanne@ochofilms com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

lama film producer and have owned a horse for the last year and prior to that have leased horses for the last seven years 
for my daughter to ride. She has always ridden in the historic Atwater Village Equestrian District. We board our horse at 
San Rafael Riding Stables, 412 Verdant Street, LA 90039.

1 write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex

My daughter has been riding in the public arena, the jumping arenas and on the LA River Equestrian trail for the last seven 
years and having the Van Luit Complex there provides a buffer zone in the area and makes it feel more safe. There have 
been times when it has been unsafe to ride on the river trails or in the public arena due to weather and on those days my 
daughter rides on the bridle path by the Van Luit Complexand the fact that the building is oflow height and is well setback 
makes it easy to ride there.

For all of these reasons, 1 support the Nomination ofthe Albert Van Luit Conplexas a Historic-Cultural Monument in the 
City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

JoAnne Sellar
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@!acity.org>

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Tue, Nov 17. 2015 at 11:12 AMKim Aarons <Kim.Aarons@doj.ca.gov>
To: "Shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <Shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.glessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.glessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@iacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com"
<atwatervi I lagealway s@gmail. com>

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
Th e Cu It ura 1 Herit ag e Co mmis s io n 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

From: Kim Aarons

416 E Broadway, #227

Glendale, CA 91205

Sent via email to: shannon ryuiun lacity.org, lambcrt-gicssingenu lacitv org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com, christlne.oeters@lacitv.org. amv.ablakat@lacitv.org

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 17,2015

Dear Mr. Barron,

1 am writing in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex 1 am employed as 
an attorney for the State of California, and I board a horse at San Rafael Hunt Club located in Atwater Village at 4012 
Verdant Street in Los Angeles. I have been riding in the historic Atwater Village Equestrian District for over a year.

As an equestrian, 1 feel that the Van Luit Complexis important in maintaining a safe riding area. When riding, we always 
know what to expect in the public riding arena and trail beside the factory because of the limited way in which the Van Luit
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Complex buildings are used for business. The factory building is set back from the bridle path sufficiently, allowing the 
buildings to shield the wind and rain while providing enough space to ride safely. We can also predict when vehicles will 
come in and out of the driveway, and we find the personnel to be respectful. The size and setback of the Van Luit Complex 
also provide a safe haven for horseback riding on days where the LA River Equestrian Trail is too windy or muddy.

In addition, the Complexhas become a symbol ofthe neighborhood - representing the delicate balance among residential, 
commercial, and equestrian uses that has become the defining characteristic of this unique urban equestrian village along 
the Los Angeles River. This was not an accident. Rather, the original owner of the wallpaper factory, Albert Van Luit, was 
a horseman himself and specifically created a factory complex that exists harmoniously amidst hundreds ofhorses. Thus, 
forallofthese reasons, I support the Nomination ofthe Albert Van Luit C'omplcxas a Historic-Cultural Monument in the 
City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely.

Kim Aarons

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally 
priMleged information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, re^ew, use or 
disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
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Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Jonathan Gutierrez <jongutierrez34336@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 12:43 PM

Date: November 17, 2015

Our 12 year old son Joshua has been a client of The Children's Ranch Foundation in Atwater Village since 
2012. He rides on Tuesday afternoons at The Ranch, and really looks forward to it each week. He is part of the 
therapeutic riding program at the Ranch. We write this letter in support ofthe Historic-Cultural Monument 
Nomination ofthe Albert Van Luit Complex.

We appreciate how safe the riding atmosphere is in Atwater Village. It is surprising how the Van Luit Complex 
buildings fit into this historic equestrian area. They aren't too high, and they are set back from the riding trails 
and other properties. They protect the riding arena and the trail, both of which my son uses on his therapeutic 
rides.

The Van Luit Complex currently provides employment for scores of Los Angelenos like set designers, truck 
drivers, dock hands, technicians, and others who try to keep the television and move industry alive in Los 
Angeles. The Complex is uniquely compatible with the equestrian heritage of the L.A. River and with the special 
needs of children whose lives are so immensely enriched on a daily basis by riding there. It is worth preserVng, 
as is.

We support the Nomination to preserve these important buildings, in the heart ofthe Atwater Equestrian District.

Sincerely,
Jonathan and Nora Gutierrez
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination : Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

joan tenner <jtenner@att.net>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com

Sat, Nov 14, 2015 at 12:03 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

James and Joan Tenner.

4338 Edenhurst ave

Los Angeles,

California 90039

Email: jtenner@att.net

Date: November 12, 2015

To whom it may concern,

As residents of Atwater Village, living at 4338 Edenhurst Ave., directly behind the Van Luit Complex, we are in 
support of preserving what Mr. Van Luit himself promised would be the “jewel of the neighborhood”. In fact this is 
what he promised when he was in hearings regarding building this property. One of our elderly neighbours, Mrs. 
Dorothy Horn, who lives on Chevy Chase across from the office building, was involved in those hearings.

The city has already begun a beautification project ofthe river, the park, and the river walk in this area, with 
environmental concerns in mind. Certainly such a project as the preservation ofthe Van Luit Complex would be in 
line with the environmental emphasis on this area. There would be a negative impact in tearing down the Van Luit 
Complex, situated at the edge ofthe park, the river, and the horse stables which are the last ones remaining in 
Los Angeles, and are all part of this historic neighborhood and worth preserving.
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We support the Nomination, and we hope you will consider the historical significance of this building and the part 
it plays in this unique area.

We thank you for your consideration.

James and Joan Tenner
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NOV 1 7 2015

LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
r* GEEC5
_ /

Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Danelle Taylor <waterq123@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Danelle Taylor <waterq123@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com>

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sat, Nov 14, 2015 at 2:59 PM

Danelle Taylor 
14646 Tustin St 
Sherman Oaks CA 91403

11.14.15

To Richard Barron, AIA, Chair,

I am writing you to strongly encourage you to consider the nomination of the Van Luit Complex as a 
Historic Cultural Monument.

I have become familiar with the buildings and the surrounding areas from working with special needs 
children at The Children’s Ranch. The Van Luit Wallpaper Factory has served as a framework 
surrounding the riding ring and maintained safe passage for riders to the surrounding trails.

1 have many memories of leading children on horses through the streets to the riding ring or the trails. 
They rode safely and happily. The therapeutic value of this type of environment is a special need for all 
people.

I rode in that area walking in the shade of the tree lined path, leaving my day and the city behind me. This 
area is an important landmark in its history and the peace it provides those that visit it today.

Please preserve this area for all that use it now and for others to discover.

Thank you.
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Danelle Taylor
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Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Ilall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles. CA 90012

To

HOV 1 : m

From: James Tiongson
4020 Chevy Chase Drive I A 90039 
jrtiong@yahoo.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity org lambed giossinger@lacity.org. 
CC' CHC@lacity org, atwatervillagealways@ymail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination Albert Van I uit ComplexRe:

Date. November 11,2015

I have lived in Atwater Village, at 4020 Chevy Chase Drive, for over 35 years. From my home. I 
can see both of the Van Luit Complex buildings. And, I can see the beautiful windows of the 
factory building that face north It is such a beautiful view looking at those windows, and the 
trees they planted, with the Griffith Park mountain behind it

I love in this community, where we can see horses. I he Van Luit buildings keep the horses 
feeling safe too. I moved here because in those days this area was affordable and I raised my 
children here, who are professionals now. They love this community, too. My children played 
in the park when they were little, and you could hardly see the factory. It was designed so well, 
with trees planted along the side We didn't notice that there was a factory in our back yard.

I support preserving the Van Luit Complex, as an important part of our community, and as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of l os Angeles

Sincerely/l

James Tiongson

'
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c/o Shannon Ryan Planning Associate
l os Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles CA 90012

To-

MOV 1 12015

From: Joyce Santiago-Tiongson
4020 Chevy Chase Drive. LA 90039 
sant i ag o Joy ce@ y a hoo. co m

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessinger@lacity.org. 
cc: CHC@tadty.org. atwatervillaqealways@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 11,2015

I have lived at 4020 Chevy Chase Drive since 2014, with my daughter. Ihe Van Luit 
Complex is directly behind our home We can see the factory from our second floor 
We also pass it as my daughter and I go to the park at the end of Chevy Chase Drive 
The Van Luit buildings fit nicely into the neighborhood, and I hardly notice them

I've heard about the historical significance of the Van Luit buildings, too. I support 
preserving the Van Luit Complex, as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los 
Angeles.

Sincerely,/

,1 VDV
Joyce Santiago-Tiongson

V

i

\
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MOV 1 7 2015

e i A Shannon Ryan <sbannon.ryan@lacity.org>^ GEECS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Yvonne Haley <ynonne@aol.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, iambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatery 11 agealways@gmail.com

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 10:34 AM

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

Yvonne P. Haley and Dawn Haley 
4410Edenhurst Avenue 
LA, CA 90039

From:

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert .giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

His tone-Cultural Monument nomination for the Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15,2015

My daughter Dawn and 1 write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Conplexas long time residents of Atwater Village, and more specifically, as the current ownerof Albert Van Luit’s home, 
which is adjacent to the Van Luit Complex My daughter and I have lived in Van Luit’s former home for the past 31 years.

Even though ourback yard borders on the Van Luit Complex, when we look out fromourback yard, we can still clearly see 
the hills of Griffith Park. When they designed the factory, it was done with consideration of the people and the 
neighborhood, so we can see the hills and the sky. And it is set back from the property lines, and the stable is between 
our home and the factory and offices.

The owners have always kept the property clean and nice. My daughter and 1 have always felt safe. People never came in 
and out of the Van Luit Complex all night long. All activities have always stopped at dark.

Van Luit used to walk to work from his house. He used to have lots of parties in the house in the 60’s and 70’s. A man 
from the gas company came once and said he used to attend the parties, and told me about the gas lights that Van Luit had 
outside in the backyard.

In my back yard I have a huge bonsai pine with a fountain system. It borders Van Luit's former horse stable, which is just 
to the north. Our guest house was Van Luit’s pool house. He entertained back there.

As I said, from our backyard, we can see the factory and the hills. We felt the stable should have stayed a part of our 
property. I tried to buy it, but they wouldn’t sell it to me. The bridle trail from Verdant to the factory passes in back of my 
property, and should have still gone all the way through to Chevy Chase. I tned to keep access to the trail open. 
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In 1983,1 was driving the neighborhood looking fora home to buy and saw the for sale sign in front of 4410 Edenhurst 
Avenue. 1 saw this lovely Japanese woman, Qtio Watson, who lived next door, and [ said, “I’m going to be your 
neighbor.’’ She went and got ladders from her home and brought them over so we could climb over and look at the 
property. When 1 called about the house, they said it was in escrow. But it fell out, so I was able to buy it. Chio was 
friends with Van Luit. She used to sing while her husband played piano at Van Luit’s parties. Van Luit would bring guests 
to the parties in vans, and all the neighbors were part of it. They all had ponds and Bhuddas in their back yards. The 
statues were passed frontyard to yard.

ToniGothard, and her husband Joe, lived across the street, and owned a restaurant on Melrose that had no name. Famous 
musicians and politicians ate there, even the president of the United States. I have the piano from the restaurant in my 
home now, with the original cigarette bums on the keys. Joe was a tennis teacher and taught Van Luit tennis. Toni and 
Joe provided the food for many of Van Luit's parties. They were part of the clique of neighbors who enjoyed the Van Luit 
parties.

My daughter likes to tell the stories of how we used to go to famous houses in Los Feliz, and the owners of the homes 
would say, “Look, we have Van Luit wallpaper. That’s what makes this house so valuable." My mom would smile and tell 
them, “Well, we live in the Van Luit Estate.”

Dawn adds. “Growing up, I didn’t feel like I lived by a wallpaper factory. There were trees that covered the buildings, and 
the street are lined with trees on both sides.”

As I said, we’ve lived here for approximately 3 decades. I always had a solid relationship with the property owners. Any 
time 1 had issues, such as with electrical or plumbing, they were always nice. They always invited us over tor the holidays 
for cocoa, cookies, coffee and wine. For a while, they even stored paintings in the complex and we’d go and view them 
Pvc loved living in the Van Luit house.

I’ve even met Van Luit’s lover, who has come to visit me at my house. He had bought a home off the 210 freeway, but he 
really wanted this house, because it was Van Luit’s. He had done all the designs of the ponds and landscaping, including 
outside walls, garage, plantings and trees. He did things well.

The Van Luit Complexbuildings were made so well, and have withstood the test of time, even earthquakes. They also fit 
seamlessly into the surrounding community, and are set back so respectfully from the residences and other stables, and 
horse arenas around them

The idea of these buildings remaining in our community makes me feel safe. For all of these reasons, we feel The Van Luit 
Conplex should be preserved as a historic monument for the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Yvonne P. Haley and Dawn Haley
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a LA
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

anette eriksson <pippi_red1@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: anette eriksson <pippi_red1@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, "amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 12:08 PM

Richard Barron, ALA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

From: Anette Hughes and David Ambrose
Home: 2224 Kenilworth Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90039 
Email: pippi_red1@yahoo.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmall.com. christine.peters@lacitv.oro. amv.ablakat@lacitv.oro

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15, 2015

I am a Creative Director, and I have lived near the historic Atwater Village, near the Van Luit Complex since 1999 with my husband and 
son. My home is a couple of miles from the Van Luit Complex

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex

My son has taken riding lessons and volunteered at the Children's Ranch. This historic area of the city has been like an oasts to our 
family and we have loved walking around the paths, the park, the beautiful Van Luit Complex which fits perfectly into this 
environment. It is a peaceful part of our busy city and it's a place we can all come to and feel the rich history of our neighborhood and 
an important part of this history is the Van Luit Complex

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los 
Angeles.

Sincerely, 
Anette Hughes
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NOV j ? 2C15
LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

~ 01 ECS

(no subject)
1 message

Lukas Ambrose <ambroselukas@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Lukas Ambrose <ambroselukas@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwaterwllagealways@gmail.com>, 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, "amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 12:11 PM

Richard Barron, A1A, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

From: Lukas Ambrose
Home: 2224 Kenilworth ave 
Email: ambroselukas@yahoo.com

Sent via email to: sliannonryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, Christine.oeters@lacitv.ora. a
my.ablakat@lacity.ora

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15, 2015

I am a student, and I have lived in historic Atwater Village, near the Van Luit Complex my whole life. My 
home is a couple of miles from the Van Luit Complex.
I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

Why I feel Its Important to Preserve the Van Luit Complex

• I don't have a direct view of the buildings from my house, but when ever I come to The 

Children's Ranch, I worry1 that if there was any construction near the horses and other 

animals, they would have to shut down the ranch. The toxins and noise would be too much 

for the horses, which means that they would have to be boarded at other ranches further 

away, which would cause the therapeutic riding to be halted.

• I also worry> that the great views of the hills and of the mountains will be obstructed by 

the large buildings being built, because the Van Luit Complex is such a beautiful building 

and adds so much character to the surrounding area.

• Riding on the LA river would have to stop as well because there would be too much
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commotion for the horses to handle.

• Currently all of the houses are relatively small and fit in very well with all of the trees 

and wildlife, and if these huge building were to he built it would throw off the look of 

Atwater village as a whole.

Also, if they were to start the construction, the traffic of all of the large trucks would 

make it too dangerous to ride for both the horses and the Children.

For all of these reasons, including the feet that it adds a lot to the city around it because of its rich history. 1 
support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los 
Angeles.

Sincerely,
Lukas Ambrose
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LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
n, CUCS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Jen Friedman <jennifer.lynn.friedman@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: chc@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 1:17 PM

To: Richard Barron, ALA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Jennifer Friedman
Horne: 4308 Brunswick Avenue, Los Angeles, 90039 
Email: jennifer.lynn.friedman@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannonryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwaten-illagealwavstegmail.com christine.peters@lacity.org,
amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15, 2015

I am a Librarian at O’Melveny & Myers in downtown LA, and I have lived in historic Atwater Village, near 
the Van Luit Complex since 2015. My home is two blocks from the Van Luit Complex.

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Conplex.

1 was bom and raised in nearby Glendale and my lather worked for Systems & Methods Printers on Chevy 
Chase, just a few blocks from the Van Luit building, for more than 30 years. As a child I was frequently in 
the area to visit him at work. It is interesting that as an adult, I ended up moving just a few streets away to 
live with my boyfriend who is a lifelong Atwater Village resident.
When I moved here, I immediately became aware of how special and distinctive this area is. I currently walk 
my dog past the Van Luit building nearly daily on our way to the LA River path. We often see horses 
walking on the bridle path and love the unique equestrian feel of the neighborhood. I enjoy the peace and 
serenity of the river path, and appreciate seeing the views of the Griffith Park mountains across the freeway.

The current Albert Van Luit buildings are unobtrusive and fit into the neighborhood well As a resident I am 
appreciative of how the buildings are set back from the road and blocked with foliage. Although industrial 
the buildings blend in with the nearby homes and do not have a negative effect on the neighborhood.

Having learned about the history behind the former wallpaper factory and the Killingsworth-designed 
showroom, I have come to appreciate these buildings even more. In my profession as a law librarian, I
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11/17/2015
spend significant amounts of time doing research and I love to learn about the lustory of buildings and 
neighborhoods. As a native Angeleno. I believe that it is important to maintain the historical integrity of Los 
Angeles and honor our old buildings and their rich history. I believe that Atwater Village is a special area, 
which the Van Luit buildings are a \Ttal part of It is my belief that we should restore these buildings, not 
knock them down to put up something new.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely.
Jennifer Friedman
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NOV 17 2015
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To:

From: Robert Garafolo 
Home: 4308 Brunswick Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90039 
Email: bobbygarafolo@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacitv.org. lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org. .qwatervillagcal\va\m" iinail iom.christine.peters@lacity.org. 
amy .ablakat@lacity .org

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 15,2015

I am a freelancer working for the Hollywood Studios in Set Decoration. I am also a 
working musician and property manager. I have lived in historic Atwater Village, near 
the Van Luit Complex since 1983 when I was bom. I have lived in Atwater Village my 
entire life. My home is two blocks from the Van Luit Complex.

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the 
Albert Van Luit Complex.

I have been walking to the park with my dogs ever since I was a child taking long strolls 
down the river walk. 1 didn't really notice the building growing up. There was a fence 
with rows of trees and ivy but I noticed the scenery and walls that were stored there.
I began to notice the Van Luit building as I grew older seeing the Scenic Expression 
Trucks haul in set walls and other constructs from familiar shows. As 1 played with my 
dog in the park I saw the interesting saw-tooth roof design. Once I became part of 
Atwater Village Always, and I was presented with the history of the Wallpaper Factory 
and its architect I realized that it was important to preserve the building and its history.

I feel that it would be a better idea to renovate and repurpose the Van Luit building in 
similar fashion that the Van De Kamp factory on Fletcher and San Fernando was turned 
into the school maintaining the iconic facade. 1 would like to preserve the whole Van 
Luit building. I've walked around the factory grounds and noticed that it was designed 
to be away from adjoining properties and houses. It gives space to the community while 
being low enough that neighboring views are not blocked to the nature around it.

I love seeing the Griffith Park mountains. The view and landscape as the sun hits them
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has been one of my favorite aspects of Atwater Village. I can see the largest peak. 
Beacon Hill, from my yard. I've seen the hills on fire during the dry season. I see the 
joggers, the bright lights as they film. etc. I feel that the design of the building fits well 
into the neighborhood. The height of the buildings and the way the ivy around the 
perimeter fence blends into the park motif.

Every time I tell people where I live I tell them, with pride, I grew up and reside in 
Atwater Village close to the horse stables. The horse stables are a wonderful part of the 
neighborhood community. It's a joy to walk by the arenas and say hello to the horses as 
I walk my dog. They are a sight to see walking down Brunswick Ave. and the river 
walk. They are a pleasant surprise for the tenants that rent in front of my mothers house 
at 4322 Brunswick. The horse stables, park, river, and proximity to Griffith Park are the 
main amenities of living in Atwater. I'm hoping the stables continue to be a part of the 
neighborhood and feel that there is a danger that bridle paths and such may be changed 
or affected in a negative way. I'm worried about traffic as it becomes a danger to horses 
as well as people.

I love the design of the Van Luit building and feel the layout is beautiful and 
appropriate for courtesy to the community. Artistically and aesthetically it fits into the 
neighborhoods architecture and style. It is not a distraction, it’s not an eyesore, it is not 
big or even very noticeable; it is part of the neighborhood that I grew up in. 1 love 
history and art and this building encompasses both of those aspects.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,
Robert Garafolo 
4308 Brunswick Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90039
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Margie Rosenblum <margie_rosenblum@hotmail.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <chc@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com” <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>, 
"christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, "amy.abiakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>

Sun, Nov 15. 2015 at 1:27 PM

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

Tbe Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Margie Rosenblum

Home: 4026 Sequoia Street

Los Angeles, CA . 90039

Email: margie_rosenblum@hotmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert giessmger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@!acity org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, Christine peters@lacity org, amy ablakat@lacity.org,

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 15,2015

I am a retired legal secretary and currently teach yoga part-time. I li\« on 4026 Sequoia Street, three blocks from 
the Van Luit Complex.

I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.
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I have lived in this area for 70 years, almost my whole life. I grew up in Los Feliz as a child, and often visited
Atwater Village playing with the pollywogs and frogs in the river. My favorite thing as a child was to ride horses,
starting with the ponies in Griffith Park, then horse-riding in the park itself. I remember the Onodarka Stables on
Riverside Drive and the California Stables on Los Feliz Boulevard that are no longer there.

I moved to historic Atwater Village in 1977 when I moved to the Rancho Los Feliz apartments, (the former site of 
the California Stables), where I lived for 19 years. During this time I was a legal secretary, taught yoga, jogged 
along the river, took riding lessons at San Rafael Hunt Club, and played softball at the Chevy Chase Park. After I 
retired as a secretary I moved to a house owned by my mother on Sequoia, three blocks from the Van Luit 
Complex, where I’ve lived for 19 years (thus a total of 38 years in Atwater Village). When I moved to Sequoia 
Street I got a dog and since then I've been walking with my dog past the complex on the way to the LA River. 
Even though I passed it every day, I never really noticed buildings, or the complex until recently when I learned 
from Atwater Village Always of its historical significance. I am so happy to have discovered this beautiful gem in 
my own neighborhood. Now I love it!

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely.

Margie Rosenblum
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Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex - on behalf of Hector Caresia (with historic photos)
1 message

Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

On behalf of Hector Caresia, who does not have email access, we are forwarding his letter of support 
for the Van Luit Complex below, and attaching his personal photos of working in the Van Luit Factory.

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 1:31 PM

To:

Richard Barron, ALA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Hector Caresia

203 N. Catalina Street. 
Los Angeles, CA 90004

Email: roxanacaresiato hotmail.com

Previous Address: 1406 Vi N. Manzanita St LA CA 90027

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan«/lacity org, lambert.giessmger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@!acity org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, chnstine.peters@lacitv.ora. amv.ablakat@lacitv.ora

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15,2015
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I remember being at the site, on February 9, 1971 during an earthquake. I had never felt an Earthquake. It was early in the 
morning. My wife and daughter were on a trip to Argentina, when we felt that Earthquake. I started working at The Albert 
Van Luit factory in 1969.1 never met the owner. But I heard he was very nice. My friends knew Mr. Oscar and Daniel had 
been working at the factory longer than I had. Oscar and another man, Manuel Romero, were “colorists.” Daniel was the 
printer. I was a printer’s assistant and then I became a printer, where I made $8.00 per hour in 1970. Alfredo Bemal was 
another co-worker, he was a printer, and then he became Supervisor. 1 have attached a photograph of me and my co
workers taken the 1970’s.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex- on behalf of Hector Caresia (with historic photos)

I remembered that there were lots of windows in the factory; we needed a lot of light. And there were heaters also, to dry 
the glue and paint. I moved the paint over the silk screens, and then I entered the big rolls of paper, into a dryer. The 
dryers were very noisy. My Supervisor was Mr. Mende4 a Mexican-American. There was no air conditioning, but lots of 
windows. We would eat inside the building in their cafeteria. We had two breaks, ten minutes each and one lunch of 30 
minutes. At first I was a laborer and then I used semi-automatic machines. For all of these reasons, we support the 
Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely

Hector Caresia
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Van Luit Complex - on behalf of Roxana and Maria Teresa Caresia
1 message

Jackie Sloan <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 1:38 PM

On behalf of Roxana and Maria Teresa Caresia, Mho do not have email access, we are forwarding their letter of support 
for the Van Luit Complex below.

To:

Richard Barron, AlA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:

Maria Teresa Caresia

203 N. Catalina Street.

Los Angeles, CA 90004

Email: roxanacaresia(a hoimail.com

Previous Address: 1406 Vi N. Manzanita St LA CA 90027

Sent via email to: shannon.ryanw'.lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.oeters@lacitv.org. amv.ablakat@lacitv.org

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 15,2015
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] graduated from Marshall High School in 1987, and have lived in the area most of my life. 1 remember that my' Dad took me 
to the Van Luit factory where he worked, when I was 3 or 4 years old. My dad worked at the factory before I was bom. in 
1%8. He worked the graveyard shift when he started, and continued as a wallpaper printer for several years.

1 remember he used to show me off to his co-workers when 1 was small. (I still have photographs of my dad with his co
workers ). I remember seeing horses near the factory. 1 remember my dad being happy with his job and his co-workers. My 
mom remembers, that she would ask my dad, to please take us to visit the horses, partly because she liked them, but also 
because I did. We would visit Griffith Park and ride the small train too,

The Albert Van Luit factory was a very good place for my dad. His co-workers were friends during the years they worked 
together and after. Oscar Caballero, was Cuban, he lived in Glendale with his family and he worked with my dad. He and 
his wife and their two sons, lived on Doran Street. Daniel Torres, was another co-worker of my Dad’s who worked at the 
Van Luit Corrplex. We were really sad. w hen the company was sold, and the operations were sent back to New York.

We used to come back to the factory, every otheryear. to see the horses, and the factory and this whole area. We w'ould 
come by the horses, and remember the good times, when my Dad was working here. We always felt marvelous on our 
visits.

Very recently, we came back to the neighborhood, to find a home fora stray rabbit. My mom suggested, after years of 
taking care of that bunny that he needed to be with other rabbits. So, w'e thought maybe one of the farms with horses in 
Atwater Village, might also have rabbits. When we arrived, we met Jackie and the neighbors and discovered a group of 
people who shared our feelings about how special this place is.

For all of these reasons, w'e support the Nomination ofthe Albert Van Luit Conplexas a Historic-Cultural Monument in the 
City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely

Roxana and Maria Teresa Caresia
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Fwd: Ava
1 message

Booker Harrap <bharrap@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair 
The Cultural Heritage Commission 
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sun, Nov 15, 2015 at 1:50 PM

To:

From: Booker Harrap
Home: 4001 Verdant st. Los Angeles CA, 90039 
Email: bharrap@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessmger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity org, atwatervllagealways@gmail com. Christine.peters@lacity org, amy ablakat@lacity.org

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 15, 2015

I am a plant specialist, and I have lived in historic Atwater Village, near the Van Luit Complex since 1996. My 
home is on the same block as the Van Luit Complex. I grew up playing basketball at the park and enjoying the 
river with my dog. I've heard that developers are using the notion that the complex is an eyesore as an excuse to 
tear it down and build a large residential complex. It most surely is not an eyesore. It's only 2 stories tall and it's 
just a part of the neighborhood, almost un-noticable. Most residents I think would surely agree. I believe it would 
be a much better decision to re-purpose the building than to tear it down. Aside from the history that would be 
destroyed, they would also be destroying the North Atwater park that the lot is adjacent to by making it the 
backyard to 60 units, virtually making it their park. And the traffic!

Please excuse my ranting. The purpose of this letter is to convey my affection for the Van Luit complex and my 
distress that this historical landmark may be taken down and replaced with yet another irresponsible housing 
development that forever changes the fabric of its surrounding community.

LA as a whole is undergoing a massive development surge which may be unavoidable. It is unavoidable. However, 
if we as Los Angeleno's, and more specifically as our particular neighborhoods come together, we can shape this 
development into something that fits into the existing community's fabric. This way, LA can keep some of its 
identity as development takes place.
The warehouse portion of the Van Luit complex could serve well as some form of loft housing, creating a 
beneficial situation for everyone: Population density will remain reasonable, LA's history will be honored and 
preserved, and unique housing with character will be provided.

History is an important and fascinating part of our lives. The closer to home it is, the more real it is to each of us, 
and the more it connects us with our surroundings, in time, and in space. The Van Luit complex has a rich 
history that connects me to the land I live on in ways I didn't know were possible until I began to learn about it.
I'm sure it would serve the community well to preserve this historic landmark, and to even install a plaque outside 
it outlining the rich history of the area and Van Luit's contribution to it. My experiences on Olvera street learning
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about the historical buildings in that area and the history of the city itself via the plaques placed around the area 
was one of the most enriching "Los Angeles" experiences I've had. It's a great tradition to continue.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Fwd; Ava

Sincerely. 
Booker Harrap

Booker Harrap 
bharrap@gmail. com 
818.631 4051
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To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

NOV 1 7 2015

From: Arlene Morse
Home: 4014 & 4020 Verdant St., LA. CA 90039

Also sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org. 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 12,2015

1 graduated from Marshall High School and have lived in and owned my equestrian property at 
4014 & 4020 Verdant since the 1970s. I moved into this house, previously owned by my parents, 
after my mother passed away. My home here in Atwater Village sits several hundred feet away 
from the Van Luit Complex.

My father came to Atwater Village when he was 20 years old. Before he died, ten years ago, my 
dad shared stories with me about riding at Saddle & Sirloin—the ranch located around the comer 
from me—back in the 1930s. Horses have been in this area even before then.

All of these homes have been horse property since before 1 was bom. I am for improving the 
neighborhood, but 1 like the current atmosphere. I’m for keeping the horses. I like being 
surrounded by horses. I’m in the city but feel like I’m in the country. It’s country living in the 
middle of the city. I’ve always thought you should treat people how you want to be treated. For 
example, I like how my neighbor Alex Chavez bought the Paddock and kept it equestrian. This 
neighborhood is zoned for equestrians and is special because of that.

All the decades I’ve lived here, it’s mostly like the Van Luit factory didn’t even exist because it’s 
always been so quiet. I knew it was a wallpaper place and that’s it. For a while, we ran a 
neighborhood watch. This was in the early 1990s and we’d meet in a large room in the Van Luit 
factory. Members of the LAPD would join us. But I can’t even see the building from my house. 
And it’s so quiet that I don’t notice it.

For all of these reasons, I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument 
Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Arlene Morse
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LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
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Van Luit Complex

Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 10:09 AMDevon Gonzalez <happyfirontier@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Devon Gonzalez <happyfrontier@yahoo.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagea!ways@gmail.com>

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Devon Gonzalez
Home: 447 S. Griffith Park Drive, Burbank, CA 91506
Client of: The Children's Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039 
Email: happyfrontier@yahoo.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org, 
cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 13, 2015

My 12 year old daughter Catherine has been a client of The Children’s Ranch Foundation in Atwater Village since 
2008. She is part of a therapeutic riding program at the Ranch and rides there each week. I write this letter in 
support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

As the mother of a child who rides at The Children's Ranch, I appreciate how the Van Luit Complex buildings are 
just there. They don’t scream at you. They are discreet. If the atmosphere is too busy, it aggravates Catherine 
and increases her anxiety, making horseback riding difficult and even dangerous. The open space and the quiet 
that the Van Luit buildings provide makes Catherine’s therapeutic rides along the trails next to the complex so 
enjoyable. She loves them so much that she literally runs into the Ranch each week, eager to get on her 
horse. She struggles to communicate verbally, but when I tell her it is a Ranch day, she says “horse, horse!" as 
she jumps up and down with excitement.

The Van Luit buildings are an integral part of what keeps my daughter safe on her therapeutic rides at the 
Ranch. This unique urban equestrian district deserves protection. I support the Nomination to preserve these 
important buildings.

Sincerely,
Devon Gonzalez
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To: Richard Barron. AIA. Chair
The Cultural I leritagc Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan. Planning Associate
I .os Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street. Room 620
Los Angeles. CA 90012

RECEIVED
U)uli>

.Hinitu
. ■ i.• *

Re. Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 12. 2015

Dear Mr. Richard Barron. AIA

On behalf of the Atwater Village Neighborhood Council, we urge you to support the designation of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex, located at 4000 L. Chevy Chase Drive. Los Angeles. CA 90039. as a 11istorical-Cultnral Monument to the City 
of Los Angeles.

The Albert Van Luit Complex ("Complex") has particular historic significance to the City of Los Angeles. Albert Van 
Luit was well-known for his innovations in the wallpaper industry in the period following World War II. Moreover, 
important historic resources make up the Complex, comprised of a Post-War Daylight Factory designed by renown 
architect JR Wyatt (1950) and an International Style office-showroom designed by multiple award-winning Edward 
Killingsworth and his colleague Jules Brady (1965).

Killingsworth utilized the International Style to highlight Van Luit’s innovative wallpaper designs, integrating interior 
and exterior space to create a more unified whole, and to allow a more natural way to view the various wallpaper designs 
on display.

Daylight factory-type buildings have also been identified by the City of Los Angeles's Office of Historic Resources as a 
significant property type. Daylight factory designs feature large unobstructed floor spaces and exposed concrete exterior 
frames, which can be Tilled with large windows to admit light and air. T he windows are a key element for allowing 
natural light to come into the building, saving energy use.

Given the historic and architectural significance of the Complex, we submit this letter requesting the Council’s support of 
designating this site as a I listorieal-Cultural Monument. \

Sincerely*

3
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Torin Dunnavant 
Co-Chair

Courtney Morris 
Co-Chair

mailto:Board@AtwaterVillage.ofg
http://www.AtwalerVillage.org
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To: Richard Barron, AIA,Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
do Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Date: November 13,2015

From: Netty Carr and Sandra Caravella
Friends of Atwater Village, P.O. Box 39A55, LA, CA 90039 
Email: dishy512@sbcglobal.net, kumquatsc@earthlink.net

Also sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacitv.org. 
cc: CHC@lacitv.org. atwatervillagealwavs@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

On behalf of Friends of Atwater Village, we write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural 
Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I, Sandra Caravella, have lived in Atwater Village for over 60 years. And I, Netty Carr, have 
lived in Atwater Village for over 43 years. We are both native Angelenos. We formed Friends 
of Atwater Village as part of a preservation movement with respect to saving the Van De Kamps 
Bakery building, which stands today. Our preservation efforts led to writing a book about 
Atwater Village, Atwater Village (Images of America) (Arcadia publishers) and its rich history, 
including its unique equestrian area.

In researching our book, we explored the historic Atwater Equestrian District, and neighboring 
North Atwater Park, arenas and trails, and never discovered the Van Luit Complex. It is such a 
well-hidden jewel, fitting seamlessly into the surrounding equestrian landscape. This area, after 
all, was originally the Santa Eulalia Rancho, owned by the Verdugo Family and subsequently, in 
1868, purchased by W.C.B Richardson. This area was run as a ranch until it was annexed to Los 
Angeles in 1910.

It was exciting to learn about the rich historical significance of the Van Luit Complex, Edward 
Killingsworth, the importance of these daylight factories, and Van Luit’s innovative 
contributions to the wallpaper manufacturing industry. The Van Luit Complex is a wonderful 
example of the way Atwater Village commercial buildings were designed — with respect for the 
adjacent residences, and in harmony with the equestrian roots of the area.

For all of these reasons, we support the Nomination.

Sincerely,
Netty Carr and Sandra Caravella

FRIENDS OF ATWATER VILLAGE • P.O.BOX39A55 • LOS ANGELES, CA 90039 
www.friendsofatwatervillage.org • 323-913-2999 • favboard@friendsofatwatervilloge.org

Non Profit 501C-3

mailto:kumquatsc@earthlink.net
mailto:lambert.giessinger@lacitv.org
mailto:CHC@lacitv.org
mailto:watervillagealwavs@gmail.com
http://www.friendsofatwatervillage.org
mailto:favboard@friendsofatwatervilloge.org
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

Joyce Chan <choicecarolchan@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Tue. Nov 17, 2015 at 6:32 AM

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street. Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Joyce Chan

1731 N. Dillon St., Los Angeles. CA 90026

Email: choicecarolchan@gmail.com

Sent \ia email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com, Christine.peters@lacitv org, amv ablakat@lacitv.org

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 17,2015

I have lived in Silver Lake for all of my life. Even though I live in Silver Lake, I spent much of my childhood and my child 
has spent much of hertime using the facilities near and around the Van Luit Complex We spent a lot oftime admiring this 
building, and have a true affinity for this secret jewel of Atwater Village. This building is historic, and should not be tom 
down. It offers an incredible historical perspective to Atwater Village, and should be preserved. A good example of 
Atwater buildings that have been preserved and cultivated is Atwater's ATX Building Complex Can we create something 
simililar, but with the added historical perspective, to the Van Luit Complex? The complex is quite a beautiful building 
which offeres natural lighting, and the show room is amazing. I would love to see the conplexcultivated into a place that
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offers history and serves the community even nx>rc than it does now

I am a Farmers' Market Manager for the City of Torrance and l started the Atwater Village Farmers' Market with Mayor 
Garcetti lOyears ago. as an employee of Sustainable Economic Enterprises ofLos Angeles. I was very happy and deeply 
encouraged when working with the Atwater Community in the beginning stages of the farmers' market. The Atwater 
Village community carried forth an all-inclusive nature, and passion for the neighborhood that Albert Van Luit did. Fie had 
the forthought to build a business that also considered the neighbors and natural habitat around his complex, and that is 
exactly what Atwater Village still does on today, which makes the area so special.

I write this letter in support ofthe Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination ofthe Albert Van Luit Complex as a Histone-Cultural Monument in the 
City ofLos Angeles.

Sincerely,

Joyce Gian

2/2https;//mail.google.conVmail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=05e86526e0&V®AFpt&search=inbox&th=15115clc8ef2af292&siml=15115dc8ef2af292
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NOV 17 2015
Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Atwater Village - Van Luit Complex
1 message

Monica Pa Moye <monicapa4@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, Jackie Sloan <atwaterMllagealways@gmail.com>, christine.peters@lacity.org, 
amy.ablakat@lacity.org

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 at 9:43 AM

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Monica Pa Moye
Home: 3810 W. Clark Ave., Burbank CA 91505 (own home on 4420 Edenhurst Ave., 

Los Angeles CA 90039
Email: monicapa4@gmail.com

I am an attorney for the Walt Disney Company, and I own a home in historic Atwater Village, near the Van 
Luit Complex since 2012. My home is immediately adjacent to the Van Luit Complex. My family moved 
from our home in Atwater to Burbank in March 2016, but we continue to own and rent out the house 
heated on Edenhurst Avenue and I write to you because of my concern that this structure is in jeopardy.

I write this letter in support ofthe Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination ofthe Albert Van Luit Complex. 
We are able to view the Van Luit Complex from our property, and a key feature when we purchased our 
home was our ability to see the mountains of Griffith Park since we have an unobstructed view. The low 
height and ample set back of the Van Luit Complex buildings makes them fit into the neighborhood so that all 
the neighbors can share in the mountain views. The neighborhood benefits from the quiet and modest 
structure, since the trees and plantings make the buildings blend into the nearby residences and park.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City ofLos Angeles.

Sincerely,
Monica Pa Moye
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NOV 1 7 2015
Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Please Consider Preservation of the Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Tue, Nov 17. 2015 at 12:35 AMDouglas Hill <douglas@doughill.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amyablakat@lacity.org, atwatervllagealways@gmail.com

Cultural Heritage Commission 
City Hall, room 1010 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

To whom it may concern,

In my capacity as an architectural photographer for the past 45 years I have had occasion to document many 
projects in Los Angeles, both contemporary and of historical significance.

Preservation of Los Angeles' architectural heritage has always been a concern of mine, lest the common 
observation that ours is a city with no regard for its past proves to be true.

I was first introduced to the Albert Van Luit Complex in the 1980s when I was asked to provide the company with 
a quote for my services to photograph some of their wallpaper installations. Nothing came of this business 
proposition, however, I was duly impressed by Edward Killingsworth's innovative design for the showroom, as well 
as the factory with its fine sawtooth roof. As memorable as the architecture was, the facility's location at the 
edge of a residential neighborhood and it’s proximity to the Los Angeles River, in my estimation, made it unique

I had the opportunity to visit the complex again recently, and to photograph it. Although the buildings show some 
of the ravages of time, what made them memorable originally was still intact. While there, I was also impressed 
by the level of interest shown by those who live in the community and their interest in seeing the Van Luit 
Complex be preserved.

Too much of what represents Los Angeles’ rich history has been relegated to archival file drawers when simply 
preserving the physical places was a simpler and much more effective solution. It's my fervent wish that the 
Albert Van Luit Complex remain standing where it is.

Very truly yours,

Douglas Hill 
Photographer

2324 Moreno Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90039

douglas@doughill.com
213-819-5856
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November 12, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: The Van Luit Complex

Dear Mr. Barron,

I would like to express my support for the historic preservation of the 
Van Luit Complex.

Ever since I moved to Los Angeles in 1986, I have always been in awe 
over the unique Atwater Equestrian District. In a city made famous by 
film making, this area stood out as a real-life movie set.

Over the resent years, I have enjoyed attending functions at The 
Children's Ranch and have great appreciation for the work they do 
with special needs children. Places like The Children's Ranch can't 
flourish without the preservation of places like the Van Luit Complex.

Please help to make this community continue to exist as the unique 
place that it is.

Best regards,

Erin Engman

mailto:erinengman@earthlink.net
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Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for the Albert Van Luit Complex

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 at 2:14 PMNorman Nakamura <Norman.Nakamura@unionbank.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Nomnan Nakamura

4015 Chevy Chase Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90039

November 16, 2015

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Sentvia email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

cc: CHC@lacity org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, 
atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Subject: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for the Albert Van Luit Complex

I am writing this letter to support the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex.

I am a Systems Analyst at Union Bank. My home is at 4015 Chevy Chase Drive, which is across the street from 
the Van Luit Complex. Except for 2 years in the Army, I have lived there since 1958. I have actually lived in 
Atwater Village for almost 70 years.

Upon returning to Los Angeles in 1946 from Manzanar Relocation Center where I was bom, my parents rented 
the back house at 4417 Edenhurst Avenue. This was across the street from the Van Luit residence at 4410
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Edenhurst Avenue. Then, in 1958, my parents built their home nearby on Chevy Chase across from the Van Luit 
factory. So the Van Luits and the Van Luit Complex have always been a part of the local neighborhood for me.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination for the Albert Van Luit Complex

Along with the LA River and Griffith Park on the west side, the neighborhood is an interweaving of many kinds of 
people, animals, modest homes, small apartments, stables and light manufacturing. The homes, apartments 
and light manufacturing give a working-class feel to the neighborhood. The river, horses and stables also provides 
a rural feel. The Van Luit Complex is an integral part of this unique neighborhood.

I am sure that Mr. Van Luit took extra care in selecting the placement and design of the factory, since the factory 
was basically in his backyard. He lived on Edenhurst, and the factory was on 4000 Chevy Chase Drive with the 
east side next to his backyard. The 2-story factory was placed on the west side of the parcel, so it did not place 
any of the homes in shadow. The factory is basically gray and blends into the local neighborhood landscape.

The factory is distinctive in a quiet way. It is a daylight factory that incorporates the use of daylight in its design 
instead of relying solely on electricity for lighting. From Chevy Chase, you can see the north side of the factory 
with two rows of continuous large steel sash windows, which identifies this as a daylight factory. From the east 
side, you can see the saw-tooth roof outline with skylights that also identifies this as a daylight factory.
Although this factory was built in the 1950's, its use of daylight instead of electricity is today's "Green’’.

As I recall, the factory was one large room. With daylight coming down through the skylights and high sash 
windows, machines and equipment of any size could be placed anywhere on the factory floor. It had a stark 
utilitarian feel. You could see the structure of the building because there was no ceiling and no wall panels. The 
pipes, ductwork, steel beams and roof struts were there to be seen. Showing the building structure with natural 
daylight may hav« ev^n been part of the overall design.

The factory is a well-constructed daylight factory that merits acknowledgement and preservation. I gained an 
appreciation of construction when I was in the Army. I was in a construction battalion in the 20th Engineer 
Brigade in Viet Nam. We worked on the larger support bases by rapidly constructing barracks, evac hospitals, 
maintenance yards, chopper pads and roads.

The Van Luit showroom and office building must be preserved and recognized as an Edward Killingsworth 
building. I did not know that this was a Killingsworth building until recently, but I did know that Killingsworth was 
a Case Study House designer.

My brother, Bob, worked for many years as a photographer for Ray and Charles Eames. It was through my 
brother that I learned about the Case Study House program, which included Charles Eames, Eero Saarinen, 
Richard Neutra and Edward Killingsworth. I even visited the Eames House in Pacific Palisades, which is a Case 
Study House. I also recall seeing a Killingsworth building on Long Beach Boulevard.

When the showroom/office building was opened, Mr Van Luit invited the neighborhood. On Chevy Chase, you 
could only see a windowless wall with trees, plants and rocks. From the driveway, you could see the entrance 
on the west side. It was only when you were in the factory compound that you could really view the showroom 
I was impressed with its simple elegance.

https ://mail. goog le.conV mail/u/0/?ui=2&i k= 05e86526e0&uew= pt&search=inbox&msg=151125c bb0ce32b0&siml= 151125cbb0ce32b0 2/3
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Mr Van Luit also ga\« us sample rolls of his wallpaper at the opening. This was the first time that I had seen the 
wallpaper. I was again impressed because they reminded me of William Morris designs.

As is usually the case when something is close at hand, I took the Van Luit Complex for granted. Now that its 
existence is being threatened, I must advocate for its preservation as an integral part of this neighborhood. Now 
that I know that the showroom/office building was designed by Edward Killingsworth, it must be presetted as part 
of the architectural heritage of Los Angeles. Now that I know that this is a daylight factory, it must be seen as 
part of the Green future for California.

Yours

Norman Nakamura, Atwater Village Resident

****************** ************************************************************ 
This communication (including any attachments) may contain privileged or 
confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, 
and is protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, you should 
delete this communication and/or shred the materials and any attachments and 
are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this 
communication, or the taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited.

Thank you.
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Albert Van Luit Complex
1 message

Elaine Brock <tractormama1@yahoo.com>
To: "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" <lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>, "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" 
<shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Wed, Nov 11, 2015 at 10:40 AM

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Elaine Brock

Home: 4010 Verdant Street, LA 90039

Business: San Rafael Stable, 3949, 4010-4012 Verdant Street, LA 90039

Email: tractormama1@yahoo.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit ComplexRe:

Date: November 11, 2015

I am a longtime resident of Atwater Village. I have lived here since 1965. Since 1967, I have been the proprietor 
and business owner of San Rafael Stable, a long established equestrian boarding stable in the historic Atwater 
Village Equestrian District. I am referred to by locals as "grandma."

When my clients use the riding rings adjacent to the Van Luit Complex, horseback riding feels safe, because of 
the ample set back of the factory from the bridle path and jumping arena along the property lines. The lighting, 
structure and ambiance of the buildings on the complex give a positiv* feeling for the people in the Atwater 
community, including the equestrians that use the riding rings and trails. Equestrians understand the vehicular 
traffic coming in and out, because it is so predictable, which keeps riding in the area safe. The staff members on 
the complex have also been friendly to the equestrians over the years, which I appreciate.

Upon entering the complex and seeing the showroom building, you get such a warm and friendly feeling that is in 
synch with the surrounding Atwater community. The buildings are unique in their design and character, just like 
our historic neighborhood.

For all of these reasons, I support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural 
Monument in the City of Los Angeles.
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Sincerely,

Elaine Brock

Elaine Brock 
San Rafael HuntClub 
Tractormama 1 @yahoo. com 
Sent from my iPad
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LA Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
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Van Luit Complex
1 message

chona labtic <labchona@hotmail.com>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org” 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Tue, Nov 10, 2015 at 6:56 PM

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From: Chona Labtic-Austin

4416 Edenhurst Avenue

LA, CA 90039

labchona@hotmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 10, 2015

I have lived in historic Atwater Village, near the Van Luit Complex for 15 years, since 2000. My back 
yard abuts the Van Luit Complex. The large Van Luit factory building is right behind my home, set 
back graciously so that I still have a beautiful view of the mountains and the park.

I am a CPA, and I raised my two sons in this home, located at 4416 Edenhurst Avenue. This house 
will be for my sons someday when I am gone. When my sons were young, we would walk to the park 
and pass the Van Luit buildings. The buildings were always discreet, since the planted trees along 
the street. My sons used to ride horses in the public arena and the trail in front of the Van Luit
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Complex. I would rent the horses for them by the hour My sons played basketball, baseball, and 
volleyball with friends in North Atwater Park, right in front of the Van Luit Complex. When they were 
at Marshall high school, they had their PE class at the park.

City of Los Angeles Mail - Van Luit Complex

Preserving the Van Luit Complex is important to our neighborhood. I feel that the buildings kept us 
safe all these years, since there is no alley, and good security. For all of these reasons, I support the 
Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the City of Los 
Angeles.

Sincerely,

Chona Labtic-Austin
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[ A Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>
GEECS

Van Luit Complex
1 message

kslayton@charter.net <kslayton@charter.net>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" <atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Tue, Nov 10, 2015 at 12:10PM

Richard Barron, AIA, ChairTo:

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan. Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles. CA 90012

From: Karen Slayton

Home: 240 Spencer Street, Gendale, CA 91202

Business: The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039

Email: kslayton@charter.net

Sent via email to: shannon ryanfu laciiy .org, lambert giessinger@lacity org,

cc: CHC@lacity org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 10, 2015

1 am a therapeutic riding instructor at The Children’s Ranch in Atwater Village, and 1 lease a horse for my private use at San 

Rafael Stables, 4010-12 Verdant Street, LA 90039. I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument 
Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex

I have been riding in the historic Atwater Village Equestrian District for over 25 years, and I have been teaching at The
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Children's Ranch since 2006. I previously boarded a horse at the Paddock Riding Club, located at 3919 Rigali Ave. LA 

90039.

11/10/2015

As an equestrian, I appreciate how the Van Luit Complex has expanded the sale tiding area in the Atwater Equestrian 
District, without encroaching upon the residents. When riding, we always know what to expect in the public riding arena 

and trail beside the factory, because ofthc limited way in which the Van Luit Complex buildings are used forbusiness. We 

can predict when vehicles will come in and out of the driveway, and we find the personnel to be respectful. The size and 
setback ofthc Van Luit Complexalso provide a safe haven for horseback riding on days where the LA River Equestrian 
Trail is too windy or muddy. The factory building is set back from the bridle path sufficiently, allowing the buildings to 

shield the wind and rain, while providing enough space to ride safely in their proximity.

As a therapeutic riding instructor. I would add that the Van Luit buildings keep us safe by shielding us from unpredictable 
activity near our public riding rings and trails. Interestingly, the buildings serve as a destination for trail rides with kids 

who are developmentally challenged. These students benefit froma concrete destination when riding, since time can be 

hard for them to understand, which causes increased anxiety. We call the buildings “the scene shop.” All I have to say to 
a rider is, “step one: ride to the scene shop,” and the student knows just where we are going, alleviating anxiety. The 

activities that go on in the Van Luit Complex are also inherently interesting to the students, and they can view from 

horseback as the scenery and sets come in and out of the site.

Having recently learned about the rich history of the Van Luit Complex, 1 find the site even more interesting as both a 

riding instructor, and as a native of Los Angeles. Working near the Van Luit Complexmakes me feel more connected to the 
City, as so many ofourhistoric buildings are being tom down, thereby robbing the citizens froma tie to their past. The 

Van Luit buildings offer the residents of Los Angeles a link to their past - to a time when businesses built commercial 
buildings that seamlessly fit with the surrounding residences, stables, arenas, trails and parks.

For all of these reasons, 1 support the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument in the 
City of Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

Karen Slavton

Karen Slayton
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A

T-LA mm geecs
Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

(no subject)
1 message

Jeanne Bueche <jeannebueche@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 3:58 PM

To: Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From 
Home:
Business: "Major Crimes" Assistant Property Master 

5300 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90038 suite 203-E 
Email: jeannebueche@gmail.com
Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert VanLuit Complex

Jeanne Bueche
3506 Lavell Dr. Los Angeles, CA 90065

Date: November 24, 2015

I am a homeowner in the nearby of Glassell Park and have boarded my horses at San Raphael Stables 4010-12 
Verdant Street since 1995. My horses and I have been members of the historic equestrian community in North 
Atwater for 20 years. I write this letter in support of the Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination of the Albert 
Van Luit Complex.
The bam where I stable my horses is right around the comer on Verdant St. Adjacent to the Van Luit Complex is 

a public park and riding arena, a jumping arena, a turnout pasture, and equestrian trails connecting the 
surrounding bams in this community. These arenas and trails are heavily utilized by the equestrians and their 
horses.
The Van Luit Complex has been used a movie set storage facility as long as I have been there. There is a 
predictability, familiarity, respect and an understanding between this business and the equestrian community. 
Horses are flight animals and can be unpredictable at times. The horses are familiar with the building and it's day 
to day to day operations. The Van Luit Complex offers a shield and protection from the elements of wind and rain. 
It also serves as a visual barrier between the arenas and the park/soccer field which are areas of activity that can 
distract our horses.
As a native of Los Angeles I an extremely invested in retaining our rich architectural history. I have a 
college degree in Art History and have worked in the Art Department in motion picture television industry 20 plus 
years. Over the years, I have witnessed the tragic demise of historical architecture in order to erect multi-unit 
mixed use monstrosities that overwhelm the property they are on and the communities they are in. I do not want 
this to be the case for the Van Luit Complex. The proposed development of the property the Van Luit Complex 
will have a significant negative impact on the equestrian community and residents of north Atwater Village. The 
greatest loss will spread much further than that. That loss will impact the city of Los Angeles as a whole. We 
cannot continue to tear down the architecture, culture and history that has uniquely defined our city.
For all these reasons, I support the nomination of the Albert Van Luit Complex as a Historic-Cultural Monument 
in the City of Los Angeles.

Jeanne Bueche
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:i LA
mm geecs

Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Mary Helen Berg <mhberg@sbcglobal.net>
Reply-To: Mary Helen Berg <mhberg@sbcglobal.net>
To: "shannon.ryan@lacity.org" <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>
Cc: "CHC@lacity.org" <CHC@lacity.org>, "christine.peters@lacity.org" <christine.peters@lacity.org>, 
"amy.ablakat@lacity.org" <amy.ablakat@lacity.org>, "atwatervillagealways@gmail.com" 
<atwatervillagealways@gmail.com>

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 3:34 PM

To:
Richard Barron, AIA, Chair
The Cultural Heritage Commission
c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate
Los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 620
Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Mary Helen Berg and William Bahr 
2415 Castilian Dr. Los Angeles, CA 90068
The Children’s Ranch Foundation, 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA 90039
mhberg@sbcglobal.net

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org,
cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com 

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

Dear Mr. Barron,

We would like to add our voices to the many that are supporting the Nomination of the Albert Van Luit 
Complex. Our child is a volunteer at, and we are longtime supporters of, The Children’s Ranch Foundation (the 
“Ranch”), located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039. Our daughter attended camp at the Ranch as a little girl and 
has returned years later as a teenager to serve as a volunteer working with children with special needs.

We believe that The Albert Van Luit Complex is not only unique as an historical structure, it plays an important 
role for the Ranch and in the life of the entire equestrian community. The complex has been a "good neighbor" to 
the children who depend on the Ranch for therapeutic purposes and to the many riders and horses who live in 
and use the public arena and the LA River Equestrian trail. The size and placement of the complex, it's low height 
and setback, has actually been critical in creating a safe environment for riders and horses,

In effect, The Albert Van Luit Complex is distinct historically, structurally and has an unparalleled impact on The 
Ranch and LA's unique equestrian community.

For all of these reasons, we reiterate our strong support for the Nomination of the Van Luit Complex.

Sincerely,

Mary Helen Berg and William Bahr
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Mary Helen Berg
323.874.6294
mhberg@sbcglobal.net
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Mm GEECS Shannon Ryan <shannon.ryan@lacity.org>

Van Luit Complex
1 message

Leo Decter <ljdecter@gmail.com>
To: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@lacity.org 
Cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwatervillagealways@gmail.com

Tue, Nov 24, 2015 at 3:49 PM

To:

Richard Barron, AIA, Chair

The Cultural Heritage Commission

c/o Shannon Ryan, Planning Associate

Los Angeles City Hall

200 N. Spring Street, Room 620

Los Angeles, CA 90012

From:
Leo Decter
2330 Moreno Drive, LA 90039
Bam: The Children's Ranch, 4007 Verdant Street, LA 90039 
email: ljdecter@gmail.com

Sent via email to: shannon.ryan@lacity.org, lambert.giessinger@iacity.org,

cc: CHC@lacity.org, christine.peters@lacity.org, amy.ablakat@lacity.org, atwaterviilagealways@gmail.com

Re: Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination: Albert Van Luit Complex

Date: November 24, 2015

My name is Leo Decter. I am sixteen years old and I am in my junior year at John Marshall High School. When 
I was eight, I took riding lessons at The Children's Ranch and frequently rode on the LA River equestrian trail. 
When I reached my teen years, I began to work as a volunteer at the Ranch, leading young kids on that same 
trail during their therapeutic riding lessons. I play for my high school's baseball team, and last year, due to 
unavailability of Glassell Park's baseball fields, the JV team practiced on the baseball field at North Atwater Park 
from mid-January until the end of February.

It was not until I joined the Social Action Committee at the Ranch that I noticed the Van Luit Complex. During 
the time I spent on the trail and the baseball field, I never noticed the complex because it fit the area perfectly. 
Through further work with the Social Action Committee, I learned of the buildings' historic value. With the 
showroom having been designed by the famous architect Killingsworth and the factory being one of the last 
remaining Daylight Factories, I believe the complex is worth preserving for my generation to learn from.

Sincerely,
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Leo Decter
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Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
Office of Historic Resources

To Whom It May Concern:

Re: 4000 E. Chevy Chase

It has come to my attention that the Van Luit building on the property where a 60 unit 
Small Lot Subdivision proposal are now being assessed for historic value. Whereas the 
preservation of historical monuments in the City of Los Angeles is a good thing, I am 
cautious that introducing a precedent-making maneuver will really help the 
neighborhood. Those buildings have existed there forever and no one showed any interest 
before. It is just an attempt to block a development that has been well considered, well 
designed and will co-exist nicely with other interests in the area.

It is curious to me that opponents of this project have quickly shifted from saving the 
children and horses to saving the buildings. What became of the fear, and unbridled terror 
at the thought of losing the equine community in Atwater Village? Are the children no 
longer important? Was there ever any interest in truly preserving the equine community 
or was it just a diversion to distract the community that was quickly abandoned because 
there was no real threat? I believe the latter to be true.

I would urge that before a historic preservation precedent is set or something that could 
lead to a HPOZ in Atwater Village that this move be considered in a wider context of the 
North Atwater Village neighborhood. It can have unintended consequences. I am a 
planner, designer and practice architecture along the LA River. I’ve offered my help 
several times to create a Specific Plan (similar to one I was involved in at Elysian 
Valley), but the AVNC has yet to take me up on my offer.

There should also be a discussion on relocating the small Mid-Century Modem building 
from its site at the NE part of the property. I’d contribute donations; get involved in a 
larger effort to relocate it, too. It could serve as a great community center if relocated to 
North Atwater Park. Or it could be a ranger station, or become a terrific Cafe or River 
Center at the Park.

I also fear that if the Killingsworth showroom building is kept, that the developer will be 
forced to cram the 60 units into the remaining acreage, thereby greatly decreasing the 
open space that the architect has carefully arranged already. It should be noted that the 
ratio of building to open space on the current plan is impressive and could only be 
achieved by this type of project. As the comments at yesterday’s SLS open house 
suggest; light, air, sunlight and open space are key environmental factors and this project 
excels at providing these features. Other multi-family projects would be denser and 
possibly built with more stories on this site, which could be disastrous.

The other large factory building, to be honest, has no lasting value and could be 
demolished without an earth shattering consequence. I don’t agree with the report that 
says it is “excellent example of daylight factory type” because it is no longer used for



manufacturing, and is now merely a storage shed in disrepair. I’ve been a designer on 
several historic preservation projects with the City of Los Angeles and Historic 
Resources Group (Pico House, Cabrillo Bath House and Pt. Fermin Lighthouse). There 
are better examples of sawtooth industrial warehouses throughout the city that are already 
being preserved. There are no architects of note on these warehouses. This one does not 
need to be added to the inventory. Instead, I’d suggest salvaging some of the warehouse 
timber and wood for use on the 60 SLS unit site for rustic carports, trash enclosures, 
signage, fencing etc. The re-purposed wood would go a long way in boosting the 
character and warmth of the neighborhood.

I am a resident of North Atwater Village and am a frequent visitor to the North Atwater 
Park and believe that a new development limited to the scale and height of the proposed 
SLS is appropriate and needed for the safety and long-term prosperity of the 
neighborhood. I’d also like to see the idling diesel trucks associated with the prop shop 
leave the area, since they are polluting and eyesores and often block entry to the park and 
take up parking spaces.

I believe that we should continue to engage with the owners, developers and architects 
through the councilman’s design review committee, open the discussion to neighbors that 
support the project, and seek a Community Benefits Agreement that would improve 
North Atwater Park, which, as I’ve written before is a place of illicit activity and not a 
source of familial enjoyment. I have submitted a previous letter of support, made 
comments as part of the DRC of this project and am writing this letter to emphasize the 
support I have for smart development in North Atwater Village. The architect’s on this 
project are one of the best in Los Angeles and I stand by my opinion that this project will 
add to, not subtract from the greater Atwater Village community.

Sincerely,

Damian Robledo 
4044 Brunswick Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90039


